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Internship/Project  Data for Academic Year :  2022-2023 
 

S.No Name and Roll Number of the Student Page No. 
1 KOMMI VARSHITH CHOWDARY - 160121733050  1 
2 KONNE RAKESH - 160121733051 2 
3 MADHAVARAPU SASHANK - 160121733053 3 
4 MEDOJU JAYENDRA - 160121733054 4 
5 MOHAMMED MOHIUDDIN - 160121733055 5 
6 MOTHA RITHVIK - 160121733056 6 
7 NARKUDI KESHAV VARDHAN - 160121733057 7 
8 PANDUGULA VAMSHI KRISHNA - 160121733058 8 
9 PINGILI YESHWANTH REDDY - 160121733060 9 

10 SINEELA RAVINDER - 160121733062 10 
11 VARNAM HARSHA VARDHAN REDDY - 160121733064 11 
12 YEARANTY SRI SAI ADESH- 160121733065 12 
13 ABHISHEK CHOUDHARY - 160121733211 13 
14 SHIVLI RAINA - 160121733212 14 
15 MAHESHWARAM JAGADHEESH - 160121733301 15 
16 SABLE NAGRAJ - - 160121733302 16 
17 BODIRE SAI SHRUTHI - 160121733303 17 
18 LAKSHMI SOMASRI RAMISETTY -m - 160121733304 18 
19 SANJANA BONTHA - 160121733305 19 
20 PASUNOORI VIDYANAND - 160121733306 20-21 
21 BOMMENA ASHOK1601-20-733-314 22-42 
22 ASIYA ANJUM1601-20-733-122 43 
23 ASIYA ANJUM1601-20-733-122 44 
24 CHALAMCHYALA LAYA1601-20-733-124 45 
25 JHAHNAVI VELDURTHI1601-20-733-126 46 
26 JHAHNAVI VELDURTHI1601-20-733-126 47 
27 ROSHINI SINGH1601-20-733-129 48 
28 ROSHINI SINGH1601-20-733-129 49 
29 ROSHINI SINGH1601-20-733-129 50 
30 SHREYA KOKA1601-20-733-135 51 
31 SHREYA KOKA1601-20-733-135 52 
32 SUNSHINE PENUMAKA1601-20-733-138 53 
33 SUNSHINE PENUMAKA1601-20-733-138 54 
34 VINEELA BELLAMKONDA1601-20-733-141 55 
35 VINEELA BELLAMKONDA1601-20-733-141 56 
36 YASHASVI C1601-20-733-142 57 
37 YASHASVI C1601-20-733-142 58 
38 AAKASH MAROJU1601-20-733-143 59 
39 AAKASH MAROJU1601-20-733-143 60 



40 AAKASH MAROJU1601-20-733-143 61 
41 AAKASH MAROJU1601-20-733-143 62 
42 MOHAMMAD SOHAIL1601-20-733-154 63 
43 MOHAMMAD SOHAIL1601-20-733-154 64 
44 NAGA SAI VIVEK KASA1601-20-733-155 65 
45 NAGA SAI VIVEK KASA1601-20-733-156 66 
46 VIJAY VARDHAN REDDY NANDIKONDA1601-20-733-178 67 
47 VIJAY VARDHAN REDDY NANDIKONDA1601-20-733-179 68 
48 VIRAT KARTHIKEYA KORAMATI1601-20-733-180 69 
49 ALEKHYA GANDLA1601-20-733-121 70 
50 ALEKHYA GANDLA1601-20-733-121 71 
51 CHANDRA LEKHA RAVIKANTI 1601-20-733-125 72 
52 CHANDRA LEKHA RAVIKANTI 1601-20-733-125 73 
53 KIRANMAI GUGULOTH1601-20-733-127 74 
54 KIRANMAI GUGULOTH1601-20-733-127 75 
55 SAI KEERTANA YALLA1601-20-733-130 76-102 
56 SAPHALYA PETA1601-20-733-134 103-105 
57 CHANDRA SHEKAR SOMULA BALA1601-20-733-149 106-107 
58 JAGAN ANIRUDH VYAS K1601-20-733-151 108-109 
59 SUJITH KUMAR VELPULA1601-20-733-172 110-111 
60 SUSHANTH REDDY T1601-20-733-173 112-113 
61 VIJAYA VENKATA SAI GOURABATTUNI1601-20-733-179 114-115 
62 VIRAT KARTHIKEYA KORAMATI1601-20-733-180 116 
63 MOHAMMED USAMA AHMED1601-20-733-316 117 
64 VALLAMALLA SHIRISHA1601-20-733-317 118-119 
65 SAI VENKATA NISCHAL KUMAR1601-20733186 120 
66 GOLLA MOHAN KRISHNA1601-20-733-319 121 
67 SAI KEERTANA YALLA1601-20-733-130 122 
68 veeksha rao 160120733131 123 
69 veeksha rao 160120733131 124 
70 SAMPRITI THUMMALA-160120733132 125 
71 saanvi reddy-160120733133 126-168 
72 DINESH KANDULA1601-20-733-150 169 
73 NITHIN JERIPOTHULA1601-20-733-159 170 
74 RAGHAV GUPTA1601-20-733-162 171-172 
75 RAHUL YELA1601-20-733-163 173-174 
76 RAYAN AHMED1601-20-733-164 175-176 
77 TEJA SAI CHENNA 1601-20-733-175 177-218 
78 UDAY KUMAR REDDY SAMA1601-20-733-176 219-240 
79 GADHAM SRINIVAS1601-20-733-315 241-242 
80 SAI KEERTANA YALLA1601-20-733-130 243-260 
81 saanvi reddy-160120733133 261 
82 SHREYA SRIRAM160120733136 262 
83 VARSHIKA SUNKARI1601-20-733-140 263 
84 NAREN REDDY BOOMIDY1601-20-733-156 264 
85 ABHI RAM PENDYALA1601-20-733-144 264-283 
86 AKASH KASAM1601-20-733-146 284 
87 NITHIN ARE1601-20-733-158 285-286 



88 SAI KARTHIK REGELLA1601-20-733-165 287 
89 SAI TEJA MAREPALLY1601-20-733-167 288 
90 SRIRAM CHAGARLAMUDI1601-20-733-170 289-304 
91 UDAY KUMAR REDDY SAMA1601-20-733-176 305 
92 VENKATA KOTI REDDY CH1601-20-733-177 306-317 
93 ASRITHA D1601-20-733-123 318-343 
94 SRIHITHA VORUGANTI1601-20-733-137 344-373 
95 ACHYUTH REDDY SANKARAMADHI1601-20-733-145 374-388 
96 BHARATH VARALA1601-20-733-148 389-405 
97 B.Naren Reddy - 1601-20-733-156 405-424 
98 PRAHAS REDDY BILLA1601-20-733-161 425 
99 S .Sai Pranay - 16012073316 426-444 
100 G Sriteja - 160120733171 445-473 
101 TEJA SAI CHENNA 1601-20-733-175 474 
102 VENKATA KOTI REDDY CH1601-20-733-177 475 
103 PATCHA KIRAN DEEP1601-20-733-313 476 
104 ASRITHA D1601-20-733-123 477-509 
105 SHREYA SRIRAM1601-20-733-136 510-524 
106 ABHI RAM PENDYALA1601-20-733-144 525 
107 ACHYUTH REDDY SANKARAMADHI1601-20-733-145 525 
108 ANIKETH REDDY KONDA1601-20-733-147 526 
109 NAREN REDDY BOOMIDY1601-20-733-156 527 
110 NITIN KUMAR RUSTUMPET1601-20-733-160 528-529 
111 SRITEJA GUNDU1601-20-733-171 530 
112 R Nihal Kumar - 160120733318 531-552 
113 AKSHITHA JILLELLA160119733001 553-554 
114 WYSHALLIE VERMA DANDU160119733022 555 
115 Balimidi Bhavana160119733065 557-558 
116 SRIJA NAYAKAM160119733076 559-560 
117 MAITREYI VANKAYALA160119733008 561-565 
118 PRANEETHA KOPPALA160119733010 566-567 
119 V SRAVANI160119733305 568 
120 Rikhila Reddy Annem160119733013 569-581 
121 G Varsha160119733020 569-581 
122 Likhitha Reddy Sirangari160119733006 569-581 
123 Srija 160119733076 582-583 
124 Sunkara Rohit160119733043 584 
125 AHMED RAOOFUDDIN160119733024 584 
126 THANDAVA KRISHNA POTLACHERU160119733055 585 
127 HRUDYA CHOWLUR160119733127 586-588 
128 Sai Teja Varma Rameti160119733105 589 
129 Kanaparthy Deevena Mridhula160119733068 590-593 
130 SAI VAIBHAV BHEEMA160119733046 590-593 
131 V.Sravani160119733305 590-593 
132 CHANDANA SAMINENI160119733066 594-602 
133 Bulusu Abhignya160119733061 594-602 
134 Balimidi Bhavana160119733065 603 
135 MOHAMMAD SOHAIL1601-20-733-154 604 



136 SHREYA KOKA1601-20-733-135 604 
137 HEMANTH KUMAR GUDLA160119733151 604 
138 PRUTHVI NAG GATTU160119733101 604 
139 PRANEETHA VEMULA160119733137 604 
140 CHANDANA SAMINENI160119733066 604 
141 AKSHITHA SINGIREDDY160119733123 604 
142 SRUTHI P160119733078 604 
143 INDHU RAMINENI160119733069 605 
144 MOHAMMAD ADNAN1601-20-733-153 606-608 
145 SRAVANI N160119733075 606-608 
146 Vanga Abhinav Reddy160119733023 609-610 
147 Koppula Sai Charan160119733103 611 
148 Vanga Abhinav Reddy160119733023 611 
149 SHASHANK REDDY SAMALA160119733110 612-614 
150 PRANATHI KODICHERLA160119733136 615-616 
151 AKSHITH REDDY GANTA V S 160119733145 617 
152 TARUN RAYILLA160119733176 618 
153 MARAM SAINIVEDH KUMAR160119733301 619-620 
154 Mohammed Faiyaz Ahmed - 160121742001 621-626 
155 Talari Bhuvaneshwari -160121742015 627 
156 V Praveen Sharma - 160121742016 628 
157 Bheemana Bhuvan - 160121742013 629 
158 T.Taranya Reddy - 160121742002 630 
159 M Prathyusha - 160121742006 631 
160 Mohammed Faiyaz Ahmed - 160121742001 632 
161 Syeda Areeba Fatima - 160121742011 633 
162 Bhukya Sravya - 160121742008 634 
163 Sara Fathima - 160121742003 635 
164 Maidam Yamini - 160121742009 636 
165 Sathvika Katta160119733015 637 
166 Jakkula Sreenija160119733016 637 
167 Nallagoppula Revanth 160119733042 638 
168 Vigna viraj jadhav 160118733057 638 
169 Akshitha Jillella160119733001 639 
170 Saloni Dayal160119733014 639 
171 Naidu Sudheer160119733051 640 
172 M sainivedh 160119733301 640 
173 Hari Ratan 160118733029 641 
174 Ramineni Indhu160119733069 641 
175 Shishira 160119733308 642 
176 Arjun G 160119733182 642 
177 ruhith160119733109 643 
178 Mohd Akram Rasheed160119733310 643 
179 Lavudya Manoj160119733095 644 
180 Samala Shashank Reddy160119733110 644 
181 Mahendranath Jinkathoti 160119733094 645 
182 Mohammed Adnan160119733096 645 
183 THARUN REDDY CHALLABOTLA 160119733116 646 



184 VISHNU VARDHAN REDDY MARAM 160119733120 646 
185 TURAKA GANESH160119733089 647 
186 Mothkula Vinay Goud160119733307 647 
187 Abdul Saber160119733080 648 
188 Vanga Bhagathkumar160119733085 648 
189 Gattu Pruthvi nag160119733101 649 
190 Mustyala Sravan Kumar160119733112 649 
191 Sampath Konakanchi160119733106 650 
192 Manda Tarun160119733115 650 
193 BHUTHAM MADHU 160119733093 651 
194 BHUKYA VENKATESH 160119733119 651 
195 Aashritha Rayala160119733121 652 
196 Shivani Sarikonda160119733141 652 
197 Anish Nimbalkar160119733084 653 
198 Vudumula Ananya Reddy160119733063 654 
199 Mohammed Sanan Moinuddin160119733097 654 
200 V Kavya Shri160119733070 655 
201 G Meghana Reddy160119733071 655 
202 Bulusu Abhignya160119733061 656 
203 P Sruthi 160119733078 656 
204 N K Chaitanya160119733087 657 
205 Shinde Santhosh160119733108 657 
206 Mahesh Banoth160119733153 658 
207 Garigaboina Revanth Sai160119733161 658 
208 Mohammed Zubair160119733154 659 
209 Bodalapalle Pavan Sai160119733158 659 
210 Gadde Nitin Choudary160119733156 660 
211 Ravitej Rangineni160119733160 660 
212 Prashanth Kumar Madhasu 160119733159 661 
213 Katuri Yashwanth160119733180 661 
214 Chowlur Hrudya160119733127 662 
215 Dasari Ravinder Kaveri160119733139 662 
216 Deshmukh Hyndavi160119733128 663 
217 Preethi Byra160119733138 663 
218 Dharma teja Eruparsapu160119733088 664 
219 Merla Jaswanth160119733090 664 
220 Mohammed Asim160119733035 665 
221 Mohammed Omar Asif160119733036 665 
222 Anuraag Rajendran160119733026 666 
223 Saketh Marri160119733048 666 
224 Vankayala Maitreyi160119733008 667 
225 Ponna Meghana160119733009 667 
226 Likhitha Reddy Sirangari160119733006 668 
227 Modugula Priyanka Reddy160119733012 668 
228 Ahmed Raoofuddin 160119733024 669 
229 Lankadasari Jeevan Nath160119733031 669 
230 Rikhila Reddy Annem160119733013 670 
231 Wyshallie Verma Dandu160119733022 670 



232 Somisetty Akshay160119733025 671 
233 Anumala Sumedh160119733052 671 
234 Ellapagari Anusha160119733002 672 
235 Gadipeddapur Preethi160119733011 672 
236 Sai Ruthvik160119733045 673 
237 BHEEMA SAI VAIBHAV160119733046 673 
238 Rakesh byreddy 160119733040 674 
239 Y.Ranga Nikhilesh 160119733041 674 
240 Koppala Praneetha 160119733010 675 
241 G Varsha160119733020 675 
242 KORIPELLI KARTHEESH REDDY160119733033 676 
243 Sai Akhil Podduturi160119733044 676 
244 G Ashruth Reddy160119733027 678 
245 Myla Bhanuprasad 160119733028 678 
246 M V S SAKET160119733047 679 
247 Saketh Marri160119733048 679 
248 Sunayana Maddimadugu160119733017 680 
249 Potlacheru Thandava Krishna160119733055 681 
250 SABAVATH VIKRAM160119733059 681 
251 Anushka Boddu160119733003 682 
252 Likhitha Reddy Sirangari160119733006 682 
253 Kolagani Jerusha Grace160119733004 683 
254 Maheshwari160119733007 683 
255 No Option160119733050 684 
256 Sachin Kumar Sharma160119733181 684 
257 Patchamatla Praveen Varma160119733039 685 
258 Muhammad Roshan Shaik160119733049 685 
259 Supriya T160119733018 686 
260 Miryala Varsha 160119733021 686 
261 K Jerusha Grace 160119733004 687 
262 R Maheshwari 160119733007 687 
263 Madagoni Nikhil160119733038 688 
264 Sunkara Rohit160119733043 688 
265 MADDI VARUN160119733057 689 
266 Vinay Kasala160119733060 689 
267 Karan Singh 160119733032 690 
268 Md Sohail160119733034 690 
269 GANGA.BHANU TEJA160119733086 691 
270 Vazrapu Sai Bhanu Revanth160119733102 691 
271 N.sravani160119733075 692 
272 Srija Nayakam160119733076 692 
273 CHANDRIKA C160119733067 693 
274 Priyanka Malavath160118733074 693 
275 Yamjala Shreya160119733074 694 
276 Eravelli Srividya 160119733077 694 
277 R chaithanya 160119733309 695 
278 Afrah Minhaj160119733062 696 
279 Koppula Sai Charan160119733103 696 



280 Lagadapati Jaswanth Srivan160119733091 697 
281 Sandeep Kumar gali 160119733107 697 
282 M PREMKUMAR GOUD 160119733100 698 
283 Manideep udumula160119733312 698 
284 Srijinesh Alanka160119733173 699 
285 Suhas Vangala160119733175 699 
286 Jangala sree sai chaitanyanand160119733172 700 
287 Sudheer kanaparthi160119733174 700 
288 P PRANAV160119733099 701 
289 Sai Praneeth Lakkoju160119733104 701 
290 MVS Kaushik Reddy160119733092 702 
291 Venkat sai yeswanth160119733118 702 
292 Naragani Abhinav160119733081 703 
293 Snehith Reddy Dropathi 160119733111 703 
294 Balimidi Bhavana160119733065 704 
295 Rama Rithika Kesharaju160119733073 704 
296 Anvita Lekha Navuluri160119733064 705 
297 Avula Kamala Sameera160119733005 706 
298 Malisetti Tulasi Priya160119733019 706 
299 Thoutam Dileep160119733029 707 
300 Kothapally Harish160119733030 707 
301 P Nikhil Chandra160119733037 708 
302 UDAY KIRAN REDDY NALLAGANDLA160119733056 708 
303 Anushka Boddu160119733003 709 
304 Likhitha Reddy Sirangari160119733006 709 
305 Vaishali Kamble160119733303 710 
306 Dasari Sai Nishitha160119733304 710 
307 Vanga Abhinav Reddy160119733023 711 
308 Oruganti Krishnaveni160119733302 712 
309 V.Sravani160119733305 712 
310 K Surya160119733053 713 
311 N.N.S.C Tagore160119733054 713 
312 KOMMA SHASHANK 160119733170 714 
313 Rayilla Tarun160119733176 714 
314 Atla Amith Reddy160119733082 715 
315 Surya Pratap160119733114 715 
316 T L SAKETH SIDDARTHA160119733167 716 
317 Sashank Koka160119733168 716 
318 Chandana Samineni160119733066 717 
319 Sai Teja Varma Rameti160119733105 717 
320 Anant Sharma160119733083 718 
321 Sripranav Kumar Muktevi160119733113 718 
322 Kanaparthy Deevena Mridhula160119733068 719 
323 Yadlapalli Surya Mahati160119733079 719 
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Kommi Varshith Chowdary

Java Fundamentals

29th January 2023
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Award of Course Completion 
This certificate is awarded to 

Narkudi Keshav Vardhan 

 

 

 

from Department of Computer Science and Engineering, Chaitanya Bharathi Institute 

of Technology for successfully completing training on JAVA Fundamentals for 90 hours 

duration conducted by Telangana Academy for Skill and Knowledge (TASK). 

Shrikant Sinha 

Chief Executive Officer 
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Award of Course Completion 
This certificate is awarded to 

Pandugula Vamshi Krishna 

 

 

 

from Department of Computer Science and Engineering, Chaitanya Bharathi Institute 

of Technology for successfully completing training on JAVA Fundamentals for 90 hours 

duration conducted by Telangana Academy for Skill and Knowledge (TASK). 

Shrikant Sinha 

Chief Executive Officer 
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Award of Course Completion 
This certificate is awarded to 

Pingili Yeshwanth Reddy 

 

 

 

from Department of Computer Science and Engineering, Chaitanya Bharathi Institute 

of Technology for successfully completing training on JAVA Fundamentals for 90 hours 

duration conducted by Telangana Academy for Skill and Knowledge (TASK). 

Shrikant Sinha 

Chief Executive Officer 
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Award of Course Completion 
This certificate is awarded to 

Varnam Harsha Vardhan Reddy 

 

 

 

from Department of Computer Science and Engineering, Chaitanya Bharathi Institute 

of Technology for successfully completing training on JAVA Fundamentals for 90 hours 

duration conducted by Telangana Academy for Skill and Knowledge (TASK). 

Shrikant Sinha 

Chief Executive Officer 
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Award of Course Completion 
This certificate is awarded to 

Yearanty Sri Sai Adesh 

 

 

 

from Department of Computer Science and Engineering, Chaitanya Bharathi Institute 

of Technology for successfully completing training on JAVA Fundamentals for 90 hours 

duration conducted by Telangana Academy for Skill and Knowledge (TASK). 

Shrikant Sinha 

Chief Executive Officer 
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Award of Course Completion 
This certificate is awarded to 

Abhishek Choudhary 

 

 

 

from Department of Computer Science and Engineering, Chaitanya Bharathi Institute 

of Technology for successfully completing training on JAVA Fundamentals for 90 hours 

duration conducted by Telangana Academy for Skill and Knowledge (TASK). 

Shrikant Sinha 

Chief Executive Officer 
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Award of Course Completion 
This certificate is awarded to 

Shivli Raina 

 

 

 

from Department of Computer Science and Engineering, Chaitanya Bharathi Institute 

of Technology for successfully completing training on JAVA Fundamentals for 90 hours 

duration conducted by Telangana Academy for Skill and Knowledge (TASK). 

Shrikant Sinha 

Chief Executive Officer 
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Award of Course Completion 
This certificate is awarded to 

Sable Nagraj 

 

 

 

from Department of Computer Science and Engineering, Chaitanya Bharathi Institute 

of Technology for successfully completing training on JAVA Fundamentals for 90 hours 

duration conducted by Telangana Academy for Skill and Knowledge (TASK). 

Shrikant Sinha 

Chief Executive Officer 
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Award of Course Completion 
This certificate is awarded to 

Bodire Sai Shruthi 

 

 

 

from Department of Computer Science and Engineering, Chaitanya Bharathi Institute 

of Technology for successfully completing training on JAVA Fundamentals for 90 hours 

duration conducted by Telangana Academy for Skill and Knowledge (TASK). 

Shrikant Sinha 

Chief Executive Officer 
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Award of Course Completion 
This certificate is awarded to 

Vidyanand Pasunoori 

 

 

 

from Department of Computer Science and Engineering, Chaitanya Bharathi Institute 

of Technology for successfully completing training on JAVA Fundamentals for 90 hours 

duration conducted by Telangana Academy for Skill and Knowledge (TASK). 

Shrikant Sinha 

Chief Executive Officer 
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J a n  25,  2022

anjum

C++ Basics: Selection and Iteration

an online non-credit course authorized by Codio and offered through Coursera

has successfully completed

Anh Le 
Curriculum Developer 
Codio

Elise Deitrick, PhD 
VP of Product 
Codio

Verify at  coursera.org/veri fy/TZBFH9C8ZRBG 

  Cour ser a  ha s conf ir med the  identity of  this individua l a nd the ir
pa r t icipa tion in the  cour se .

43



J a n  26 ,  2022

Asiya Anjum

C++ Basic Structures: Vectors, Pointers, Strings,
and Files

an online non-credit course authorized by Codio and offered through Coursera

has successfully completed

Anh Le 
Curriculum Developer 
Codio

Elise Deitrick, PhD 
VP of Product 
Codio

Verify at  coursera.org/veri fy/UWXTXB4TJVPC 

  Cour ser a  ha s conf ir med the  identity of  this individua l a nd the ir
pa r t icipa tion in the  cour se .
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Nov  21 ,  2021

Veldurthi  Jhahnavi

C++ Basics: Selection and Iteration

an online non-credit course authorized by Codio and offered through Coursera

has successfully completed

Anh Le 
Curriculum Developer 
Codio

Elise Deitrick, PhD 
VP of Product 
Codio

Verify at  coursera.org/veri fy/72Z4ND QFX8VH 

  Cour ser a  ha s conf ir med the  identity of  this individua l a nd the ir
pa r t icipa tion in the  cour se .
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28 - J a n -2022

Veldurthi  Jhahnavi

C++ Basic Structures: Vectors, Pointers, Strings,
and Files

an online non-credit course authorized by Codio and offered through Coursera

has successfully completed

Anh Le 
Curriculum Developer 
Codio

Elise Deitrick, PhD 
VP of Product 
Codio

Verify at  coursera.org/veri fy/LKKUNY8WQH9S 

  Cour ser a  ha s conf ir med the  identity of  this individua l a nd the ir
pa r t icipa tion in the  cour se .
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Sep 19 ,  2021

Roshini  Singh

Introduction to Java

an online non-credit course authorized by LearnQuest and offered through Coursera

has successfully completed

Noel J. Bergman Evan Bergman

Verify at :  
coursera.org/veri fy/ZYE35HRWEMK8 

  Cour ser a  ha s conf ir med the  identity of  this individua l a nd the ir
pa r t icipa tion in the  cour se .
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ABSTRACT 

The manually work is these people have to get knowledge or information from different kind 

of sources like books, people, etc. But these is very difficult to find out answers for queries of 

about their issues. 

 

So, from this Cooking Recipe Management System project we are giving ultimate solution for 

all of them that is we are making website where each and every one check and see the website. 

 

 These websites don’t require any username and password. so, everyone can see the website. 

and our website is containing about the food items with irrespective of the region or country. 

 

All kind of items are displayed on the websites. so, our website is open for any one with 

irrespective of country and region. 

 

To resolve the issues of the previous things we are not providing any restriction for the user to 

see website 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Problem Statement 

Previously cooking recipes and items were displayed in newspapers, books, magazines etc. If 

people wanted to know about any new items, then they used to search books, articles from 

internet, newspapers and ask others. As these will be manually and people use to face 

difficultly in sharing their information. 

Significance: 

Since cooking is very crucial and has become a necessity to learn dishes from all over the 

world, Web application to gather them and show everything all together is much needed. 

 

1.2 Background of the Project 

Cooking is the most talented one where every one cannot do it. for some of them cooking is 

hobbies and for some of the it is time pass. Preparing new items are experimental one only few 

them exist in the previous time. but now everyone was trying in preparing new items 

irrespective of region and country. 

For some of them, cooking is business where they can maintain hotel or restaurant also, for 

some of them likes to tasting a different kind of food items. All kinds of people above need to 

do manually work to know about the preparation of new food items and to people who want to 

try new items and also who want to taste different items. 

 

1.3 Purpose of the Project 

The main purpose of this project is to increase the compatibility and efficiency of a website to 

show various categories of dishes and their recipes with no such complexity and easy user-

friendly server. 

 

1.4 Methodology 

We designed a website that displays the categorized dish menus and recipes of them. The 

recipes are displayed along with a easy video of making the recipe. Feedback and rating option 

is also provided here. 

 

The subscribe and join us page allows the user to subscribe to the website’s magazine and also 

apply for a job if interested in our website.  
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2. REQUIREMENT SPECIFICATION 

 
2.1 Software Requirements  
 
2.1.1 HTML:  

Hyper Text Markup Language. Hypertext means that the document contains links that 
allow the reader to jump to other places in the document or to another document 
altogether. . It is not a programming language, but rather a language that identifies the 
meaning, purpose, and structure of text within a document. 
 

 2.1.2 CSS:  
CSS is a standard style sheet language that is used for describing the layout and 
formatting of web pages. It is designed to separate presentation and content. CSS 
describes how HTML elements are displayed on paper, screen, or in other media. It 
helps you to control the layout of more than one web page at once.  
 

2.1.3 VISUAL STUDIOS: 
Visual Studio Code is an open-source CSS editor software developed by Microsoft. It 
provides built-in support for TypeScript, JavaScript, and Node.js. This CSS editor 
tool offers the IntelliSense feature that provides smart completions based on essential 
modules, variable types, and function definitions. 
 

 2.1.4  JAVA SCRIPT:  
JavaScript is a scripting language used to create and control dynamic website content, 
i.e. anything that moves, refreshes, or otherwise changes on your screen without 
requiring you to manually reload a web page. 

 
2.2 Hardware Requirements  

• Monitor Resolution 1024 X 768 or higher  
• Processor (CPU) with 2 gigahertz (GHz) frequency  and i5 or more 
• Internet Connection Broadband  
• A minimum of 8GB RAM  
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3. DESIGN OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 
3.1 Architecture 
 
In the architecture of the project, we have the homepage that would lead us to cusines menu 
pages, join us page and subscribe page. 
 
When we select the name of anyone type of cuisine menus showed, it’ll lead us to the menu 
page and when scrolled down the list of cuisines will be displayed 
 
When the cuisine name is clicked, it would lead us to the recipe page of the chosen recipe. 
 
The cuisine recipe video is also displayed in the recipe page along with a feedback and rating 
option displayed. 
 
The menu page will display the types of cuisines, allow us to choose the type of cuisine and 
the chosen recipe page will be redirected. 
 
The join us page will lead us to a job offer application where the user has an option to 
provide a way to contact him for hiring them. 
 
The subscribe page will lead to a page where the user can subscribe to our monthly magazine. 
 
3.2 Features of Website 

• Displaying the Menu Page 
• To select a cuisine type 

• Displaying list of cuisines 
• Selecting a cuisine from it where it’s recipe is viewed 

• Feedback and rating option in it 
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4. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEM  

4.1 SOURCE CODE 
<!DOCTYPE HTML> 
<head> 
<title> HOMEPAGE</title> 
<meta charset="UTF-8"> 
</head> 
<body background="https://media.istockphoto.com/photos/modern-brick-wall-3d-rendering-
picture-id1140265911?k=6&m=1140265911&s=612x612&w=0&h=CN4PaIHlKqNiBtfd-
X0F6tubqr_RGwnn6mCkb1ILPpE="> 
<table style="background-image: url('https://media.istockphoto.com/photos/vegetables-
water-splash-picture-
id683041906?k=6&m=683041906&s=612x612&w=0&h=m7eXRIGaG4ptcsH_nX7V-
YJ34TlcvZeUc7ZnPOpJR04=');" ; align="center" width="100%" height="150"> 
    <tr> 
       
        <td span style="text-align: center;"> 
         <center><strong><font color ="white"><em><font size="10"></em> &emsp;&emsp; 
&emsp;&emsp; &emsp;&emsp;DELISH</font></font></strong></center> 
        </td> 
        <td> 
         <center>  <a href="subscribe.html"><button 
type="button">SUBSCRIBE</button></a></center> </td> 
         <td><center>  <a href ="joinus (1).html"><button type="button"> JOIN 
US</button></a></center></td> 
         <td><a href ="#cuisines"><button type="button"> CUISINES</button></a></td> 
    </tr> 
</table> 
<br><br><br><br><br><br><br> 
<center><img src="vid.gif" width="80%" 
height="500"></center><br><br><br><br><br><br><br><br> 
<font color="white"><font size="5"><h3><u>ABOUT US</u></h3> 
    <b>DELISH</b> recipes is here to help you cook delicious meals with less stress and 
more joy. We offer recipes over a wide range of cuisines <b><i>for Home Cooks, by Home 
Cooks.</i></b><br> 
    Helping create “kitchen wins” is what we’re all about. Delish Recipes was founded in 2021 

as a home cooking blog to record our favorite recipes from different cuisines.  
    Your kitchen is a place to be creative and productive. Meals are meant to be savored and 
enjoyed. Good food is simple, fresh, seasonal and delicious.<br> Delish is a tool for helping 
you eat well and enjoy the process of cooking real, good food. 
    This blog is ever changing, evolving and growing but the one thing that remains constant is 
how happy it makes us to read comments and emails from you, the reader. Feel free to write 
to us on any of the online platforms.  
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    <i>Thank you for visiting our page :)</i></font></font><br> 
    <br><br> 
<center><font size="5" color="white"><h2 id="cuisines">CHOOSE THE 
CUISINE</h2></font> 
<label><img src ="https://www.clipartkey.com/mpngs/m/26-264529_transparent-cook-
clipart-italian-chef-cartoon-transparent.png" width="500"height="350"><br> 
    &emsp; &emsp; &emsp; <a href="italian cuisine.html"target="_blank">ITALIAN 
DISHES</a></label><br><br> 
<img src="https://image.freepik.com/free-vector/indian-chef-mascot_138200-103.jpg" 
width="500" height="350" ><br> 
&emsp; &emsp; &emsp;  <a href="INDIAN dishes.html"target="_blank" >INDIAN 
DISHES</a><br><br> 
<label><img src="https://mpng.subpng.com/20190712/hol/kisspng-thai-cuisine-vector-
graphics-chef-illustration-res-levittown-kitchen-delivery-4119-woerner-ave-levi-
5d292d32d1d139.3987817715629796348594.jpg"width="500"height="350"><br> 
    &emsp; &emsp; &emsp; <a href="ThaiCuisine.html"target="_blank">THAI 
DISHES</a></label><br><br><br><br> 
<label><img src="https://clipartstation.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/chinese-chef-
clipart-12.jpg"width="500"height="350"><br> 
&emsp; &emsp; &emsp;  <a href="chinese.html"target="_blank">CHINEESE 
DISHES</a></label><br><br> 
 
<label><img src="https://image.freepik.com/free-vector/mexican-chef-cartoon-character-
holding-plate-with-tacos_8250-27.jpg"width="500"height="350"><br> 
&emsp; &emsp; &emsp;  <a href="cuisine.html"target="_blank">MEXICAN 
DISHES</a></label><br><br><br><br><br></center> 
 
<font color="white"><center><h1><svg height="130" width="500"> 
    <defs> 
      <linearGradient id="grad1" x1="0%" y1="0%" x2="100%" y2="0%"> 
        <stop offset="0%" style="stop-color:rgb(5, 128, 107);stop-opacity:1" /> 
        <stop offset="100%" style="stop-color:rgb(4, 53, 109);stop-opacity:1" /> 
      </linearGradient> 
    </defs> 
    <ellipse cx="500" cy="1000" rx="1000" ry="1000" fill="url(#grad1)" /> 
    <text fill="#ffffff" font-size="45" font-family="Verdana" x="50" y="86">CONTEST 
ALERT</text> 
    Sorry, your browser does not support inline SVG. 
  </svg></h1></center></font> 
<table width="100%" background="tina.gif"> 
    <tr> 
        <td> 
            <img src 
="data:image/jpeg;base64,/9j/4AAQSkZJRgABAQAAAQABAAD/2wCEAAoHCBUVFRg
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WFhUYGRgYGRgcGBoYGhgYGBwaGBgaGhkYHBgcIS4lHB4rIRgYJzgmKy8xNTU1Gi
Q7QDszPy40NTEBDAwMEA8QGhISGjQhISQxNDQxMTExNDQ0NDQ0NDE0MTQ0ND
Q2NDQ0NDE0MTQ0NDE0NDQ0NDQ0NDQ0NEA0PzQ0NP/AABEIAJIBWQMBIgACE
QEDEQH/xAAbAAABBQEBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAQIDBAUGB//EAD0QAAICAA
UCAwUGBAUEAwEAAAECABEDBBIhMQVBIlFhEzJxgZEGQqGxwfAzUmLRFBWC4f
FDcpKiFiOyB//EABkBAQEBAQEBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABAgMEBf/EACARAQEAA
gEFAQEBAAAAAAAAAAABAhExAxITIVFBYTL/2gAMAwEAAhEDEQA/APNMrmpo
4WJMTRRmvkxtzNRhqI+0a63INdRGzAlCNh0eJPhUe0ptmBHpmgIEmZyl9pk4+QPlNxM
4pEbiupEaHMvlyJFU2MxUz2UX2+czYsqEcf7d5tZcEYTWaJRSOBsHBN/+SmZFdvP189/
zmphYl4dn+ZUXz2F7d73W78xEK1MXHTERELgLgrS6RuxGl8R/nqFX3EizOG668NUDF
2Kg8LqPsyoruff+so9OQHEVhzYtPNSwJ/AgfIzT69l2Q4mm1OFioyAEbhxiE4nxtNPpplQx
cs4d8JHtAjq5PB0O4V29NZHzUQzWZRsPDRFClCHZxuwxEpAgPYEAP85e6NkQ4fDR1
R8dXQkkmsMFG2HavGb736XMbqW7AohUaEOInB90kmuD4Rd7cwLmY6m+K+CX9/D
wUQYh5QIjqdQ7+9x51chyXTkx3QBwvutibgMpZW10DsN11Ga/VkrExigRjiYmJrLcqvtnd
UQE0p8KKfVx5TLzPT8fL4+oUfZsVO3IUtiNt3F6l1fKRpYwMdkV1C69Yw8LnSGptWqx
uVY4eF8NbSHNdNZUdNasxx2S7otpw6QEC/DYv40e0uY+XcBNDasco5J2on3nT4hSK+J
+MjzuYK4WLgIGGKXWzWot7PD9k+lr2sNqJA4Q/IyzM7knKgHZk0owFVqoEihuSA1/h
MxSCjKFGyqSbvcMB4fO9U1M1jYbj2rltdNwQGZ2ZTq5oBS7VXOny2lLOKu/G1e792gu
1D+pmv6bSNKdkAitzpN8kbEij6hhfy8owyTEwiKsjcKdjezKGHw2IkZgJvGx9RpgIYyPaM
MKaYRTEgJCESAQhCAQhCAQhEgEIQgEIQgEIQgaeYTxSzgYlSznMrUz7qbYWMbMys
+YkeJvKrXJaSLZzEQYh7SDAwixnSdP6KWkm60xBiN6x3t29Z1yfZ8eUz+odI0dpdMudbF
JjTXf98/hJ3waMacOZaMR63IsCr4vniaGVyzsoUfctqHI1aAWvzog/KU/Z7bc3+Fd/nOkyGH
rwyE99SpF7WOCpPlekSxKdlsRcDBDhVJTFKNwTuiLqr46ovVHR2UsA6nBYJfhPgcaT/U
w8Z328Rma2rRiHTSqyPRumPiWueL1/SVmtlb2hoKtoa4J3q/XXX08pUWnUK6ey1+NSH
NXuWdX00d6Bq/6bkwxGfCbQikoqq7knW+GAU38iQwHppA7yLJI5fDZNt1TBsbe0JDg0f
unU1/CXsziPg66VaQYq6WFEllRWDC9wto1+okEvT80QHw1XUcQO4xGIBVsTEXQxX+
XTh332PYXM3M9R9rin/7KVsRtL6SAVdlJs1soKs3+tvOT5l2VFGGxbEBZHJCsaZVwwg4
8Kotf6uZZy2QR8uNbeN3ZnG2pFwsN9SD+otiJtsCBDSj1HNqH14auoQ5gIpBBvwhSb58W
I3HbaW/8ZpasLlGCKGPKYqYaO1jvrZCL7MZVyLa0QAaXYMNZJNFw7HtahgB9dr2ucY
gITxKmCxTDoLbk4YAa+9eAEEdz6bhkZzDXEwsNgfGEYaQKBVNTu+o87Bx/oHzojU5
XeySqi6FEBVB+Gyi+9Toer46uEdCCFYMAPC2kqntEoDcFmPoQ31xGw/CzrWjUVK7Bg
AVIu+xGnfzuQVCKJH1+PeIZKmGSLuhtzfnW1c1IyICRkfGQEaNjzGQpphAxDAIkWJAI
QhAIQhAIkWJAIQhAIQhAIQhA7fqLLU5rH5mjjoa3My8TmbtYiVFuAypY7SxlMJm7Tpe
mdM7kSa2KfRuj7gkTsMtghABUTBwQoiO8osFxMjqi2DLZeR4iXDTi8xlzqO0g9nOmzeX
EyM0mmYNKgwdqvfYV/czpshlwUXTQ2N1zSgXfzJ+k5X21Hmtv1/2nXdAw2xVIAAoeIk
7DV+v95ZEppyl4iYRNDDCi6sNbFzfnX6GYePjorrrGsaMM4grbWgJSx/VQBm/1XLujM4
Fi9K6Txqvsefvf+UyFyCu5LkqWZFRaNs5oqTpHr/6y0ijlBhlCzYmmkFLTXqLEKqEcEhFN
/wBXrL7ZjGxlZSpbQqng6mACB6AFjYKK2v4zYy/2OH/VdMNw61bAkBLpQikkaiQZvZP
oeVVGD4+IwxGLMFDC/EdSigTR1Vt5SGnB9HPtfaELfi9oGI0nWpQhLH3bAJ+PrGZMs
HxFTZ2D+JtgytpbTzzpHzoeRnpWB9mun06I7AuwZqdi29begI2r1lI/YfLOTozAZxpstRcVfi
JUjem2JHlJtdOMyZUsgG5Z0TQASxU4i26uPd0pg6bNGj32lTpWKntAXb/qg6OV0YhOHi
vZ4KgKQNqs+U7fG+xucRCmG6Eg6hiAKjsxsbkLekKx2Jv8Kxc90bFwXD4+XPscNvaME
KAlmCghWsgC9VXsbJ2g05TFygVgcQaQioaX3mGpEUejMEdt/Mbyo+olyyk2tsANgSlpflR
I58po4WSbExNOIcWiyK9IXfQrBFK3yQpXnmjE6jl8TDbHACiycNwhZ1BQeMa333ClrNc
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16QMzM4WkhQ1jSrD/AFqrfkRImTa7G5IrvwN/x/CT42mg1BA2nSo8WwGlm33NkbCxvf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2mHnGLEzpLubccpq2Exc0JX/zAjgytiYZiYeVLGgCZWVk9TbtLWS6liMQqgt8Jd6T9li9Fz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"> 
            <img src="https://encrypted-
tbn0.gstatic.com/images?q=tbn:ANd9GcTivoNg7RqySjoC_EnGZCDLCccypgflaDwg4A&us
qp=CAU"> 
            <img src="https://encrypted-tbn0.gstatic.com/images?q=tbn:ANd9GcTLeeTAJC-
N6HUWglUAqMC5MoFQNQvs5H0JFw&usqp=CAU"> 
            <img src="https://media.istockphoto.com/photos/female-hands-taking-picture-of-
breakfast-table-set-up-picture-
id900195810?k=6&m=900195810&s=612x612&w=0&h=328cFdRx0LRadXlT4yOo9Eeuzh
MkxuOYi9YVLNBOA4M="> 
 
        </td> 
        <td> 
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            <img src="https://media.istockphoto.com/photos/is-it-delicious-picture-
id1007786322?k=6&m=1007786322&s=612x612&w=0&h=i3uEa4tHQ1n8xN7WGP-
HACOtEwH_8ymcPPfWhukaWMo="> 
            <img src="https://media.istockphoto.com/photos/boy-share-ice-cream-with-his-sister-
picture-id957740086?k=6&m=957740086&s=612x612&w=0&h=PsNCjA88m602k497pGX-
DurV8A51FC11PheKqIHLRio="> 
            <img src="https://media.istockphoto.com/photos/chef-finishing-healthy-salad-on-a-
black-plate-with-tweezers-almost-picture-
id1146261080?k=6&m=1146261080&s=612x612&w=0&h=MgRJhyTz0jRMz0MPdLuZ5dh
GMQ_9GG5JobyrO1uBsx8="> 
            <img src="https://media.istockphoto.com/photos/tv-set-studio-kitchen-female-cook-
preparing-cookies-picture-
id1070097534?k=6&m=1070097534&s=612x612&w=0&h=7M8Q7qh-
lVtBEBUQU3mCsUVj4iyqquBXLOs71b_xigs="> 
 
        </td> 
    </tr> 
    </table> 
   
    <center><font color="white"> <h2>FOOD PHOTOGRAPHY 
CONTEST!!</h2></font></center> 
         
    <font size="5"><font color="white"> Its time to showcase your talent in food photography 
!(Make sure it makes the judge's mouth water!!;))</font><br> 
         
            <font color="white"> ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA: Open to all!</font><br> 
         <font color="white"> COPYRIGHTS AND USAGE RIGHTS:Copyrights and  
ownership of the works are retained by the photographer. 
 
            The participating images will be available to Delish to access and can and only be 
used for advertisement and marketing purpose but by providing adequate credits to the 
photographer.</font><br> 
     
         
            <font color="white"> DEADLINE: 15th November 2021</font><br> 
         
            <font color="white"> Enter your email id and submit your work as jpg/jpeg files 
using the submit option below.  
        You will be contacted through the entered email if your work is selected for the next 
round. 
        Details of further rounds will be intimated to the selected candidates through 
emails.</font><br> 
        <form action="thxhome.html"> 
            <font color="white"><h3>ENTER YOUR MAID ID</h3> 
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            <input type="email" value="enter your mail" name="email"><br> 
            <h3>SUBMIT YOUR FILE HERE</h3> 
            <input type="file"  value ="pic" name="picture"> 
            <input type ="submit" value ="submit" 
name="submission"></font></font><br><br></form> 
         
<table style="background-color: black;";align="center" width="100%" height="50"> 
    <tr> 
        <td> 
            <center><font color ="white">  FOLLOW US ON <img 
src="https://t3.ftcdn.net/jpg/03/64/38/92/360_F_364389278_3dPAY3bxEEhnAhxPyNr935cp
KIzacpNV.jpg" width="250" height="50" ></font></center> 
             
        </td> 
    </tr> 
</table> 
</body> 
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5. OUTPUTS 

 
Fig 5.1: The Homepage of Delish 

 

 
Fig 5.2: Cuisine Type Selection 1.1 
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Fig 5.3: Cuisine Selection 1.2 

 

 
Fig 5.4: Food Contest Intro 
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Fig 5.5: Food Contest Link 

 

 
Fig 5.6: Front Page of Italian Cuisines 

 

 
Fig 5.7: Info about Italian Cuisines 
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Fig 5.8: List of Recipes in Italian Cuisines 1.1 

 
Fig 5.9: List of Recipes in Italian Cuisines 1.2 
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Fig 5.10: Recipe for a given cuisine 1.1 

 

 

 
Fig 5.11: Recipe for a given cuisine 1.2 
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Fig 5.12: Attached Video, Rating and Feedback Option for the Recipe 

 

 
Fig 5.13: Subscription to our Delish Magazine 
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Fig 5.14: Introduction about our Magazines 

 

 
Fig 5.15: Displaying and Purchasing Section of our Magazines 
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Fig 5.16: Job offer link as Recipe developer in the team 

 
Fig 5.17: Picture confirmation of the response submission  
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Fig 5.18: The Thank You Page for participating display page 

 

 
Fig 5.19: Similarly Display page for Indian recipes  
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6. CONCLUSION 

6.1 Conclusion 

 In previous people use to display the cooking items in the newspapers, books, magazines etc. 

If they want to know about any new items then they used to search books, Internet articles 

,newspape. As these will be manually and people use to face difficultly in sharing their 

information. 

We are creating a application which will be hosted in web. so everyone can access the details 

from anywhere of the world. So, this makes easier to everyone. The Cooking Recipe 

Management System application is the website will be hosted in internet. 

   

               From our website we can solve the issue which are existing in the previous time. By 

these websites we are going to make or bring different kind of food items in one place and 

make the user to share their knowledge to other and know about the different food items. 

6.2 Future Scope 

In the future version of the web page, we can: 
 

- Add an AI algorithm which would read out the instructions on the voice command of 
the user. 

- We could also add an algorithm which would set a timer required at each step of the 
recipe 

- We could increase even more recipes and categories 
- We could also add an option to allow the user to put a picture of their recipe and get 

reviews on their result of recipe by analyzing it. 
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ABSTRACT: 

 In today’s world where everything can be accessed from anywhere, anytime, the need 

for a student to have information regarding their college and academics is very much 

important. The website provides the student all the updates regarding the college by which 

student can stay updated on the happenings in the college. 
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INTRODUCTION: 

     The website we designed will provide information regarding the syllabus, schedules, 

calendars, events, extracurricular and co-curricular activities, student achievements, training 

and placements. 

 In this website we included many options like Menu, Home where you can get 

information about the college, contacts, courses offered by the college. 

This website also provides us a clear picture of college facilities. 
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SPECIFICATIONS: 

 Hardware requirements: 

 RAM: 4GB and above 

 PROCESSOR: 64-bit 

 HARDDISK: 2.5GB is minimum 

 Software requirements: 

 OS: windows or linux 

 Visual Studio code 

 Language:HTML,CSS,JavaScript 
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SOURCE CODE: 

about.html 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<head> 

    <meta name="viewport" content="with=device-width, initial-scale=1.0"> 

    <title>cbit project</title> 

    <link rel="stylesheet" href="style.css"> 

    <link rel="stylesheet" href="<link rel="preconnect" href="https://fonts.googleapis.com"> 

    <link rel="preconnect" href="https://fonts.gstatic.com" crossorigin> 

    <link 

href="https://fonts.googleapis.com/css2?family=Poppins:wght@100;200;300;400;600;700&

display=swap" rel="stylesheet"> 

    <link rel="stylesheet" href="https://cdn.jsdelivr.net/npm/@fortawesome/fontawesome-

free@5.15.4/css/fontawesome.min.css"> 

</head> 

<body> 

    <section class="sub-header"> 

        <nav> 

            <a href="index.html"><imgsrc="logo.jpeg"></a> 

            <div class="nav-links" id="navLinks"> 

                <i class="fa fa-times" onclick="hideMenu()"></i> 

                <ul> 

                    <li><a href="index.html">HOME</a></li> 

                    <li><a href="about.html">ABOUT</a></li> 

                    <li><a href="course.html">COURSE</a></li> 

                    <li><a href="blog.html">BLOG</a></li> 

                    <li><a href="contact.html">CONTACT</a></li> 

                </ul> 

            </div> 

            <i class="fa fa-bars"onclick="showMenu()"></i> 

        </nav> 
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    <h1>About US</h1> 

    </section> 

    <section class="about-us"> 

        <div class="row"> 

            <div class="about-col"> 

                <h1>We are the India's best university</h1> 

                <p>Institute Vision & Mission:<br>  “To be the center of excellence in technical 

education and research”.<br>Mission : <br>“To address the emerging needs through quality 

technical education and advanced research”.</p> 

                <a href="" class="hero-btn red-btn">Explore now</a> 

            </div> 

            <div class="about-col"> 

               

                <imgsrc="about.jpeg" alt=""> 

            </div> 

        </div> 

    </section> 

<section class="footer"> 

    <h4>About Us</h4> 

    <p>CHAITANYA BHARATHI INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, established in the Year 

1979, esteemed as the Premier Engineering Institute in the States of Telangana and Andhra 

Pradesh, was promoted by a Group of Visionaries from varied Professions of Engineering, 

Medical, Legal and Management, with an Objective to facilitate the Best Engineering and 

Management Education to the Students and contribute towards meeting the need of Skilled 

and Technically conversant Engineers and Management Professionals, for the Country that 

embarked on an Economic Growth Plan.</p> 

    <div class="icons"> 

        <i class="fa fa-facebook" aria-hidden="true"></i> 

        <i class="fa fa-twitter" aria-hidden="true"></i> 

        <i class="fa fa-instagram" aria-hidden="true"></i> 

        <i class="fa fa-linkedin" aria-hidden="true"></i> 

 

    </div> 

    <p>made with <i class="fa fa-heart-o"></i>Nikhil</p> 
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</section> 

<script> 

    var navLinks = document.getElementById("navLinks") 

    function showMenu(){ 

        navLinks.style.right="0"; 

    } 

    function hideMenu(){ 

        navLinks.style.right="-200px"; 

    } 

</script> 

</body> 

</html> 

 

blog.html: 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<head> 

    <meta name="viewport" content="with=device-width, initial-scale=1.0"> 

    <title>cbit project</title> 

    <link rel="stylesheet" href="style.css"> 

    <link rel="stylesheet" href="<link rel="preconnect" href="https://fonts.googleapis.com"> 

    <link rel="preconnect" href="https://fonts.gstatic.com" crossorigin> 

    <link 

href="https://fonts.googleapis.com/css2?family=Poppins:wght@100;200;300;400;600;700&

display=swap" rel="stylesheet"> 

    <link rel="stylesheet" href="https://cdn.jsdelivr.net/npm/@fortawesome/fontawesome-

free@5.15.4/css/fontawesome.min.css"> 

</head> 

<body> 

    <section class="sub-header"> 

        <nav> 

            <a href="index.html"><imgsrc="logo.jpeg"></a> 

            <div class="nav-links" id="navLinks"> 

                <i class="fa fa-times" onclick="hideMenu()"></i> 
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                <ul> 

                    <li><a href="index.html">HOME</a></li> 

                    <li><a href="about.html">ABOUT</a></li> 

                    <li><a href="course.html">COURSE</a></li> 

                    <li><a href="blog.html">BLOG</a></li> 

                    <li><a href="contact.html">CONTACT</a></li> 

                </ul> 

            </div> 

            <i class="fa fa-bars"onclick="showMenu()"></i> 

        </nav> 

    <h1>Our Certificates and online programs for 2021</h1> 

    </section>   

    <section class="blog-content"> 

        <div class="row"> 

            <div class="blog-left"> 

                <imgsrc="certificate.jpeg"> 

                <h2>Our Certificates and online programs for 2021</h2> 

                <p>CHAITANYA BHARATHI INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, established in 

the Year 1979, esteemed as the Premier Engineering Institute in the States of Telangana and 

Andhra Pradesh, was promoted by a Group of Visionaries from varied Professions of 

Engineering, Medical, Legal and Management, with an Objective to facilitate the Best 

Engineering and Management Education to the Students and contribute towards meeting the 

need of Skilled and Technically conversant Engineers and Management Professionals, for the 

Country that embarked on an Economic Growth Plan.</p> 

                <br> 

                <p>The Institute, committed to Education and Innovation, started with three-

Degree Courses in Engineering for 200 Students and over the 42 Years, has emerged as a 

Dream Destination for; Students seeking to excel in Engineering and Management Education, 

Teaching Community to progress with a rewarding Career and Corporates to source well-

rounded Engineers.</p> 

                <br> 

                <p>Stringent Academic Standards, Industry compliant Teaching Methodology, 

Research Projects from Private and Public Sector Industries in Engineering and Management 

and Consultancy Practice, enabled the Institute to establish its Identity in the Technical 
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Education and is Ranked No. 1 amongst the Private Engineering Colleges in both the Telugu 

Speaking States.</p> 

                <div class="comment-box"> 

                    <h3>leave a comment</h3> 

                    <form class="comment-form"> 

                        <input type="text" placeholder="Enter name"> 

                        <input type="email" placeholder="Enter Email"> 

                        <textarea  rows="5" placeholder="your comment"> 

                        </textarea> 

                        <button type="submit" class="hero-btn red-btn">POST 

COMMENT</button> 

                    </form> 

                </div> 

            </div> 

            <div class="blog-right"> 

                <h3>post cotegories</h3> 

                <div> 

                    <span>Bussiness Analytics</span> 

                    <span>21</span> 

                </div> 

                <div> 

                    <span>data science</span> 

                    <span>28</span> 

                </div> 

                <div> 

                    <span>machine learning</span> 

                    <span>15</span> 

                </div> 

                <div> 

                    <span>AutoCAD</span> 

                    <span>42</span> 

                </div> 

                <div> 

                    <span>journalism</span> 
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                    <span>21</span> 

                </div> 

                <div> 

                    <span>Commerce</span> 

                    <span>30</span> 

            </div> 

        </div> 

    </section> 

<section class="footer"> 

    <h4>About Us</h4> 

    <p>CHAITANYA BHARATHI INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, established in the Year 

1979, esteemed as the Premier Engineering Institute in the States of Telangana and Andhra 

Pradesh, was promoted by a Group of Visionaries from varied Professions of Engineering, 

Medical, Legal and Management, with an Objective to facilitate the Best Engineering and 

Management Education to the Students and contribute towards meeting the need of Skilled 

and Technically conversant Engineers and Management Professionals, for the Country that 

embarked on an Economic Growth Plan.</p> 

    <div class="icons"> 

        <i class="fa fa-facebook" aria-hidden="true"></i> 

        <i class="fa fa-twitter" aria-hidden="true"></i> 

        <i class="fa fa-instagram" aria-hidden="true"></i> 

        <i class="fa fa-linkedin" aria-hidden="true"></i> 

    </div> 

    <p>made with <i class="fa fa-heart-o"></i>Nikhil</p> 

</section> 

<script> 

    var navLinks = document.getElementById("navLinks") 

    function showMenu(){ 

        navLinks.style.right="0"; 

    } 

    function hideMenu(){ 

        navLinks.style.right="-200px"; 

    } 

</script> 
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</body> 

</html> 

 

contact.html 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<head> 

    <meta name="viewport" content="with=device-width, initial-scale=1.0"> 

    <title>cbit project</title> 

    <link rel="stylesheet" href="style.css"> 

    <link rel="stylesheet" href="<link rel="preconnect" href="https://fonts.googleapis.com"> 

    <link rel="preconnect" href="https://fonts.gstatic.com" crossorigin> 

    <link 

href="https://fonts.googleapis.com/css2?family=Poppins:wght@100;200;300;400;600;700&

display=swap" rel="stylesheet"> 

    <link rel="stylesheet" href="https://cdn.jsdelivr.net/npm/@fortawesome/fontawesome-

free@5.15.4/css/fontawesome.min.css"> 

</head> 

<body> 

    <section class="sub-header"> 

        <nav> 

            <a href="index.html"><imgsrc="images-2/logo.jpeg"></a> 

            <div class="nav-links" id="navLinks"> 

                <i class="fa fa-times" onclick="hideMenu()"></i> 

                <ul> 

                    <li><a href="index.html">HOME</a></li> 

                    <li><a href="about.html">ABOUT</a></li> 

                    <li><a href="course.html">COURSE</a></li> 

                    <li><a href="blog.html">BLOG</a></li> 

                    <li><a href="contact.html">CONTACT</a></li> 

                </ul> 

            </div> 

            <i class="fa fa-bars"onclick="showMenu()"></i> 

        </nav> 
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    <h1>Contact Us</h1> 

    </section> 

    <section class="location"> 

        <iframe 

src="https://www.google.com/maps/embed?pb=!1m18!1m12!1m3!1d21064.927144834302!

2d78.33982287794912!3d17.396459050448755!2m3!1f0!2f0!3f0!3m2!1i1024!2i768!4f13.1!

3m3!1m2!1s0x3bcb94eba8ad7c87%3A0xb78f51ed556f7cc5!2sChaitanya%20Bharathi%20In

stitute%20of%20Technology!5e0!3m2!1sen!2sin!4v1635998599602!5m2!1sen!2sin" 

width="600" height="450" style="border:0;" allowfullscreen="" loading="lazy"> 

        </iframe> 

    </section> 

    <section class="contact-us"> 

        <div class="row"> 

            <div class="contact-col"> 

                <div> 

                    <i class="fa fa-home" aria-hidden="true"></i> 

                    <span> 

                        <h5>Gandipet main road besides MGIT</h5> 

                        <p>Hyderabad,Telangana,India</p> 

                    </span> 

                </div> 

                <div> 

                    <i class="fa fa-phone" aria-hidden="true"></i> 

                    <span> 

                        <h5>+91 0123456789</h5> 

                        <p>Monday to Saturday,9:10AM to 4:20PM</p> 

                    </span> 

                </div> 

                <div> 

                    <i class="fa fa-envelope-0" aria-hidden="true"></i> 

                    <span> 

                        <h5>123@gmail.com</h5> 

                        <p>E-mail for query</p> 

                    </span> 
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                </div> 

            </div> 

            <div class="contact-col"> 

 

                <form action="form handler.php" method="post"> 

                    <input type="text " name="name" placeholder="Enter your name" required> 

                    <input type="email " name="email" placeholder="Enter your email" required> 

                    <input type="text " name="subject" placeholder="Enter your subject" required> 

                    <textarea  rows="8" name="message" placeholder="message" 

required></textarea> 

                    <button type="submit" class="hero-btn red-btn"> send message</button> 

                </form> 

            </div> 

        </div> 

    </section> 

    <section class="footer"> 

    <h4>About Us</h4> 

    <p>CHAITANYA BHARATHI INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, established in the Year 

1979, esteemed as the Premier Engineering Institute in the States of Telangana and Andhra 

Pradesh, was promoted by a Group of Visionaries from varied Professions of Engineering, 

Medical, Legal and Management, with an Objective to facilitate the Best Engineering and 

Management Education to the Students and contribute towards meeting the need of Skilled 

and Technically conversant Engineers and Management Professionals, for the Country that 

embarked on an Economic Growth Plan.</p> 

    <div class="icons"> 

        <i class="fa fa-facebook" aria-hidden="true"></i> 

        <i class="fa fa-twitter" aria-hidden="true"></i> 

        <i class="fa fa-instagram" aria-hidden="true"></i> 

        <i class="fa fa-linkedin" aria-hidden="true"></i> 

    </div> 

    <p>made with <i class="fa fa-heart-o"></i>Nikhil</p> 

</section> 

<script> 

    var navLinks = document.getElementById("navLinks") 
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 function showMenu(){ 

        navLinks.style.right="0"; 

    } 

    function hideMenu(){ 

        navLinks.style.right="-200px"; 

    } 

</script> 

</body> 

</html> 

 

course.html: 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<head> 

    <meta name="viewport" content="with=device-width, initial-scale=1.0"> 

    <title>cbit project</title> 

    <link rel="stylesheet" href="style.css"> 

    <link rel="stylesheet" href="<link rel="preconnect" href="https://fonts.googleapis.com"> 

    <link rel="preconnect" href="https://fonts.gstatic.com" crossorigin> 

    <link 

href="https://fonts.googleapis.com/css2?family=Poppins:wght@100;200;300;400;600;700&

display=swap" rel="stylesheet"> 

    <link rel="stylesheet" href="https://cdn.jsdelivr.net/npm/@fortawesome/fontawesome-

free@5.15.4/css/fontawesome.min.css"> 

</head> 

<body> 

    <section class="sub-header"> 

        <nav> 

            <a href="index.html"><imgsrc="logo.jpeg"></a> 

            <div class="nav-links" id="navLinks"> 

                <i class="fa fa-times" onclick="hideMenu()"></i> 

                <ul> 

                    <li><a href="index.html">HOME</a></li> 

                    <li><a href="about.html">ABOUT</a></li> 
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                    <li><a href="course.html">COURSE</a></li> 

                    <li><a href="blog.html">BLOG</a></li> 

                    <li><a href="contact.html">CONTACT</a></li> 

                </ul> 

            </div> 

            <i class="fa fa-bars"onclick="showMenu()"></i> 

        </nav> 

    <h1>Our Course</h1> 

    </section> 

    <section class="course"> 

        <h1>Courses we offer</h1> 

        <p>Here there are the best and new courses for our students  </p> 

        <div class="row"> 

            <div class="course-col"> 

                <h3>Machine Learning</h3> 

                <p>Machine learning (ML) is the study of computer algorithms that can improve 

automatically through experience and by the use of data. It is seen as a part of artificial 

intelligence. Machine learning algorithms build a model based on sample data, known as 

"training data", in order to make predictions or decisions without being explicitly 

programmed to do so</p> 

 

            </div> 

            <div class="course-col"> 

                <h3>Cyber Security and Block Chain</h3> 

                <p>A blockchain is a growing list of records, called blocks, that are linked together 

using cryptography. Each block contains a cryptographic hash of the previous block, a 

timestamp, and transaction data (generally represented as a Merkle tree). The timestamp 

proves that the transaction data existed when the block was published in order to get into its 

hash</p> 

 

            </div> 

            <div class="course-col"> 

                <h3>Artificial Intelligence Data Science</h3> 
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                <p>Data science is an interdisciplinary field that uses scientific methods, processes, 

algorithms and systems to extract knowledge and insights from noisy, structured and 

unstructured data, and apply knowledge and actionable insights from data across a broad 

range of application domains. Data science is related to data mining, machine learning and 

big data.</p> 

            </div> 

    </section> 

    <section class="facilities"> 

        <h1>our facilites</h1> 

        <p>Here are some of the facilities of our college</p> 

        <div class="row"> 

            <div class="facilities-col"> 

                <imgsrc="library.jpeg" > 

                <h3>Well Skilled teachers</h3> 

                <p>The lectures in our college hasalot of experience</p> 

            </div> 

            <div class="facilities-col"> 

                <imgsrc="basketball.jpeg" > 

                <h3>Well sanitized hostels</h3> 

                <p>best hostel with well cleaned rooms</p> 

            </div> 

            <div class="facilities-col"> 

                <imgsrc="cafetaria.jpeg" > 

                <h3>tasty and healthy food</h3> 

                <p>Best and tasty food</p> 

            </div> 

        </div> 

    </section> 

<section class="footer"> 

    <h4>About Us</h4> 

    <p>CHAITANYA BHARATHI INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, established in the Year 

1979, esteemed as the Premier Engineering Institute in the States of Telangana and Andhra 

Pradesh, was promoted by a Group of Visionaries from varied Professions of Engineering, 

Medical, Legal and Management, with an Objective to facilitate the Best Engineering and 
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Management Education to the Students and contribute towards meeting the need of Skilled 

and Technically conversant Engineers and Management Professionals, for the Country that 

embarked on an Economic Growth Plan..</p> 

    <div class="icons"> 

        <i class="fa fa-facebook" aria-hidden="true"></i> 

        <i class="fa fa-twitter" aria-hidden="true"></i> 

        <i class="fa fa-instagram" aria-hidden="true"></i> 

        <i class="fa fa-linkedin" aria-hidden="true"></i> 

    </div> 

    <p>made with <i class="fa fa-heart-o"></i>Nikhil</p> 

</section> 

<script> 

    var navLinks = document.getElementById("navLinks") 

    function showMenu(){ 

        navLinks.style.right="0"; 

    } 

    function hideMenu(){ 

        navLinks.style.right="-200px"; 

    } 

</script> 

</body> 

</html> 

 

index.html: 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<head> 

    <meta name="viewport" content="with=device-width, initial-scale=1.0"> 

    <title>cbit project</title> 

    <link rel="stylesheet" href="style.css"> 

    <link rel="stylesheet" href="<link rel="preconnect" href="https://fonts.googleapis.com"> 

    <link rel="preconnect" href="https://fonts.gstatic.com" crossorigin> 
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 <linkhref="https://fonts.googleapis.com/css2?family=Poppins:wght@100;200;300;400;600;

700&display=swap" rel="stylesheet"> 

    <link rel="stylesheet" href="https://cdn.jsdelivr.net/npm/@fortawesome/fontawesome-

free@5.15.4/css/fontawesome.min.css"> 

</head> 

<body> 

    <section class="header"> 

        <nav> 

            <a href="index.html"><imgsrc="logo.jpeg"></a> 

            <div class="nav-links" id="navLinks"> 

                <i class="fa fa-times" onclick="hideMenu()"></i> 

                <ul> 

                    <li><a href="index.html">HOME</a></li> 

                    <li><a href="about.html">ABOUT</a></li> 

                    <li><a href="course.html">COURSE</a></li> 

                    <li><a href="blog.html">BLOG</a></li> 

                    <li><a href="contact.html">CONTACT</a></li> 

                </ul> 

            </div> 

            <i class="fa fa-bars"onclick="showMenu()"></i> 

        </nav> 

    <div class="text-box"> 

        <h1>CHAITANYA BHARATHI INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY</h1> 

        <p> 

            One of the best college on Telangana 

        </p> 

        </div> 

        <a href="https://www.cbit.ac.in/" class="hero-btn"> visit us to know more</a> 

    </div> 

    </section> 

    <section class="course"> 

        <h1>courses we offer</h1> 

        <p>Here there are the best and new courses for our students </p> 
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<div class="row"> 

            <div class="course-col"> 

                <h3>Machine Learning</h3> 

                <p>Machine learning (ML) is the study of computer algorithms that can improve 

automatically through experience and by the use of data. It is seen as a part of artificial 

intelligence. Machine learning algorithms build a model based on sample data, known as 

"training data", in order to make predictions or decisions without being explicitly 

programmed to do so</p> 

            </div> 

            <div class="course-col"> 

                <h3>Cyber Security and Block Chain</h3> 

                <p> 

                    A blockchain is a growing list of records, called blocks, that are linked together 

using cryptography. Each block contains a cryptographic hash of the previous block, a 

timestamp, and transaction data (generally represented as a Merkle tree). The timestamp 

proves that the transaction data existed when the block was published in order to get into its 

hash</p> 

            </div> 

            <div class="course-col"> 

                <h3>Artificial Intelligence Data Science</h3> 

                <p>Data science is an interdisciplinary field that uses scientific methods, processes, 

algorithms and systems to extract knowledge and insights from noisy, structured and 

unstructured data, and apply knowledge and actionable insights from data across a broad 

range of application domains. Data science is related to data mining, machine learning and 

big data.</p> 

            </div> 

    </section> 

<section class="campus"> 

    <h1>Our College</h1> 

    <p> 

        Here are some of the photos of our college 

    </p> 

    <div class="row"> 

        <div class="campus-col"> 
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            <imgsrc="london.jpeg"> 

            <div class="layer"> 

                <h3>Library</h3> 

            </div> 

        </div> 

        <div class="campus-col"> 

            <imgsrc="newyork.jpeg"> 

            <div class="layer"> 

                <h3>Basketball Court</h3> 

            </div> 

        </div> 

        <div class="campus-col"> 

            <imgsrc="washington.jpeg"> 

            <div class="layer"> 

                <h3>Seminar Hall</h3> 

            </div> 

        </div> 

    </div> 

</section> 

<section class="facilities"> 

    <h1>our facilites</h1> 

    <p>Here are some of the facilities of our college</p> 

    <div class="row"> 

        <div class="facilities-col"> 

            <imgsrc="library.jpeg" > 

            <h3>Well Skilled teachers</h3> 

            <p>The lectures in our college hasalot of experience</p> 

        </div> 

        <div class="facilities-col"> 

            <imgsrc="basketball.jpeg" > 

            <h3>Well sanitized hostels</h3> 

            <p>best hostel with well cleaned rooms</p> 

        </div> 

        <div class="facilities-col"> 
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            <imgsrc="cafetaria.jpeg" > 

            <h3>tasty and healthy food</h3> 

            <p>Best and tasty food</p> 

        </div> 

    </div> 

</section> 

<section class="testimonials"> 

    <h1>what our student say's</h1> 

    <p>Lorem, ipsum dolor sit ametconsecteturadipisicingelit.</p> 

    <div class="row"> 

        <div class="testimonial-col"> 

            <imgsrc="user-1.jpeg"> 

            <div> 

                <p>I had a great time in our college every one in our college is very kind and soft 

the help us and guide me and my friends in the right path</p> 

                <h3>Hari priya</h3> 

                <i class="fa fa-star" aria-hidden="true"></i> 

                <i class="fa fa-star" ></i> 

                <i class="fa fa-star" aria-hidden="true"></i> 

                <i class="fa fa-star" aria-hidden="true"></i> 

                <i class="fa fa-star-o" aria-hidden="true"></i> 

            </div> 

        </div> 

        <div class="testimonial-col"> 

            <imgsrc="user-2.jpeg"> 

            <div> 

                <p>I think our college is the best college it is a world class college .I love it</p> 

                <h3>Nikhil</h3> 

                <i class="fa fa-star" aria-hidden="true"></i> 

                <i class="fa fa-star" aria-hidden="true"></i> 

                <i class="fa fa-star" aria-hidden="true"></i> 

                <i class="fa fa-star" aria-hidden="true"></i> 

                <i class="fa fa-star-o" aria-hidden="true"></i> 

            </div> 
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        </div> 

    </div> 

</section> 

<section class="cta"> 

    <h1>enroll for our various courses now</h1> 

    <a href="" class="hero-btn">contact us</a> 

</section> 

<section class="footer"> 

    <h4>About Us</h4> 

    <p>CHAITANYA BHARATHI INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, established in the Year 

1979, esteemed as the Premier Engineering Institute in the States of Telangana and Andhra 

Pradesh, was promoted by a Group of Visionaries from varied Professions of Engineering, 

Medical, Legal and Management, with an Objective to facilitate the Best Engineering and 

Management Education to the Students and contribute towards meeting the need of Skilled 

and Technically conversant Engineers and Management Professionals, for the Country that 

embarked on an Economic Growth Plan..</p> 

    <div class="icons"> 

        <i class="fa fa-facebook" aria-hidden="true"></i> 

        <i class="fa fa-twitter" aria-hidden="true"></i> 

        <i class="fa fa-instagram" aria-hidden="true"></i> 

        <i class="fa fa-linkedin" aria-hidden="true"></i> 

    </div> 

    <p>made with <i class="fa fa-heart-o"></i>Nikhil</p> 

</section> 

<script> 

    var navLinks = document.getElementById("navLinks") 

    function showMenu(){ 

        navLinks.style.right="0"; 

    } 

    function hideMenu(){ 

        navLinks.style.right="-200px"; 

    } 

</script> 

</body> 
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</html> 

 

style.css: 

*{ 

    margin: 0; 

    padding: 0; 

    font-family: 'Poppins', sans-serif; 

} 

.header{ 

    min-height: 100vh; 

    width: 100%; 

    background-image: linear-gradient(rgba(4,9,30,0.7),rgba(4,9,30,0.7)),url(banner.jpg); 

    background-position: center; 

    background-size: cover; 

    position: relative; 

} 

nav{ 

    display: flex; 

    padding: 2% 6%; 

    justify-content: space-between; 

    align-items: center; 

} 

nav img{ 

    width: 150px; 

} 

.nav-links{ 

    flex: 1; 

    text-align: right; 

} 

.nav-links ulli{ 

    list-style: none; 

    display: inline-block; 

    padding: 8px 12px; 

    position: relative;} 
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.nav-links ul li a{ 

    color: #fff; 

    text-decoration: none; 

    font-size: 13px; 

} 

.nav-links ulli ::after{ 

content: ''; 

width: 0%; 

height: 2px; 

background: #f44336; 

display: block; 

margin: auto; 

transition: 0.5s; 

} 

.nav-links ulli :hover  ::after{ 

    width: 100%; 

} 

.text-box{ 

    width: 90%; 

    color: #fff; 

    position: absolute; 

    top: 50%; 

    left: 50%; 

    transform: translate(-50%,-50%); 

    text-align: center; 

} 

.text-box h1{ 

    font-size: 62px; 

} 

.text-box p{ 

    margin: 10px 0 40px; 

    font-size: 14px; 

    color: #fff; 

} 
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.hero-btn{ 

    display: inline-block; 

    text-decoration: none; 

    color: #fff; 

    border: 1px solid #fff; 

    padding: 12px 34px; 

    background: transparent; 

    position: relative; 

    cursor: pointer; 

} 

.hero-btn:hover{ 

border: 1px solid #f44336; 

background: #f44336; 

transition: 1s; 

} 

nav .fa{ 

    display: none; 

} 

@media(max-width: 700px){ 

    .text-box h1{ 

        font-size: 20px; 

    } 

    .nav-links ulli{ 

        display: block; 

    } 

    .nav-links{ 

        position: fixed; 

        background: #f44336; 

        height: 100vh; 

        width: 200px; 

        top: 0; 

        right: -200px; 

        text-align: left; 

        z-index: 2; 
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transition: 1s; } 

    nav .fa{ 

        display: block; 

        color: #fff; 

        margin: 10px; 

        font-size: 22px; 

        cursor: pointer; 

    } 

    .nav-links ul{ 

        padding: 30px 

        ; 

    } 

} 

.course{ 

 

    width: 80%; 

    margin: auto; 

    text-align: center; 

    padding-top: 100px; 

} 

h1{ 

    font-size: 36px; 

    font-weight: 600; 

} 

p{ 

    color: #777; 

    font-size: 14px; 

    font-weight: 300; 

    line-height: 22px; 

    padding: 10px; 

} 

.row{ 

    margin-top: 5%; 

    display: flex; 
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    justify-content: space-between; 

} 

.course-col{ 

    flex-basis: 31%; 

    background: #fff3f3; 

    border-radius: 10px; 

    margin-bottom: 5%; 

    padding: 20px 12px; 

    box-sizing: border-box; 

    transition: 0.5s; 

} 

h3{ 

    text-align: center; 

    font-weight: 600; 

    margin: 10px 0; 

} 

.course-col:hover{ 

    box-shadow: 0 0 20px 0px rgba(0,0,0,0.2); 

} 

@media(max-width:700px){ 

    .row{ 

        flex-direction: column; 

    } 

} 

.campus{ 

    width: 80%; 

    margin: auto; 

    text-align: center; 

    padding-top: 50px; 

} 

.campus-col{ 

    flex-basis: 32%; 

    border-radius: 10px; 

    margin-bottom: 30px; 
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    position: relative; 

    overflow: hidden; 

} 

.campus-col img{ 

    width: 100%; 

    display: block; 

} 

.layer{ 

    background: transparent; 

    height: 100%; 

    width: 100%; 

    position: absolute; 

    top: 0; 

    left: 0; 

    transition: 00.5s; 

} 

.layer:hover{ 

    background: rgba(226,0,0,0.7); 

} 

.layer h3{ 

    width: 100%; 

    font-weight: 500; 

    color: #fff; 

    font-size: 26px; 

    bottom: 0; 

    left: 50%; 

    transform: translateX(-50%); 

    position: absolute; 

    transition: 0.5s; 

} 

.layer:hover h3{ 

    bottom: 49%; 

    opacity: 1; 

} 
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.facilities{ 

    width: 80%; 

    margin: auto; 

    text-align: center; 

    padding-top: 100px; 

} 

.facilities-col{ 

    flex-basis: 31%; 

    border-radius: 10px; 

    margin-bottom: 5%; 

    text-align: left; 

} 

.facilities-col img{ 

    width: 100%; 

    border-radius: 10px; 

} 

 

.facilities-col p{ 

    padding: 0; 

} 

.facilities-col h3{ 

    margin-top: 16px; 

    margin-bottom: 15px; 

    text-align: left; 

} 

.testimonial{ 

    width: 80%; 

    margin: auto; 

    padding-top: 100px; 

    text-align: center; 

} 

.testimonial-col{ 

    flex-basis: 44%; 

    border-radius: 10px; 
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    margin-bottom: 5%; 

    text-align: left; 

    background: #fff3f3; 

    padding: 25px; 

    cursor: pointer; 

    display: flex; 

} 

.testimonial-col img{ 

    height: 40px; 

    margin-left: 5px; 

    margin-right: 30px; 

    border-radius: 50%; 

} 

.testimonial-col p{ 

    padding: 0; 

} 

.testimonial-col h3{ 

    margin-top: 15px; 

    text-align: left; 

} 

.testimonial-col .fa{ 

    color: #f44336; 

} 

@media(max-width:700px){ 

    .testimonial-col img{ 

        margin-left: 0px; 

        margin-right: 15px; 

    } 

 

} 

.cta{ 

    margin: 100px auto; 

    width: 80%; 

    background-image: linear-gradient(rgba(0,0,0,0.7),rgba(0,0,0,0.7)),url(banner2.jpeg); 
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    background-position: center; 

    background-size: cover; 

    border-radius: 10px; 

    text-align: center; 

    padding: 100px 0; 

} 

.cta h1{ 

    color: #fff; 

    margin-bottom: 40px; 

    padding: 0; 

} 

@media(max-width: 700px){ 

    .cta h1{ 

        font-size: 24px; 

    } 

} 

.footer{ 

    width: 100%; 

    text-align: center; 

    padding: 30px 0; 

} 

.footer h4{ 

    margin-bottom: 25px; 

    margin-top: 20px; 

    font-weight: 600; 

} 

.icons .fa{ 

    color: #f44336; 

    margin: 0 13px; 

    cursor: pointer; 

    padding: 18px 0; 

 

} 

.fa-heart-o{ 
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    color: #f44336; 

} 

 

.sub-header{ 

    height: 50vh; 

    width: 100%; 

   background-image: linear-gradient(rgba(4,9,30,0.7),rgba(4,9,30,0.7)),url(background.jpeg); 

    background-position: center; 

    background-size: cover; 

    text-align: center; 

    color: #fff; 

} 

.sub-header h1{ 

    margin-top: 100px; 

} 

 

.about-us{ 

    width: 80%; 

    margin: auto; 

    padding-top: 80px; 

    padding-bottom: 50px; 

} 

.about-col{ 

    flex-basis: 48%; 

    padding: 30px 2px; 

} 

.about-col img{ 

    width: 100%; 

} 

.about-col h1{ 

    padding-top: 0; 

 

} 

.about-col p{ 
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    padding: 15px 0 25px; 

} 

 

.red-btn{ 

    border: 1px solid #f44336; 

    background: transparent; 

    color: tomato; 

} 

.red-btn:hover{ 

    color: #fff; 

} 

.blog-content{ 

    width: 80%; 

    margin: auto; 

    padding: 60px 0; 

} 

.blog-left{ 

    flex-basis: 65%; 

} 

.blog-left img{ 

    width: 100%; 

} 

.blog-left h2{ 

    color: #222; 

    font-weight: 600; 

    margin: 30px 0; 

} 

.blog-left p{ 

    color: #999; 

    padding: 0; 

} 

.blog-right{ 

    flex-basis: 32%; 

} 
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.blog-right h3{ 

    background: #f44336; 

    color: #fff; 

    padding: 7px 0; 

    font-size: 16px; 

    margin-bottom: 20px; 

} 

.blog-right div{ 

    display: flex; 

    align-items: center; 

    justify-content: space-between; 

    color: #555; 

    padding: 8px; 

    box-sizing: border-box; 

} 

.comment-box{ 

    border: 1px solid #ccc; 

    margin: 50px 0; 

    padding: 10px 20px; 

} 

.comment-box h3{ 

    text-align: left; 

} 

.comment-form input, .comment-form textarea{ 

    width: 100%; 

    padding: 10px; 

    margin: 15px 0; 

    box-sizing: border-box; 

    border: none; 

    outline: none; 

    background: #f0f0f0; 

 

} 
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.comment-form button{ 

    margin: 10px 0; 

} 

@media(max-width:700px){ 

    .sub-header h1{ 

        font-size: 24px; 

    } 

} 

 

.location{ 

    width: 80%; 

    margin: auto; 

    padding: 80px 0; 

} 

.locationiframe{ 

    width: 100%; 

} 

.contact-us{ 

    width: 80%; 

    margin: auto; 

} 

.contact-col{ 

    flex-basis: 48%; 

    margin-bottom: 30px; 

} 

.contact-col div{ 

    display: flex; 

    align-items: center; 

    margin-bottom: 40px; 

} 

.contact-col div .fa{ 

    font-size: 28px; 

    color: #f44336; 

    margin: 10px ; 
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    margin-right: 30px; 

} 

.contact-col div p{ 

    padding: 0; 

} 

.contact-col div h5{ 

    font-size: 20px; 

    margin-bottom: 5px; 

    color: #555; 

    font-weight: 400; 

} 

.contact-col input,.contact-col textarea{ 

    width: 100%; 

    padding: 15px; 

    margin-bottom: 17px; 

    outline: none; 

    border: 1px solid #ccc; 

    box-sizing: border-box; 

} 

form handler.php: 

<?php 

$name=$_POST['name']; 

$visitor_email=$_POST['email']; 

$subject=$_POST['subject']; 

$message=$_POST['message']; 

 

$email_from='nikhilmudumba2458@gmail.com'; 

$email_subject='new form submission'; 

$email_body="User Name: $name.\n". 

            "User Email: $visitor_email.\n". 

            "Subject: $subject.\n". 

            "User message: $message.\n"; 

$to='nikhilmudumba703@gmail.com'; 

$headers="From: $email_from \r\n" 
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$headers .="reply_to: $visitor_email \r\n"; 

mail($to,$email_subject,$email_body,$headers); 

header("location: contact.html"); 

 ?> 
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COMPANY BACKGROUND: 

Swecha is a non-profit organisation(NGO) formerly called as Free Software Foundation 

Andhra Pradesh (FSF-AP) later changed name to Swecha. It is a Telugu Operating System 

released in the year 2005, and is a part of Free Software Movement of India 

(FSMI).Theorganisation is a social movement working towards educating the masses with the 

essence of Free Software and to provide knowledge to the commoners. 

Swecha aims at providing global software solutions to the local people with the Free 

Software development model by working together with the community of developers and 

users all over. The prime objective of Swecha OS is to provide a complete computing 

solution to a population that speaks and understands only Telugu. 
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RESPONSIBILITY & WORK COMPLETED: 

 Planning the project 

 Creating a schedule and timeline 

 Executing each phase 

 Troubleshooting and maintenance 
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SKILLS LEARNED & EXPERIENCE GAINED: 

 From the four weeks of internship we learnt HTML, JS and CSS. 

 We learned Basics of Web Architecture 

 We learned how to divide and manage the work and learn from each other. 
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CONCLUSION : 

We’re excited to share with you the website, code of our project 

https://nikhilmudumba.github.io/Nikhilmudumba.github.i/.We hope our project fulfils the main 

motto that we actually wanted to achieve, which is to help the students to get the required 

information about the college 
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Developing a GUI with PyQT, Application of Python in Various Disciplines, and The Final Project modules. 

In the final assessment, NITHIN scored 73% marks. 
We wish NITHIN all the best for future endeavours.
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ABSTRACT 

 

 
The main objective of the Online Food Ordering System is to manage 

the details of Item Category,Food,Delivery Address,Order,Shopping 

Cart. It manages all the information about Item Category, Customer, 

Shopping Cart, Item Category. The project is totally built at 

administrative end and thus only the administrator is guaranteed the 

access. The purpose of the project is to build an application program to 

reduce the manual work for managing the Item Category, Food, 

Customer, Delivery Address. It tracks all the details about the Delivery 

Address,Order,Shopping Cart. 
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PROBLEM STATEMENT: 

● Since most of the colleges have started to reopen and people are 

going back to their normal lives, we have to make sure that all of 

us follow safety protocols and prevent public overcrowding. This 

is an application where students can order food and the canteen 

staff can respond with self-service notifications 

● This would be a front end based website designed using Html , 

Css and  Javascript. 

● In this website Html , Css and Javascript are linked together in a 

single Html file in the head of the Html. 
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SOURCE CODE 
Home page: 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

 

<head> 

    <title>CBIT CANTEEN</title> 

    <link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" href="css/home.css"> 

    <meta name="viewport" content="width=device-width, initial-scale=1.0"> 

    <link href="https://fonts.googleapis.com/css?family=Flamenco&display=swap" 

rel="stylesheet"> 

    <link rel="stylesheet" 

href="https://cdnjs.cloudflare.com/ajax/libs/animate.css/3.7.2/animate.min.css

"> 

    <link rel="stylesheet" href="https://cdnjs.cloudflare.com/ajax/libs/font-

awesome/4.7.0/css/font-awesome.min.css"> 

</head> 

 

<body> 

 

    <header> 

        <nav> 

            <div class="row clearfix"> 

                <img src="imgs/logo1.jpeg" class="logo"> 

 

                <ul class="main-nav animated slideInDown" id="check-class"> 

                    <li><a href="Home.html">HOME</a></li> 

                    <li><a href="Menu.html">MENU</a></li> 

 

                    <li><a href="Contact.html">CONTACT US</a></li> 

                </ul> 

                <a href="#" class="mobile-icon" onclick="slideshow()"> <i 

class="fa fa-bars"></i></a> 

            </div> 

        </nav> 

 

        <div class="main-content-header"> 

            <h1> WELCOME TO <span class="colorchange">CBIT CANTEEN</span> 

</h1> 

            <br><br> 

            <a href="Menu.html" class="btn btn-full"> Click To Order</a> 

            <br><br><br> 

            <a href="register.html" class="btn btn-nav"> Register</a> 

 

        </div> 

    </header> 

 

    <script type="text/javascript"> 
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        function slideshow() { 

            var x = document.getElementById('check-class'); 

            if (x.style.display === "none") { 

                x.style.display = "block"; 

            } else { 

                x.style.display = "none"; 

            } 

        } 

    </script> 

 

</body> 

 

</html> 

 

Contact page: 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

 

<head> 

    <title>Contact_CBIT</title> 

    <link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" href="css/contact.css"> 

    <meta name="viewport" content="width=device-width, initial-scale=1.0"> 

    <link href="https://fonts.googleapis.com/css?family=Flamenco&display=swap" 

rel="stylesheet"> 

    <link rel="stylesheet" 

href="https://cdnjs.cloudflare.com/ajax/libs/animate.css/3.7.2/animate.min.css

"> 

    <link rel="stylesheet" href="https://cdnjs.cloudflare.com/ajax/libs/font-

awesome/4.7.0/css/font-awesome.min.css"> 

    <link rel="stylesheet" href="https://cdnjs.cloudflare.com/ajax/libs/font-

awesome/4.7.0/css/font-awesome.min.css"> 

</head> 

 

<body> 

    <button onclick="topFunction()" id="myBtn" title="Go to top">Top</button> 

 

    <header> 

        <nav> 

            <div class="row clearfix"> 

                <img src="imgs/logo1.jpeg" class="logo"> 

 

                <ul class="main-nav animated slideInDown" id="check-class"> 

                    <li><a href="Home.html">HOME</a></li> 

                    <li><a href="Menu.html">MENU</a></li> 

 

                    <li><a href="Contact.html">CONTACT US</a></li> 

                </ul> 

                <a href="#" class="mobile-icon" onclick="slideshow()"> <i 

class="fa fa-bars"></i></a> 
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            </div> 

        </nav> 

        <div class="main-content-header"> 

            <div class="container"> 

                <div style="text-align:center"> 

                    <h2>Contact Us</h2> 

                    <br> 

                    <p>Dont forget to leave your feedback</p> 

                    <br> 

                </div> 

                <div class="row"> 

                    <div class="column"> 

                        <h1> WE OFFER. </h1> 

                        <br> 

                        <p> CBIT CANTEN offers a great selection of vegetarian 

food and drinks. 

 

                            <br> <img src="imgs/veg roll1.png" 

style="width:50%"> 

 

                            <p> Call us at 

                                <p style="font-family: body;color: #bf55ec"> 

                                    011-24655641/42</p> 

                                <p>Email:-information@CBIT.co.in</p> 

                    </div> 

                    <div class="column"> 

                        <form action="mailto:vijayvardhan947@gmail.com" 

method="POST" enctype="text/plain"> 

                            <label for="fname">First Name</label> 

                            <input type="text" id="fname" name="firstname" 

placeholder="Your name.."> 

                            <label for="lname">Last Name</label> 

                            <input type="text" id="lname" name="lastname" 

placeholder="Your last name.."> 

                            <label for="Year">Year</label> 

                            <select id="Year" name="Year"> 

          <option value="1st">1st</option> 

          <option value="2nd">2nd</option> 

          <option value="3rd">3rd</option> 

          <option value="4th">4th</option> 

           

        </select> 

                            <label for="subject">Subject</label> 

                            <textarea id="subject" name="subject" 

placeholder="Write something.." style="height:170px"></textarea> 

                            <input type="submit" value="Submit" /> 

 

                        </form> 
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                    </div> 

                </div> 

            </div> 

 

 

    </header> 

 

    <script type="text/javascript"> 

        function slideshow() { 

            var x = document.getElementById('check-class'); 

            if (x.style.display === "none") { 

                x.style.display = "block"; 

            } else { 

                x.style.display = "none"; 

            } 

        } 

 

        mybutton = document.getElementById("myBtn"); 

 

        // When the user scrolls down 20px from the top of the document, show 

the button 

        window.onscroll = function() { 

            scrollFunction() 

        }; 

 

        function scrollFunction() { 

            if (document.body.scrollTop > 20 || 

document.documentElement.scrollTop > 20) { 

                mybutton.style.display = "block"; 

            } else { 

                mybutton.style.display = "none"; 

            } 

        } 

 

        // When the user clicks on the button, scroll to the top of the 

document 

        function topFunction() { 

            document.body.scrollTop = 0; // For Safari 

            document.documentElement.scrollTop = 0; // For Chrome, Firefox, IE 

and Opera 

        } 

    </script> 

 

</body> 

 

</html> 
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Menu Page: 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

 

<head> 

    <title>Menu_CAFE</title> 

    <link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" href="css/menu.css"> 

    <link rel="stylesheet" href="css/menu2.css"> 

    <meta name="viewport" content="width=device-width, initial-scale=1.0"> 

    <link href="https://fonts.googleapis.com/css?family=Flamenco&display=swap" 

rel="stylesheet"> 

    <link rel="stylesheet" 

href="https://cdnjs.cloudflare.com/ajax/libs/animate.css/3.7.2/animate.min.css

"> 

    <link rel="stylesheet" href="https://cdnjs.cloudflare.com/ajax/libs/font-

awesome/4.7.0/css/font-awesome.min.css"> 

    <link rel="stylesheet" href="https://cdnjs.cloudflare.com/ajax/libs/font-

awesome/4.7.0/css/font-awesome.min.css"> 

    <link rel="stylesheet" href="https://cdnjs.cloudflare.com/ajax/libs/font-

awesome/4.7.0/css/font-awesome.min.css"> 

 

    <script src="https://code.jquery.com/jquery-3.1.1.slim.min.js" 

integrity="sha384-

A7FZj7v+d/sdmMqp/nOQwliLvUsJfDHW+k9Omg/a/EheAdgtzNs3hpfag6Ed950n" 

crossorigin="anonymous"></script> 

    <script 

src="https://cdnjs.cloudflare.com/ajax/libs/tether/1.4.0/js/tether.min.js" 

integrity="sha384-

DztdAPBWPRXSA/3eYEEUWrWCy7G5KFbe8fFjk5JAIxUYHKkDx6Qin1DkWx51bBrb" 

crossorigin="anonymous"></script> 

    <script src="https://maxcdn.bootstrapcdn.com/bootstrap/4.0.0-

alpha.6/js/bootstrap.min.js" integrity="sha384-

vBWWzlZJ8ea9aCX4pEW3rVHjgjt7zpkNpZk+02D9phzyeVkE+jo0ieGizqPLForn" 

crossorigin="anonymous"></script> 

 

</head> 

 

<body> 

    <button onclick="topFunction()" id="myBtn" title="Go to top">Top</button> 

 

    <header> 

        <nav> 

            <div class="row clearfix"> 

                <img src="imgs/logo1.jpeg" class="logo"> 

 

                <ul class="main-nav animated slideInDown" id="check-class"> 

                    <li><a href="Home.html">HOME</a></li> 

                    <li><a href="Menu.html">MENU</a></li> 
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                    <li><a href="Contact.html">CONTACT US</a></li> 

                </ul> 

                <a href="#" class="mobile-icon" onclick="slideshow()"> <i 

class="fa fa-bars"></i></a> 

            </div> 

        </nav> 

        <br> 

 

        <div class="main-content-header"> 

 

            <div class="row" style="text-align: center; margin-bottom: 5%;"> 

                <div class="col"> 

                    <button style="margin-right: 5px; width:25%;" 

type="button" class="btn btn-primary" data-toggle="modal" data-

target="#cart">Your Orders (<span class="total-count"></span>)</button> 

                    <button style="margin-right: 5px; width:25%;" 

class="clear-cart btn btn-danger">Clear Orders </button></div> 

            </div> 

 

            <form class="example" action="action_page.php"> 

                <input type="text" placeholder="Search.." name="search"> 

                <button type="submit"><i class="fa fa-search"></i></button> 

            </form> 

            <br> 

 

            <!-- Menu --> 

            <button onclick="topFunction()" id="myBtn" title="Go to 

top">Top</button> 

            <div id="menu" class="w3-container w3-black w3-xxlarge w3-padding-

64"> 

                <h1 class="w3-center w3-jumbo w3-padding-32">THE MENU</h1> 

                <div class="w3-row w3-center w3-border w3-border-dark-grey"> 

                    <a href="#VEGETARIAN"> 

                        <div class="w3-third w3-padding-large w3-

red">Vegetarian</div> 

                    </a> 

                    <a href="#NON-VEGETARIAN"> 

                        <div class="w3-third w3-padding-large w3-hover-

red">Non-Vegetarian</div> 

                    </a> 

                    <a href="#BREAKFAST"> 

                        <div class="w3-third w3-padding-large w3-hover-

red">Breakfast</div> 

                    </a> 

 

                </div> 
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                <h1 id="VEGETARIAN" class="w3-center w3-jumbo w3-padding-

32">VEGETARIAN</h1> 

                <div class="w3-container w3-white w3-padding-32"> 

                    <img src="https://nishkitchen.com/wp-

content/uploads/2018/07/Vegetable-Fried-Rice-1B.jpg" alt="Veg Biryani" 

width=220px height=250px> 

                    <h1 style="text-align:left;"><b>Veg Fried Rice</b> <span 

class="w3-right w3-tag w3-dark-grey w3-round">Rs. 40</span></h1> 

                    </span> 

                    <p style="font-family: body; color: #bf55ec;">Rs. 40</p> 

                    <a style="font-family: body; text-decoration: none;" 

href="#" data-name="Veg Fried Rice" data-price="40" class="add-to-cart btn 

btn-primary" onclick="myFunction()">Add to Order</a> 

 

                </div> 

 

                <h1 style="text-align:left;"><b>Paneer Fried Rice</b> <span 

class="w3-right w3-tag w3-dark-grey w3-round">Rs. 40</span></h1> 

                <p style="font-family: body; color: #bf55ec;">Rs. 40</p> 

                <a style="font-family: body; text-decoration: none;" href="#" 

data-name="Paneer Fried Rice" data-price="40" class="add-to-cart btn btn-

primary" onclick="myFunction()">Add to Order</a> 

 

                <h1 style="text-align:left;">Manchuria<span class="w3-tag w3-

red w3-round">Hot!</span> 

                    <span class="w3-right w3-tag w3-dark-grey w3-round">Rs. 

40</span></h1> 

                <p style="font-family: body; color: #bf55ec;">Rs. 40</p> 

                <a style="font-family: body; text-decoration: none;" href="#" 

data-name="Manchuria" data-price="40" class="add-to-cart btn btn-primary" 

onclick="myFunction()">Add to Order</a> 

                <hr> 

            </div> 

 

            <h1 id="NON-VEGETARIAN" class="w3-center w3-jumbo w3-padding-

32">NON-VEGETARIAN</h1> 

            <div class="w3-container w3-white w3-padding-32"> 

                <img 

src="https://i.pinimg.com/originals/95/5c/2d/955c2dadf8f8b76efbf683e16f40d024.

jpg" alt="Non-Vegetarian" width=220px height=250px> 

                <h1 style="text-align:left;">Chicken Biryani<span class="w3-

tag w3-grey w3-round">(Popular)</span> 

                    <span class="w3-right w3-tag w3-dark-grey w3-round">Rs 

50</span></h1> 

                <p style="font-family: body; color: #bf55ec;">RS 50</p> 
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                <a style="font-family: body; text-decoration: none;" href="#" 

data-name="Chicken Biryani" data-price="50" class="add-to-cart btn btn-

primary" onclick="myFunction()">Add to Order</a> 

 

                <h1 style="text-align:left;"><b>Chicken 65</b> <span 

class="w3-right w3-tag w3-dark-grey w3-round">Rs. 50</span></h1> 

                <p style="font-family: body; color: #bf55ec;">Rs. 50</p> 

                <a style="font-family: body; text-decoration: none;" href="#" 

data-name="Chicken 65" data-price="50" class="add-to-cart btn btn-primary" 

onclick="myFunction()">Add to Order</a> 

 

                <h1 style="text-align:left;"><b>Egg Fried Rice</b> <span 

class="w3-right w3-tag w3-dark-grey w3-round">Rs 50</span></h1> 

                <p style="font-family: body; color: #bf55ec;">Rs. 50</p> 

                <a style="font-family: body; text-decoration: none;" href="#" 

data-name="Egg Fried Rice" data-price="50" class="add-to-cart btn btn-primary" 

onclick="myFunction()">Add to Order</a> 

                <br> 

            </div> 

            <hr> 

 

            <h1 id="BREAKFAST" class="w3-center w3-jumbo w3-padding-

32">BREAKFAST</h1> 

            <div class="w3-container w3-white w3-padding-32"> 

                <img 

src="https://www.archanaskitchen.com/images/archanaskitchen/0-Affiliate-

Articles/RESTAURANT_STYLE_SOUTH_INDIAN_THALI_original.jpg" alt="Breakfast" 

width=220px height=250px> 

 

                <h1 style="text-align:left;"><b>Puri</b> <span class="w3-tag 

w3-grey w3-round">& Chole</span> 

                    <span class="w3-right w3-tag w3-dark-grey w3-round">Rs. 

30</span></h1> 

                <p style="font-family: body; color: #bf55ec;">Rs. 30</p> 

                <a style="font-family: body; text-decoration: none;" href="#" 

data-name="Puri" data-price="30" class="add-to-cart btn btn-primary" 

onclick="myFunction()">Add to Order</a> 

 

 

                <h1 style="text-align:left;"><b>Sandwich</b> <span class="w3-

right w3-tag w3-dark-grey w3-round">Rs. 20</span></h1> 

                <p style="font-family: body; color: #bf55ec;">Rs. 20</p> 

                <a style="font-family: body; text-decoration: none;" href="#" 

data-name="Sandwich" data-price="20" class="add-to-cart btn btn-primary" 

onclick="myFunction()">Add to Order</a> 
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                <h1 style="text-align:left;"><b>Medhu Vada</b> <span 

class="w3-right w3-tag w3-dark-grey w3-round">Rs. 20</span></h1> 

                <p style="font-family: body; color: #bf55ec;">Rs. 20</p> 

                <a style="font-family: body; text-decoration: none;" href="#" 

data-name="Medhu Vada" data-price="20" class="add-to-cart btn btn-primary" 

onclick="myFunction()">Add to Order</a> 

                <hr> 

            </div> 

        </div> 

 

 

 

 

    </header> 

    <div class="modal fade" id="cart" tabindex="-1" role="dialog" aria-

labelledby="exampleModalLabel" aria-hidden="true"> 

        <div class="modal-dialog modal-lg" role="document"> 

            <div class="modal-content"> 

                <div class="modal-header"> 

                    <h5 class="modal-title" id="exampleModalLabel" 

style="color: black; font-size: 200%;">Cart</h5> 

                    <button type="button" class="close" data-dismiss="modal" 

aria-label="Close"> 

            <span aria-hidden="true">&times;</span> 

          </button> 

                </div> 

                <div class="modal-body"> 

                    <table style="color: black; font-family: body; font-style: 

bold;" class="show-cart table"> 

 

                    </table> 

                    <div style="color: black; font-family: body; font-style: 

bold;">Total price: Rs <span class="total-cart"></span></div> 

                </div> 

                <div class="modal-footer"> 

                    <button type="button" class="btn btn-secondary" data-

dismiss="modal">Close</button> 

                    <button href="Checkout.html" type="button" class="btn btn-

primary"> Checkout </button> 

                </div> 

            </div> 

        </div> 

    </div> 

 

 

    <script type="text/javascript"> 

        function slideshow() { 
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            var x = document.getElementById('check-class'); 

            if (x.style.display === "none") { 

                x.style.display = "block"; 

            } else { 

                x.style.display = "none"; 

            } 

        } 

 

        function openPage(pageName, elmnt, color) { 

 

            var i, tabcontent, tablinks; 

            tabcontent = document.getElementsByClassName("tabcontent"); 

            for (i = 0; i < tabcontent.length; i++) { 

                tabcontent[i].style.display = "none"; 

            } 

 

            tablinks = document.getElementsByClassName("tablink"); 

            for (i = 0; i < tablinks.length; i++) { 

                tablinks[i].style.backgroundColor = ""; 

            } 

 

            document.getElementById(pageName).style.display = "block"; 

 

            elmnt.style.backgroundColor = color; 

        } 

 

        document.getElementById("defaultOpen").click(); 

 

        mybutton = document.getElementById("myBtn"); 

 

        // When the user scrolls down 20px from the top of the document, show 

the button 

        window.onscroll = function() { 

            scrollFunction() 

        }; 

 

        function scrollFunction() { 

            if (document.body.scrollTop > 20 || 

document.documentElement.scrollTop > 20) { 

                mybutton.style.display = "block"; 

            } else { 

                mybutton.style.display = "none"; 

            } 

        } 

 

        // When the user clicks on the button, scroll to the top of the 

document 

        function topFunction() { 
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            document.body.scrollTop = 0; // For Safari 

            document.documentElement.scrollTop = 0; // For Chrome, Firefox, IE 

and Opera 

        } 

 

 

        var elements = document.getElementsByClassName("column"); 

 

        // Declare a loop variable 

        var i; 

 

        // List View 

        function listView() { 

            for (i = 0; i < elements.length; i++) { 

                elements[i].style.width = "100%"; 

            } 

        } 

 

        //Grid View 

        function gridView() { 

            for (i = 0; i < elements.length; i++) { 

                elements[i].style.width = "50%"; 

            } 

        } 

    </script> 

    <script 

src='https://cdnjs.cloudflare.com/ajax/libs/jquery/3.1.0/jquery.min.js'></scri

pt> 

    <script src="css/script.js"></script> 

    <script> 

        function myFunction() { 

            alert("Item added in your order"); 

        } 

    </script> 

</body> 

 

</html> 

 

CSS: 

Home page: 

* { 

    margin: 0px; 

    padding: 0px; 

    box-sizing: border-box; 

} 
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body { 

    font-size: 20px; 

    overflow-x: hidden; 

    color: white; 

    font-family: 'Flamenco', cursive; 

} 

 

header { 

    background-image: linear-gradient(rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.6), rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.6)), 

url('../imgs/background.jpg'); 

    background-size: cover; 

    background-repeat: no-repeat; 

    background-position: center; 

    height: 100vh; 

} 

 

.clearfix:after { 

    content: "."; 

    visibility: hidden; 

    display: block; 

    height: 0px; 

    clear: both; 

} 

 

.row { 

    max-width: 1180px; 

    margin: 0 auto; 

} 

 

.logo { 

    height: 200px; 

    width: auto; 

    float: left; 

    margin-top: 20px; 

    filter: invert( 100%); 

    position: relative; 

    top: 50px; 

} 

 

.main-nav { 

    float: right; 

    margin-top: 60px; 

} 

 

.main-nav li { 

    display: inline-block; 

    list-style: none; 

    margin-left: 40px; 

} 
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.main-nav li a { 

    padding: 5px 0; 

    color: #fff; 

    text-decoration: none; 

    text-transform: uppercase; 

    font-size: 90%; 

    font-weight: 100; 

} 

 

.main-nav li a:hover { 

    border-bottom: 2px solid #bf55ec; 

} 

 

.main-content-header { 

    width: 1180px; 

    height: 240px; 

    position: absolute; 

    /*border: 1px solid red;*/ 

    top: 60%; 

    left: 50%; 

    transform: translate(-50%, -50%); 

} 

 

h1 { 

    color: #fff; 

    font-size: 240%; 

    word-spacing: 5px; 

    letter-spacing: 3px; 

    margin-bottom: 20px; 

    margin-top: 20px; 

    text-transform: uppercase; 

    font-weight: lighter; 

} 

 

.btn { 

    display: inline-block; 

    padding: 10px 30px; 

    font-weight: lighter; 

    text-decoration: none; 

    text-transform: uppercase; 

    border-radius: 200px; 

    transition: background-color 0.2s, border 0.2s, color 0.2s; 

} 

 

.btn-full { 

    background-color: transparent; 

    color: #ADD8E6; 

    margin-right: 15px; 
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    border: 1px solid #ADD8E6; 

} 

 

.btn-full:hover { 

    background-color: #bf55ec; 

} 

 

.btn-nav { 

    background-color: transparent; 

    color: #fff; 

    border: 1px solid #fff; 

} 

 

.btn-nav:hover { 

    background-color: #bf55ec; 

} 

 

.colorchange { 

    animation: colorchangecafe 1s infinite; 

} 

 

p { 

    color: #fff; 

    font-size: 120%; 

    word-spacing: 5px; 

    letter-spacing: 3px; 

    margin-bottom: 20px; 

    margin-top: 20px; 

    font-weight: bold; 

} 

 

@keyframes colorchangecafe { 

    0% { 

        color: red; 

    } 

    25% { 

        color: #bf55ec; 

    } 

    50% { 

        color: white; 

    } 

    100% { 

        color: #bf55ec; 

    } 

} 

 

.mobile-icon { 

    display: none; 

} 
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/*///Responsive Queries///*/ 

 

@media only screen and (max-width: 1180px) { 

    .main-content-header { 

        width: 100%; 

        padding: 0 2%; 

    } 

} 

 

@media only screen and (max-width: 998px) { 

    h1 { 

        font-size: 200%; 

    } 

    p { 

        font-size: 70%; 

    } 

} 

 

@media only screen and (max-width: 768px) { 

    h1 { 

        font-size: 180%; 

    } 

    p { 

        font-size: 70%; 

    } 

    .main-nav { 

        display: none; 

    } 

    .mobile-icon { 

        display: inline-block; 

        color: #fff; 

        float: right; 

        margin-top: 30px; 

        margin-right: 20px; 

    } 

    .main-nav { 

        float: left; 

    } 

    .main-nav li { 

        display: block; 

        margin-top: 10px; 

    } 

} 

 

@media only screen and (max-width: 480px) { 

    .btn-full { 

        margin-bottom: 20px; 
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    } 

    h1 { 

        font-size: 160%; 

    } 

    p { 

        font-size: 70%; 

    } 

} 

 

Contact Page: 

* { 

margin: 0px; 

padding: 0px; 

box-sizing: border-box; 

} 

 

body { 

font-size: 20px; 

overflow-x: hidden; 

color: white; 

font-family: 'Flamenco', cursive; 

background-color: black; 

} 

 

header { 

background-image: linear-gradient(rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.6), rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.6)), 

url('../imgs/background.jpg'); 

background-size: cover; 

background-repeat: no-repeat; 

background-position: center; 

height: 100vh; 

} 

 

.clearfix:after { 

content: "."; 

visibility: hidden; 

display: block; 

height: 0px; 

clear: both; 

} 

 

.row { 

max-width: 1180px; 

margin: 0 auto; 

} 

 

.logo { 

height: 200px; 
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width: auto; 

float: left; 

margin-top: 20px; 

filter: invert( 100%); 

position: relative; 

top: 50px; 

} 

 

.main-nav { 

float: right; 

margin-top: 60px; 

} 

 

.main-nav li { 

display: inline-block; 

list-style: none; 

margin-left: 40px; 

} 

 

.main-nav li a { 

padding: 5px 0; 

color: #fff; 

text-decoration: none; 

text-transform: uppercase; 

font-size: 90%; 

font-weight: 100; 

} 

 

.main-nav li a:hover { 

border-bottom: 2px solid #bf55ec; 

} 

 

.main-content-header { 

width: 900px; 

height: 240px; 

position: absolute; 

/*border: 1px solid red;*/ 

top: 60%; 

left: 50%; 

transform: translate(-50%, -50%); 

} 

 

.mobile-icon { 

display: none; 

} 

 

.main-content-header img { 

opacity: 0.6; 

} 
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footer { 

height: 85%; 

} 

 

.fa { 

/*padding: 20px;*/ 

font-size: 100%; 

max-width: 50%; 

text-align: center; 

text-decoration: none; 

} 

 

.fa:hover { 

opacity: 0.9; 

} 

 

.fa-facebook { 

border: 2px solid #3B5998; 

width: 15%; 

color: white; 

background-color: transparent; 

} 

 

.fa-facebook:hover { 

background-color: #3B5998; 

} 

 

.fa-twitter { 

border: 2px solid #55ACEE; 

width: 15%; 

color: white; 

background-color: transparent; 

} 

 

.fa-twitter:hover { 

background-color: #55ACEE; 

} 

 

.fa-instagram { 

background-color: transparent; 

color: white; 

width: 15%; 

border: 2px solid #f40083; 

} 

 

.fa-instagram:hover { 

background-color: #f40083; 

} 
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.fa-snapchat-ghost { 

border: 2px solid #fffc00; 

color: white; 

width: 15%; 

text-shadow: -1px 0 black, 0 1px black, 1px 0 black, 0 -1px black; 

background-color: transparent; 

} 

 

.fa-snapchat-ghost:hover { 

background-color: #fffc00; 

} 

 

.fa-google { 

border: 2px solid #dd4b39; 

color: #fff; 

width: 15%; 

background-color: transparent; 

} 

 

.fa-google:hover { 

background-color: #dd4b39; 

} 

 

#myBtn { 

display: none; 

/* Hidden by default */ 

position: fixed; 

/* Fixed/sticky position */ 

bottom: 20px; 

/* Place the button at the bottom of the page */ 

right: 30px; 

/* Place the button 30px from the right */ 

z-index: 99; 

/* Make sure it does not overlap */ 

border: none; 

/* Remove borders */ 

outline: none; 

/* Remove outline */ 

background-color: red; 

/* Set a background color */ 

color: white; 

/* Text color */ 

cursor: pointer; 

/* Add a mouse pointer on hover */ 

padding: 15px; 

/* Some padding */ 

border-radius: 10px; 

/* Rounded corners */ 
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font-size: 18px; 

/* Increase font size */ 

*border: 1px solid red; 

} 

 

#myBtn:hover { 

background-color: #555; 

/* Add a dark-grey background on hover */ 

} 

/* contact box*/ 

 

{ 

box-sizing: border-box; 

} 

 

input[type=text], 

select, 

textarea { 

width: 100%; 

padding: 12px; 

border: 1px solid #ccc; 

margin-top: 6px; 

margin-bottom: 16px; 

resize: vertical; 

} 

 

input[type=submit] { 

background-color: #4CAF50; 

color: white; 

padding: 12px 20px; 

border: none; 

cursor: pointer; 

} 

 

input[type=submit]:hover { 

background-color: #45a049; 

} 

 

.container { 

border-radius: 5px; 

/*background-color: #f2f2f2;*/ 

padding: 10px; 

} 

 

.column { 

float: left; 

width: 50%; 

margin-top: 6px; 

padding: 20px; 
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} 

 

.row:after { 

content: ""; 

display: table; 

clear: both; 

} 

 

h2 { 

color: #bf55ec; 

font-size: 250%; 

word-spacing: 5px; 

letter-spacing: 3px; 

font-weight: bold; 

} 

/*///Responsive Queries///*/ 

 

@media only screen and (max-width: 1180px) { 

.main-content-header { 

    width: 100%; 

    padding: 0 2%; 

} 

} 

 

@media only screen and (max-width: 998px) { 

h2 { 

    font-size: 200%; 

} 

@media only screen and (max-width: 768px) { 

    h2 { 

        font-size: 180%; 

    } 

    .main-nav { 

        display: none; 

    } 

    .mobile-icon { 

        display: inline-block; 

        color: #fff; 

        float: right; 

        margin-top: 30px; 

        margin-right: 20px; 

    } 

    .main-nav { 

        float: left; 

    } 

    .main-nav li { 

        display: block; 

        margin-top: 10px; 

    } 
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} 

@media screen and (max-width: 600px) { 

    .column, 

    input[type=submit] { 

        width: 100%; 

        margin-top: 0; 

    } 

} 

@media only screen and (max-width: 480px) { 

    .btn-full { 

        margin-bottom: 20px; 

    } 

    h2 { 

        font-size: 160%; 

    } 

    h1 { 

        font-size: 80%; 

    } 

} 

 

Menu Page: 

* { 

    margin: 0px; 

    padding: 0px; 

    box-sizing: border-box; 

} 

 

body { 

    font-size: 20px; 

    overflow-x: hidden; 

    color: white; 

    font-family: 'Flamenco', cursive; 

    background-color: black; 

} 

 

header { 

    background-image: linear-gradient(rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.6), rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.6)), 

url('../imgs/background.jpg'); 

    background-size: cover; 

    background-repeat: no-repeat; 

    background-position: center; 

    height: 100vh; 

} 

 

.clearfix:after { 

    content: "."; 

    visibility: hidden; 

    display: block; 
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    height: 0px; 

    clear: both; 

} 

 

.row { 

    max-width: 1180px; 

    margin: 0 auto; 

} 

 

.logo { 

    height: 200px; 

    width: auto; 

    float: left; 

    margin-top: 20px; 

    filter: invert( 100%); 

    position: relative; 

    top: 50px; 

} 

 

.main-nav { 

    float: right; 

    margin-top: 60px; 

} 

 

.main-nav li { 

    display: inline-block; 

    list-style: none; 

    margin-left: 40px; 

} 

 

.main-nav li a { 

    padding: 5px 0; 

    color: #fff; 

    text-decoration: none; 

    text-transform: uppercase; 

    font-size: 90%; 

    font-weight: 100; 

} 

 

.main-nav li a:hover { 

    border-bottom: 2px solid #bf55ec; 

} 

 

.main-content-header { 

    width: 900px; 

    height: 240px; 

    position: absolute; 

    /*border: 1px solid red;*/ 

    top: 60%; 
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    left: 50%; 

    transform: translate(-50%, -50%); 

    word-spacing: 5px; 

    letter-spacing: 2px; 

} 

 

h3 { 

    color: #bf55ec; 

    font-size: 180%; 

    text-align: center; 

    text-transform: uppercase; 

} 

 

.mobile-icon { 

    display: none; 

} 

 

.tablink { 

    background-color: transparent; 

    color: white; 

    float: left; 

    border: none; 

    outline: none; 

    cursor: pointer; 

    padding: 14px 16px; 

    font-size: 20px; 

    width: 25%; 

    border-bottom: 1px solid #fff; 

    font-family: 'Flamenco', cursive; 

    text-transform: uppercase; 

} 

 

.tablink:hover { 

    background-color: #bf55ec; 

} 

 

.tabcontent { 

    color: white; 

    display: none; 

    padding: 100px 20px; 

    height: 100%; 

} 

 

#Home { 

    background-color: transparent; 

} 

 

#News { 

    background-color: transparent; 
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} 

 

#Contact { 

    background-color: transparent; 

} 

 

#About { 

    background-color: transparent; 

} 

 

form.example input[type=text] { 

    padding: 10px; 

    font-size: 17px; 

    border: 2px solid #bf55ec; 

    float: left; 

    width: 50%; 

    background: #f1f1f1; 

    margin-left: 16%; 

} 

 

form.example button { 

    float: left; 

    width: 15%; 

    padding: 10px; 

    background: transparent; 

    color: white; 

    font-size: 17px; 

    border: 2px solid #bf55ec; 

    border-left: none; 

    cursor: pointer; 

} 

 

form.example button:hover { 

    background: #bf55ec; 

} 

 

form.example::after { 

    content: ""; 

    clear: both; 

    display: table; 

} 

 

h1 { 

    font-size: 240%; 

    color: #fff; 

    text-align: center; 

} 

 

#myBtn { 
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    display: none; 

    /* Hidden by default */ 

    position: fixed; 

    /* Fixed/sticky position */ 

    bottom: 20px; 

    /* Place the button at the bottom of the page */ 

    right: 30px; 

    /* Place the button 30px from the right */ 

    z-index: 99; 

    /* Make sure it does not overlap */ 

    border: none; 

    /* Remove borders */ 

    outline: none; 

    /* Remove outline */ 

    background-color: red; 

    /* Set a background color */ 

    color: white; 

    /* Text color */ 

    cursor: pointer; 

    /* Add a mouse pointer on hover */ 

    padding: 15px; 

    /* Some padding */ 

    border-radius: 10px; 

    /* Rounded corners */ 

    font-size: 18px; 

    /* Increase font size */ 

} 

 

#myBtn:hover { 

    background-color: #555; 

    /* Add a dark-grey background on hover */ 

} 

 

.column { 

    float: left; 

    width: 50%; 

    padding: 10px; 

} 

 

/* Clear floats after the columns */ 

 

.row:after { 

    content: ""; 

    display: table; 

    clear: both; 

} 

 

.center { 
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    display: block; 

    margin-left: auto; 

    margin-right: auto; 

    width: 75%; 

} 

 

/*///Responsive Queries///*/ 

 

@media only screen and (max-width: 1180px) { 

    .main-content-header { 

        width: 100%; 

        padding: 0 2%; 

    } 

} 

 

@media only screen and (max-width: 768px) { 

    .main-nav { 

        display: none; 

    } 

    .mobile-icon { 

        display: inline-block; 

        color: #fff; 

        float: right; 

        margin-top: 30px; 

        margin-right: 20px; 

    } 

    .main-nav { 

        float: left; 

    } 

    .main-nav li { 

        display: block; 

        margin-top: 10px; 

    } 

    .column { 

        width: 100%; 

    } 

} 

 

 

Java Script: 

// ************************************************ 

// Shopping Cart API 

// ************************************************ 

 

var shoppingCart = (function() { 

    // ============================= 
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    // Private methods and propeties 

    // ============================= 

    cart = []; 

 

    // Constructor 

    function Item(name, price, count) { 

        this.name = name; 

        this.price = price; 

        this.count = count; 

    } 

 

    // Save cart 

    function saveCart() { 

        sessionStorage.setItem('shoppingCart', JSON.stringify(cart)); 

    } 

 

    // Load cart 

    function loadCart() { 

        cart = JSON.parse(sessionStorage.getItem('shoppingCart')); 

    } 

    if (sessionStorage.getItem("shoppingCart") != null) { 

        loadCart(); 

    } 

 

    // ============================= 

    // Public methods and propeties 

    // ============================= 

    var obj = {}; 

 

    // Add to cart 

    obj.addItemToCart = function(name, price, count) { 

            for (var item in cart) { 

                if (cart[item].name === name) { 

                    cart[item].count++; 

                    saveCart(); 

                    return; 

                } 

            } 

            var item = new Item(name, price, count); 

            cart.push(item); 

            saveCart(); 

        } 

        // Set count from item 

    obj.setCountForItem = function(name, count) { 

        for (var i in cart) { 

            if (cart[i].name === name) { 

                cart[i].count = count; 

                break; 
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            } 

        } 

    }; 

    // Remove item from cart 

    obj.removeItemFromCart = function(name) { 

        for (var item in cart) { 

            if (cart[item].name === name) { 

                cart[item].count--; 

                if (cart[item].count === 0) { 

                    cart.splice(item, 1); 

                } 

                break; 

            } 

        } 

        saveCart(); 

    } 

 

    // Remove all items from cart 

    obj.removeItemFromCartAll = function(name) { 

        for (var item in cart) { 

            if (cart[item].name === name) { 

                cart.splice(item, 1); 

                break; 

            } 

        } 

        saveCart(); 

    } 

 

    // Clear cart 

    obj.clearCart = function() { 

        cart = []; 

        saveCart(); 

    } 

 

    // Count cart  

    obj.totalCount = function() { 

        var totalCount = 0; 

        for (var item in cart) { 

            totalCount += cart[item].count; 

        } 

        return totalCount; 

    } 

 

    // Total cart 

    obj.totalCart = function() { 

        var totalCart = 0; 

        for (var item in cart) { 

            totalCart += cart[item].price * cart[item].count; 

        } 
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        return Number(totalCart.toFixed(2)); 

    } 

 

    // List cart 

    obj.listCart = function() { 

        var cartCopy = []; 

        for (i in cart) { 

            item = cart[i]; 

            itemCopy = {}; 

            for (p in item) { 

                itemCopy[p] = item[p]; 

 

            } 

            itemCopy.total = Number(item.price * item.count).toFixed(2); 

            cartCopy.push(itemCopy) 

        } 

        return cartCopy; 

    } 

 

    // cart : Array 

    // Item : Object/Class 

    // addItemToCart : Function 

    // removeItemFromCart : Function 

    // removeItemFromCartAll : Function 

    // clearCart : Function 

    // countCart : Function 

    // totalCart : Function 

    // listCart : Function 

    // saveCart : Function 

    // loadCart : Function 

    return obj; 

})(); 

 

// ***************************************** 

// Triggers / Events 

// *****************************************  

// Add item 

$('.add-to-cart').click(function(event) { 

    event.preventDefault(); 

    var name = $(this).data('name'); 

    var price = Number($(this).data('price')); 

    shoppingCart.addItemToCart(name, price, 1); 

    displayCart(); 

}); 

 

// Clear items 

$('.clear-cart').click(function() { 

    shoppingCart.clearCart(); 
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    displayCart(); 

}); 

 

function displayCart() { 

    var cartArray = shoppingCart.listCart(); 

    var output = ""; 

    for (var i in cartArray) { 

        output += 

            "<tr>" + 

            "<td>" + 

            cartArray[i].name + 

            "</td>" + 

            "<td>(" + 

            cartArray[i].price + 

            ")</td>" + 

            "<td><div class='input-group'><button class='minus-item input-

group-addon btn btn-primary' data-name=" + 

            cartArray[i].name + 

            ">-</button>" + 

            "<input type='number' class='item-count form-control' data-name='" 

+ 

            cartArray[i].name + 

            "' value='" + 

            cartArray[i].count + 

            "'>" + 

            "<button class='plus-item btn btn-primary input-group-addon' data-

name=" + 

            cartArray[i].name + 

            ">+</button></div></td>" + 

            "<td><button class='delete-item btn btn-danger' data-name=" + 

            cartArray[i].name + 

            ">X</button></td>" + 

            " = " + 

            "<td>" + 

            cartArray[i].total + 

            "</td>" + 

            "</tr>"; 

    } 

    $('.show-cart').html(output); 

    $('.total-cart').html(shoppingCart.totalCart()); 

    $('.total-count').html(shoppingCart.totalCount()); 

} 

 

// Delete item button 

 

$('.show-cart').on("click", ".delete-item", function(event) { 

    var name = $(this).data('name') 

    shoppingCart.removeItemFromCartAll(name); 
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    displayCart(); 

}) 

 

// -1 

$('.show-cart').on("click", ".minus-item", function(event) { 

        var name = $(this).data('name') 

        shoppingCart.removeItemFromCart(name); 

        displayCart(); 

    }) 

    // +1 

$('.show-cart').on("click", ".plus-item", function(event) { 

    var name = $(this).data('name') 

    shoppingCart.addItemToCart(name); 

    displayCart(); 

}) 

 

// Item count input 

$('.show-cart').on("change", ".item-count", function(event) { 

    var name = $(this).data('name'); 

    var count = Number($(this).val()); 

    shoppingCart.setCountForItem(name, count); 

    displayCart(); 

}); 

 

displayCart(); 

 

function displayCart() { 

  var cartArray = shoppingCart.listCart(); 

  var output = ""; 

  for(var i in cartArray) { 

    output += "<tr>" 

      + "<td>" + cartArray[i].name + "</td>"  

      + "<td>(" + cartArray[i].price + ")</td>" 

      + "<td><div class='input-group'><button class='minus-item input-group-

addon btn btn-primary' data-name=" + cartArray[i].name + ">-</button>" 

      + "<input type='number' class='item-count form-control' data-name='" + 

cartArray[i].name + "' value='" + cartArray[i].count + "'>" 

      + "<button class='plus-item btn btn-primary input-group-addon' data-

name=" + cartArray[i].name + ">+</button></div></td>" 

      + "<td><button class='delete-item btn btn-danger' data-name=" + 

cartArray[i].name + ">X</button></td>" 

      + " = "  

      + "<td>" + cartArray[i].total + "</td>"  

      +  "</tr>"; 

  } 

  $('.show-cart').html(output); 

  $('.total-cart').html(shoppingCart.totalCart()); 

  $('.total-count').html(shoppingCart.totalCount()); 
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COMPANY BACKGROUND 

Swecha is a non-profit organisation formerly called as Free Software Foundation 

Andhra Pradesh (FSF-AP) later changed name to Swecha. It is a Telugu 

Operating System released in the year 2005, and is a part of Free Software 

Movement of India (FSMI).The organisation is a social movement working 

towards educating the masses with the essence of Free Software and to provide 

knowledge to the commoners. 
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Swecha aims at providing global software solutions to the local people with the 

Free Software development model by working together with the community of 

developers and users all over. The prime objective of Swecha OS is to provide a 

complete computing solution to a population that speaks and understands only 

Telugu. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

RESPONSIBILITY & WORK COMPLETED 

The responsibilities of a project manager include: 

1.   Planning the project 

2.   Creating a schedule and timeline 

3.   Executing each phase 
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4.   Managing the budget 

5.   Serving as the liaison among all stakeholders 

6.   Troubleshooting And maintenance. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SKILLS LEARNED & EXPERIENCE GAINED 

➢ From the four weeks of internship we have learnt HTML, JS and 

CSS. 

➢ We also learned Basics of Python and Web Architecture. 

➢ We learned how to divide and manage the work and learn from each 

other. Team management. 
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CONCLUSION  

● Finally, in Online Food Ordering system, we have developed 
secure, user-friendly food ordering Management System. This 
System can take care of each member whether it is an 
Administrator or Customer  

● This System is completely secure since every user is provided 
with user ID and Password so there is no chance of any 
unauthorised access.Online Payment, Registration and 
cancellation make it easier to use. So, using this system will 
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help in reducing the labour and provide more facility for 
Customer to like the services.  

● Living in the digital world, a website is crucial for any business. 
A website can be used to accomplish many different marketing 
strategies to help your business grow. The web has a far more 
extensive reach than any other form of advertising.  

● The web has a far more extensive reach than any other form of 
advertising. A website is also important because it helps to 
establish credibility as a business. 
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ABSTRACT 

Time is one of the most important factors dominating agile software 
development processes in distributed settings. Effective time management helps 
agile teams to plan and monitor the work to be performed, and create and 
maintain a fast yet sustainable pace. The Pomodoro Technique is one promising 
time management technique. The arbitrary silliness of using a tomato as a stand- 
in for units of time belies the Pomodoro Technique's serious effectiveness when 
it comes to helping people get things done. Here's what makes the method 
uniquely suited to boosting productivity. 
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PROBLEM STATEMENT: 

● Since many people cannot focus on a single task at a time, we 

wanted to create a web application based on pomodoro 

technique. 

● This would be a front end based website designed using Html 

,Css and Javascript. 

● In this website Html ,Css and Javascript are linked together in a 

single Html file in the head of the Html. 
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INTRODUCTION: 

The Pomodoro Technique is a time management method that aims 
to maximize productivity through focused sessions of work. Tasks are 
divided in intervals of 25 minutes, also called a pomodoro session. After 
each interval, the worker takes a short break for about 5 minutes. During 
the session, the worker provides complete focus on the task and only on 
the task. Pomodoro is Italian for tomato, which is the shape of the timer 
that the method inventor, Francesco Cirillo, used as he was developing his 
technique. 

 
It is effective in avoiding distractions and gaining maximum productivity 
due to its regular obligatory breaks. It is also popular because it is simple 
to learn and portable in different work scenarios. The Pomodoro method is 
the principle of many smartphone productivity apps today to help all types 
of workers, especially knowledge workers, maximize productivity. 

 
Today, technology is a significant part of our productive lives. But it can 
also easily take our attention and interrupt us at every step we take in the 
form of messages, notifications, or reminders. Technological wonders like 
smartphones and apps enable us but also distract us. Employers monitor with 
concern the decreasing levels of productivity as it affects the quality of work 
delivered. 

 
Technology hovers over us from the time we wake up to the time we 
sleep. It has become a challenge to maintain focus and deliver our best in 
trying to achieve our individual and organizational goals. 

 

The Pomodoro Technique is useful if you get distracted while working on a 
project or want to understand how long a task takes. It’s ideal for many types 

of work including writing, coding, design, and study. The technique also 
works if you have a lot of repetitive work to get through, such as wading 
through a busy inbox.
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However, the pomodoro technique goes beyond the simple switch between 
defined work and break periods. It also incorporates task planning. Ideally, at 
the beginning of the day you should list the tasks you have to do and estimate 
how many pomodoros each task will take. Since each work period has an 
exact time frame, you can control how well you estimate your tasks. 
Consequently, you can improve your estimation skill. This also helps you 
knowing how much you can get done today, tomorrow or next week. 
 

The original technique has six steps: 

1. Decide on the task to be done. 
2. Set the pomodoro timer (typically for 25 minutes).  
3. Work on the task. 
4. End work when the timer rings and take a short break (typically 5–10 

minutes).  
5. If you have finished fewer than three pomodoros, go back to Step 2 and 

repeat until you go through all three pomodoros. 
6. After three pomodoros are done, take the fourth pomodoro and then 

take a long break (typically 20 to 30 minutes). Once the long break is 
finished, return to step 2. 
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SOURCE CODE 
<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<head> 

<meta charset="utf-8" /> 

<meta http-equiv="x-ua-compatible" content="ie=edge" /> 

<title>TIMER</title> 

<meta name="description" content="A Pomodoro Clock" /> 

<meta name="viewport" content="width=device-width, initial-scale=1, 

shrink-to-fit=no" /> 

<link rel="stylesheet" href="style.css" media="screen" />> 

</head> 

<body> 

<main id="clock" class="content"> 
 
 

<label id="timer-label">Session</label> 

<h1 id="display"><span id="time-left">10:00</span></h1> 

<div id="panel" class="buttons"> 

<div id="session" class="control"> 

<label id="session-label"> Length</label> 

<button id="session-decrement" class="addition button" value="-" 

data-key="ArrowDown">–</button> 

<span id="session-length" class="duration">10</span> 

<button id="session-increment" class="addition button" value="+" 

data-key="ArrowUp">+</button> 

</div> 

<div id="break" class="control"> 

<label id="break-label">Break</label> 

<button id="break-decrement" class="addition button" value="-" data- 

key="ArrowLeft">–</button> 

<span id="break-length" class="duration">5</span> 

<button id="break-increment" class="addition button" value="+" data- 

key="ArrowRight">+</button> 

</div> 

<div id="timer" class="control"> 

<button id="start_stop" class="start button" value="start" data- 

key=" ">Start</button> 
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<button id="reset" class="reset button" value="reset" data- 

key="Control">Reset</button> 

</div> 

</div> 

</main> 

<audio id="beep" src="http://wav-sounds.com/wp- 

content/uploads/2017/09/Various-04-M.mp3" type="audio/mpeg" preload="auto" /> 

<script src="script.js"></script> 

</body> 

</html> 

Java Script: 

/* */ 

/* Pomodoro Clock */ 

/* */ 

 
 

var display = document.getElementById("display"); 

var displayTime = document.getElementById("time-left"); 

var timerLabel = document.getElementById("timer-label"); 

var displaySession = document.getElementById("session-length"); 

var displayBreak = document.getElementById("break-length"); 

var startStopButton = document.getElementById("start_stop"); 

var resetButton = document.getElementById("reset"); 

var buttons = document.getElementsByClassName("button"); 

var alarm = document.getElementById("beep"); 

 
var mode = "session"; 

var sessionLength = 25; 

var breakLength = 5; 

var time = 0; 

var status = 0; 

var minutes = sessionLength; 

var seconds = 0; 

var display = updateDisplay(); 

var countdown = null; 

 
init(); 
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function init() { 

for (var i = 0; i < buttons.length; i++) { 

var button = buttons[i]; 

button.addEventListener("click", function( event ) { 

getInput(this); 

}); 

} 

keyboard(); 

} 
 
 
function inputType(button) { 

var id = button.id; 

type = id; 

return type; 

} 
 
 
function getInput(button) { 

switch (inputType(button)) { 

case "start_stop": 

startStop(); 

break; 

case "reset": 

reset(); 

break; 

case "session-increment": 

changeSession(1); 

break; 

case "session-decrement": 

changeSession(-1); 

break; 

case "break-increment": 

changeBreak(1); 

break; 

case "break-decrement": 

changeBreak(-1); 

} 

} 
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function keyboard() { 

keyboardEvents("keydown"); 

keyboardEvents("keyup"); 

} 
 
 
function keyboardEvents(keyEvent) { 

document.addEventListener(keyEvent, function (event) { 

if (event.defaultPrevented) { 

return; 

} 

var key = event.key || event.keyCode; 
 
 

for (var i = 0; i < buttons.length; i++) { 

var button = buttons[i]; 

if (button.dataset.key == key) { 

handleKeyboardEvent(button, keyEvent); 

} 

} 

}); 

} 
 
 
function handleKeyboardEvent(button, keyEvent) { 

if (keyEvent == "keydown") { 

button.classList.add("select"); 

getInput(button); 

} 

if (keyEvent == "keyup") { 

button.classList.remove("select"); 

} 

} 
 
 
function startStop() { 

if (status == 1) { 

timerSwitch(0); 

} else { 

timerSwitch(1); 
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function timerSwitch(on) { 

if (minutes == 0 && seconds == 0) { 

return; 

} 

if (on == 1) { 

countdown = setInterval(timer, 1000); 

status = 1; 

startStopButton.innerText = "Stop"; 

startStopButton.classList.remove('start'); 

startStopButton.classList.add('stop'); 

console.log("Timer started"); 

} else { 

clearInterval(countdown); 

status = 0; 

startStopButton.innerText = "Start"; 

startStopButton.classList.remove('stop'); 

startStopButton.classList.add('start'); 

console.log("Timer stopped"); 

} 

} 
 
 
function timer() { 

if (minutes == 0 && seconds == 0) { 

updateDisplay(); 

return zero(); 

} 

if (minutes >= 0) { 

if (seconds > 0) { 

seconds -= 1; 

updateDisplay() 

} else { 

minutes -= 1; 

seconds = 59; 

updateDisplay() 

} 
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function zero() { 

beep.play(); 

modeSwitch(); 

} 
 
 
function modeSwitch() { 

if (mode == "session") { 

console.log("Session finished"); 

timerLabel.innerText = "Break"; 

minutes = breakLength; 

updateDisplay(); 

mode = "break"; 

return; 

} else { 

console.log("Break finished"); 

timerLabel.innerText = "Session"; 

minutes = sessionLength; 

updateDisplay(); 

mode = "session"; 

return; 

} 

} 
 
 
function updateDisplay() { 

display = minutes + ":" + formatSeconds(seconds); 

displayTime.innerText = display; 

console.log(display); 

return display; 

} 
 
 
function formatSeconds(num) { 

var str = num.toString(); 

if (str.length == 1) { 

str = "0" + str; 

} 

return str; 

} 
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function reset() { 

if (status == 1) { 

timerSwitch(0); 

} 

mode = "session"; 

timerLabel.innerText = "Session"; 

minutes = sessionLength; 

seconds = 0; 

updateDisplay(); 

} 
 
 

function changeSession(value) { 

if (sessionLength + value > 0 && sessionLength + value <= 60) { 

sessionLength += value; 

if (mode == "session") { 

minutes = sessionLength; 

updateDisplay(); 

} 

displaySession.innerText = sessionLength; 

} 

return sessionLength; 

} 
 
 
function changeBreak(value) { 

if (breakLength + value > 0 && breakLength + value <= 60) { 

breakLength += value; 

if (mode == "break") { 

minutes = breakLength; 

updateDisplay(); 

} 

displayBreak.innerText = breakLength; 

} 

return breakLength; 

} 
 
 
function debugClock() { 

console.log("mode: " + mode); 
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console.log("time: " + time); 

console.log("display: " + display); 

console.log("status: " + status); 

} 
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OUTPUTS: 

 
Fig1::Login page :Asking mail address and password in order to create an 
entry. 

 

 

 

 
Fig2::Main timer page: Its in basic mode yet to be doing settings and start 
the timer. 
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OUTPUTS: 

 
 

 
Fig3::Session state: The clock is in session state and counting to zero clock 
for session end. 
 
 
 

 
Fig4::Session end: The clock approached session end and gives alarm sound 
and immediately starts the break session. 
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OUTPUTS: 

 
 

 
 

Fig5::Break session:
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SKILLS LEARNED & EXPERIENCE GAINED 
 

➢ From the four weeks 

CSS. 

of internship we have learnt HTML,JS and 

➢ We also learned Basics of Python and Web Architecture. 

➢ We learned how to divide and manage the work and learn from 

each other. Team management. 
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CONCLUSION 

The project we have demonstrated taught us more about the time management.It 
helped us to know the value of time.By adopting the Pomodoro Technique we 
can combat our distractions.And we understood that this technique is thoroughly 
dependent on the person and the nature of project management. Initially, 
working in small increments will feel unnatural. You will probably not be able 
to complete your objective within the first 25 minutes. Gradually, as time passes 
by, the routine will come as natural and you will end up liking it more. 
We have worked together to accomplish this project.We gained basic 
knowledge on some special coding languages like HTML,CSS and Java 
Script.In future by this technique we can be focused and motivated.It can be 
explored to others by that they can gain knowledge on time management. 

 
FUTURE WORK 

The future work of this project would be making it capable of blocking all other 

attention craving application notifications. And also to implement the 

integration between all the users device’s to make the user solely focused on 

one task at a time. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

Internships are generally thought of to be reserved for college students 

looking to gain experience in a particular field. However, a wide array of people can 

benefit from Training Internships in order to receive real world experience and 

develop their skills. An objective for this position should emphasize the skills you 

already possess in the area and your interest in learning more. Swecha Organization 

that improves students learning capacity with a team  driven environment.  

Going beyond simple technology introduction  with  assignments, and provides 

an integration system that consolidate technology learning through project 

simulation 

Our projects main motive is to develop the knowledge of different cultures 

and festivals of India. We wanted to show the diversity of traditions in India. 

The main motive of our project is to design a web application which could 

help people know about the different traditions of India. This project shows the 

details of festivals in every state of India. The code of this application is written in 

CSS, HTML and bootstrap. 
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SWECHA ORGANIZATION 
 

Swecha is a non-profitable organization formerly called as Free 

Software Foundation Andhra Pradesh (or FSF-AP in short) later changed name to 

Swecha which is also the first Telugu Operating system released in year 2005, 

Swecha is a part of Free software moment of India (FSMI). This organization is a 

social movement that works towards enlightening the masses with the essence of 

free software and to liberate knowledge to the commoners. 

 

 
Presently Swecha  is active  as   GLUG   (GNU/Linux   User   Group)   

in many engineering colleges like International Institute  of  Information 

Technology, Hyderabad, Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University Hyderabad, 

Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology. 

St. Martin's Engineering, Jyothishmathi College of Engineering and Technology, 

MVGR College of Engineering, K L University, and others in and around Telangana 

and Andhra Pradesh. 
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FREE SOFTWARE 
 

 

The terms “free software” and “open source” stand for almost the same range of 
programs. However, they say deeply different things about those programs, based 
on different values. The free software movement campaigns for freedom for the 

users of computing; it is a movement for freedom and justice. By contrast, the open 
source idea values mainly practical advantage and does not campaign for principles. 

This is why we do not agree with open source, and do not use that term. 

When we call software “free,” we mean that it respects the users' essential 

freedoms: the freedom to run it, to study and change it, and to redistribute copies 

with or without changes. This is a matter of freedom, not price, so think of “free  
speech,” not “free beer.” 

These freedoms are vitally important. They are essential, not just for the 
individual users' sake, but for society as a whole because they promote social 
solidarity that is, sharing and cooperation. They become even more important as 
our culture and life activities are increasingly digitized. In a world of digital sounds, 
images, and words, free software becomes increasingly essential for freedom in 
general. 

Tens of millions of people around the world now use free software; the 
public schools of some regions of India and Spain now teach all students to use the 

free GNU/Linux operating system. Most of these users, however, have never heard 
of the ethical reasons for which we developed this system and built the free software 
community, because nowadays this system and community are more often spoken 

of as “open source,” attributing them to a different philosophy in which these 

freedoms are hardly mentioned. 
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WEB ARCHITECTURE 
 

 

Web application architecture defines the interactions between applications, 
middleware systems and databases to ensure multiple applications can work 
together. When a user types in a URL and taps “Go,” the browser will find the 

Internet-facing computer the website lives on and requests that particular page. 

The server then responds by sending files over to the browser. After that 
action, the browser executes those files to show the requested page to the user. Now, 
the user gets to interact with the website. Of course, all of these actions are executed 

within a matter of seconds. Otherwise, users wouldn’t bother with websites. 
What’s important here is the code, which has been parsed by the browser. 

This very code may or may not have specific instructions telling the browser how to 
react to a wide swath of inputs. As a result, web application architecture includes all 

sub-components and external applications interchanges for an entire software 
application. 

How Web Application Architecture Works: 
 

With web applications, you have the server vs. the client side. In essence, there are 
two programs running concurrently: 

• The code which lives in the browser and responds to user input 

• The code which lives on the server and responds to HTTP requests 

When writing an app, it is up to the web developer to decide what the code on the 
server should do in relation to what the code on the browser should do. With server- 
side code, languages include: 

• Ruby on Rails 

• PHP 

• C# 
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• Java 

• Python and JavaScript 

In fact, any code that can respond to HTTP requests has the capability to run on a 
server. Here are a few other attributes of server-side code: 

• Is never seen by the user (except within a rare malfunction) 

• Stores data such as user profiles, tweets, pages, etc… 

• Creates the page the user requested 

With client-side code, languages used include: 

• CSS 

• JavaScript 

• HTML 

These are then parsed by the user’s browser. Moreover, client-side code can be seen 
and edited by the user. Plus, it has to communicate only through HTTP requests 
and cannot read files off of a server directly. Furthermore, it reacts to user input. 
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HTML & CSS 
 

 

HTML – Hyper Text Markup Language 

What is Html? 
- It is a Markup Language which is used to Develop Webpages and Webapps. 

- Tags and Attributes are the building blocks of html. 
ANATOMY OF WEBPAGE 

 

BASIC CONSTRUCTION OF HTML PAGE 

Why HTML 5? 
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● Better Web Application Features – Multimedia Support 

● Improved Element Semantics – New Tags 

● Consistency in Error Handling 
The hypertext markup language or html is the standard markup language 

for documents designed to be displayed in a web browser. It can be assisted by 

technologies such as cascading style sheets (Css) and scripting languages such as 
JavaScript. 

Web browsers receive html documents from a web server or from local 
storage and render the documents into multimedia web pages. Html describes the 

structure of a web page semantically and originally included cues for the appearance 
of the document. 

Html elements are the building blocks of html pages. With html 
constructs, images and other objects such as interactive forms may be embedded 
into the rendered page. Html provides a means to create structured documents by 

denoting structural semantics for text such as headings, paragraphs, lists, links, 
quotes and other items. Html elements are delineated by tags, written using angle 
brackets. 

 
What is Css? 

 

A CSS stand for cascading style sheets Css describes how HTML elements are to 

be displayed on screen, paper, or in other media Css saves a lot of work. It can 
control the layout of multiple web pages all at once 

Cascading style sheets (CSS) is a style sheet language used for describing 
the presentation of a document written in a markup language such as HTML. CSS is 
a cornerstone technology of the World Wide Web, alongside HTML and 

javascript.CSS is designed to enable the separation of presentation and content, 
including layout, colors, and fonts. This separation can improve content 
accessibility, provide more flexibility and control in the specification of presentation 
characteristics, enable multiple web pages to share formatting by specifying the 

relevant CSS in a separate .Css file which reduces complexity and repetition in the 
structural content as well as enabling the .Css file to be cached to improve the page 
load speed between the pages that share the file and its formatting. 
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JAVA SCRIPT 
 

 

What is JavaScript? 
 

JavaScript is a  scripting or  programming language  that  allows you  to  implement 

complex features on web pages — every time a web page does more than just sit 

there and display static information for you to look at — displaying timely content 
updates, interactive maps, animated 2D/3D graphics, scrolling video jukeboxes, etc. 

— you can bet that JavaScript is probably involved. It is the third layer of the layer 
cake of standard web technologies, two of which (HTML and CSS) we have covered 
in much more detail in other parts of the Learning Area. 

 

HTML is the markup language that we use to structure and give meaning to our web 

content, for example defining paragraphs, headings, and data tables, or embedding 
images and videos in the page. 

CSS is a language of style rules that we use to apply styling to our HTML content, 
for example setting background colors and fonts, and laying out our content in 

multiple columns. 
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JavaScript is a scripting language that enables you to create dynamically updating 
content, control multimedia, animate images, and pretty much everything else. 

WEB DEVELOPMENT 
 

 

WEBSITE ON CULTURE AND FESTIVALS OF INDIA 
 

BACKGROUND 

• HTML 

• CSS 
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OUTPUT 
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FUTURE SCOPE 
 

 

➢ This project can be turned into an interactive responsive web application with 

updates. 
➢ We can use java script to turn it more attractive. 

➢ We can add tourism to this website and help tourists to explore more. 

➢ This project shares wide range of knowledge for all age groups regarding the 
culture, traditions and festivals of India. 

➢ All can able to know the festivals of our India. For foreigners able to know the 
culture behind our every festival in our India. 

➢ In this generation most of the people may not know the festivals and cultural 

activities of their own place, by this some of them can able to know. Festivals 
and behind their cultural activities makes the people patriotic to the nation. 
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CONCLUSION 
 

 

Thus the website based on major languages html and Css has been 

designed and tested successfully. It has been developed by integrated features of all 
the software components with the help of bootstrap .Presence of every module has 
been reasoned out and placed carefully, thus contributing to the best working of the 
unit. 

The code is in such a way that it displays different pictures related to festivals 

of different states are displayed in the website. 
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ABSTRACT: 
 

● A random password generator is a software program, hardware 

device, or online tool that automatically generates a password using 

parameters that a user sets, including mixed-case letters, numbers, 

symbols, pronounceability, length, and strength. 

 

● Password generators help those who have to constantly come up with 

new passwords to ensure authorized access for programs and to 

manage a large number of passwords for identity and access 

management. Other kinds of tools include a password vault, where 

users manage large numbers of passwords in a secure location. 
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PROBLEM STATEMENT: 

 

We know that passwords are a real security threat. To keep your account 

safe and prevent your password from being hacked you have to make your 

password hard enough that nobody can guess. 

 

● These days passwords are being hacked very much due to the ill 

selection of passwords and to eradicate this problem we have come up 

with the idea of password generator. 

 

● These days passwords are being hacked very much due to the ill 

selection of passwords and to eradicate this problem we have come up 

with the idea of password generator. 
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INTRODUCTION: 

 

● Password Generator is a JavaScript project that can generate strong 

and unique passwords automatically. We are trying to box in 

everyone's first web page.  

● Then we will make two buttons to copy and generate that password. The 

unit password will be generated each time you click the Generate button. 

For this we will be using JavaScript Math.random and Math.floor method.  

● Our passwords include different types of symbols, special characters, 

numbers and alphabets. 

● Password Generator  is a tool that generates passwords based on the given 

guidelines that you set to create an unpredictable strong password for your 

accounts. 

● The Password generator tool creates a random and customized password 

for users that helps them to create a strong password which provides greater 

security. 

● Password generator is a Random Password generating program which 

generates a password mix of upper and lowercase letters, as well as 

numbers and symbols strong enough to provides great security. 
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PROJECT PREREQUISITES: 

 

To build this project we will use the basic concept of python and libraries – 

Tkinter, pyperclip, random, string. 

Tkinter is a standard GUI library and is one of the easiest ways to build a 

GUI appli Tk cation 

Pyper clip module allows us to copy and paste text to and from the clipboard 

to your computer 

The random module can generate random numbers 

String module contains a number of functions to process the standard 

python string. 
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WORKING OF PASSWORD GENERATOR: 

 

● First set a variable of the input's ID (password). 

 

● Now add all the symbols, numbers and alphabets in var chars which will 

be used to create random passwords. 

 

● Then use var password Length which will indicate how many characters 

this password will be created with. 

 

● Now create a random password using for loop. Here math.random() will 

help to create random passwords. 

 

● This password (constant) will be associated and hence visible in the input 

box. 
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SOURCE CODE: 

 

import random 
import pyperclip 
from tkinter import * 
from tkinter.ttk import * 
def low(): 
    entry.delete(0, END) 
  length = var1.get() 
  lower = "abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz" 
    upper = "ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz" 
    digits = 
"ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz0123456789 
!@#$%^&*()" 
    password = "" 
   if var.get() == 1: 
        for i in range(0, length): 
            password = password + random.choice(lower) 
        return password 
elif var.get() == 0: 
        for i in range(0, length): 
            password = password + random.choice(upper) 
        return password 
  elif var.get() == 3: 
        for i in range(0, length): 
            password = password + random.choice(digits) 
        return password 
    else: 
        print("Please choose an option") 
 def generate(): 
    password1 = low() 
    entry.insert(10, password1) 
 def copy1(): 
    random_password = entry.get() 
    pyperclip.copy(random_password) 
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root = Tk() 
var = IntVar() 
var1 = IntVar() 
 root.title("Random Password Generator") 
root.geometry('550x350') 
root.configure(bg='blue') 
 
 
Random_password = Label(root, text="Password") 
Random_password.grid(row=0) 
entry = Entry(root) 
entry.grid(row=0, column=1) 
 c_label = Label(root, text="Length") 
c_label.grid(row=1) 
copy_button = Button(root, text="Copy", command=copy1) 
copy_button.grid(row=0, column=2) 
generate_button = Button(root, text="Generate", command=generate) 
generate_button.grid(row=0, column=3) 
 radio_low = Radiobutton(root, text="Low", variable=var, value=1) 
radio_low.grid(row=1, column=2, sticky='E') 
radio_middle = Radiobutton(root, text="Medium", variable=var, value=0) 
radio_middle.grid(row=1, column=3, sticky='E') 
radio_strong = Radiobutton(root, text="Strong", variable=var, value=3) 
radio_strong.grid(row=1, column=4, sticky='E') 
combo = Combobox(root, textvariable=var1) 
combo['values'] = (8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 
                   17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 
                   26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, "Length") 
combo.current(0) 
combo.bind('<<ComboboxSelected>>') 
combo.grid(column=1, row=1) 
root.mainloop() 
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OUTPUT 
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RESPONSIBILITY & WORK COMPLETED: 

The responsibilities of a project manager include: 

1.   Planning the project 

2.   Creating a schedule and timeline 

3.   Executing each phase 

4.   Managing the budget 

5.   Serving as the liaison among all stakeholders 

6.   Troubleshooting And maintenance. 
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SKILLS LEARNED & EXPERIENCE GAINED: 

 

From the four weeks of internship we have learnt more about python 

and the modules present in it and their significant use. 

 

We also have gained much on Web Architecture. 

 

We learned how to divide and manage the work and learn from each 

other. Team management. 
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CONCLUSION: 

 

● With the above mentioned steps, we have successfully created a 

random password generator project using python. We used popular 

tkinter library to rendering graphics in our display window and we 

also learned about pyperclip and random library. 

 

● We learned how to create buttons, input textfield, labels, and spinbox. 

In this way, we successfully created our password generator python 

project. Hope you enjoyed it. 

 

● This technique gives several benefits to users such as security, and 

confidentiality. The password generated using proposed technique is 

more secure because it is chosen from a large distribution of 

passwords and is stronger than user created passwords. 
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ABSTRACT 
Internship is a great way to Develop Skills. Internships 
provide students the ability to participate in a field of their 
choice to receive hands-on learning to Improve their Skills. In 
this Internship program, the Candidates would get guidance 
from Mentors and exposure with Best Experience.Swecha 
Internships is all about Sharing your Ideas, Seeking new 
Experiences. Internship is a platform where you can Step-up 
your Career and Experience Innovation. 

Swecha Internships helps students in learning 
Technology which is currently used by the Information 
Technology in a way of helping them to Bridge the gap 
between Academics and Industry. 
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HTML 
• Html:The HyperText Markup Language, or HTML is the 

standard markup language for documents designed to be 
displayed in a web browser. 

• It can be assisted by technologies such as Cascading 
Style Sheets (CSS) and scripting languages such as 
JavaScript.Web browsers receive HTML documents from 
a web server or from local storage and render the 
documents into multimedia web pages. 

•  HTML describes the structure of a web page 
semantically and originally included cues for the 
appearance of the document.HTML elements are the 
building blocks of HTML pages. 

 

CSS 
• Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) is a style sheet 

language used for describing the presentation of a 
document written in a markup language such as HTML. 

•  CSS is a cornerstone technology of the World Wide 
Web, alongside HTML and JavaScript. 

• CSS is designed to enable the separation of presentation 
and content, including layout, colours, and fonts. 
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JAVASCRIPT 
• JavaScript is a text-based programming language used both 

on the client-side and server-side that allows you to make 
web pages interactive. 

• Where HTML and CSS are languages that give structure 
and style to web pages, JavaScript gives web pages 
interactive elements that engage a user. 

• Common examples of JavaScript that you might use every 
day include the search box on Amazon, a news recap video 
embedded on The New York Times, or refreshing your 
Twitter feed. 

• JavaScript is mainly used for web-based applications and 
web browsers. But JavaScript is also used beyond the Web 
in software, servers and embedded hardware controls. 

 

• How to Put HTML, CSS, and JavaScript 
Together 

Together, we use these three languages to format, design, and 
program web pages. 

 
And when you link together some web pages with hyperlinks, 
along with all their assets like images, videos, and so on that 
are on the server computer, it gets rendered into a website. 

 
This rendering typically happens on the front end, where the 
users can see what's being displayed and interact with it. 

 
On the other hand, data, especially sensitive information like 
passwords, are stored and supplied from the back end part of 
the website. This is the part of a website which exists only on 
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the server computer, and isn't displayed on the front-end 
browser. There, the user cannot see or readily access that 
information. 
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PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Creating a TIP calculator,BMI calculator and About us Page 
using CSS , JavaScript , HTML. 

 
Extension: Now a days health has become the main issue in 
the human life .due to many problems humans are falling sick 
and due to over weight humans are facing many diseases and 
falling sick some are even dying.to solution to that is 
maintaining proper diet.Our BMI calculator gives you the 
correct information about your body if you give your weight 
and height.It also provides you with a proper diet plan. 
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PROCEDURE: 
TIP CALCULATOR 

A tip or gratuity is an extra sum of money paid to certain service 
workers for a provided service. 
The Tip Calculator calculates tip amount for various percentages of 
the cost of the service, and also provides a total amount that includes 
the tip. 
WEBPAGE: 
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BODY MASS INDEX 
Body mass index (BMI) is a measure of body fat based on 
height and weight that applies to adult men and women. 
WEBPAGE: 

 

ABOUT US PAGE 
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WEBPAGE:  
RESULT 

 

Basically the project is about the tip calculator and Body mass 
index 
1. Tip calculator: 
Hence the amount of percentage of tip is calculated based on 
the bill. 
And additionally about us page is created in addition. 
2. BMI calculator: 
Hence it provides the proper diet plan based on the height and 
weight relationship. 
 

 
CONCLUSION 

As a web developer, the three main languages we use to build 
websites are HTML, CSS, and JavaScript. 

 
JavaScript is the programming language, we use HTML to 
structure the site, and we use CSS to design and layout the 
web page. 

 
These days, CSS has become more than just a design 
language, though. You can actually implement animations and 
smooth transitions with just CSS.In fact, can do some basic 
programming with CSS too. An example of this is when you 
use media queries, where you define different style rules for 
different kinds of screens (resolutions). 

 
JavaScript has also grown beyond being used just in the 
browser as well. But the basic fact remains: HTML, CSS, and 
JavaScript are the main languages of the Web. 
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So that's it. 
 

CODE: 
Link: 
h t t p s : / / d r i v e . g o o g l e . c o m / d r i v e / f o l d e r s / 1 h 1 -  
S4Jy7jpa_Hdb-3TdFHDrVLDMBjs7Z?usp=sharing 
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ABSTRACT 
 

 

 

 

Chillflix is a website which provides a seamless, easy-going, immersive, viewing 

experience to the consumer. 

 

 In this website users give their log in credentials and get connected to the 

database where they access a wide range of movies. The user can also watch these 

movies with another user/users who have access to the database.  

 

There are a lot of other options  the user can choose from. The website also 

lets the user  live stream their content. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
1.1 Problem statement  

 

Our objective is to find a user friendly solution to paid streaming as well as 

entertainment websites. To provide a seamless, easy-going, immersive, viewing 

experience to the consumer. 

 

 

 

1.2 Outline of Results 

 

User is able to have a hand out entertainment website. 

 

 

 

1.3 Future scope of the project 

 

It can be made into an app which more features can be added such as streaming 

web series . 
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DESIGN OF PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 
  

Working: 

 

 In this website once the user enters their login credentials, they can access 

various features of the website. These features include binging movies, having a 

watch party with other users and live streaming. 

 

 

 

 

Website functions: 

 

- Downloading movies 

- Live streaming 

- Watch party 

- Streaming movies 

- Dark mode and light mode 
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IMPLEMENTATION 
 

JAVASCRIPT  

 

        let theme = localStorage.getItem('data-theme'); 
const changeThemeToDark = () => { 
    document.getElementById("HTML").setAttribute("data-theme", "dark") 
// set theme to dark 
    localStorage.setItem("data-theme", "dark") // save theme to local 
storage 
    var image = document.getElementById('logo2'); 
    image.src = "img/Darkmode_logo.png"; 
    var image = document.getElementById('logo-foot'); 
    image.src = "img/Darkmode_logo.png"; 
} 
 
const changeThemeToLight = () => { 
    document.getElementById("HTML").setAttribute("data-theme", "light") 
// set theme light 
    localStorage.setItem("data-theme", 'light') // save theme to local 
storage 
    var image = document.getElementById('logo2'); 
    image.src = "img/Lightmode_logo.png"; 
    var image = document.getElementById('logo-foot'); 
    image.src = "img/Lightmode_logo.png"; 
} 
 
 
const checkbox = document.getElementById("checkbox"); 
checkbox.addEventListener('change', () => { 
    let theme = localStorage.getItem('data-theme'); // Retrieve saved 
them from local storage 
    if (theme ==='dark'){ 
        changeThemeToLight() 
    }else{ 
        changeThemeToDark() 
    }    
}); 
 
function changing(){ 
    document.getElementById("HTML").setAttribute("data-theme", 
localStorage.getItem('data-theme')) ; 
    if(localStorage.getItem('data-theme')==="dark") 
    { 
        var image = document.getElementById('logo2'); 
    image.src = "img/Darkmode_logo.png"; 
    var image = document.getElementById('logo-foot'); 
    image.src = "img/Darkmode_logo.png"; 
    document.getElementById("checkbox").checked = true; 
    } 
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    else if(localStorage.getItem('data-theme')===null) 
    { 
        document.getElementById("HTML").setAttribute("data-theme", 
"dark") ; 
        var image = document.getElementById('logo2'); 
    image.src = "img/Darkmode_logo.png"; 
    var image = document.getElementById('logo-foot'); 
    image.src = "img/Darkmode_logo.png"; 
    document.getElementById("checkbox").checked = true; 
    } 
} 

 

document.getElementsByClassName('press').addEventListener('click', 
function(){ 
    document.getElementById('press1').click() 
}) 

  

 

CSS 

*{ 
    box-sizing: border-box; 
} 
 
 
.label{ 
    background-color: #111; 
    display: flex; 
    align-items: center; 
    justify-content: space-between; 
    padding: 5px; 
    position: relative; 
    border-radius: 50px; 
    height: 26px; 
    width: 50px; 
} 
 
.position{ 
    position:fixed; 
    bottom: 1vh; 
    right:1rem; 
    z-index: 1000; 
} 
 
.darking{ 
    position: absolute; 
    opacity: 0; 
} 
 
.darking:checked +.label .ball{ 
    transform: translateX(24px); 
 
} 
 
.ball{ 
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    width: 22px; 
    height: 22px; 
    background-color: #fff; 
    position: absolute; 
    top: 2px; 
    left: 2px; 
    border-radius: 50%; 
    transition: transform 0.2s linear; 
 
} 
 
.fa-moon{ 
    color: #f1c40f; 
} 
 
.fa-sun{ 
    color: #f39c12; 
} 

 

@media only screen and (max-width: 1080px) { 
    .scrolls{ 
        overflow-x: scroll; 
        width: 1080px; 
        white-space:nowrap 
    } 
  } 
   
 
.bg-body{ 
    background-color: #fff; 
    background-color: var(--navigationbg)!important; 
} 
 
body{ 
    background-color: var(--navigationbg)!important; 
} 
nav{ 
    height: auto; 
    position: fixed; 
    width: 100%; 
    margin-top: 0px; 
     
} 
 
.modal-backdrop { 
    position: relative; 
    top: 0; 
    left: 0; 
    z-index: 1040; 
    width: 100vw; 
    height: 100vh; 
    background-color:#000000; 
} 
 
.shadow { 
    box-shadow: 0 .5rem 1rem var(--ldshadow)!important; 
} 
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.logo{ 
    display: inline-block; 
} 
 
.logo2{ 
     
    height: 100px; 
    padding-left: 9px; 
} 
 
.logo2-darkt{ 
    height: 100px; 
    padding-left: 15px; 
    -webkit-filter: invert(1); 
    filter: invert(1); 
} 
 
.button{ 
    float: right; 
    margin-right: 2rem; 
    margin-top: 1.5rem; 
} 
 
 
.panel0{ 
    display: flex; 
    align-items: center; 
    justify-items: center; 
    height:44rem ; 
    background-image: url("../img/background.jpg"); 
    background-repeat: no-repeat; 
    background-size: cover; 
    width: 100%; 
    margin: 0px; 
    padding-top: 34px; 
    text-align: center; 
} 
 
.video{ 
    height: 20rem; 
    width: 23rem; 
    margin-top: 3rem; 
    margin-left: auto; 
} 
 
.vidpanel{ 
    align-items: center; 
} 
 
.name{ 
    width: 100%; 
    margin: auto; 
    padding-left: 0rem; 
    padding-top: 4rem; 
} 
 
.heading{ 
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    background-color: var(--navigationbg); 
    font-family: 'Lobster', cursive; 
    font-size: 13rem; 
    margin: 0 auto; 
    display: inline-block; 
    color:var(--clocktext)!important; 
} 
 
.In{ 
    color: var(--intext)!important; 
} 
 
.panel1{ 
 
    height: 500px; 
    background-image: url('../img/two.jpg'); 
    background-repeat: no-repeat; 
    background-size: cover; 
    display: flex; 
    align-items: center; 
    justify-items: center; 
    padding-left: 20px; 
    margin-top: 55px; 
     
} 
.panel1text{ 
    display: flex; 
    flex-direction: row; 
 
} 
.para1{ 
    display: inline-block; 
    font-family: 'Ubuntu', sans-serif; 
    color: white; 
    margin-left: 4rem; 
    margin-top: 120px; 
} 
.p1{ 
     
    font-size: 70px; 
    line-height:0px; 
} 
.p2{ 
    font-size: 100px; 
    line-height:65px; 
} 
.p3{ 
    font-size: 80px; 
    line-height:65px; 
} 
 
.features { 
    padding: 7% 15%; 
    margin-top: 0rem; 
    padding-bottom: 5%; 
} 
 
.rowf{ 
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    display: flex; 
    flex-direction: row; 
    justify-content: center; 
} 
 
.icon{ 
    display: flex; 
    flex-direction: column; 
    justify-content: center; 
    align-items: center; 
    margin-bottom: 4.5%; 
 
} 
 
.icon1{ 
    margin-bottom:3%; 
} 
 
.panellogos{ 
    fill: var(--panellogos); 
} 
 
.ftext{ 
    font-family: 'Ubuntu', sans-serif; 
    text-align: center; 
    margin-top: 5%; 
    font-weight: bold; 
    color: var(--ftext); 
} 
 
.icon2{ 
    margin-top: 6%; 
    margin-bottom: 1%; 
} 
 
.ftexting{ 
    text-align: center; 
    font-family: 'Ubuntu', sans-serif; 
    color: grey; 
} 
 
.panel3{ 
    background-image: url('../img/one.png'); 
    background-repeat: no-repeat; 
    background-size: cover; 
    height: 35rem; 
    display:flex; 
    align-items:flex-end; 
    flex-direction:row; 
 
} 
 
.ptext{ 
    display: flex; 
    flex-direction: column-reverse; 
} 
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.p3text1{ 
    padding:1rem; 
     color: white; 
     font-size: 3.5rem; 
     font-family: 'Ubuntu'; 
      
    } 
.p3text2{ 
        padding:1rem; 
        color: white; 
        font-size: 1.5rem; 
        font-family: 'Ubuntu'; 
        padding-top: 0; 
        padding-bottom:150px; 
 
} 
 
footer{ 
    height:4.5rem; 
    width:100%; 
    margin:0px; 
 
} 
 
.foot{ 
    margin-top:0.3rem; 
    display:flex; 
    justify-content: center; 
    align-items: center; 
} 
 
.logo-foot{ 
  
        height: 60px; 
        padding-left: 15px; 
        padding-right:2rem; 
} 
 
.text-foot{ 
    padding:.1rem; 
    color: var(--copyright); 
    font-size: 1.5rem; 
    font-family: 'Ubuntu'; 
    padding-left:1rem; 
    font-weight: bold; 
  
} 
.copyright{ 
    padding: 1rem; 
    margin-top: 1rem; 
    margin-left: 1.5rem; 
    color: var(--copyright); 
} 
 
:root{ 
    --black: #000000; 
    --white: #ffffff; 
    --minty: rgb(46,150, 211); 
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    --nminty: #008080; 
    --grey: #212529; 
    --lightgrey: grey ; 
    --lsblack: rgba(0,0,0,0.15); 
    --dswhite:rgba(255, 245, 245, 0.15); 
      
} 
 
body[data-theme='light'] { 
    --navigationbg: var(--white); 
    --intext: var(--minty); 
    --clocktext: var(--black); 
    --panellogos: var(--minty); 
    --ftext: var(--black); 
    --copyright: var(--black); 
    --ldshadow: var(--lsblack); 
} 
 
body[data-theme='dark'] { 
    --navigationbg: var(--black); 
    --intext: var(--nminty); 
    --clocktext: var(--white); 
    --panellogos: var(--nminty); 
    --ftext: var(--white); 
    --copyright: var(--lightgrey); 
    --ldshadow: var(--dswhite); 
} 
 
* { 
    transition: background-color 0.3s ease, color 1s ease; 
  } 

 

@media only screen and (max-width: 1080px) { 
    .scrolls{ 
        overflow-x: scroll; 
        width: 1080px; 
        white-space:nowrap 
    } 
  } 
   
 
 
 
.bg-body{ 
    background-color: #fff; 
    background-color: var(--navigationbg)!important; 
} 
 
body{ 
    background-color: var(--navigationbg)!important; 
} 
nav{ 
    height: auto; 
    position: fixed; 
    width: 100%; 
    margin-top: 0px; 
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} 
 
.modal-backdrop { 
    position: relative; 
    top: 0; 
    left: 0; 
    z-index: 1040; 
    width: 100vw; 
    height: 100vh; 
    background-color:#000000; 
} 
 
.shadow { 
    box-shadow: 0 .5rem 1rem var(--ldshadow)!important; 
} 
 
.logo{ 
    display: inline-block; 
} 
 
.logo2{ 
     
    height: 100px; 
    padding-left: 9px; 
} 
 
.logo2-darkt{ 
    height: 100px; 
    padding-left: 15px; 
    -webkit-filter: invert(1); 
    filter: invert(1); 
} 
 
.button{ 
    float: right; 
    margin-right: 2rem; 
    margin-top: 1.5rem; 
} 
 
.sign_out{ 
    float: right; 
    margin-right: 2rem; 
    margin-top: 1.5rem; 
} 
 
.meet{ 
    float: right; 
    margin-right: 4.5rem; 
    margin-top: 1.5rem; 
} 
 
.meetlogo{ 
    height: 23px; 
    width: 27px; 
    fill: white; 
    margin-right: 5px; 
    margin-bottom: 2px; 
} 
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.livelogo{ 
    height: 23px; 
    width: 27px; 
    fill: white; 
    margin-right: 5px; 
    margin-bottom: 2px; 
} 
 
.carouselling{ 
    padding-top: 8rem; 
} 
 
.imging{ 
   margin: auto; 
   height: 30rem; 
} 
.download{ 
    z-index: 2000000; 
    margin-left: 14rem; 
    margin-top: 1rem; 
} 
.panel0{ 
    display: flex; 
    align-items: center; 
    justify-items: center; 
    height:44rem ; 
    background-image: url("../img/background.jpg"); 
    background-repeat: no-repeat; 
    background-size: cover; 
    width: 100%; 
    margin: 0px; 
    padding-top: 34px; 
    text-align: center; 
} 
 
.video{ 
    height: 20rem; 
    width: 23rem; 
    margin-top: 3rem; 
    margin-left: auto; 
} 
 
.vidpanel{ 
    align-items: center; 
} 
 
.name{ 
    width: 100%; 
    margin: auto; 
    padding-left: 0rem; 
    padding-top: 4rem; 
} 
 
.heading{ 
    background-color: var(--navigationbg); 
    font-family: 'Lobster', cursive; 
    font-size: 13rem; 
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    margin: 0 auto; 
    display: inline-block; 
    color:var(--clocktext)!important; 
} 
 
.In{ 
    color: var(--intext)!important; 
} 
 
.panel1{ 
 
    height: 500px; 
    background-image: url('../img/two.jpg'); 
    background-repeat: no-repeat; 
    background-size: cover; 
    display: flex; 
    align-items: center; 
    justify-items: center; 
    padding-left: 20px; 
    margin-top: 55px; 
     
} 
.panel1text{ 
    display: flex; 
    flex-direction: row; 
 
} 
.para1{ 
    display: inline-block; 
    font-family: 'Ubuntu', sans-serif; 
    color: white; 
    margin-left: 4rem; 
    margin-top: 120px; 
} 
.p1{ 
     
    font-size: 70px; 
    line-height:0px; 
} 
.p2{ 
    font-size: 100px; 
    line-height:65px; 
} 
.p3{ 
    font-size: 80px; 
    line-height:65px; 
} 
 
.features { 
    padding: 7% 15%; 
    margin-top: 0rem; 
    padding-bottom: 5%; 
} 
 
.rowf{ 
    display: flex; 
    flex-direction: row; 
    justify-content: center; 
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} 
 
.icon{ 
    display: flex; 
    flex-direction: column; 
    justify-content: center; 
    align-items: center; 
    margin-bottom: 4.5%; 
 
} 
 
.icon1{ 
    margin-bottom:3%; 
} 
 
.panellogos{ 
    fill: var(--panellogos); 
} 
 
.ftext{ 
    font-family: 'Ubuntu', sans-serif; 
    text-align: center; 
    margin-top: 5%; 
    font-weight: bold; 
    color: var(--ftext); 
} 
 
.icon2{ 
    margin-top: 6%; 
    margin-bottom: 1%; 
} 
 
.ftexting{ 
    text-align: center; 
    font-family: 'Ubuntu', sans-serif; 
    color: grey; 
} 
 
.panel3{ 
    background-image: url('../img/one.png'); 
    background-repeat: no-repeat; 
    background-size: cover; 
    height: 35rem; 
    display:flex; 
    align-items:flex-end; 
    flex-direction:row; 
 
} 
 
.ptext{ 
    display: flex; 
    flex-direction: column-reverse; 
} 
 
 
.p3text1{ 
    padding:1rem; 
     color: white; 
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     font-size: 3.5rem; 
     font-family: 'Ubuntu'; 
      
    } 
.p3text2{ 
        padding:1rem; 
        color: white; 
        font-size: 1.5rem; 
        font-family: 'Ubuntu'; 
        padding-top: 0; 
        padding-bottom:150px; 
 
} 
 
footer{ 
    height:4.5rem; 
    width:100%; 
    margin:0px; 
 
} 
 
.foot{ 
    margin-top:0.3rem; 
    display:flex; 
    justify-content: center; 
    align-items: center; 
} 
 
.logo-foot{ 
  
        height: 60px; 
        padding-left: 15px; 
        padding-right:2rem; 
} 
 
.text-foot{ 
    padding:.1rem; 
    color: var(--copyright); 
    font-size: 1.5rem; 
    font-family: 'Ubuntu'; 
    padding-left:1rem; 
    font-weight: bold; 
  
} 
.copyright{ 
    padding: 1rem; 
    margin-top: 1rem; 
    margin-left: 1.5rem; 
    color: var(--copyright); 
} 
 
.c1{ 
    z-index: 10; 
} 
.c2{ 
    z-index: 500; 
} 
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nav{ 
    z-index:10000; 
} 
 
:root{ 
    --black: #000000; 
    --white: #ffffff; 
    --minty: rgb(46,150, 211); 
    --nminty: #008080; 
    --grey: #212529; 
    --lightgrey: grey ; 
    --lsblack: rgba(0,0,0,0.15); 
    --dswhite:rgba(255, 245, 245, 0.15); 
      
} 
 
body[data-theme='light'] { 
    --navigationbg: var(--white); 
    --intext: var(--minty); 
    --clocktext: var(--black); 
    --panellogos: var(--minty); 
    --ftext: var(--black); 
    --copyright: var(--black); 
    --ldshadow: var(--lsblack); 
} 
 
body[data-theme='dark'] { 
    --navigationbg: var(--black); 
    --intext: var(--nminty); 
    --clocktext: var(--white); 
    --panellogos: var(--nminty); 
    --ftext: var(--white); 
    --copyright: var(--lightgrey); 
    --ldshadow: var(--dswhite); 
} 
 
* { 
    transition: background-color 0.3s ease, color 1s ease; 
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AFTER SIGNING IN : 
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WHEN WE SELECT WATCH PARTY: 

 

 

 
 

 

 

WHEN WE SELECT LIVE STREAM: 
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CONCLUSIONS 
 

 

 

This website provides the user with friendly yet immersive experience of 

watching movies, streaming them or watching it with another user. 

 

In future versions of this website we can: 

 

- Develop the website into an app 

- Stream web series 

- Add a feature for multiple profiles 

- App a feature to track the screen time 
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ABSTRACT 

  

 
Online Bus Ticket Reservation System is a Web based application that works             within a 
centralized network.  

This project presents a review on the software program “Online Bus Ticket Reservation System” as 

should be used in a bus transportation system, a facility which is used to reserve seats, cancellation 
of reservation and different types of route enquiries used on securing quick reservations. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
3.1  Problem Statement: 

 
Currently, the type of system being used at the counter is an internal system which is manually 
used in selling the bus tickets. The problems facing the company are that customers have to go 
to the counter to buy bus ticket or ask for bus schedule, customers will also have to queue up for 
a long time in order to secure a bus ticket and will also need to pay cash when they buy the bus 
ticket. 

 
3.2  Objectives: 
 
The main purpose of this study is to automate the manual procedures of reserving a bus ticket 
for any journey. This system is said to be an automatic system and customers can select seats by 
themselves. Specifically, objectives of this project will consist of:  
 
a. Providing a web-based bus ticket reservation function where a customer can buy bus ticket 

through the online system without a need to queue up at the counter to purchase a bus 
ticket.  

b. Enabling customers to check the availability and types of busses online.  
c. Ability of customers to cancel their reservation. 

 
3.3 Outline of Results 

User is able to book bus tickets on time with the help of this web application. 
 

3.4 Future scope of the project 

It can be made into app in which more feature can be added such as ordering the food. 
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LITERATURE SURVEY 
 

Customer can buy the bus ticket over  the  Internet.  the  online  system  lets  the customers  check  
the   The  Online  Bus  Ticket Reservation System  is  a  web-based  application  that allows , 
Online  Bus Reservation System provides bus transportation  system,  ..  There  are  more  than  30 
peer-reviewed  academic  journals  hosted  under the   10  Apr  2015  FERSOFT  ONLINE  BUS  
TICKET RESERVATION  SYSTEM  (OBTRS)  SRS  Reviewed 

 

Software Requirements: 

• Operating System with required IDE. 

• Technology used 

- HTML 

- CSS 

- JavaScript 
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DESIGN OF PROPOSED SYSTEM 
 
 
 

 
Architecture: 
 
 

 
 

Fig:Data flow Diagram of MyBus Website 
 
 
In this architecture user can search for the busses and the user can be able to see the availability 
of that bus and the user can book the ticket accordingly. 
This system is very simple to design.  
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IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 
 
Home Page: 
 
<!DOCTYPE html> 
<html> 
    <head> 
        <style> 
            body { 
    margin: 0px; 
    padding: 0px; 
    font-family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif; 
   
     
  } 
  *{ 
    font-family: Maiandra GD; 
  } 
   
  .navbar { 
    overflow: hidden; 
    background-color: #aad4da; 
  } 
  #login{ 
   
  float: right; 
  } 
   
  .float{ 
  float: right; 
  }   
  .navbar a { 
    float: left; 
    font-size: 16px; 
    color: black; 
    text-align: center; 
    padding: 20px 22px; 
    font-family: Maiandra GD; 
    text-decoration: none; 
  } 
   
  .dropdown { 
    float: left; 
    overflow: hidden; 
  } 
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  .dropdown .dropbtn { 
    font-size: 16px;   
     
border: none; 
    outline: none; 
    color: black; 
    padding: 20px 22px; 
    background-color: inherit; 
    font-family: Maiandra GD; 
    margin: 0; 
  } 
   
  .navbar a:hover, .dropdown:hover .dropbtn { 
    background-color: #ddd; 
    color: black; 
  } 
   
  .dropdown-content { 
    display: none; 
    position: absolute; 
    background-color: #f9f9f9; 
    min-width: 160px; 
    box-shadow: 0px 8px 16px 0px rgba(0,0,0,0.2); 
    z-index: 1; 
  } 
   
  .dropdown-content a { 
    float: none; 
    color: black; 
    padding: 12px 16px; 
    text-decoration: none; 
    display: block; 
    text-align: left; 
  } 
   
  .dropdown-content a:hover { 
    background-color: grey; 
  } 
   
  .dropdown:hover .dropdown-content { 
    display: block; 
  } 
   
  .navbar a.active { 
    background-color: #b93425; 
    color: white; 
  } 
  .haf1{ 
      background-color: white; 
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      padding: 1%; 
      width: 90%; 
      margin: auto; 
      border-radius: 5px; 
      box-shadow: 10px 10px 30px black; 
  } 
  .ha2{ 
      padding: 2%; 
      border-style: none; 
      font-family: Maiandra GD; 
      font-size: 25px; 
  } 
  .ha2:hover{ 
      border: 3px dashed #ff7404; 
      text-decoration: underline; 
      border-radius: 5px; 
  } 
  .ha1{ 
    font-family: Maiandra GD; 
    color: #5f5656; 
      font-size: 50px; 
      margin-left: 5%; 
      margin-top: -20%; 
      margin-bottom: -5%; 
  } 
  .btn pre 
{ 
    text-align: center; 
    font-size: 25px; 
    color: tomato; 
    margin-top: -15%; 
    margin-left: 25%;   
 
} 
.btn p{ 
  text-align: center; 
} 
.btn 
{ 
    width: 20%; 
    margin: 1%; 
    color: black; 
    display: inline-block; 
    border: 2px solid black; 
    border-radius: 10px; 
    height: 15%; 
    padding: 1%; 
} 
.safe{ 
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  margin-top: 3%; 
  margin-bottom: 3%; 
} 
.footer{ 
  text-align: center; 
  font-family: Maiandra GD; 
  background-color: #343a40; 
  height: 5%; 
  padding-top: 0.7%; 
  padding-bottom: 0.7%; 
} 
.null1,.null2,.null3{ 
  display: inline-block; 
  width: 20%; 
  background-color: whitesmoke; 
  height: 25%; 
  margin-bottom: 1.5%; 
  padding: 0.5%; 
  border-radius: 10px; 
  font-family: Maiandra GD; 
  font-size: 20px; 
  text-align: justify; 
} 
.null1{ 
  margin-left: 15%; 
  margin-right: 2.5%; 
} 
.null3{ 
  margin-right: 12%; 
  margin-left: 2.5%; 
} 
.null,.afk,.afk1,.jhi,.poi h1,h3{ 
  text-align: center; 
  font-family: Maiandra GD; 
} 
.pb{ 
  margin-top: 50px; 
  margin-left: 100px; 
  line-height: 30px; 
  display: inline-block; 
} 
.links 
{ 
  height: 400px; 
  width: 100%; 
  background-color: #d6d1d1; 
  margin-top: 15px; 
  font-family: Maiandra GD; 
   
} 
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li a{ 
  text-decoration: none; 
} 
.guru 
{ 
  color: black; 
} 
.afk,.afk1,.jhi,.lkj{ 
  text-align: center; 
  font-family: Maiandra GD; 
  width: 65%; 
  margin: auto; 
  color: #9896aa; 
  padding: 15px; 
} 
.afk2,.jhi2{ 
  background-color: #e4e0e0; 
} 
.guru:hover 
{ 
  color: white; 
  background-color: #033067; 
  border-radius: 15px; 
  padding: 4px; 
  
} 
ul{ 
  list-style: none; 
} 
 
ul li::before { 
     
  
  content: "\2022";   
  color: #c60001;  
  display: inline-block;  
  width: 1em; 
  margin-left: -0.9em; 
  font-weight: bold; 
  font-size:1.1rem; 
} 
.jhi1{ 
  display: inline-block; 
} 
.poi1{ 
  display: inline-block; 
  width: 20%; 
  background-color: whitesmoke; 
  box-shadow: 10px 10px 50px black; 
  border-radius: 10px; 
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  padding: 0.5%; 
  margin: 2%; 
  margin-left: 15%;  
} 
.poi1 img,.poi2 img,.poi3 img{ 
  margin-left: 33%; 
  margin-bottom: -1%; 
} 
.poi2{ 
  display: inline-block; 
  width: 20%; 
  background-color: whitesmoke; 
  box-shadow: 10px 10px 50px black; 
  border-radius: 10px; 
  padding: 0.5%; 
  margin: 2%; 
} 
.poi3{ 
  display: inline-block; 
  width: 20%; 
  background-color: whitesmoke; 
  box-shadow: 10px 10px 50px black; 
  border-radius: 10px; 
  padding: 0.5%; 
  margin: 2%; 
} 
 
        </style> 
        <link rel="stylesheet" href="https://cdnjs.cloudflare.com/ajax/libs/font-awesome/4.7.0/css/font-awesome.min.css"> 
         
    </head> 
    <body> 
        <div class="navbar"> 
            <img src="nlogo.png" style="float: left;" alt="" height="50px" width="100px"> 
            <a href="home.html" class="active">My Bus</a> 
            <div class="float"> 
            <div class="dropdown"> 
              <button class="dropbtn">Manage Booking  
                <i class="fa fa-caret-down"></i> 
              </button> 
              <div class="dropdown-content"> 
                <a href="cancel ticket.html">Cancel Ticket</a> 
                <a href="show my ticket.html">Show My Ticket</a> 
                <a href="SMS and Emails.html">Email/SMS</a> 
                <a href="my bookings.html">My Bookings</a> 
                <a href="feedback.html" target="_blank">Feedback</a> 
                </div> 
              </div> 
                <div class="dropdown"> 
            <button class="dropbtn">Login 
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            <i class="fa fa-caret-down"></i></button> 
            <div class="dropdown-content"> 
            <a href="login.html">Login</a> 
            <a href="signup.html">Sign Up</a> 
        </div>  
    </div> 
            <a href="AboutUs.html" target="blank">About</a> 
            <a href="ContactUs.html" target="blank" class="float">Contact</a> 
            </div>  
        </div> 
 
<div  style="background: url(bg22.png);height: 75%;padding: 15%;padding-bottom: 19%;background-size: cover;"> 
    <div class="ha1"> 
        <h4>Book Bus Tickets Online</h4> 
    </div> 
 
        <div class="haf1" > 
            <form action="Bus Selection.html"> 
            <select id="departure" name="departure" class="ha2"> 
                <option value="Chennai">From</option> 
                <option value="Chennai">Chennai</option> 
                <option value="Coimbatore">Coimbatore</option> 
                <option value="Bangalore">Bangalore</option> 
                <option value="Hyderabad">Hyderabad</option> 
                <option value="Tripura">Tripura</option> 
                <option value="Hosur">Hosur</option> 
                <option value="Salem">Salem</option> 
                <option value="Kumbakonam">Kumbakonam</option> 
                <option value="Thanjavur">Thanjavur</option> 
                <option value="Thirunaleveli">Thirunaleveli</option> 
                <option value="Nagercoil">Nagercoil</option> 
                <option value="Andhra Pradesh">Andhra Pradesh</option> 
            </select> 
             
            <select id="Arrival" name="Arrival" class="ha2"> 
                <option value="Chennai">To</option> 
                <option value="Chennai">Chennai</option> 
                <option value="Coimbatore">Coimbatore</option> 
                <option value="Bangalore">Bangalore</option> 
                <option value="Hyderabad">Hyderabad</option> 
                <option value="Tripura">Tripura</option> 
                <option value="Hosur">Hosur</option> 
                <option value="Salem">Salem</option> 
                <option value="Kumbakonam">Kumbakonam</option> 
                <option value="Thanjavur">Thanjavur</option> 
                <option value="Thirunaleveli">Thirunaleveli</option> 
                <option value="Nagercoil">Nagercoil</option> 
                <option value="Andhra Pradesh">Andhra Pradesh</option> 
            </select>             
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            <input type="date" class="ha2"> 
 
             
            <input  type="submit" alt="Show Buses" value="Search Buses" class="ha2" style="margin-left: 2%;background-
color: #ff7404;color: white;font-weight: bold;border-radius: 5px;"> 
            </form> 
        </div> 
        </div> 
 
 

        <div class="null"> 
          <h3 style="color: #fb702f;">EASY BOOKINGS</h3> 
         
            <h1>Simple steps to book your bus ticket online</h1> 
           <div class="null1"> 
            <p><span style="font-size: 100px;color: #fb702f;;">1</span> 
            SEARCH BUS 
            Enter source and destination locations in the 'From' and 'To' tab respectively. Enter the 'Date of Journey' and hit 
the 'Search Buses' button. 
            </p> 
            </div> 
            <div class="null2"> 
            <p><span style="font-size: 100px;color: #fb702f;;">2</span> 
            BOOK TICKET 
            Select a bus of your choice from the list of buses displayed, select a seat, boarding, and dropping points and hit 
'Continue to Book Tickets'. 
          </p>   
          </div> 
            <div class="null3"> 
           <p><span style="font-size: 100px;color: #fb702f;;">3</span> 
            TRAVEL 
            Travel Safe with deep cleaned and disinfected bus euipped with hand sanitizers, all staff with masks at all time 
during the journey. Happy Ticketing 
          </p>   
          </div> 
        </div> 
         
 
<img src="needed.png" alt="" width="100%" height="100%"> 
 

<div class="poi"> 
  <h3 style="color: #fb702f;">EXCITING BENEFITS</h3> 
  <h1 style="color: #5f5656;">Book your bus ticket now</h1> 
  <div class="poi1"> 
    <img src="money.png" width="100" height="75" alt=""> 
    <h3>LOWEST PRICES</h3> 
    <p style="text-align: justify;"> 
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      MyBus always give you the lowest price with the best partner offers on bus ticket booking.  
      Access to cashback offers on ticket booking.  
      To get the best price on bus bookings subscribe to our newsletter. 
    </p> 
  </div> 
 
  <div class="poi2"> 
    <img src="gift.png" width="100" height="75" alt=""> 
    <h3>UNMATCHED BENEFITS</h3> 
    <p style="text-align: justify;"> 
      Booking bus tickets online with MyBus has solved many problems that people 
       face while booking their tickets at offline counters or travel agents. 
        We take care of your travel beyond bus ticketing. 
    </p> 
  </div> 
 
  <div class="poi3"> 
    <img src="service.png" width="100" height="75" alt=""> 
    <h3>24/7 CUSTOMER SERVICE</h3> 
    <p style="text-align: justify;"> 
      We ensure at MyBus to provide 24/7 customer support.  
      We use our experience to provide best service and are available 
      to solve your bus ticket booking related issues anytime. 
    </p> 
  </div> 
 

   
</div> 
 

<div class="afk2"> 
  <div class="afk1"> 
    <h3 style="color: #fb702f;">WHY US ?</h3> 
           
              <h1 style="color: #5f5656;">Why MyBus.com for Online Bus Ticket Booking</h1> 
              <p> 
                MyBus.com has 1500+ verified bus partners to choose for ticket booking who are serving more than 15,000+ 
routes across India. MyBus offers 24/7 customer support to resolve all your online bus ticket booking queries. You can 
also call on +91 882 530 6850 this numnber for bus ticket bookings. BusAndTicket.com enables users to book bus tickets 
on both Desktop and Mobile site seamlessly. All the bus ticket bookings you make on the BusAndTicket.com website are 
safe & secure. 
              </p> 
               
  </div> 
  </div> 
   
 

<div class="afk"> 
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  <h3 style="color: #fb702f;">BOOK BUS TICKET NOW</h3> 
         
            <h1 style="color: #5f5656;">Get offers and discounts on Bus Ticket Booking</h1> 
            <p> 
              With simpler and smarter way of online bus booking at BusAndTicket.com, be ready to travel any destination of 
India. We list more than 10,000 bus routes across India and provide great facility of online bus reservation. Explore the 
wide options of buses and choose to travel with Volvo buses, luxury buses, AC/Non-AC buses, sleeper buses or several 
other buses at reasonable rates. Best discounts and cash back offers are available on bus ticket. Be free from standing in 
the long queue of bus counters and go for bus booking online with BusAndTicket.com. Be sure for a memorable & 
secure journey! 
            </p> 
            <p> 
              All the bookings you make on the MyBus.com website are safe & secure. MyBus offers 24/7 customer support 
to resolve all your bus ticket booking queries. 
            </p> 
</div> 
<div class="jhi2"> 
<div class="jhi"> 
  <h3 style="color: #fb702f;">GREAT BENEFITS</h3> 
         
            <h1 style="color: #5f5656;">Benefits of Booking Bus Tickets Online</h1> 
            <p>Booking bus tickets online with us has solved many problems that people face while booking their tickets at 
offline counters or travel agents.</p> 
<div class="jhi1" style="text-align: left;"> 
            <ul>   
              <li>Avoid standing in long queues at offline bus ticket counters</li> 
              <li>Each and every transaction is simple, safe and secure</li> 
              <li>Get Bus timings, ticket price, boarding &amp; dropping point details online</li> 
              <li>Access to payment partner discounts and cashback offers</li>         
            </ul> 
        </div> 
 
<div class="jhi1" style="text-align: left;"> 
           <ul> 
              <li>Choose from multiple bus operators</li> 
              <li>Check bus ticket availability online</li> 
              <li>24/7 customer support</li> 
              <li>Avoid travel agents </li> 
           </ul> 
</div> 
</div> 
</div> 
 

<div class="lkj"> 
  <h3 style="color: #fb702f;">HIRE BUS FROM MyBus.com</h3> 
  <p>Everyone enjoys travelling, seeing new places, new things, however when it comes to driving everyone avoids it, 
because of growing traffic. It is very difficult to reach one place to another.  
    For the group travel select MyBus. You will find the best solution for booking the bus, and all travel related queries. 
There are multiple offers and coupons available for booking.  
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    For all query there is support group to give proper solution. Some of the things inside the bus like T.V, Wi-Fi, AC, are 
all included in the bus rent. 
     So, we can conclude that Booking bus with MyBUs is very easy, safe, and comfortable and there are many benefits, 
offers on booking the ticket. 
      With all these thing you’ll be giving yourself an amazing group travelling experience.India is currently facing Second 
wave of corona virus, however all the people prefer a safe travel for various purpose.  
    After the long gap the domestic bus and services have started. In this time Busandticket helps you to travel safely to 
your destination.</p> 
 
</div> 
<div class="links"><span class="pb"><font color="black" size="4.5px"><b>Popular Bus Routes</b></font> 
  <ul> 
   <li ><a href="#" class="guru">Pune-Shirdi Buses</a></li> 
   <li><a href="#" class="guru">Chennai-Coimbatore Buses</a></li> 
   <li><a href="#" class="guru">Hyderabad-Visakhapatnam Buses</a></li> 
   <li><a href="#" class="guru">Bangalore-Hyderabad Buses</a></li> 
   <li><a href="#" class="guru">Bangalore-Vijayawada Buses</a></li> 
   <li><a href="#" class="guru">Hyderabad-Chennai Buses</a></li> 
   <li><a href="#" class="guru">Chennai-Bangalore Buses</a></li> 
   <li><a href="#" class="guru">Bangalore-Chennai Buses</a></li> 
   <li><a href="#" class="guru">Hyderabad-Vijayawada Buses</a></li> 
   </ul></span> 
   <span class="pb"><font color="black" size="4.5px"><b>Popular Hotel Cities</b></font> 
      <ul> 
          <li><a href="#" class="guru">Hotels in Hyderabad</a></li> 
          <li><a href="#" class="guru"> Hotels in Jaipur</a></li> 
          <li><a href="#" class="guru">Hotels in Mangalore</a></li> 
          <li><a href="#" class="guru">Hotels in Bengaluru</a></li> 
          <li><a href="#" class="guru">Hotels in Visakhapatnam</a></li> 
          <li><a href="#" class="guru">Hotels in Goa</a></li> 
          <li><a href="#" class="guru">Hotels in Mysore</a></li> 
          <li><a href="#" class="guru"> Hotels in Shirdi</a></li> 
          <li><a href="#" class="guru">Hotels in Coimbatore</a></li> 
          </ul> 
   </span> 
   <span class="pb"><font color="black" size="4.5px"><b>Popular Bus Operators</b></font> 
      <ul> 
          <li><a href="#" class="guru">APSRTC</a></li> 
          <li><a href="#" class="guru">TSRTC</a></li> 
          <li><a href="#" class="guru">BSRTC</a></li> 
          <li><a href="#" class="guru">Kerala RTC</a></li> 
          <li><a href="#" class="guru">Orange Travels</a></li> 
          <li><a href="#" class="guru">SRS Travels</a></li> 
          <li><a href="#" class="guru">Morning Star Travels</a></li> 
          <li><a href="#" class="guru">Kaveri Travels</a></li> 
          <li><a href="#" class="guru">Diwakar Travels</a></li> 
          </ul> 
   </span> 
   <span class="pb"><font color="black" size="4.5px"><b>More Useful Links</b></font> 
      <ul> 
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          <li><a href="#" class="guru"> Check PNR Status</a></li> 
          <li><a href="#" class="guru">Train Running Status</a></li> 
          <li><a href="#" class="guru">Bus Rentals</a></li> 
          <li><a href="#" class="guru"> APSRTC Bus Booking</a></li> 
          <li><a href="#" class="guru"> TSRTC Bus Booking</a></li> 
          <li><a href="#" class="guru">Kerala RTC Bus Booking</a></li> 
          <li><a href="#" class="guru">MSRTC Bus Booking</a></li> 
          <li><a href="#" class="guru">Hotel Bookings</a></li> 
          <li><a href="#" class="guru"> Bus Booking Offers</a></li> 
          </ul> 
   </span> 
  </div> 
   
  <div style="padding-left: 40%;background-color: #e4e0e0;"> 
    <label> 
        FOLLOW US ON: 
    </label><br> 
    <a href="https://www.facebook.com/mstbus" target="_blank"><img src="fb.png" alt="fb" height="80" 
width="80"></a> 
    <a href="https://www.instagram.com/travelsm/" target="_blank"><img src="insta.png" alt="insta" height="80" 
width="80"></a> 
    <a href="https://twitter.com/mstbus" target="_blank"><img src="twitter.png"  alt="twiiter" height="80" 
width="80"></a> 
    <a href="https://twitter.com/mstbus" target="_blank"><img src="yt.png"  alt="twiiter" height="70" width="70"></a> 
 
     
</div> 
 

<div class="footer"> 
  <h2> 
    Copyright © 2021 <span style="color: red;">MyBus.com</span> All rights reserved. 
  </h2> 
</div> 
       
    </body> 
</html> 
 

 
 
Login Page: 
 
<!DOCTYPE html> 
<html lang="en" dir="ltr"> 
    <head> 
        <meta charset="utf-8"> 
    <title>Login</title> 
    <link rel="stylesheet" href="login.css"> 
    </head> 
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<!-- A PAGE DESIGNED FOR USERS TO LOGIN TO OUR WEBSITE TO ACCESS THEIR ACCOUNT --> 
 
    <body> 
        <div class="center"> 
            <h1>Login for MyBus</h1> 
            <form method="post" action="home.html"> 
                <div class="txt_field"> 
                    <input type="text" required> 
                    <label>Username</label> 
                </div> 
                <div class="txt_field"> 
                    <input type="password" required> 
                    <label>Password</label> 
                </div> 
                <input type="submit" value="Login" style="width: 100%;height: 50px;border: 1px solid;background: 
lightskyblue;border-radius: 25px;font-size: 18px;color: #e9f4fb;font-weight: 700;cursor: pointer;outline: none;"> 
                <div class="signup_link"> 
                    Not a member? 
                </div> 
                <div class="signup_link"> 
                    <a href="signup.html">Sign Up</a> 
                </div> 
                </form> 
        </div> 
    </body> 
</html> 
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RESULTS/OUTPUTS 
On executing the file we get Conversion software Screen as show below: 
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CONCLUSION 
 

It can be observed that computer applications are very important in every field of human endeavor. 
Here all the information about customer that made reservation can be gotten just by clicking a 
button with this new system, some of the difficulties encountered with the manual system are 
overcome. It will also reduce the workload of the staff, reduce the time used for making reservation 
at the bus terminal and also increase efficiency. The application also has the ability to update 
records in various files automatically thereby relieving the company’s staff the stress of working 
from file security of data. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

• A random password generator is a software program, hardware device, or 
online tool that automatically generates a password using parameters that a 
user sets, including mixed-case letters, numbers, symbols, pronounceability, 
length, and strength. 

 
• Password generators help those who have to constantly come up with new 

passwords to ensure authorized access for programs and to manage a large 

number of passwords for identity and access management. Other kinds of tools 

include a password vault, where users manage large numbers of passwords in a 

secure location. 
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INTRODUCTION: 

 
Password Generator is a Python project that can generate strong and unique 
passwords automatically. We are trying to box in everyone's first web page.  

 
Then we will make two buttons to copy and generate that password. The unit password 
will be generated each time you click the Generate button. For this we will be using 
JavaScript Math.random and Math.floor method.  

 
Our passwords include different types of symbols, special characters, numbers and 
alphabets. 

 
Password Generator is a tool that generates passwords based on the given guidelines 
that you set to create an unpredictable strong password for your accounts. 

 
The Password generator tool creates a random and customized password for users that 
helps them to create a strong password which provides greater security. 

 
Password generator is a Random Password generating program which generates a 
password mix of upper and lowercase letters, as well as numbers and symbols strong 
enough to provides great security. 
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PROBLEM STATEMENT: 

 

We know that passwords are a real security threat. To keep your account safe and 
prevent your password from being hacked you have to make your password hard 
enough that nobody can guess. 
 
● These days passwords are being hacked very much due to the ill selection of 

passwords and to eradicate this problem we have come up with the idea of 
password generator. 

 
● These days passwords are being hacked very much due to the ill selection of 

passwords and to eradicate this problem we have come up with the idea of 
password generator. 
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PROJECT PREREQUISITES 

 

To build this project we will use the basic concept of python and libraries – Tkinter, 

pyperclip, random, string. 

Tkinter is a standard GUI library and is one of the easiest ways to build a GUI 

application Tk cation 

Pyper clip module allows us to copy and paste text to and from the clipboard to your 

computer 

The random module can generate random numbers 

String module contains a number of functions to process the standard python string. 
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DESCRIPTION: 

 

• First set a variable of the input's ID (password). 

 
• Now add all the symbols, numbers and alphabets in var chars which will be used to 

create random passwords. 

 
• Then use var password Length which will indicate how many characters this 

password will be created with. 

 
• Now create a random password using for loop. Here math.random() will help to 

create random passwords. 

 
• This password (constant) will be associated and hence visible in the input box. 
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SOURCE CODE 

 

import random 

import pyperclip 

from tkinter import * 

from tkinter.ttk import * 

def low(): 

    entry.delete(0, END) 

    length = var1.get() 

    lower = "abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz" 

    upper = "ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz" 

    digits = 

"ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz0123456789 

!@#$%^&*()" 

    password = "" 

   if var.get() == 1: 

        for i in range(0, length): 

            password = password + random.choice(lower) 

        return password 

   elif var.get() == 0: 

        for i in range(0, length): 

            password = password + random.choice(upper) 

        return password 

   elif var.get() == 3: 

        for i in range(0, length): 

            password = password + random.choice(digits) 

        return password 

   else: 

        print("Please choose an option") 

def generate(): 

    password1 = low() 

    entry.insert(10, password1) 

def copy1(): 

    random_password = entry.get() 

    pyperclip.copy(random_password) 
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root = Tk() 

var = IntVar() 

var1 = IntVar() 

 root.title("Random Password Generator") 

root.geometry('550x350') 

root.configure(bg='blue') 

 

 

 

 

Random_password = Label(root, text="Password") 

Random_password.grid(row=0) 

entry = Entry(root) 

entry.grid(row=0, column=1) 

c_label = Label(root, text="Length") 

c_label.grid(row=1) 

copy_button = Button(root, text="Copy", command=copy1) 

copy_button.grid(row=0, column=2) 

generate_button = Button(root, text="Generate", command=generate) 

generate_button.grid(row=0, column=3) 

radio_low = Radiobutton(root, text="Low", variable=var, value=1) 

radio_low.grid(row=1, column=2, sticky='E') 

radio_middle = Radiobutton(root, text="Medium", variable=var, value=0) 

radio_middle.grid(row=1, column=3, sticky='E') 

radio_strong = Radiobutton(root, text="Strong", variable=var, value=3) 

radio_strong.grid(row=1, column=4, sticky='E') 

combo = Combobox(root, textvariable=var1) 

combo['values'] = (8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 

                   17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 

                   26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, "Length") 

combo.current(0) 

combo.bind('<<ComboboxSelected>>') 

combo.grid(column=1, row=1) 

root.mainloop() 
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OUTPUT 

 

 

Generating a medium type password. 

 

 

 

Generating a strong type password 
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Generating a low type password 

 

 

 

Opening Dialogue Box  
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SKILLS LEARNED & EXPERIENCE GAINED 

 

From the four weeks of internship, we have learnt more about python and the module 

present in it and their significant use. 

 

We also have gained much on Web Architecture. 

 

We learned how to divide and manage the work and learn from each other, Team 

management. 
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CONCLUSION 

 

With the above-mentioned steps, we have successfully created a random 

password generator project using python. We used popular tkinter library to 

rendering graphics in our display window and we also learned about pyperclip 

and random library. We learned how to create buttons, input textfield, labels, and 

spinbox. In this way, we successfully created our password generator python 

project. Hope you enjoyed it. This technique gives several benefits to users such as 

security, and confidentiality. The password generated using proposed technique is 

more secure because it is chosen from a large distribution of passwords and is 

stronger than user created passwords. 
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                                       Abstract 

 

The TO-DO LIST In Python is a simple project developed using Python. This project is a GUI 

application which stores the list of works to do from the users input. This project is an 

interesting and simple project. The project is not completely functional. You can add, edit 

many more features in this project. 

A TO-DO LIST Reminder is a project which reminds you to do your tasks at given time 

of the day. In this application user gives tasks as input and specify the time at which it 

has to be done. Since in this busy world we tend to forget the small tasks. 

So this helps as reminder for Small tasks in the completion. Once we complete our 

tasks we can delete our tasks accordingly as well. If do not enter any tasks and 

proceed further then it also asks user to enter the tasks.  
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1. Introduction: 

We are going to implement a simple python to-do list in which we can add a task and 

delete it when it’s done. We will be using a Python package called Tkinter which is a widely 

used Python GUI library. It is shipped with python, so we do not have to download or install it 

separately, we can just import and start with it.  

A GUI is basically a medium to interact and present information to the users. One of the major 

advantages of using Tkinter is that it works well on any machine be it windows,linux,or macOS. 

Python To-Do List is a software that holds information about upcoming tasks or events. Users 

need a handy software that can be used quickly for taking quick notes. And that is where the 

to-do list is used. In this tutorial, we will create a simple to-do list application using Python 

Tkinter that will help users to organize their short notes, messages, or tasks. 

Problem Statement: 

Social media and other easily accessible online distractions make it hard for us to stay focused 

on our tasks and make it difficult for us to do our work efficiently. 

Also, constantly switching between tasks may give us the false feeling that we are being 

productive when we are, in fact, not. It’s more important for us to prioritize tasks and work on 

those that are most important, rather than focusing on deleting small items from our todo list 

just for the sake of appearances. 

The goal of this project is to help us become more aware of how we spend time in the process 

of doing those tasks and how productive that time is. It can help set some constraints on social 

media to reduce distraction and track the time we spend working on the todo items. 

Formulation: 

Simple thing is to have a good knowledge in program solving and basic computer languages 

Like Python, C language etc. Understanding our requirements and building a theme of a our 

project which we are selecting and work according to it. Doing a little bit research on the 

project which we are going to work and arrive some conclusion on our analysis. Finally making 

a prototype project, then going for the main project. 
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Features of To-Do List in Python Tkinter : 

In this section, we will discuss the features that we are going to add into our to-do application. 

Listbox: We will be using Python Tkinter Listbox to show multiple tasks stacked one after 

another. And tasks can be selected when on it. 

Scrollbars: Scrollbars will help us to stack plenty of data without worrying about the space on 

the window. The Tasks can be accessed by scrolling the Listbox. 

Frame: Frame will be used to put widgets like Listbox and Scrollbars inside it. This will give us 

control to align Listbox to the left & scrollbar to the right so that they both appear parallel & 

perfect. 

Buttons: We will add two button widgets on the window. One is to add more tasks in Listbox 

and the other is to delete tasks from Listbox. 

Entry box: Users will type the task in the entry box which further will be displayed in the 

Listbox. 

Message box: The Python Tkinter message box is used to display an error message when the 

user clicks on the add button with an empty entry box. 
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2. Specifications and Software Requirements: 

                 Python is an interpreted, object-oriented, high-level programming language with 

dynamic semantics. Its high-level built in data structures, combined with dynamic typing and 

dynamic binding, make it very attractive for Rapid Application Development.  

To work on to do list in python, basic understanding of python programming language and 

Tkinter, especially Tkinter widgets would be helpful. But don’t worry as this article will provide 

an explanation of every line of code as we go about building this python project. You are free 

to choose any IDE of your choice (Pycharm, VSCode, etc.). 

Here, the module used is Tkinter()-It is a standard Python interface to the Tk GUI toolkit 

shipped with Python. Python with tkinter outputs the fastest and easiest way to create the GUI 

applications. Creating a GUI using tkinter is an easy task. Also, the design of this system is 

pretty simple so that the user won’t get any difficulties while working on it.  

 Hardware requirements:   

RAM: 2GB and above   

PROCESSOR: 64-bit or 32-bit system 

HARDDISK: 2.0 GB is minimum 
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3. Advantages: 

To be well organized in the workplace, you need to be using to-do lists. By using them, you will 

ensure that: 

 You remember to carry out all necessary tasks. 

 You tackle the most important jobs first, and don't waste time on trivial tasks. 

 You don't get stressed by a large number of unimportant jobs. 

• Improves your memory 

• Increases productivity 

• Helps with motivation 

• Improves the ability to plan your workflow 

• Constant reminders for any self-imposed deadlines. 

Start by listing all of the tasks that you must carry out. Mark the importance of the task next to 

it, with a priority from A (very important) to F (unimportant). Redraft the list into this order of 

importance. Then carry out the jobs at the top of the list first. These are the most important, 

most beneficial tasks to complete. 
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4. Source Code Snippets: 
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5. Result 

                                        Homepage 

                               

 

                                                      Adding a Single Tasks 
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                                                        Deletion of the task 

                                 

                               

                                      We have deleted the task number 4                                                                                                                        
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6. Conclusion: 

To sum up, a compilation of to-do list is a peculiar, very creative and at the same time a 

serious process – it is definitely worth spending time on it and making your personal work 

more logical and consistent. 

We also used the python modules and tkinter GUI interface. In today’s world people have 

become extremely busy and it becomes very important to keep track of all the tasks and we 

cannot afford to miss out on any and this To-Do lists applications can be of great help. 

 

7.Future Scope 

In future we can develop the project by adding elements like date and time reminders along 

with editing the to do list. 

We can make this functional project into the app development by using the HTML and CSS. 

We can add more features like saving the to do list tasks according to the date and time and 

giving the notifications prompt. 
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ABSTRACT 

                       Internships are generally thought of to be reserved for college students 

looking to gain experience in a particular field. However, a wide array of people can 

benefit from Training Internships in order to receive real world experience and 

develop their skills. An objective for this position should emphasize the skills you 

already possess in the area and your interest in learning more. Swecha   Organization   

that   improves   students   learning   capacity   with   a   team   driven environment.   

Going   beyond   simple   technology   introduction   with   assignments, and provides   

an   integration   system   that   consolidate technology   learning   through   project 

simulation 

             Our projects main motive is to develop the knowledge of different cultures 

and festivals of India. We wanted to show the diversity of traditions in India. 

                The main motive of our project is to design a web application which could 

help people know about the different traditions of India. This project shows the 
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details of festivals in every state of India. The code of this application is written in 

CSS, HTML and bootstrap. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SWECHA ORGANIZATION 

                Swecha  is   a   non-profitable  organization  formerly   called  as  Free   

Software  Foundation Andhra Pradesh (or FSF-AP in short) later changed name to 

Swecha which is also the first Telugu Operating system released in year 2005, 

Swecha is a part of Free software moment of India (FSMI). This organization is a 

social movement that works towards enlightening the masses with the essence of 

free software and to liberate knowledge to the commoners. 
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                    Presently   Swecha   is active   as   GLUG   (GNU/Linux   User   Group)   

in   many engineering colleges   like   International   Institute   of Information   

Technology,   Hyderabad,   Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University Hyderabad, 

Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology. 

St. Martin's Engineering, Jyothishmathi College of Engineering and Technology, 

MVGR College of Engineering, K L University, and others in and around Telangana 

and Andhra Pradesh. 

 

 

FREE SOFTWARE 

The terms “free software” and “open source” stand for almost the same range of 

programs. However, they say deeply different things about those programs, based 

on different values. The free software movement campaigns for freedom for the 

users of computing; it is a movement for freedom and justice. By contrast, the open 

source idea values mainly practical advantage and does not campaign for principles. 

This is why we do not agree with open source, and do not use that term. 

             When we call software “free,” we mean that it respects the users' essential 

freedoms: the freedom to run it, to study and change it, and to redistribute copies 

with or without changes. This is a matter of freedom, not price, so think of “free 

speech,” not “free beer.” 

             These freedoms are vitally important. They are essential, not just for the 

individual users' sake, but for society as a whole because they promote social 

solidarity that is, sharing and cooperation. They become even more important as 

our culture and life activities are increasingly digitized. In a world of digital sounds, 
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images, and words, free software becomes increasingly essential for freedom in 

general. 

              Tens of millions of people around the world now use free software; the 

public schools of some regions of India and Spain now teach all students to use the 

free GNU/Linux operating system. Most of these users, however, have never heard 

of the ethical reasons for which we developed this system and built the free software 

community, because nowadays this system and community are more often spoken 

of as “open source,” attributing them to a different philosophy in which these 

freedoms are hardly mentioned. 

 

 

 

WEB ARCHITECTURE 

Web application architecture defines the interactions between applications, 

middleware systems and databases to ensure multiple applications can work 

together. When a user types in a URL and taps “Go,” the browser will find the 

Internet-facing computer the website lives on and requests that particular page. 

             The server then responds by sending files over to the browser. After that 

action, the browser executes those files to show the requested page to the user. Now, 

the user gets to interact with the website. Of course, all of these actions are executed 

within a matter of seconds. Otherwise, users wouldn’t bother with websites. 

            What’s important here is the code, which has been parsed by the browser. 

This very code may or may not have specific instructions telling the browser how to 

react to a wide swath of inputs. As a result, web application architecture includes all 

sub-components and external applications interchanges for an entire software 

application. 

How Web Application Architecture Works: 
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With web applications, you have the server vs. the client side. In essence, there are 

two programs running concurrently: 

• The code which lives in the browser and responds to user input 

• The code which lives on the server and responds to HTTP requests 

When writing an app, it is up to the web developer to decide what the code on the 

server should do in relation to what the code on the browser should do. With server-

side code, languages include: 

• Ruby on Rails 

• PHP 

• C# 

• Java 

• Python and JavaScript 

 

In fact, any code that can respond to HTTP requests has the capability to run on a 

server. Here are a few other attributes of server-side code: 

• Is never seen by the user (except within a rare malfunction) 
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• Stores data such as user profiles, tweets, pages, etc… 

• Creates the page the user requested 

With client-side code, languages used include: 

• CSS 

• JavaScript 

• HTML 

These are then parsed by the user’s browser. Moreover, client-side code can be seen 

and edited by the user. Plus, it has to communicate only through HTTP requests 

and cannot read files off of a server directly. Furthermore, it reacts to user input. 

 

HTML & CSS 

HTML – Hyper Text Markup Language 

What is Html? 

- It is a Markup Language which is used to Develop Webpages and Webapps. 

- Tags and Attributes are the building blocks of html. 

ANATOMY OF WEBPAGE 

BASIC CONSTRUCTION OF HTML PAGE 
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Why HTML 5? 

● Better Web Application Features – Multimedia Support 

● Improved Element Semantics – New Tags 

● Consistency in Error Handling 

                The hypertext markup language or html is the standard markup language 

for documents designed to be displayed in a web browser. It can be assisted by 

technologies such as cascading style sheets (Css) and scripting languages such as 

JavaScript.  

             Web browsers receive html documents from a web server or from local 

storage and render the documents into multimedia web pages. Html describes the 

structure of a web page semantically and originally included cues for the appearance 

of the document.  

                 Html elements are the building blocks of html pages. With html 

constructs, images and other objects such as interactive forms may be embedded 

into the rendered page. Html provides a means to create structured documents by 

denoting structural semantics for text such as headings, paragraphs, lists, links, 

quotes and other items. Html elements are delineated by tags, written using angle 

brackets. 

 

What is Css? 
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A CSS stand for cascading style sheets Css describes how HTML elements are to 

be displayed on screen, paper, or in other media Css saves a lot of work. It can 

control the layout of multiple web pages all at once 

                    Cascading style sheets (CSS) is a style sheet language used for describing 

the presentation of a document written in a markup language such as HTML. CSS is 

a cornerstone technology of the World Wide Web, alongside HTML and 

javascript.CSS is designed to enable the separation of presentation and content, 

including layout, colors, and fonts. This separation can improve content 

accessibility, provide more flexibility and control in the specification of presentation 

characteristics, enable multiple web pages to share formatting by specifying the 

relevant CSS in a separate .Css file which reduces complexity and repetition in the 

structural content as well as enabling the .Css file to be cached to improve the page 

load speed between the pages that share the file and its formatting. 

JAVA SCRIPT 

What is JavaScript? 

JavaScript is a scripting or programming language that allows you to implement 

complex features on web pages — every time a web page does more than just sit 

there and display static information for you to look at — displaying timely content 

updates, interactive maps, animated 2D/3D graphics, scrolling video jukeboxes, etc. 

— you can bet that JavaScript is probably involved. It is the third layer of the layer 

cake of standard web technologies, two of which (HTML and CSS) we have covered 

in much more detail in other parts of the Learning Area. 
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HTML is the markup language that we use to structure and give meaning to our web 

content, for example defining paragraphs, headings, and data tables, or embedding 

images and videos in the page. 

CSS is a language of style rules that we use to apply styling to our HTML content, 

for example setting background colors and fonts, and laying out our content in 

multiple columns. 

JavaScript is a scripting language that enables you to create dynamically updating 

content, control multimedia, animate images, and pretty much everything else. 

WEB DEVELOPMENT 

WEBSITE ON CULTURE AND FESTIVALS OF INDIA 
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BACKGROUND 

• HTML 

• CSS 

 

 

OUTPUT 
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FUTURE SCOPE 

➢ This project can be turned into an interactive responsive web 

application with updates. 

➢ We can use java script to turn it more attractive. 

➢ We can add tourism to this website and help tourists to 

explore more. 

➢ This project shares wide range of knowledge for all age 

groups regarding the culture, traditions and festivals of 

India. 

➢ All can able to know the festivals of our India. For foreigners 

able to know the culture behind our every festival in our 

India.  

➢ In this generation most of the people may not know the 

festivals and cultural activities of their own place, by this 

some of them can able to know. Festivals and behind their 

cultural activities makes the people patriotic to the nation. 
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CONCLUSION 

                     Thus the website based on major languages html and Css has 

been designed and tested successfully. It has been developed by 

integrated features of all the software components with the help of 

bootstrap .Presence of every module has been reasoned out and placed 

carefully, thus contributing to the best working of the unit.  

             The code is in such a way that it displays different pictures related 

to festivals of different states are displayed in the website. 
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                      Abstract 
 
Data Analysis is the process of systematically applying statistical and 
logical techniques to describe and illustrate, condense ,recap,and 
evaluate data 
 
The main purpose of data analysis is to find meaning in data so that the 
derived knowledge can be used to make informed decisions. 
 
Pandas is an open-source python library that is used for data 
manipulation and analysis. It provides many functions and methods to 
speed up the data analysis process. 
 
We used software like Panda ,Excel Charts, Pivottables to complete the 
project.  
 
Software requirements : 

➢ Pandas 
➢ Excel charts 
➢ Pivot tables 
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1. Introduction: 
 
Rainfall forecasting is important otherwise, it may lead to many 
disasters. Irregular heavy rainfall may lead to the destruction of crops, 
heavy floods, that can cause harm to human life. It is important to 
exactly determine the rainfall for effective use of water resources, crop 
productivity, and pre-planning of water structures. We know that 
Agriculture is the primary source of the Indian economy. During the last 
10 years, there have been vast improvements in technology and this has 
increased the rate of global warming, pollution of air, water, noise, dust, 
etc. This resulted in drastic changes in climate and weather conditions. 
Rainfall is a key part of the hydrological cycle and alteration of its 
patterns directly affects the water resources. Changes in the pattern 
have become a major issue for harvesting crops. Hence, the research 
on changes in rainfall occurrences is the most sustainable water 
resource management. 
Technology is much more advanced now. Machine Learning has 
become trending for predictions. It contains various algorithms that can 
help us in predicting our required value. One major concern is the 
selection of algorithms. We have to select the algorithms based on our 
problem statement. Supervised Algorithms are classified as 
classification and regression algorithms. Regression algorithms are 
perfect for predicting when a dataset has a single variable or more 
variables. 
Data Analysis is the process of systematically applying statistical and 
logical techniques to describe and illustrate, condense ,recap,and 
evaluate data.The main purpose of data analysis is to find meaning in 
data so that the derived knowledge can be used to make informed 
decisions.Pandas is an open-source python library that is used for data 
manipulation and analysis. It provides many functions and methods to 
speed up the data analysis process. 
 
 
PROBLEM STATEMENT: 
 
Rainfall data analytics becomes very important in every aspect of human 
life. Weather conditions play major role in each and every sector like 
agriculture, tourism, industries etc.  
It has various parameters like rain(mm) humidity and so on. The 
meteorological department of every country collects these data from the 
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sensors that have been deployed for every parameter at various 
geographical locations. 
Due to this, large amount of data gets collected, archived in unstructured 
format. Hence, storage and processing this data for accurate prediction 
of weather remains as a big challenge. 
 
 
 
FORMULATION: 
 
The main idea of this project is to show the processed data through 
graphs using pandas ,excel charts , pivot tables. 
 
We have fetched the data from official website of telangana government. 
 
Then imported the data to jupyter notebook as a csv file and by using 
pandas processed and extracted the required data 
 

 
MOTIVATION: 
 
Large amount of data is an eyesore to every programmer, so as 
programming students we to tried to use our skills to simplify the 
complications of big data through data analysis 
And tried to derive useful data  to make informed decisions 
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2.Software Requirements: 
 
 
The implementation of the project is divided into seven sections. In the 
first section, we are going to import the required libraries and then study 
them. Next, we are going to prepare the dataset with required attributes, 
then transformations on data are performed, and then data analysis can 
be made using correlation, followed by splitting of a dataset into train 
and test sets, finally, model training is done to know the best model that 
fit(s) our data for predicting rainfall. 
 
We have imported Pandas, Matplot, libraries for evaluating the dataset. 
We also used excel charts to design and the graphs and tables. We 
know that Arrays are an integral part of the Machine Learning 
Ecosystem. Pandas will be useful for performing operations on the data 
frame. Seaborn and Matplot lib are visualization tools that help us to 
visualize data in a better way. We have al 
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3.Analytical Information: 
 

• Complete data set of Rainfall report: 

 
• Average of all the data collected from each 

Mandal: 
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• Average of  data of min ,max humidity collected 

from each Districts: 

 

• Minimum Humidity collected from each district: 
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• Rainfall data which  can cause flooding in 
each Mandal: 
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SOURCE CODE: 
 
 
import pandas as pd 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt  

d=pd.read_csv("TS Rainfall data April 2021.csv") 

d.head() 

d['Mandal'].unique() 

d['District'].unique()#for all the districts 

d.nunique()#total no.of non unique values in each column on a single column as 

well as total dataframe 

d.count()#shows the total no.of non-null values in each column on a single 

column as well as total dataframe 

 

 
#variance of relative humidity 

d['Max Humidity (%)'].var() 

#mean of rain(mm) in Andhra pradesh district 

d['Rain (mm)'].mean() 

#mean of Min Humidity (%) in Andhra pradesh district 

d['Min Humidity (%)'].mean() 

#mean of Max Humidity (%) in Andhra pradesh district 

d['Max Humidity (%)'].mean() 

d[d['Rain (mm)']==0.0].head(20) 

 
b = d.groupby('District').mean() 

print(b) 

b.plot() 

plt.xticks(rotation=90) 

plt.show() 

 
#comparision of min rain, min humidity, max humidity 

minimum = d.groupby('District').min() 

print(minimum) 

minimum.to_csv("min.csv") 

minimum.plot() 

plt.xticks(rotation=90) 

plt.show() 

 
#comparision of max rain, min humidity, max humidity 

maximum = d.groupby('District').max() 

print(maximum) 

maximum.to_csv("max.csv") 

maximum.plot() 

plt.xticks(rotation=90) 

plt.show() 
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#graph of districts with rain(mm)>30 which causes destruction and lead to 

flooding 

y1 = d[d[('Rain (mm)')]>=30] 

x = y1['District'] 

y = y1['Rain (mm)'] 

print(y1) 

plt.xlabel('District',fontsize=20) 

plt.ylabel('rain(mm)>30',fontsize=20) 

plt.scatter(x,y) 

plt.xticks(rotation = 90) 

plt.plot(x,y) 

plt.show() 
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RESULTS: 
 
• Stored this processed data  in CSV files and using 

excel charts and pivot tables extracted the graphs 
which are easy to analyse and interpret. 

 

            
• Graph containing maximum humidity percentage of 

each and every districts. 
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• Bar graphs which shows the maximum values 
recorded in the month of April of each and every 
district 
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• Graph containing minimum humidity percentage of 
each and every districts. 

 
• Comparison of max rain, min humidity, max 

humidity 
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• Pie chart containing the average rainfall of all the 
districts in telangana 
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Conclusion: 
 
The project aims at the selection of a definite algorithm 
to predict rainfall concerning the factors that affect 
rainfall. It is proved that Random Forest Regression 
Algorithm can be an adaptable strategy for prediction. In 
this project, we have studied various algorithms and 
their reaction to each variable for the target variable 
 
Pandas,pivot tables, and Matplotlib are very useful for 
analysing the data.It helps us to predict the future 
weather conditions by analysing the current data. 
Rainfall related data  is important to analyse agricultural 
and crop seeding related data, where whose data can 
be used to show the predict the rainfall  in different 
season also for different types of crops.If we predict the 
future weather conditions in advance,we know when to 
plant crops, when to build and when to prepare for 
drought and flood. 
 
We have learned different preprocessing techniques that 
are required in preparing the dataset. The dataset must 
be free from all kinds of noise, inconsistency, overfitting, 
and other odds that may affect the performance of the 
model. 
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FUTURE SCOPE: 
 

 
 Using this analysis local authorities can better 

anticipate problems caused by Rain.  
 

 This improves the forecasts regarding the strength 
and location of tropical storms and other weather 
systems 

 
 And this pictorial representation of large and 

dynamic weather data helps to predict natural 
disasters faster than the traditional tabular data set. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

 
The main objective of this project is to provide 

students an easy way to learn from a quiz. This project 
helps the students to write their exams on an online 
portal and save their scores for reference. With the 
growing fascination towards web development  many 
people started learning html, css, javacript we have 
come up with this small quiz which helps users to recall 
their fundamentals of the topics required for web 
development. if find it difficult to answers the questions 
the web page also contains link to amazon store which 
contains the books related to web development and we 
also provided link to the link w3 schools were you can 
have an instant practice on the codes and strengthen 
your fundamentals. 

 
In our day-to-day life, we come across various 
examination results such as school exam results, 
competitive exam results, college semester exam 
results, etc.the technologies used in the creation of a 
quiz maker are HTML, CSS, JavaScript Software 
Requirements and Visual Studio Code.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 In this program [Quiz App with Timer], there are 

three layers or boxes, and these boxes shown one 
by one on a particular button clicked. At first, on the 
webpage, there is shown a button labeled as “Start 
Quiz” and when you clicked on that button, then the 
info box appears with popup animation. 
 

 In this infobox, there are some rules of the quiz and 
two buttons labeled as “Exit” and “Continue”. When 
you clicked on the Exit button, the info box will be 
hidden but when you clicked on the Continue 
button, then the Quiz Box appears. 

 
 In the Quiz Box, there is a header with a title on the 

left side and a timer box on the right side. This timer 
starts decrement from 15 to 0 sec and there is also 
shown a timeline indicator that is sliding from the 
left to right side according to the timer. If the user 
selects an option between 15 to 0 sec, the timer will 
be stopped and all available options will be 
disabled. 
 

 If the user selected option is correct, the selected 
option color, background color changed to green 
and there is also shown the tick icon to inform the 
user that the selected answer is correct. If the user 
selects an option that is incorrect, the selected 
option color, background color changed to red and 
there is shown the cross icon to inform the user that 
the selected option is incorrect and the correct 
option will be automatically selected. 
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 If the user doesn’t select an option between 15 to 0 
sec, the timer will be stopped once it comes in 0 
and the correct option of that question will be 
selected automatically. After that, there is the next 
button to show the next question, and there is a 
total of five questions on this Quiz. 
 

 In the end, the result box will be appeared and 
shown the user score and two buttons [Replay 
Quiz, Quit Quiz], if the user clicked on the replay 
quiz button, the quiz will again start with the number 
1 question, and the score of the user will be 0 but if 
the user clicked on the quit quiz button, the current 
window will be reloaded and the quiz starts from the 
begin. 
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SOURCE CODE: 
 
CSS: 
/* importing google fonts */ 

@import 

url('https://fonts.googleapis.com/css2?family=Poppins:wght@200;300;400;500;600

;700&display=swap'); 

*{ 

    margin: 0; 

    padding: 0; 

    box-sizing: border-box; 

    font-family: 'Poppins', sans-serif; 

} 

 

body{ 

    background: #007bff; 

} 

 

::selection{ 

    color: #fff; 

    background: #007bff; 

} 

 

.start_btn, 

.info_box, 

.quiz_box, 

.result_box{ 

    position: absolute; 

    top: 50%; 

    left: 50%; 

    transform: translate(-50%, -50%); 

    box-shadow: 0 4px 8px 0 rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.2),  

                0 6px 20px 0 rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.19); 

} 

 

.info_box.activeInfo, 

.quiz_box.activeQuiz, 

.result_box.activeResult{ 

    opacity: 1; 

    z-index: 5; 

    pointer-events: auto; 

    transform: translate(-50%, -50%) scale(1); 

} 

 

.start_btn button{ 

    font-size: 25px; 

    font-weight: 500; 
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    color: #007bff; 

    padding: 15px 30px; 

    outline: none; 

    border: none; 

    border-radius: 5px; 

    background: #fff; 

    cursor: pointer; 

} 

 

.info_box{ 

    width: 540px; 

    background: #fff; 

    border-radius: 5px; 

    transform: translate(-50%, -50%) scale(0.9); 

    opacity: 0; 

    pointer-events: none; 

    transition: all 0.3s ease; 

} 

 

.info_box .info-title{ 

    height: 60px; 

    width: 100%; 

    border-bottom: 1px solid lightgrey; 

    display: flex; 

    align-items: center; 

    padding: 0 30px; 

    border-radius: 5px 5px 0 0; 

    font-size: 20px; 

    font-weight: 600; 

} 

 

.info_box .info-list{ 

    padding: 15px 30px; 

} 

 

.info_box .info-list .info{ 

    margin: 5px 0; 

    font-size: 17px; 

} 

 

.info_box .info-list .info span{ 

    font-weight: 600; 

    color: #007bff; 

} 

.info_box .buttons{ 

    height: 60px; 

    display: flex; 

    align-items: center; 
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    justify-content: flex-end; 

    padding: 0 30px; 

    border-top: 1px solid lightgrey; 

} 

 

.info_box .buttons button{ 

    margin: 0 5px; 

    height: 40px; 

    width: 100px; 

    font-size: 16px; 

    font-weight: 500; 

    cursor: pointer; 

    border: none; 

    outline: none; 

    border-radius: 5px; 

    border: 1px solid #007bff; 

    transition: all 0.3s ease; 

} 

 

.quiz_box{ 

    width: 550px; 

    background: #fff; 

    border-radius: 5px; 

    transform: translate(-50%, -50%) scale(0.9); 

    opacity: 0; 

    pointer-events: none; 

    transition: all 0.3s ease; 

} 

 

.quiz_box header{ 

    position: relative; 

    z-index: 2; 

    height: 70px; 

    padding: 0 30px; 

    background: #fff; 

    border-radius: 5px 5px 0 0; 

    display: flex; 

    align-items: center; 

    justify-content: space-between; 

    box-shadow: 0px 3px 5px 1px rgba(0,0,0,0.1); 

} 

 

.quiz_box header .title{ 

    font-size: 20px; 

    font-weight: 600; 

} 

 

.quiz_box header .timer{ 
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    color: #004085; 

    background: #cce5ff; 

    border: 1px solid #b8daff; 

    height: 45px; 

    padding: 0 8px; 

    border-radius: 5px; 

    display: flex; 

    align-items: center; 

    justify-content: space-between; 

    width: 145px; 

} 

 

.quiz_box header .timer .time_left_txt{ 

    font-weight: 400; 

    font-size: 17px; 

    user-select: none; 

} 

 

.quiz_box header .timer .timer_sec{ 

    font-size: 18px; 

    font-weight: 500; 

    height: 30px; 

    width: 45px; 

    color: #fff; 

    border-radius: 5px; 

    line-height: 30px; 

    text-align: center; 

    background: #343a40; 

    border: 1px solid #343a40; 

    user-select: none; 

} 

 

.quiz_box header .time_line{ 

    position: absolute; 

    bottom: 0px; 

    left: 0px; 

    height: 3px; 

    background: #007bff; 

} 

 

section{ 

    padding: 25px 30px 20px 30px; 

    background: #fff; 

} 

 

section .que_text{ 

    font-size: 25px; 

    font-weight: 600; 
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} 

 

section .option_list{ 

    padding: 20px 0px; 

    display: block;    

} 

 

section .option_list .option{ 

    background: aliceblue; 

    border: 1px solid #84c5fe; 

    border-radius: 5px; 

    padding: 8px 15px; 

    font-size: 17px; 

    margin-bottom: 15px; 

    cursor: pointer; 

    transition: all 0.3s ease; 

    display: flex; 

    align-items: center; 

    justify-content: space-between; 

} 

 

section .option_list .option:last-child{ 

    margin-bottom: 0px; 

} 

 

section .option_list .option:hover{ 

    color: #004085; 

    background: #cce5ff; 

    border: 1px solid #b8daff; 

} 

 

section .option_list .option.correct{ 

    color: #155724; 

    background: #d4edda; 

    border: 1px solid #c3e6cb; 

} 

 

section .option_list .option.incorrect{ 

    color: #721c24; 

    background: #f8d7da; 

    border: 1px solid #f5c6cb; 

} 

 

section .option_list .option.disabled{ 

    pointer-events: none; 

} 

 

section .option_list .option .icon{ 
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    height: 26px; 

    width: 26px; 

    border: 2px solid transparent; 

    border-radius: 50%; 

    text-align: center; 

    font-size: 13px; 

    pointer-events: none; 

    transition: all 0.3s ease; 

    line-height: 24px; 

} 

.option_list .option .icon.tick{ 

    color: #23903c; 

    border-color: #23903c; 

    background: #d4edda; 

} 

 

.option_list .option .icon.cross{ 

    color: #a42834; 

    background: #f8d7da; 

    border-color: #a42834; 

} 

 

footer{ 

    height: 60px; 

    padding: 0 30px; 

    display: flex; 

    align-items: center; 

    justify-content: space-between; 

    border-top: 1px solid lightgrey; 

} 

 

footer .total_que span{ 

    display: flex; 

    user-select: none; 

} 

 

footer .total_que span p{ 

    font-weight: 500; 

    padding: 0 5px; 

} 

 

footer .total_que span p:first-child{ 

    padding-left: 0px; 

} 

 

footer button{ 

    height: 40px; 

    padding: 0 13px; 
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    font-size: 18px; 

    font-weight: 400; 

    cursor: pointer; 

    border: none; 

    outline: none; 

    color: #fff; 

    border-radius: 5px; 

    background: #007bff; 

    border: 1px solid #007bff; 

    line-height: 10px; 

    opacity: 0; 

    pointer-events: none; 

    transform: scale(0.95); 

    transition: all 0.3s ease; 

} 

 

footer button:hover{ 

    background: #0263ca; 

} 

 

footer button.show{ 

    opacity: 1; 

    pointer-events: auto; 

    transform: scale(1); 

} 

 

.result_box{ 

    background: #fff; 

    border-radius: 5px; 

    display: flex; 

    padding: 25px 30px; 

    width: 450px; 

    align-items: center; 

    flex-direction: column; 

    justify-content: center; 

    transform: translate(-50%, -50%) scale(0.9); 

    opacity: 0; 

    pointer-events: none; 

    transition: all 0.3s ease; 

} 

 

.result_box .icon{ 

    font-size: 100px; 

    color: #007bff; 

    margin-bottom: 10px; 

} 

 

.result_box .complete_text{ 
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    font-size: 20px; 

    font-weight: 500; 

} 

 

.result_box .score_text span{ 

    display: flex; 

    margin: 10px 0; 

    font-size: 18px; 

    font-weight: 500; 

} 

 

.result_box .score_text span p{ 

    padding: 0 4px; 

    font-weight: 600; 

} 

 

.result_box .buttons{ 

    display: flex; 

    margin: 20px 0; 

} 

 

.result_box .buttons button{ 

    margin: 0 10px; 

    height: 45px; 

    padding: 0 20px; 

    font-size: 18px; 

    font-weight: 500; 

    cursor: pointer; 

    border: none; 

    outline: none; 

    border-radius: 5px; 

    border: 1px solid #007bff; 

    transition: all 0.3s ease; 

} 

 

.buttons button.restart{ 

    color: #fff; 

    background: #007bff; 

} 

 

.buttons button.restart:hover{ 

    background: #0263ca; 

} 

 

.buttons button.quit{ 

    color: #007bff; 

    background: #fff; 

} 
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.buttons button.quit:hover{ 

    color: #fff; 

    background: #007bff; 

} 

 
HTML: 
 
<!DOCTYPE HTML> 

<!-- 

    Alpha by HTML5 UP 

    html5up.net | @ajlkn 

    Free for personal and commercial use under the CCA 3.0 license 

(html5up.net/license) 

--> 

<html> 

 

<head> 

    <title>QUIZ MAKER</title> 

    <meta charset="utf-8" /> 

    <meta name="viewport" content="width=device-width, initial-scale=1, user-

scalable=no" /> 

    <link rel="stylesheet" href="assets/css/main.css" /> 

</head> 

 

<body class="landing is-preload"> 

    <div id="page-wrapper"> 

 

        <!-- Header --> 

        <header id="header" class="alt"> 

            <h1><strong>RESPONSIVE DESIGN BY TEAM 39</strong></h1> 

            <nav id="nav"> 

                <ul> 

                    <li><a href="index.html" class="button">Home</a></li> 

                    <li> 

 

                        <ul> 

                            <li><a href="generic.html">Generic</a></li> 

                            <li><a href="contact.html">Contact</a></li> 

                            <li><a href="elements.html">Elements</a></li> 

                            <li> 

                                <a href="#">Submenu</a> 

                                <ul> 

                                    <li><a href="#">Option One</a></li> 

                                    <li><a href="#">Option Two</a></li> 

                                    <li><a href="#">Option Three</a></li> 
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                                    <li><a href="#">Option Four</a></li> 

                                </ul> 

                            </li> 

                        </ul> 

                    </li> 

                    <li><a href="#" class="button">Sign Up</a></li> 

                </ul> 

            </nav> 

        </header> 

 

        <!-- Banner --> 

        <section id="banner"> 

            <h1 

                style="font-size:25px; color:rgb(255, 255, 255); font-

family:Georgia, 'Times New Roman', Times, serif; font-size:300%; text-

align:center;"> 

                QUIZ MAKER</h1> 

            <p>TEST IT YOURSELF</p> 

            <ul class="actions special"> 

                <li><a 

href="https://www.amazon.in/s?k=web+development+books&hvadid=82463544693177&hv

bmt=be&hvdev=c&hvqmt=e&tag=msndeskstdin-21&ref=pd_sl_5jnhiz4qp4_e" 

                        class="button">BOOKS</a></li> 

                <li><a href="https://www.w3schools.com/" 

class="button">REFERENCES </a></li> 

            </ul> 

        </section> 

 

        <!-- Main --> 

        <section id="main" class="container"> 

 

            <section class="box special"> 

                <header class="major"> 

                    <h2 style="font-size:25px; color:rgb(17, 17, 14); font-

family:Verdana, Geneva, Tahoma, sans-serif; font-size:250%; text-

align:center;"> 

                        <strong>Introducing the ultimate <span>Quiz 

maker</span></strong> 

                    </h2> 

                    <ul> 

                        <li><b>This website is used to prepare for competitive 

exams.</b></li> 

                        <li><b>Each question has a time limit of 15 

sec</b></li> 

                    </ul> 

                </header> 

 

            </section> 
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            <section class="box special features"> 

                <div class="features-row"> 

                    <section> 

                        <span class="icon solid major fa-bolt accent2"></span> 

                        <a href="index2.html" class="button">HTML5</a> 

 

                    </section> 

                    <section> 

                        <span class="icon solid major fa-chart-area 

accent3"></span> 

                        <a href="index3.html" class="button">CSS3</a> 

 

                    </section> 

                </div> 

                <div class="features-row"> 

                    <section> 

                        <span class="icon solid major fa-cloud 

accent4"></span> 

                        <a href="index4.html" class="button">JAVASCRIPT</a> 

 

                    </section> 

                    <section> 

                        <span class="icon solid major fa-lock accent5"></span> 

                        <a href="index5.html" class="button">DJANGO</a> 

 

                    </section> 

                </div> 

            </section> 

 

            <div class="row"> 

                <div class="col-6 col-12-narrower"> 

 

 

                </div> 

                <div class="col-6 col-12-narrower"> 

 

                </div> 

            </div> 

 

        </section> 

 

        <!-- CTA --> 

        <section id="cta"> 

 

            <h2>Sign up for QUIZ MAKER</h2> 

 

            <form> 
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                <div class="row gtr-50 gtr-uniform"> 

                    <div class="col-8 col-12-mobilep"> 

                        <input type="email" name="email" id="email" 

placeholder="Email Address" /> 

                    </div> 

                    <div class="col-4 col-12-mobilep"> 

                        <input type="submit" value="Sign Up" class="fit" /> 

                    </div> 

                </div> 

            </form> 

 

        </section> 

 

        <!-- Footer --> 

        <footer id="footer"> 

            <ul class="icons"> 

                <li><a href="#" class="icon brands fa-twitter"><span 

class="label">Twitter</span></a></li> 

                <li><a href="#" class="icon brands fa-facebook-f"><span 

class="label">Facebook</span></a></li> 

                <li><a href="#" class="icon brands fa-instagram"><span 

class="label">Instagram</span></a></li> 

                <li><a href="#" class="icon brands fa-github"><span 

class="label">Github</span></a></li> 

                <li><a href="#" class="icon brands fa-dribbble"><span 

class="label">Dribbble</span></a></li> 

                <li><a href="#" class="icon brands fa-google-plus"><span 

class="label">Google+</span></a></li> 

            </ul> 

            <ul class="copyright"> 

                <li>&copy; Untitled. All rights reserved.</li> 

                <li>Design: <a href="http://html5up.net">HTML5 UP</a></li> 

            </ul> 

        </footer> 

 

    </div> 

 

    <!-- Scripts --> 

    <script src="assets/js/jquery.min.js"></script> 

    <script src="assets/js/jquery.dropotron.min.js"></script> 

    <script src="assets/js/jquery.scrollex.min.js"></script> 

    <script src="assets/js/browser.min.js"></script> 

    <script src="assets/js/breakpoints.min.js"></script> 

    <script src="assets/js/util.js"></script> 

    <script src="assets/js/main.js"></script> 

 

</body> 
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</html> 

 

JAVA SCRIPT: 
 
//selecting all required elements 

const start_btn = document.querySelector(".start_btn button"); 

const info_box = document.querySelector(".info_box"); 

const exit_btn = info_box.querySelector(".buttons .quit"); 

const continue_btn = info_box.querySelector(".buttons .restart"); 

const quiz_box = document.querySelector(".quiz_box"); 

const result_box = document.querySelector(".result_box"); 

const option_list = document.querySelector(".option_list"); 

const time_line = document.querySelector("header .time_line"); 

const timeText = document.querySelector(".timer .time_left_txt"); 

const timeCount = document.querySelector(".timer .timer_sec"); 

 

// if startQuiz button clicked 

start_btn.onclick = ()=>{ 

    info_box.classList.add("activeInfo"); //show info box 

} 

 

// if exitQuiz button clicked 

exit_btn.onclick = ()=>{ 

    info_box.classList.remove("activeInfo"); //hide info box 

} 

 

// if continueQuiz button clicked 

continue_btn.onclick = ()=>{ 

    info_box.classList.remove("activeInfo"); //hide info box 

    quiz_box.classList.add("activeQuiz"); //show quiz box 

    showQuetions(0); //calling showQestions function 

    queCounter(1); //passing 1 parameter to queCounter 

    startTimer(15); //calling startTimer function 

    startTimerLine(0); //calling startTimerLine function 

} 

 

let timeValue =  15; 

let que_count = 0; 

let que_numb = 1; 

let userScore = 0; 

let counter; 

let counterLine; 

let widthValue = 0; 

 

const restart_quiz = result_box.querySelector(".buttons .restart"); 

const quit_quiz = result_box.querySelector(".buttons .quit"); 

 

// if restartQuiz button clicked 
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restart_quiz.onclick = ()=>{ 

    quiz_box.classList.add("activeQuiz"); //show quiz box 

    result_box.classList.remove("activeResult"); //hide result box 

    timeValue = 15;  

    que_count = 0; 

    que_numb = 1; 

    userScore = 0; 

    widthValue = 0; 

    showQuetions(que_count); //calling showQestions function 

    queCounter(que_numb); //passing que_numb value to queCounter 

    clearInterval(counter); //clear counter 

    clearInterval(counterLine); //clear counterLine 

    startTimer(timeValue); //calling startTimer function 

    startTimerLine(widthValue); //calling startTimerLine function 

    timeText.textContent = "Time Left"; //change the text of timeText to Time 

Left 

    next_btn.classList.remove("show"); //hide the next button 

} 

 

// if quitQuiz button clicked 

quit_quiz.onclick = ()=>{ 

    window.location.reload(); //reload the current window 

} 

 

const next_btn = document.querySelector("footer .next_btn"); 

const bottom_ques_counter = document.querySelector("footer .total_que"); 

 

// if Next Que button clicked 

next_btn.onclick = ()=>{ 

    if(que_count < questions.length - 1){ //if question count is less than 

total question length 

        que_count++; //increment the que_count value 

        que_numb++; //increment the que_numb value 

        showQuetions(que_count); //calling showQestions function 

        queCounter(que_numb); //passing que_numb value to queCounter 

        clearInterval(counter); //clear counter 

        clearInterval(counterLine); //clear counterLine 

        startTimer(timeValue); //calling startTimer function 

        startTimerLine(widthValue); //calling startTimerLine function 

        timeText.textContent = "Time Left"; //change the timeText to Time Left 

        next_btn.classList.remove("show"); //hide the next button 

    }else{ 

        clearInterval(counter); //clear counter 

        clearInterval(counterLine); //clear counterLine 

        showResult(); //calling showResult function 

    } 

} 
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// getting questions and options from array 

function showQuetions(index){ 

    const que_text = document.querySelector(".que_text"); 

 

    //creating a new span and div tag for question and option and passing the 

value using array index 

    let que_tag = '<span>'+ questions[index].numb + ". " + 

questions[index].question +'</span>'; 

    let option_tag = '<div class="option"><span>'+ questions[index].options[0] 

+'</span></div>' 

    + '<div class="option"><span>'+ questions[index].options[1] 

+'</span></div>' 

    + '<div class="option"><span>'+ questions[index].options[2] 

+'</span></div>' 

    + '<div class="option"><span>'+ questions[index].options[3] 

+'</span></div>'; 

    que_text.innerHTML = que_tag; //adding new span tag inside que_tag 

    option_list.innerHTML = option_tag; //adding new div tag inside option_tag 

     

    const option = option_list.querySelectorAll(".option"); 

 

    // set onclick attribute to all available options 

    for(i=0; i < option.length; i++){ 

        option[i].setAttribute("onclick", "optionSelected(this)"); 

    } 

} 

// creating the new div tags which for icons 

let tickIconTag = '<div class="icon tick"><i class="fas fa-check"></i></div>'; 

let crossIconTag = '<div class="icon cross"><i class="fas fa-

times"></i></div>'; 

 

//if user clicked on option 

function optionSelected(answer){ 

    clearInterval(counter); //clear counter 

    clearInterval(counterLine); //clear counterLine 

    let userAns = answer.textContent; //getting user selected option 

    let correcAns = questions[que_count].answer; //getting correct answer from 

array 

    const allOptions = option_list.children.length; //getting all option items 

     

    if(userAns == correcAns){ //if user selected option is equal to array's 

correct answer 

        userScore += 1; //upgrading score value with 1 

        answer.classList.add("correct"); //adding green color to correct 

selected option 

        answer.insertAdjacentHTML("beforeend", tickIconTag); //adding tick 

icon to correct selected option 

        console.log("Correct Answer"); 
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        console.log("Your correct answers = " + userScore); 

    }else{ 

        answer.classList.add("incorrect"); //adding red color to correct 

selected option 

        answer.insertAdjacentHTML("beforeend", crossIconTag); //adding cross 

icon to correct selected option 

        console.log("Wrong Answer"); 

 

        for(i=0; i < allOptions; i++){ 

            if(option_list.children[i].textContent == correcAns){ //if there 

is an option which is matched to an array answer  

                option_list.children[i].setAttribute("class", "option 

correct"); //adding green color to matched option 

                option_list.children[i].insertAdjacentHTML("beforeend", 

tickIconTag); //adding tick icon to matched option 

                console.log("Auto selected correct answer."); 

            } 

        } 

    } 

    for(i=0; i < allOptions; i++){ 

        option_list.children[i].classList.add("disabled"); //once user select 

an option then disabled all options 

    } 

    next_btn.classList.add("show"); //show the next button if user selected 

any option 

} 

 

function showResult(){ 

    info_box.classList.remove("activeInfo"); //hide info box 

    quiz_box.classList.remove("activeQuiz"); //hide quiz box 

    result_box.classList.add("activeResult"); //show result box 

    const scoreText = result_box.querySelector(".score_text"); 

    if (userScore > 3){ // if user scored more than 3 

        //creating a new span tag and passing the user score number and total 

question number 

        let scoreTag = '<span>and congrats! 🎉, You got <p>'+ userScore 

+'</p> out of <p>'+ questions.length +'</p></span>'; 

        scoreText.innerHTML = scoreTag;  //adding new span tag inside 

score_Text 

    } 

    else if(userScore > 1){ // if user scored more than 1 

        let scoreTag = '<span>and nice 😎, You got <p>'+ userScore +'</p> out 

of <p>'+ questions.length +'</p></span>'; 

        scoreText.innerHTML = scoreTag; 

    } 

    else{ // if user scored less than 1 

        let scoreTag = '<span>and sorry 😐, You got only <p>'+ userScore 

+'</p> out of <p>'+ questions.length +'</p></span>'; 
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        scoreText.innerHTML = scoreTag; 

    } 

} 

 

function startTimer(time){ 

    counter = setInterval(timer, 1000); 

    function timer(){ 

        timeCount.textContent = time; //changing the value of timeCount with 

time value 

        time--; //decrement the time value 

        if(time < 9){ //if timer is less than 9 

            let addZero = timeCount.textContent;  

            timeCount.textContent = "0" + addZero; //add a 0 before time value 

        } 

        if(time < 0){ //if timer is less than 0 

            clearInterval(counter); //clear counter 

            timeText.textContent = "Time Off"; //change the time text to time 

off 

            const allOptions = option_list.children.length; //getting all 

option items 

            let correcAns = questions[que_count].answer; //getting correct 

answer from array 

            for(i=0; i < allOptions; i++){ 

                if(option_list.children[i].textContent == correcAns){ //if 

there is an option which is matched to an array answer 

                    option_list.children[i].setAttribute("class", "option 

correct"); //adding green color to matched option 

                    option_list.children[i].insertAdjacentHTML("beforeend", 

tickIconTag); //adding tick icon to matched option 

                    console.log("Time Off: Auto selected correct answer."); 

                } 

            } 

            for(i=0; i < allOptions; i++){ 

                option_list.children[i].classList.add("disabled"); //once user 

select an option then disabled all options 

            } 

            next_btn.classList.add("show"); //show the next button if user 

selected any option 

        } 

    } 

} 

 

function startTimerLine(time){ 

    counterLine = setInterval(timer, 29); 

    function timer(){ 

        time += 1; //upgrading time value with 1 

        time_line.style.width = time + "px"; //increasing width of time_line 

with px by time value 
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        if(time > 549){ //if time value is greater than 549 

            clearInterval(counterLine); //clear counterLine 

        } 

    } 

} 

 

function queCounter(index){ 

    //creating a new span tag and passing the question number and total 

question 

    let totalQueCounTag = '<span><p>'+ index +'</p> of <p>'+ questions.length 

+'</p> Questions</span>'; 

    bottom_ques_counter.innerHTML = totalQueCounTag;  //adding new span tag 

inside bottom_ques_counter 

} 
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RESULTS 
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CONCLUSIONS 
 

 
 After extensive testing and the final validation, it 

was concluded that the project is successful in 
carrying out all the functionalities mentioned 
throughout this report. 
 

 Online Quiz is a web application. The key concept 
is to minimize the amount of paper and convert all 
forms of documentation to digital form. It can 
observe that the information required can be 
obtained with ease and accuracy in the 
computerized system .The user with minimum 
knowledge about computer can be able to operate 
the system easily. 
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FUTURE SCOPE 
 
 When it comes to Web Development, HTML plays 

very important role since beginning and today 
without HTML, CSS and javascript, website 
development would have been little difficult. 
 

 These are known as future of web Technology. 
 
  JavaScript is extremely popular that it makes 

interactive web pages. In fact, for some people, 
front-end development means JavaScript 
development services. 

 
 According to the trends evaluated by W3Techs, 

JavaScript is the top-notch client-side programming 
language. 
 

 We also hope to implement as an app on various 
other mobile platforms. 
 

 In the future we can place the system on the cloud 
so the maintenance of the data can be more secure 
and efficiently stored. 
 

 Add a feature which tries to enhance or improve the 
students knowledge on the subject from the root 
levels. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

Canteen Application for College is a website that would allow students to place orders online. The 

main objective of the Online Food Ordering System for college canteen is to manage the details 

of menu, items to be added so as to avoid crowding in canteens. 

It manages all the information about menu, Customer, Cart. The project is totally built at 

administrative end and thus only the administrator is guaranteed the access. The purpose of the 

project is to build an application program to reduce the manual work for managing the Food, 

Customer.  

All though there were so many pandemics before Covid-19, the impact Covid-19 has deeply 

affected the food industry and has forced many companies to shut down. 

However, several e-commerce - based companies have different pictures; they have seen rapid 

business growth during pandemic so in this attempt we have created a website for the college 

canteen as it provides a safer option during these times.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

1.1 Problem Statement  

Since most of the colleges have started to reopen and people are going back to their normal 

lives, we have to make sure that all of us follow safety protocols and prevent public 

overcrowding. So it is needed to create a web app that would allow the users to place orders 

online. 

Significance:  

Considering the present situation globally, social distancing has become unavoidable as a 

result providing web application on online mode of ordering is very crucial. 

 

1.2 Background of the Project 

The food service industry is one of the largest in many countries; this sector contributes to the 

creation of a large number of jobs in the economy. Consequently, this industry makes a 

particular contribution to people's socio-economic growth.  

With concerted efforts, e- commerce adaptation may able to sustain this large industry from 

this epidemic. In the current context, one of the major goals of every country is to hold the 

economy. So, foodservice companies have to have their own strategic plan for sales growth. 

 

1.3 Purpose of the Project 

The major purpose of the canteen college application to decrease the crowding in college and 

to display the menu on the respective days and to allow the students, teaching and non-

teaching staff to place orders online. 
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1.4 Methodology 

We designed a website that is capable of displaying the menu and taking orders. The orders 

placed will be added to the cart, and the final bill will be calculated. 

The contact page will allow the user to add feedback or any details about the queries they 

have. 
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2. REQUIREMENT SPECIFICATION 
 

 

2.1 Software Requirements 

 

2.1.1 HTML: 

Hyper Text Markup Language. Hypertext means that the document contains links 

that allow the reader to jump to other places in the document or to another document 

altogether. . It is not a programming language, but rather a language that identifies 

the meaning, purpose, and structure of text within a document. 

 

2.1.2 CSS: 

CSS is a standard style sheet language that is used for describing the layout and 

formatting of web pages. It is designed to separate presentation and content. CSS 

describes how HTML elements are displayed on paper, screen, or in other media. It 

helps you to control the layout of more than one web page at once. 

 

2.1.3 VISUAL STUDIOS: 

Visual Studio Code is an open-source CSS editor software developed by Microsoft. 

It provides built-in support for TypeScript, JavaScript, and Node.js. This CSS editor 

tool offers the IntelliSense feature that provides smart completions based on 

essential modules, variable types, and function definitions. 

 

2.1.4 JAVA SCRIPT: 

JavaScript is a scripting language used to create and control dynamic website 

content, i.e. anything that moves, refreshes, or otherwise changes on your screen 

without requiring you to manually reload a web page. 
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2.2 Hardware Requirements  

 

• Monitor Resolution 1024 X 768 or higher 

• Processor (CPU) with 2 gigahertz (GHz) frequency 

• Internet Connection Broadband 

• A minimum of 2GB RAM 
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3. DESIGN OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEM 
 

3.1 Architecture  
        

In the architecture of the project, we have the home page that would lead us to the menu page, 

contact us page, and the direct options called Click to order and Registration.  

When we select click to order, it will lead us to the menu page and when scrolled down the list of 

items available will be displayed.  

The item is added to cart when it is selected. 

All the items selected will be stored and can be checked when we click your orders. 

The orders that are added can be cleared by selecting clear orders option. 

The final bill will be displayed when the orders are placed and your orders option is selected. 

The menu page would display the menu, allow us to choose items and the chosen items will be 

added to the cart. 

The contact us page will lead us to feedback section where the user can give their feedback and 

necessary changes can be done.  

 

3.2 Features of the Website 

- Displaying the Menu Page 

- To place an order based on the selection  

- Displaying a pop up when 3 items have been added to cart 

- Adding to Cart  

- To calculate the final bill 

- Contact us page for giving feedback 
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4. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEM 
 

4.1 SOURCE CODE 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<head> 

    <title>CBIT CANTEEN</title> 

    <link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" href="css/home.css"> 

    <meta name="viewport" content="width=device-width, initial-scale=1.0"> 

    <link href="https://fonts.googleapis.com/css?family=Flamenco&display=swap" 
rel="stylesheet"> 

    <link rel="stylesheet" 
href="https://cdnjs.cloudflare.com/ajax/libs/animate.css/3.7.2/animate.min.css"> 

    <link rel="stylesheet" href="https://cdnjs.cloudflare.com/ajax/libs/font-
awesome/4.7.0/css/font-awesome.min.css"> 

</head> 

<body> 

    <header> 

        <nav> 

            <div class="row clearfix"> 

                <img src="imgs/logo1.jpeg" class="logo"> 

 

                <ul class="main-nav animated slideInDown" id="check-class"> 

                    <li><a href="Home.html">HOME</a></li> 

                    <li><a href="Menu.html">MENU</a></li> 

 

                    <li><a href="Contact.html">CONTACT US</a></li> 

                </ul> 
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                <a href="#" class="mobile-icon" onclick="slideshow()"> <i class="fa fa-
bars"></i></a> 

            </div> 

        </nav> 

 

        <div class="main-content-header"> 

            <h1> WELCOME TO <span class="colorchange">CBIT CANTEEN</span> </h1> 

            <br><br> 

            <a href="Menu.html" class="btn btn-full"> Click To Order</a> 

            <br><br><br> 

            <a href="register.html" class="btn btn-nav"> Register</a> 

 

        </div> 

    </header> 

 

    <script type="text/javascript"> 

        function slideshow() { 

            var x = document.getElementById('check-class'); 

            if (x.style.display === "none") { 

                x.style.display = "block"; 

            } else { 

                x.style.display = "none"; 

            } 

        } 

    </script> 

</body> 

</html> 
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CSS: 

* { 

    margin: 0px; 

    padding: 0px; 

    box-sizing: border-box; 

} 

 

body { 

    font-size: 20px; 

    overflow-x: hidden; 

    color: white; 

    font-family: 'Flamenco', cursive; 

} 

 

header { 

    background-image: linear-gradient(rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.6), rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.6)), 

url('../imgs/background.jpg'); 

    background-size: cover; 

    background-repeat: no-repeat; 

    background-position: center; 

    height: 100vh; 

} 

 

.clearfix:after { 

    content: "."; 

    visibility: hidden; 

    display: block; 

    height: 0px; 

    clear: both; 

} 
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.row { 

    max-width: 1180px; 

    margin: 0 auto; 

} 

 

.logo { 

    height: 200px; 

    width: auto; 

    float: left; 

    margin-top: 20px; 

    filter: invert( 100%); 

    position: relative; 

    top: 50px; 

} 

 

.main-nav { 

    float: right; 

    margin-top: 60px; 

} 

 

.main-nav li { 

    display: inline-block; 

    list-style: none; 

    margin-left: 40px; 

} 

 

.main-nav li a { 

    padding: 5px 0; 

    color: #fff; 

    text-decoration: none; 

    text-transform: uppercase; 
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    font-size: 90%; 

    font-weight: 100; 

} 

 

.main-nav li a:hover { 

    border-bottom: 2px solid #bf55ec; 

} 

 

.main-content-header { 

    width: 1180px; 

    height: 240px; 

    position: absolute; 

    /border: 1px solid red;/ 

    top: 60%; 

    left: 50%; 

    transform: translate(-50%, -50%); 

} 

 

h1 { 

    color: #fff; 

    font-size: 240%; 

    word-spacing: 5px; 

    letter-spacing: 3px; 

    margin-bottom: 20px; 

    margin-top: 20px; 

    text-transform: uppercase; 

    font-weight: lighter; 

} 

 

.btn { 

    display: inline-block; 
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    padding: 10px 30px; 

    font-weight: lighter; 

    text-decoration: none; 

    text-transform: uppercase; 

    border-radius: 200px; 

    transition: background-color 0.2s, border 0.2s, color 0.2s; 

} 

 

.btn-full { 

    background-color: transparent; 

    color: #ADD8E6; 

    margin-right: 15px; 

    border: 1px solid #ADD8E6; 

} 

 

.btn-full:hover { 

    background-color: #bf55ec; 

} 

 

.btn-nav { 

    background-color: transparent; 

    color: #fff; 

    border: 1px solid #fff; 

} 

 

.btn-nav:hover { 

    background-color: #bf55ec; 

} 

 

.colorchange { 

    animation: colorchangecafe 1s infinite; 
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} 

 

p { 

    color: #fff; 

    font-size: 120%; 

    word-spacing: 5px; 

    letter-spacing: 3px; 

    margin-bottom: 20px; 

    margin-top: 20px; 

    font-weight: bold; 

} 

 

@keyframes colorchangecafe { 

    0% { 

        color: red; 

    } 

    25% { 

        color: #bf55ec; 

    } 

    50% { 

        color: white; 

    } 

    100% { 

        color: #bf55ec; 

    } 

} 

 

.mobile-icon { 

    display: none; 

} 
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////Responsive Queries//// 

 

@media only screen and (max-width: 1180px) { 

    .main-content-header { 

        width: 100%; 

        padding: 0 2%; 

    } 

} 

 

@media only screen and (max-width: 998px) { 

    h1 { 

        font-size: 200%; 

    } 

    p { 

        font-size: 70%; 

    } 

} 

 

@media only screen and (max-width: 768px) { 

    h1 { 

        font-size: 180%; 

    } 

    p { 

        font-size: 70%; 

    } 

    .main-nav { 

        display: none; 

    } 

    .mobile-icon { 

        display: inline-block; 

        color: #fff; 
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        float: right; 

        margin-top: 30px; 

        margin-right: 20px; 

    } 

    .main-nav { 

        float: left; 

    } 

    .main-nav li { 

        display: block; 

        margin-top: 10px; 

    } 

} 

 

@media only screen and (max-width: 480px) { 

    .btn-full { 

        margin-bottom: 20px; 

    } 

    h1 { 

        font-size: 160%; 

    } 

    p { 

        font-size: 70%; 

    } 

} 

Java Script: 

var shoppingCart = (function() { 

    // ============================= 

    // Private methods and propeties 

    // ============================= 

    cart = []; 
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    function Item(name, price, count) { 

        this.name = name; 

        this.price = price; 

        this.count = count; 

    } 

 

    // Save cart 

    function saveCart() { 

        sessionStorage.setItem('shoppingCart', JSON.stringify(cart)); 

    } 

    function loadCart() { 

        cart = JSON.parse(sessionStorage.getItem('shoppingCart')); 

    } 

    if (sessionStorage.getItem("shoppingCart") != null) { 

        loadCart(); 

    } 

    var obj = {}; 

 

    // Add to cart 

    obj.addItemToCart = function(name, price, count) { 

            for (var item in cart) { 

                if (cart[item].name === name) { 

                    cart[item].count++; 

                    saveCart(); 

                    return; 

                } 
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            } 

            var item = new Item(name, price, count); 

            cart.push(item); 

            saveCart(); 

        } 

        // Set count from item 

    obj.setCountForItem = function(name, count) { 

        for (var i in cart) { 

            if (cart[i].name === name) { 

                cart[i].count = count; 

                break; 

            } 

        } 

    }; 

    // Remove item from cart 

    obj.removeItemFromCart = function(name) { 

        for (var item in cart) { 

            if (cart[item].name === name) { 

                cart[item].count--; 

                if (cart[item].count === 0) { 

                    cart.splice(item, 1); 

                } 

                break;}} 

        saveCart();} 

    // Remove all items from cart 

    obj.removeItemFromCartAll = function(name) { 

        for (var item in cart) { 
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            if (cart[item].name === name) { 

                cart.splice(item, 1); 

                break;}} 

        saveCart();} 

    // Clear cart 

    obj.clearCart = function() { 

        cart = []; 

        saveCart(); } 

    // Count cart  

    obj.totalCount = function() { 

        var totalCount = 0; 

        for (var item in cart) { 

            totalCount += cart[item].count;} 

        return totalCount;} 

    // Total cart 

    obj.totalCart = function() { 

        var totalCart = 0; 

        for (var item in cart) { 

            totalCart += cart[item].price * cart[item].count; } 

        return Number(totalCart.toFixed(2));} 

// List cart 

    obj.listCart = function() { 

        var cartCopy = []; 

        for (i in cart) { 

            item = cart[i]; 

            itemCopy = {}; 

            for (p in item) { 
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                itemCopy[p] = item[p]; 

            } 

            itemCopy.total = Number(item.price * item.count).toFixed(2); 

            cartCopy.push(itemCopy)  } 

        return cartCopy; 

    } 

    return obj; 

})(); 

// Triggers / Events 

// Add item 

$('.add-to-cart').click(function(event) { 

    event.preventDefault(); 

    var name = $(this).data('name'); 

    var price = Number($(this).data('price')); 

    shoppingCart.addItemToCart(name, price, 1); 

    displayCart(); 

}); 

// Clear items 

$('.clear-cart').click(function() { 

    shoppingCart.clearCart(); 

    displayCart(); 

}); 

function displayCart() { 

    var cartArray = shoppingCart.listCart(); 

    var output = ""; 

    for (var i in cartArray) { 

        output += 
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            "<tr>" + 

            "<td>" + 

            cartArray[i].name + 

            "</td>" + 

            "<td>(" + 

            cartArray[i].price + 

            ")</td>" + 

            "<td><div class='input-group'><button class='minus-item input-group-addon btn btn-
primary' data-name=" + 

            cartArray[i].name + 

            ">-</button>" + 

            "<input type='number' class='item-count form-control' data-name='" + 

            cartArray[i].name + 

            "' value='" + 

            cartArray[i].count + 

            "'>" + 

            "<button class='plus-item btn btn-primary input-group-addon' data-name=" + 

            cartArray[i].name + 

            ">+</button></div></td>" + 

            "<td><button class='delete-item btn btn-danger' data-name=" + 

            cartArray[i].name + 

            ">X</button></td>" + 

            " = " + 

            "<td>" + 

            cartArray[i].total + 

            "</td>" + 

            "</tr>"; } 
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    $('.show-cart').html(output); 

    $('.total-cart').html(shoppingCart.totalCart()); 

    $('.total-count').html(shoppingCart.totalCount());} 

$('.show-cart').on("click", ".delete-item", function(event) { 

    var name = $(this).data('name') 

    shoppingCart.removeItemFromCartAll(name); 

    displayCart();}) 

$('.show-cart').on("click", ".minus-item", function(event) { 

        var name = $(this).data('name') 

        shoppingCart.removeItemFromCart(name); 

        displayCart(); } 

$('.show-cart').on("click", ".plus-item", function(event) { 

    var name = $(this).data('name') 

    shoppingCart.addItemToCart(name); 

    displayCart(); 

}) 

// Item count input 

$('.show-cart').on("change", ".item-count", function(event) { 

    var name = $(this).data('name'); 

    var count = Number($(this).val()); 

    shoppingCart.setCountForItem(name, count); 

    displayCart(); 

}); 

displayCart(); 
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5. RESULTS 
 

 

Fig 5.1 Home page would lead us to the menu page, contact us page, and the direct options like Click to order and 
Registration. 

 

 

 

Fig 5.2 Menu Page would display the menu, allow us to choose items and the chosen items will be added to the 

cart. 
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Fig 5.3 Displaying of Menu, The menu has different sub menus for vegetarian, non vegetarian, breakfast and the 
price and name of the item is displayed. 

 

 

 

Fig 5.4 Displaying final bill, The items that are added to the cart are displayed and the quantity of the items can be 
increased or decreased accordingly and by pressing on the red cross mark the item will be removed. 
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Fig 5.5 Contact us page will lead us to feedback section where the user can give their feedback and necessary 
changes can be done by the administrator. 
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6. CONCLUSION 
 
 
6.1 Conclusion 
 

Finally, in College canteen application, we have developed secure, user-friendly food 

ordering Management System. This System can take care of each member whether it is an 

Administrator or Customer. This system will help in reducing the labour and provide more 

facility for Customer to like the services.  

This website would allow the user to check the menu for the day and order food online. 

Living in the digital world, a website is crucial for any business. 

A website can be used to accomplish many different marketing strategies to help your 

business grow. The web has a far more extensive reach than any other form of advertising. 

A website is also important because it helps to establish credibility as a business. 

So online ordering system in colleges would help avoid crowding of people in canteens 

further ensuring the safety of citizens. 

 
6.2 Future scope 
 

 Online payment system can be added 

 User order history  

 Sms notifications to those who ordered food 

 User authentication 
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ABSTRACT

Ghumo Hyderabad is a staticwebsitewhich helps you travel around Hyderabad and also helps you book
a taxi or listen to music or read books while traveling .

In this website the user is provided with three buttons which would represent music , books and taxi.
Using these buttons user could easily access the services provided.

This webpage also provides users with the knowledge of best travel spots in and around Hyderabad . it
also provides information about best resorts and shopping areas .
It is in short a perfect place to find all relevant information about Hyderabad
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Problem Definition including the significance and objective
Traveling has become essential in everyone’s life either by choice or out of choice. Sometimes for

better job or sometime for fun but knowing the place where we have moved to would always be

everybody’s interest. So Ghumo Hyderabad is a place which would help people travel around

Hyderabad.

1.2 Methodology
We made a static web page for mobile as well as desktop where the user is provided with three

buttons which would represent music , books and taxi. Using these buttons user could easily access
the services provided.
This webpage also provides users with the knowledge of best travel spots in and

around Hyderabad . it also provides information about best resorts and shopping areas

1.3 Outline of Results

User is able to have a better experience of traveling over the city.

1.4 Future scopeof theproject

It can be made into app in which more feature can be added such as planning a trip in provided
budget and limited days.
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2. LITERATURE SURVEY

A Tour Guide is important to plan your trips properly without any surprises about the new
place. They are required because they help organize, manage and plan the whole trip for you so that
you can just concentrate on enjoying the destination and leave everything else on them.

2.1 APPLICATONS:

- Will get knowledge about places you didn’t have idea about

- All places and travel spots are places at a place which would help easy panning

- Also provides user with an option to book a cab, listen to music and read books

- Could compare and travel the best possible destinations in limited amount of time
.

2.2 Tools and Technologies used :

Software Requirements:

• Operating System: Any OS with python installed

• Langauge: python3

• Technology used

- HTML

- CSS
HardwareRequirements:

• Monitor Resolution 1024 X 768 or higher

• Processor (CPU) with 2 gigahertz (GHz) frequency

• Internet Connection Broadband

• A minimum of 2GB RAM
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3. DESIGN OF PROPOSED SYSTEM

Logo location

Book a taxi know about places around

Read a book

This is the navigation bar which would help us explore the web page

(It would tell us almost all the things we could find on the web page)
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4.IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEM

Front End:
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>
<body>
<p> <text-aling:center> <b><u> <i> <H1>TRAVEL SPOTS arround HYDERABAD</H1></i></u></b></text-
aling:center> </p>
<a href="https://www.hyderabadtourism.travel/chowmahalla-palace-hyderabad"><img src="palace.jpeg"></a>
<a href="https://www.hyderabadtourism.travel/snow-world-hyderabad"><img src="snowworld.jpeg"></a>
<a href="https://www.hyderabadtourism.travel/chilkur-balaji-temple-hyderabad"><img src="whatsapp-image-
2021-11-04-at-8.22.07-pm-4.jpeg"></a>
<a href="https://www.hyderabadtourism.travel/ocean-park-hyderabad"><img src="whatsapp-image-2021-11-04-at-
8.22.30-pm-3.jpeg"></a>
<a href="https://www.hyderabadtourism.travel/indira-park-hyderabad"><img src="whatsapp-image-2021-11-04-at-
8.22.54-pm-2.jpeg"></a>
<a href="https://www.hyderabadtourism.travel/mecca-masjid-hyderabad"><img src="whatsapp-image-2021-11-04-
at-8.23.17-pm-2.jpeg"></a>
<a href="https://www.hyderabadtourism.travel/sanghi-temple-hyderabad"><img src="whatsapp-image-2021-11-04-
at-8.23.41-pm-3.jpeg"></a>
<a href="https://www.hyderabadtourism.travel/mount-opera-theme-park-hyderabad"><img src="whatsapp-image-
2021-11-04-at-8.24.12-pm-3.jpeg"></a>
<a href="https://www.hyderabadtourism.travel/birla-planetarium-hyderabad"><img src="whatsapp-image-2021-11-
04-at-8.24.33-pm-3.jpeg"></a>
<a href="https://www.hyderabadtourism.travel/golconda-fort-hyderabad"><img src="golconda-pic-4.jpg"></a>
<a href="https://www.hyderabadtourism.travel/durgam-cheruvu-hyderabad"><img src="durgam-cheruvu-
4.jpg"></a>
<a href="https://www.hyderabadtourism.travel/jalvihar-hyderabad"><img src="jalvihar-4.jpg"></a>
<a href="https://www.hyderabadtourism.travel/kbr-national-park-hyderabad"><img src="kbr-3.jpg"></a>
<a href="https://www.hyderabadtourism.travel/ramoji-film-city-hyderabad"><img src="ramoji-3.jpg"></a>
<a href="https://www.hyderabadtourism.travel/salar-jung-museum-hyderabad"><img src="salarjung-museum-
3.jpg"></a>
<a href="https://www.hyderabadtourism.travel/charminar-hyderabad"><img src="whatsapp-image-2021-11-04-at-
2.48.45-pm-3.jpeg"></a>
<a href="https://www.hyderabadtourism.travel/hussain-sagar-lake-hyderabad"><img src="whatsapp-image-2021-
11-04-at-2.48.43-pm-4.jpeg"></a>
<br>
<br>
<br>
<br>
<p> <text-aling:center> <b><u> <i> <H1>RESORTS arround HYDERABAD</H1></i></u></b></text-
aling:center> </p>
<img src="resorts 1.JPG" alt="Flowers in Chania">
<img src="resort 2.JPG" alt="Flowers in Chania">
<img src="resort 3.JPG" alt="Flowers in Chania">
<img src="resort 4.JPG" alt="Flowers in Chania">
<img src="resort 5.JPG" alt="Flowers in Chania">
<img src="resort 6.JPG" alt="Flowers in Chania">
<img src="resort 7.JPG" alt="Flowers in Chania">
<img src="resort 8.JPG" alt="Flowers in Chania">
<img src="resort 9.JPG" alt="Flowers in Chania">
<img src="resort 10.JPG" alt="Flowers in Chania">
</body>
</html>
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5 .RESULTS/OUTPUTS

1.1 home page

clicking on each picture would give information about the
tourist spot.
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1.2 tourist spots

1.3 top resorts in Hyderabad
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1.4 top malls of Hyderabad
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6.CONCLUSIONS

Working with swecha was a whole new experience and was appreciable as we got to work with

really informative mentors and supportive team members. We did face issues like time constrains and lack

of needed skills, but as we know where there is a will we tend to find the way, we worked together,

supported and encouraged each other and learnt new skills and managed with time

In future version of the web page we can:

- Add a ML algorithm which would suggest places one after another

- We could also add an algorithm which would plan budget

- We could extend the page for places more than Hyderabad

- We can also add booking of hotels and flight or train tickets
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ABSTRACT

Data science is an interdisciplinary field that uses scientific methods, processes,
algorithms and systems to extract knowledge and insights from noisy, structured
and unstructured data and apply knowledge and actionable insights from data
across a broad range of application domains.

APPROACH

Why Is Data Science Important:

Data Science enables companies to efficiently understand gigantic data from
multiple sources and derive valuable insights to make smarter data-driven
decisions. Data Science is widely used in various industry domains, including
marketing, healthcare, finance, banking, policy work, and more. That explains
why Data Science is important.

Data is a precious asset of any organization. It helps firms understand and
enhance their processes, thereby saving time and money. Wastage of time and
money, such as a terrible advertising decision, can deplete resources and
severely impact a business.
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INTRODUCTION:
Data science is a concept to unify statistics, data analysis, informatics, and their
related methods in order to understand and analyze actual phenomena with data.
It uses techniques and theories drawn from many fields within the context of
mathematics, statistics, computer science, information science, and domain
knowledge. However, data science is different from computer science and
information science.

TOPICS :
i) Understanding the Statistics for Data Science.
ii) Predictive Modelling.

Understanding the Statistics for Data Science :
Statistics, as an academic and professional discipline, is the collection,

analysis and interpretation of data. Professionals who work with statistics also
have to be able to communicate their findings. As such, statistics is a
fundamental tool of data scientists, who are expected to gather and analyze large
amounts of structured and unstructured data and report on their findings.

Data is raw information, and data scientists learn how to mine it, according to
Data Science Central. Data scientists use a combination of statistical formulas
and computer algorithms to notice patterns and trends within data. Then, they
use their knowledge of social sciences and a particular industry or sector to
interpret the meaning of those patterns and how they apply to real-world
situations. The purpose is to generate value for a business or organization.

According to Elite Data Science,

A data science educational platform, data scientists need to understand the
fundamental concepts of descriptive statistics and probability theory, which
include the key concepts of probability distribution, statistical significance,
hypothesis testing and regression.
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a) Descriptive Statistics:
Descriptive statistics is a way of analyzing and identifying the basic features of
a data set. Descriptive statistics provide summaries and descriptions of the data,
as well as a way to visualize the data. A lot of raw information is difficult to
review, summarize and communicate. With descriptive statistics, you can
present the data in a meaningful way.

Important analyses in descriptive statistics include normal distribution central
tendency (the mean, median, and mode), variability (25%, 50%, 75% quartiles),
variance, standard deviation, modality.

Descriptive statistics are separate from inferential statistics. Descriptive
statistics show what the data is and inferential statistics are used to reach
conclusions and draw inferences from the data.

b) Probability Theory:
Probability theory is a branch of mathematics that measures the likelihood of a
random event occurring. A random experiment is a physical situation with an
outcome that can’t be predicted until it’s observed. Like flipping a coin.
Probability is a quantifiable number between zero and one that measures the
likelihood of a certain event happening. The higher the probability, the more
likely it is to happen. The probability of flipping a coin is 0.5 since landing on
heads or tails is equally likely.

Probability looks at what might happen based on a large amount of data —
when an experiment is repeated over and over. It doesn’t make any conclusions
regarding what might happen to a specific person or in a specific situation.
Statistical formulas related to probability are used in many ways, including
actuarial charts for insurance companies, the likelihood of the occurrence of a
genetic disease, political polling and clinical trials.
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Predictive Modelling:

Spectrum of Business Analytics:

The above figure shows the The domain of Analytics starts from answering a
simple question – What happened? This activity is typically known as reporting.

There are various kinds of techniques mainly:
1. MIS(Management Information System).

2. Detective Analysis.

3. Dash boarding.

4. Predictive Modelling.

5. Forecasting.

6. Big Data
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i. MIS(Management information system):
Management information system is used to track what is happening in an

organization.

Ex: Banks Report, anything which has happened in the past is typically referred
to MIS.

The above table shows the data of states i.e Mumbai, Pune, Nasik, Indore,etc
and regions for these shows Business sourced, Bad quality and Rejection score.
This describes how management information system is used what is happening
in an organization. We can know which state is producing more and which has
the highest rejection score.

ii. Detective Analysis:
Detective Analysis is used in comparing any differences in values or

parameters so to do this we need to go back to the data and start building
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various hypothesis about why a particular thing is happening. Detective
Analysis is complex and adds value to organization.

iii. Dash boarding:
A data dashboard is a tool business use to help track, analyze, and

display data, usually to gain deeper insight into the overall well-being of the
organization. Behind the scenes, dashboards connect all kinds of different
metrics, data sources, APIs, and services—and they help companies extract
relevant information from those sources and display it in user-friendly ways.

The above figure shows the Analysis of average sales by month.We can see the
number of purchases done by the customers monthly wise and we can see the
Total sales,Total profits in bar graph accordingly to months.
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iv. Predictive Modelling:
Predictive Modeling is the use of data and statistics to predict the

outcome of the data models. This prediction finds its utility in almost all areas
from sports, to TV ratings, corporate earnings, and technological advances.
Predictive modeling is also called predictive analytics. With the help of
predictive analytics, we can connect data to effective action about the current
conditions and future events. Also, we can enable the business to exploit
patterns and which are found in historical data to identify potential risks and
opportunities before they occur.

Ex: Trading Agencies use Predictive Modelling for analysing a company before
investing.

v. Forecasting:
Forecasting is a process of predicting or estimating the future based on past and
present data. Forecasting can be key when deciding whether to build a dam, or a
power generation plant in the next few years based on forecasts of future
demand.For example, forecasts of electricity demand can be highly accurate
because all three conditions are usually satisfied. We have a good idea of the
contributing factors: electricity demand is driven largely by temperatures, with
smaller effects for calendar variation such as holidays, and economic conditions.
Provided there is a sufficient history of data on electricity demand and weather
conditions, and we have the skills to develop a good model linking electricity
demand and the key driver variables, the forecasts can be remarkably accurate.

Example: How many passengers can we expect in a given flight?

How many customers can we expect in next hour?
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The above report shows the forecasting of passengers count for next year by
analysing the past and present data in years and trying to figure how many
passengers board the flight and the forecast has a Lower bound and Upper
bound which is the minimum and maximum count of passengers.

vi. Big Data:

Big Data is a collection of data that is huge in volume, yet growing
exponentially with time. It is a data with so large size and complexity that
none of traditional data management tools can store it or process it
efficiently. Big data is also a data but with huge size.

Types of Big Data:

1. Structured Data.

2. Unstructured Data.

3. Semi-Structured Data.
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STRUCTED DATA:

Any data that can be stored, accessed and processed in the form of fixed
format is termed as a ‘structured’ data. (where the format is well known in
advance) and also deriving value out of it.

Data stored in a relational database management system is one example of
a ‘structured’ data.

Examples Of Structured Data:
An ‘Employee’ table in a database is an example of Structured Data.

The above table shows the employees with desg,salary and employee
number.

UNSTRUCTURED DATA :

Any data with unknown form or the structure is classified as unstructured
data. In addition to the size being huge, un-structured data poses multiple
challenges in terms of its processing for deriving value out of it.

A typical example of unstructured data is a heterogeneous data source
containing a combination of simple text files, images, videos etc.
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The above picture shows the output returned by google search.

SEMI-STRUCTURED DATA:

Semi-structured data can contain both the forms of data. We can see semi-
structured data as a structured in form but it is actually not defined with e.g. a
table definition in relational DBMS. Example of semi-structured data is a data
represented in an XML file.

Examples Of Semi-structured Data:

Personal data stored in an XML file:-

<rec><name>Prashant Rao</name><sex>Male</sex><age>35</age></rec>
<rec><name>Seema R.</name><sex>Female</sex><age>41</age></rec>
<rec><name>Satish Mane</name><sex>Male</sex><age>29</age></rec>
<rec><name>Subrato Roy</name><sex>Male</sex><age>26</age></rec>
<rec><name>Jeremiah J.</name><sex>Male</sex><age>35</age></rec>

The above code snippet shows the personal data stored in XML file consisting
of name, sex, age and details of them.
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CONCLUSION:
Data science education is well into its formative stages of development and it
is evolving into a self-supporting discipline and producing professionals with
distinct and complementary skills.

Data science can add value to any business who can use their data well.
From statistics and insights across workflows and hiring new candidates.

We conclude that Data Science is the backbone of data-intensive companies.
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1)It is to write a program to move elements. 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<head> 

<script type="text/javascript"> 

function moveIt(mov,newTop,newLeft) 

{ 

var x=document.getElementById(mov).style; 

x.top=newTop+"px"; 

x.left=newLeft+"px"; 

} 

</script> 

<body> 

<form action=""> 

<p> 

<label> 

x coordinate: 

<input type="text" id="left" size="3"/> 

</label> 

<br/> 

<label> 

y coordinate: 

<input type="text" id="top" size="3"/> 

</label> 

<br/> 

<input type="button" value="Move" 

onclick="moveIt('image',document.getElementById('top').value,document.getE

lementById('left').value)"/> 

</p> 

</form> 

<div id="image" style="position:absolute;top:100px;left:0px"> 

<img src="smiley.gif" alt="not displayed" height="100" width="100"/> 

<p>cbit</p> 
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</div> 

</body> 

</html> 

2) It is write a program to handle the mouse events. 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

    <head> 

        <title>Mouse Handling Events</title> 

        <script> 

            function bigImg(x) { 

              x.style.height = "256px"; 

              x.style.width = "256px"; 

            } 

             

            function normalImg(x) { 

              x.style.height = "128px"; 

              x.style.width = "128px"; 

            } 

            function mouseDown() { 

                document.getElementById("Adi").style.color = "red"; 

            } 

            function mouseUp() { 

                document.getElementById("Adi").style.color = "green"; 

            } 
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        </script> 

    </head> 

    <body> 

        <p>Onclick() - </p> 

        <button type = "button" onclick="this.innerHTML = 'Hi!!'">Click 

here!</button> 

        <p>Onmouseover() & Onmouseout() - </p> 

        <img onmouseover="bigImg(this)" onmouseout="normalImg(this)" 

src="pic 1.jpg" alt="Scenary" width="20%" height="20%"> 

        <p>Onmouseup() and Onmousedown()</p>  

        <p id = "Adi" onmouseup="mouseUp()" 

onmousedown="mouseDown()">Click the text!</p>  

    </body> 

</html>  

3) It is to write a program to do form validation using Django. 

Models.py 

from django.db import models  

# Create your models here. 

class Feedback(models.Model): 

   Rollno=models.IntegerField() 

   Name=models.CharField(max_length=40) 

   Marks=models.FloatField() 

   Feedback=models.CharField(max_length=30) 

Views.py 
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from django.shortcuts import render 

from .import forms 

# Create your views here. 

def fD(request): 

   form = forms.Ff() 

   if request.method=='POST': 

       form = forms.Ff(request.POST) 

       if form.is_valid(): 

           form.save(commit=True) 

   return render(request,'input.html',{'form':form}) 

admin.py 

from django.shortcuts import render 

from .import forms 

# Create your views here. 

def fD(request): 

   form = forms.Ff() 

   if request.method=='POST': 

       form = forms.Ff(request.POST) 

       if form.is_valid(): 

           form.save(commit=True) 

   return render(request,'input.html',{'form':form}) 

forms.py 

from django import forms 
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from modelapp.models import Feedback 

class Ff(forms.ModelForm): 

   class Meta: 

       model=Feedback 

       fields='__all__' 

4) Develop an application to create a photo gallery using Bootstrap 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<head> 

<link rel="stylesheet" href="bootstrap.css"> 

<style> 

img{ 

    height: 300px; 

    width: 350px; 

} 

</style> 

</head> 

<body> 

    <h1 align="center">Photo Gallery</h1> 

<!-- Gallery --> 

<div class="row"> 

  <div class="col-lg-4 col-md-12 mb-4 mb-lg-0"> 

    <img src="tulips.jpg" alt="no image"/> 

    <img src="rose.jpg" alt="no image"/> 
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    <img src="roseorange.jpg" alt="no image"/> 

    <img src="flo3.jpg" alt="no image"/> 

  </div> 

    <div class="col-lg-4 col-md-12 mb-4 mb-lg-0"> 

      <img src="sunflower.jpg" alt="no image"/> 

      <img src="flower4.jpg" alt="no image"/> 

      <img src="flower3.jpg" alt="no image"/> 

      <img src="rrr3.jpg" alt="no image"/> 

    </div> 

</div></body> 

<!-- Gallery --> 

5) Demonstrate export operation 

function add(a,b){ 

    return a+b 

} 

function sub(a,b){ 

    return a-b 

} 

 

function bank_credentials(){ 

    console.log("Hello") 

 

} 

 

exports.mul_exp=function mul(a,b){ 

    bank_credentials() 

    return a*b 

} 

 

module.exports.add_exp=add 

exports.sub_exp=sub 
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6) File Handling in node.js 

var h1= require("fs") 

 

h1.writeFile('sample.js','console.log("Hello")', 

                                    function(err){console.log("Done")}) 

 

h1.appendFile('sample.js','console.log("Hello 123")', 

                            function(err){console.log("Hi in append")}) 

 

h1.readFile('sample.js','utf-8',function(err,data){console.log(  data)}) 

 

h1.unlink('sample.js',function(err){console.log("Hi i am in delete")}) 
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12/10/22, 1:41 PM C.B.I.T Mail - Final Shortlist | DuPont IT Internship Program 2023

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ik=1867fd42b4&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1751643270095495737&simpl=msg-f%3A17516432700… 1/2

Placements HEAD <placements@cbit.ac.in>

Final Shortlist | DuPont IT Internship Program 2023
Mahendrakar, Saikiran <saikiran.mahendrakar@dupont.com> Thu, Dec 8, 2022 at 4:29 PM
To: "placements@cbit.ac.in" <placements@cbit.ac.in>, kiran nagarapu <ugs19160_it.kiran@cbit.ac.in>
Cc: "Reji, Richa" <richa.reji@dupont.com>, "hr@cbit.ac.in" <hr@cbit.ac.in>, "principal@cbit.ac.in" <principal@cbit.ac.in>

Dear Dr. NLN REDDY Sir,

 

Hope you are doing well.

 

As a part Intern hiring process, we have the below mentioned shortlisted students who will be taken ahead for the Internship Offer process.
Their tentative joining date with DuPont as IT Intern will be 1-Feb-2023. Within a week, these students will receive the DuPont Internship offer
letters.

 

We will be in touch with these students to guide them in this journey.

 

Thank you and look forward to your continued support.

 

SN Name of the Student Phone no. Email ID College / Institute

1 Dineesha Peddineni 6305979682 ugs19126_it.dineesha@cbit.ac.in Chaitanya Bharati Institute of Technology

2 Akshitha Jillella 7075946845 jillella.akshitha@gmail.com Chaitanya Bharati Institute of Technology

3 Mustafa Ahmed 7013918402 ma2k510@gmail.com Chaitanya Bharati Institute of Technology

4 Vijay Chaitanya Reddy Gunturu 9515591579 vijaychaitanaya.51@gmail.com Chaitanya Bharati Institute of Technology

5
Surasani Sai Vardhan Reddy 9390568488

surasanisaivardhan850@gmail.
com Chaitanya Bharati Institute of Technology

6 Sushma Polisetty 7995904594 sushmapolisetty2209@gmail.com Chaitanya Bharati Institute of Technology

7 Srija Kotha 9177600981 srijakotha.24@gmail.com Chaitanya Bharati Institute of Technology

8 Doosa Sharan Prabhath 9550730100 ugs19112_it.sharan@cbit.ac.in Chaitanya Bharati Institute of Technology

 

 

 

Regards,
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Saikiran Mahendrakar

Talent Acquisition Consultant

DuPont India

 

 

DuPont Specialty Products (India) Pvt. Ltd.

5-7 Floors, Tower 2.1, Wave Rock Building,

Serilingampally, RR Dist., Hyderabad,

Telangana – 500081, India.

T : +91-40-67077000

M: +91-9703222567

 

Refer N:ow on our Internal Mobility Site  | For more information, see this video

“We bring insights and innovations that address the trends that are shaping our world today, and putting us on a path towards sustainable
development”

This communication is for use by the intended recipient and contains information that may be Privileged, confidential or copyrighted
under applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby formally notified that any use, copying or distribution of this
e-mail,in whole or in part, is strictly prohibited. Please notify the sender by return e-mail and delete this e-mail from your system.
Unless explicitly and conspicuously designated as "E-Contract Intended", this e-mail does not constitute a contract offer, a contract
amendment, or an acceptance of a contract offer. This e-mail does not constitute a consent to the use of sender's contact information
for direct marketing purposes or for transfers of data to third parties.

Francais Deutsch Italiano Espanol Portugues Japanese Chinese Korean

https://www.dupont.com/email-disclaimer.html
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Placements HEAD <placements@cbit.ac.in>

CBIT: Pre Placement Offer status for Oracle Internship 

Priya Venkataraman <priya.venkataraman@oracle.com> Wed, Oct 19, 2022 at 11:48 AM
To: Akshitha Singireddy <akshitha1302@gmail.com>, Placements HEAD <placements@cbit.ac.in>
Cc: Ashok Reddy <ashok.ar.reddy@oracle.com>, Chitra Raghav <chitra.raghav@oracle.com>

 

Dear Placement Team,

 

Many thanks for letting us host your interns this summer. I am pleased to confirm that the below 5 interns has been shortlisted for Pre-Placement offer. I would be grateful if you can please extend our offer to the students listed below
and confirm back by the end of the day tomorrow on their acceptance status.

 

FINAL SELECTS

 

Business Unit – Netsuite

 

Full Name Email(*) Current College Current Degree Current Qualification Current GPA CTC PPO Status

Bhavana Balimidi bhavanabalimidi52@gmail.com Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology  [CBIT], Hyderabad Bachelor of Engineering Computer Science Engineering 9.39 INR 1,797,500 + Applicable Gratuity Yes

Jerusha Grace Kolagani jerushakolagani@gmail.com Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology  [CBIT], Hyderabad Bachelor of Engineering Computer Science Engineering 9.21 INR 1,797,500 + Applicable Gratuity Yes

Sravan Sai Lanka sravansai7777@gmail.com Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology  [CBIT], Hyderabad Bachelor of Engineering Information Technology 9.18 INR 1,797,500 + Applicable Gratuity Yes

Wyshallie Dandu wyshallieverma@gmail.com Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology  [CBIT], Hyderabad Bachelor of Engineering Computer Science Engineering 9.02 INR 1,797,500 + Applicable Gratuity Yes

Pruthvi Nag Gattu gattupruthvinag5@gmail.com Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology  [CBIT], Hyderabad Bachelor of Engineering Computer Science Engineering 8.52 INR 1,797,500 + Applicable Gratuity Yes

 

It has been our pleasure partnering with your institution again this year and I would like to take this opportunity to thank your team for assistance. I look forward to your confirmation of student acceptance by end of the day tomorrow.  

 

 

Priya Venkataraman, Campus Recruitment - 9971007435 
Oracle India Pvt Ltd I Oracle Technology Park I Bannerughatta Road I Bengaluru-560029
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Join the Oracle Talent Network 
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Placements HEAD <placements@cbit.ac.in>

CBIT: Pre Placement Offer status for Oracle Internship 

Priya Venkataraman <priya.venkataraman@oracle.com> Wed, Oct 19, 2022 at 11:48 AM
To: Akshitha Singireddy <akshitha1302@gmail.com>, Placements HEAD <placements@cbit.ac.in>
Cc: Ashok Reddy <ashok.ar.reddy@oracle.com>, Chitra Raghav <chitra.raghav@oracle.com>

 

Dear Placement Team,

 

Many thanks for letting us host your interns this summer. I am pleased to confirm that the below 5 interns has been shortlisted for Pre-Placement offer. I would be grateful if you can please extend our offer to the students listed below
and confirm back by the end of the day tomorrow on their acceptance status.

 

FINAL SELECTS

 

Business Unit – Netsuite

 

Full Name Email(*) Current College Current Degree Current Qualification Current GPA CTC PPO Status

Bhavana Balimidi bhavanabalimidi52@gmail.com Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology  [CBIT], Hyderabad Bachelor of Engineering Computer Science Engineering 9.39 INR 1,797,500 + Applicable Gratuity Yes

Jerusha Grace Kolagani jerushakolagani@gmail.com Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology  [CBIT], Hyderabad Bachelor of Engineering Computer Science Engineering 9.21 INR 1,797,500 + Applicable Gratuity Yes

Sravan Sai Lanka sravansai7777@gmail.com Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology  [CBIT], Hyderabad Bachelor of Engineering Information Technology 9.18 INR 1,797,500 + Applicable Gratuity Yes

Wyshallie Dandu wyshallieverma@gmail.com Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology  [CBIT], Hyderabad Bachelor of Engineering Computer Science Engineering 9.02 INR 1,797,500 + Applicable Gratuity Yes

Pruthvi Nag Gattu gattupruthvinag5@gmail.com Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology  [CBIT], Hyderabad Bachelor of Engineering Computer Science Engineering 8.52 INR 1,797,500 + Applicable Gratuity Yes

 

It has been our pleasure partnering with your institution again this year and I would like to take this opportunity to thank your team for assistance. I look forward to your confirmation of student acceptance by end of the day tomorrow.  

 

 

Priya Venkataraman, Campus Recruitment - 9971007435 
Oracle India Pvt Ltd I Oracle Technology Park I Bannerughatta Road I Bengaluru-560029
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Join the Oracle Talent Network 
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Placements HEAD <placements@cbit.ac.in>

Confirmation regarding the final selects 
2 messages

varsha g <ugs19020_cse.varsha@cbit.org.in> Wed, Aug 3, 2022 at 4:22 PM
To: "placements@cbit.ac.in" <placements@cbit.ac.in>, Ramesh Mudhigiri <ramesh.mudhigiri@servicenow.com>,
"parthiban.bhavanisan@servicenow.com" <parthiban.bhavanisan@servicenow.com>, "director_cdc@cbit.ac.in"
<director_cdc@cbit.ac.in>, shravani koduru <ugs19023_ece.shravani@cbit.org.in>, niharika gundu
<ugs19010_eee.niharika@cbit.org.in>
Cc: Abhinav Shankar <abhinav.shankar@servicenow.com>, Shreya Reddy Gaddam
<shreyareddy.gaddam@servicenow.com>

Respected Sir,
 Thank you for taking your �me and effort to conduct the interviews for our students. I'm wri�ng to
formally inform that all the 7 students have accepted the offer for the Associate So�ware Quality
Engineer role at ServiceNow. 
We are excited to be a part of your team and make notable contribu�ons to it.  

Thanks again,
Varsha, CBIT.

Ramesh Mudigiri <ramesh.mudhigiri@servicenow.com> Wed, Aug 3, 2022 at 4:27 PM
To: varsha g <ugs19020_cse.varsha@cbit.org.in>, "placements@cbit.ac.in" <placements@cbit.ac.in>, Parthiban
Bhavanisankar <parthiban.bhavanisan@servicenow.com>, "director_cdc@cbit.ac.in" <director_cdc@cbit.ac.in>, shravani
koduru <ugs19023_ece.shravani@cbit.org.in>, niharika gundu <ugs19010_eee.niharika@cbit.org.in>
Cc: Abhinav Shankar <abhinav.shankar@servicenow.com>, Shreya Reddy Gaddam
<shreyareddy.gaddam@servicenow.com>

Thanks for the acknowledgement, Varsha! 

 

Thanks & Regards,

Ramesh Mudhigiri (He/Him/His)

Sr.Early Talent Recruiter

M: +91 9550080046
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making the world of work, work better for people

servicenow.com

LinkedIn | Twitter | YouTube | Facebook

 

From: varsha g <ugs19020_cse.varsha@cbit.org.in>  
Sent: Wednesday, August 3, 2022 4:22 PM 
To: placements@cbit.ac.in; Ramesh Mudigiri <ramesh.mudhigiri@servicenow.com>; Parthiban Bhavanisankar
<parthiban.bhavanisan@servicenow.com>; director_cdc@cbit.ac.in; shravani koduru <ugs19023_ece.shravani@cbit.
org.in>; niharika gundu <ugs19010_eee.niharika@cbit.org.in> 
Cc: Abhinav Shankar <abhinav.shankar@servicenow.com>; Shreya Reddy Gaddam <shreyareddy.gaddam@
servicenow.com> 
Subject: Confirmation regarding the final selects

 

[External Email]

 
[Quoted text hidden]
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Placements HEAD <placements@cbit.ac.in>

Fwd: 6 Months Interns_Qualcomm 

sai akhil p <ugs19044_cse.sai@cbit.org.in> Tue, Oct 11, 2022 at 2:48 PM
To: "placements@cbit.ac.in" <placements@cbit.ac.in>

Get Outlook for Android

From: Smita Swain <smitswai@qti.qualcomm.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, October 11, 2022, 1:05 PM 
To: placements@cbit.ac.in <placements@cbit.ac.in> 
Cc: ugs19160_it.kiran <ugs19160_it.kiran@cbit.ac.in>; sai akhil p <ugs19044_cse.sai@cbit.org.in>; IT
FPC <fpc_it@cbit.ac.in>; Anne Violet CBIT-HR <hr@cbit.ac.in>; Principal CBIT <principal@cbit.ac.in>;
fpc_cse@cbit.ac.in <fpc_cse@cbit.ac.in>; Shikha Kurudi <shikhak@qti.qualcomm.com> 
Subject: RE: 6 Months Interns_Qualcomm 

Hello Team,
 
We are pleased to inform you that we have shortlisted four students for six months internship at Qualcomm. The
s�pend is 45K.
 

Sravan Kumar Mustyala
Akanksha Kasturi
Sravan Sai Lanka
Maitreyi Vankayala

 
On the basis of performance, they will be converted to full-�me by the end of the internship. Below is the detail
of the CTC:
 

Component Amount
Total Gross Pay INR 8.28 L
Re�rals (PF and Gratuity) INR 1.15 L
Performance Bonus* INR 0.80 L
Joining Bonus ( Paid within 60 days ) INR 1.00 L
Reloca�on Bonus ( Paid within 60 days ) INR 0.50 L
RSU - Restricted Stock Value Awards (Ves�ng in 3 years)** INR 6.00 L ( $ 7500)

 

            * Performance bonus % may vary based individual & Organization Performance| **RSU -33% vesting every year    

                  Additional Benefits: Relocation Assistance, Insurance, Transportation.

                   $1=INR 80

Thanks,
Smita
 
From: Placements HEAD <placements@cbit.ac.in>  
Sent: Saturday, October 8, 2022 3:09 PM 
To: Smita Swain <smitswai@qti.qualcomm.com> 
Cc: kiran nagarapu <ugs19160_it.kiran@cbit.ac.in>; ugs19044_cse.sai@cbit.org.in; IT FPC
<fpc_it@cbit.ac.in>; Anne Violet CBIT-HR <hr@cbit.ac.in>; Principal CBIT <principal@cbit.ac.in>;
fpc_cse@cbit.ac.in 
Subject: Re: 6 Months Interns_Qualcomm
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WARNING: This email originated from outside of Qualcomm. Please be wary of any links or attachments,
and do not enable macros.

Dear Team,
 
Namasthe and Cordial Gree�ngs!!!
 
As CBIT starts at 09:00AM we request you to schedule Preplacement Talk at 09:15AM.
 
Please let us know the no. of panels visi�ng for the drive on monday i.1., 10.10.2022 to make necessary
arrangements.
 
On Sat, Oct 8, 2022 at 12:19 PM Smita Swain <smitswai@qti.qualcomm.com> wrote:

Hello Team,
 
PFA list of shortlisted candidates.
 
We look forward to star�ng the pre-placement talk by 8:45 am sharp and interviews by 10 am.
 
Thanks,
Smita
 
From: kiran nagarapu <ugs19160_it.kiran@cbit.ac.in>  
Sent: Thursday, September 29, 2022 10:39 PM 
To: Smita Swain <smitswai@qti.qualcomm.com> 
Cc: placements@cbit.ac.in; ugs19044_cse.sai@cbit.org.in 
Subject: Re: 6 Months Interns_Qualcomm
 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of Qualcomm. Please be wary of any links or attachments,
and do not enable macros.

Respected madam
 
Gree�ngs from CBIT
 
Please find the database in the below a�achment.
 
Thanks
kiran
 
 
On Thu, Sep 29, 2022 at 10:17 PM Smita Swain <smitswai@qti.qualcomm.com> wrote:

Hello Team,
 
Please share the list of interested candidates.
 
Thanks,
Smita
 
From: Smita Swain  
Sent: Tuesday, September 13, 2022 5:44 PM 
To: Placements HEAD <placements@cbit.ac.in> 
Cc: po@cbit.ac.in; Principal CBIT <principal@cbit.ac.in>; Anne Violet CBIT-HR <hr@cbit.ac.in>; Shikha
Kurudi <shikhak@qti.qualcomm.com>; ugs19160_it.kiran@cbit.ac.in; ugs19044_cse.sai@cbit.org.in;
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fpc_cse@cbit.ac.in; IT FPC <fpc_it@cbit.ac.in> 
Subject: RE: 6 Months Interns_Qualcomm
 
Thank you!
 
We are good with the dates.
 
We are only looking at Btech with CS and IT majors, 2023 graduates for the 6 months internship. Please
share the interested list of candidates at your earliest convenience.
 
Best,
Smita
 
From: Placements HEAD <placements@cbit.ac.in>  
Sent: Tuesday, September 13, 2022 12:30 PM 
To: Smita Swain <smitswai@qti.qualcomm.com> 
Cc: po@cbit.ac.in; Principal CBIT <principal@cbit.ac.in>; Anne Violet CBIT-HR <hr@cbit.ac.in>; Shikha
Kurudi <shikhak@qti.qualcomm.com>; ugs19160_it.kiran@cbit.ac.in; ugs19044_cse.sai@cbit.org.in;
fpc_cse@cbit.ac.in; IT FPC <fpc_it@cbit.ac.in> 
Subject: Re: 6 Months Interns_Qualcomm
 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of Qualcomm. Please be wary of any links or
attachments, and do not enable macros.

Dear Team,
 
Namasthe and Cordial Gree�ngs!!! 
 
As per our telephonic conversa�on, we confirm 07.10.2022 for online test and 10.07.2022 for interviews
Please share the template of the student database to be shared with you
 
Looking forward to a long and frui�ul associa�on with Qualcomm.
 
 
On Thu, Sep 8, 2022 at 3:47 PM Smita Swain <smitswai@qti.qualcomm.com> wrote:

Hi Team,
 
We are looking at Betch CS and IT majors, 2023 graduates.
 
The s�pend will be 45K per month and depending on their performance at the end of their internship, we
will be offering a full-�me role. The CGPA should be 7.5 and above. The internship will start in January and
end in June.
 
There will be an Online Ap�tude test, Two Technical rounds, and One HR round.
 
Thanks,
Smita
 
From: Placements HEAD <placements@cbit.ac.in>  
Sent: Thursday, September 8, 2022 11:01 AM 
To: Smita Swain <smitswai@qti.qualcomm.com> 
Cc: po@cbit.ac.in; Principal CBIT <principal@cbit.ac.in>; Anne Violet CBIT-HR <hr@cbit.ac.in> 
Subject: Re: 6 Months Interns_Qualcomm
 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of Qualcomm. Please be wary of any links or
attachments, and do not enable macros.
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Dear Madam,
Namasthe and Cordial Gree�ngs!!!
 
Thank you for reaching out to us. Please share the details of Eligible branches of UG and PG, Criteria,
Hiring Process, S�pend, etc. 
Also please let us know whether this drive is for 2023 or 2024 gradua�ng students
 
Looking forward to a long and frui�ul associa�on with Qualcomm.
 
 
On Tue, Sep 6, 2022 at 4:04 PM Smita Swain <smitswai@qti.qualcomm.com> wrote:

Hello Team,
 
We would like to connect with you for hiring six months interns.
 
Thanks,
 
Smita Swain
Campus Recruiting Team
Pronouns: She/Her/Hers
Qualcomm India Pvt. Ltd.
Talent Acquisition Specialist
Phone: +91 7504127841
 

 

 
 
--
With Best Regards,
 
Dr. NLN REDDY, 
Advisor - Career Development Centre (A) 
Chaitanya Bharathi Ins�tute of Technology 
8466997218
98494 66587

 
 
--
With Best Regards,
 
Dr. NLN REDDY, 
Advisor - Career Development Centre (A) 
Chaitanya Bharathi Ins�tute of Technology 
8466997218
98494 66587

 
--
With Best Regards,
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Dr. NLN REDDY, 
Advisor - Career Development Centre (A) 
Chaitanya Bharathi Ins�tute of Technology 
8466997218
9849466587
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Placements HEAD <placements@cbit.ac.in>

Selected Candidates | PwC India Acceleration Center- CHAITANYA BHARATHI INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
Vyshak Nair (US) <vyshak.nair@pwc.com> Sa
To: "placements@cbit.ac.in" <placements@cbit.ac.in>, hrishikesh reddy chilakala <ugs19091_ece.hrishikesh@cbit.org.in>
Cc: "Megha E (US)" <megha.a.e@pwc.com>, "Riddhi Desai (AC Kolkata)" <riddhi.desai@pwc.com>, "SHARMILA S (US)" <sharmila.e.s@pwc.com>, "Sarah Abraham (AC Kolkata)" <sarah.a.a

 Dear Placement Team, 

Greetings from Campus Recruiting Team, PwC India Acceleration Center!

We are glad to share that 7 student has been selected from your prestigious institute in PwC. Congratulations!

Please refer to the table below to view candidate details.

Please confirm candidate acceptance to us as a revert through an email at the earliest or latest by 5 December 2022, 2:00 pm
IST.

Below Candidate will receive a compensation of 6LPA.

Candidate Name Email- ID Campus Name Candidate
Acceptance 
Yes/No

Available to
Join
internship -
Yes/No

madhu chennoju madhuchennoju2609@gmail.com CHAITANYA BHARATHI
INSTITUTE OF
TECHNOLOGY

  

Medha Boosam medhareddy.boosam@gmail.com CHAITANYA BHARATHI
INSTITUTE OF
TECHNOLOGY

  

Sai Vaishnavi Patil ugs19011_eee.sai@cbit.org.in CHAITANYA BHARATHI
INSTITUTE OF
TECHNOLOGY

  

Krishna sree Vellikanti krishnavellikanti89@gmail.com CHAITANYA BHARATHI
INSTITUTE OF
TECHNOLOGY

  

Tharun teja Chidurala tharunteja725@outlook.com CHAITANYA BHARATHI
INSTITUTE OF
TECHNOLOGY

  

Premkumar M premgoud354@gmail.com CHAITANYA BHARATHI
INSTITUTE OF
TECHNOLOGY

  

Praneetha Koppala praneetha282@gmail.com CHAITANYA BHARATHI
INSTITUTE OF
TECHNOLOGY

  

Note : Final Semester 6 months Internship is mandatory for all the Selected Students .We will confirm you the starting date soon .Incase candidate is not interes
not be considered them for this opportunity.

 Please ensure that all these students should meet the below mentioned eligibility criteria

1.      Meet the eligibility criteria – 60% / 6CGPA + No active backlog at the time of selection, offer & onboarding in current degree. We will be forced to r
we later find them not meeting our criteria.

2.      Should be flexible working in any role / team / time zone and project they may get assigned to.

3.      Candidate may be required to work out of any of our India office locations as per business requirements

4.      Offer letter is subject to successful verification of documents and meeting the eligibility criteria
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Training clause:

PwC strongly believes in upskilling our employees to ensure they are able to perform as per their role expectations. As a result, we heavily invest in skill-building
(including training and certifications) for all our new joiners. Some of our new joiner training programs or other training programs are delivered by external learnin
cases, we expect our employees to sign a Training Agreement. As a new joiner they would be informed in the event they are required to sign such Training Agree
of the training. 

Our team will stay in touch with the candidates post acceptance until their successful onboarding with us.

Feel free to reach out in case of any queries. 

For more details, please visit Website. Thank you for your continued support. 

 Regards
Campus Recruitment Team

 

© 2022 PwC. All rights reserved.

 

The information transmitted, including any attachments, is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any review, re
dissemination or other use of, or taking of any action in reliance upon, this information by persons or entities other than the intended recipient is prohibited, and all liability arising therefrom is d
received this in error, please contact the sender and delete the material from any computer.

In the event the content of this email includes Tax advice, the content of this email is limited to the matters specifically addressed herein and is not intended to address other potential tax cons
potential application of tax penalties to this or any other matter.

PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP is a Delaware limited liability partnership. This communication may come from PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP or one of its subsidiaries.
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Placements HEAD <placements@cbit.ac.in>

Campus Program : State Street Corporation (STT India) 

Dubey, Pratima <PDubey4@statestreet.com>
To: "placements@cbit.ac.in" <placements@cbit.ac.in>
Cc: "Sheoran, Rnusha" <RSheoran@statestreet.com>, Anjitha V B <A12bc2@statestreet.com>

Hi Pratima, 

Trust you are doing well and thank you for providing STT the time and opportunity for conducting our maiden campus campaign for 2022.

 

We are pleased to inform you that the following students from CBIT have been shortlisted for our Internship Program.

 

Pursuant to the same, request you to confirm if the shortlisted students are reserved for State Street to proceed with next steps.

 

Also, we take this opportunity to Congratulate you on the success of your students and trust it was an enriching experience for the students as much as it was for us

 

Sr.No Candidate Id Candidate Name Primary Email Mobile Status

1 7938425 Ande Naresh andenaresh01@gmail.com 9133486142 Final Select

2 7938127 Dasa Harika harikadasa2002@gmail.com 9154208802 Final Select

3 7938609 M.vinitha Reddy vinithareddie207@gmail.com 8106523499 Final Select

4 7938115 Chidrupi Medavarapu medavarapuchidrupi0012@gmail.com 7386168536 Final Select

5 7937989 V.sravani ugs19305_cse.sravani@cbit.org.in 9849329464 Final Select

6 7937883 Gadipeddapur Preethi gadipeddapurpreethi@gmail.com 9398574018 Final Select

7 7938195 Tarun Kasula ugs19112_ece.tarun@cbit.org.in 8897536706 Final Select

 

Backups :

 

Sr.No Candidate Id Candidate Name Primary Email Mobile Status

1 7937939 Ankitha Vankudothu ankitha.vankudothu@gmail.com 9100184397 Backup

2 7938639 Gole Akanksha akankshagole2000@gmail.com 7032035375 Backup

3 7937915 Kavya Shri Vayyala kavivayyala@gmail.com 9398929626 Backup

 

Regards,

Pratima

From: Dubey, Pratima  
Sent: Monday, October 10, 2022 6:38 PM 
To: 'placements@cbit.ac.in' <placements@cbit.ac.in> 
Cc: Sheoran, Rnusha <RSheoran@StateStreet.com>; Anjitha V B <A12bc2@StateStreet.com> 
Subject: RE: Registration & Uploading Resume

 

Information Classification: ll Limited Access

Hi Pratima,

Please find the below shortlist from today’s assessment and request you to please share details with candidates.

These candidates will go through hiring Manager Video interview scheduled tomorrow, 11th Oct  and further Shortlist will go through HR Interview same day.

Note : Students need to join link 15mins prior to scheduled time to avoid any technical glitch and Video must be on for interviews

Feel free to reach out to me or team if you need any help.

Sr.No Candidate Id Candidate Name Primary Email Mobile Panelist

1 7937939 Ankitha Vankudothu ankitha.vankudothu@gmail.com 9100184397 James Bincy https://statestree
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Placements HEAD <placements@cbit.ac.in>

Gap Inc - PPO's Confirmation 
4 messages

Praneeta Raparthi <Praneeta_Raparthi@gap.com> Mon, Sep 5, 2022 at 4:27 PM
To: "placements@cbit.ac.in" <placements@cbit.ac.in>
Cc: Shalva Vinod Kumar <Shalva_Vinod_Kumar@gap.com>

Hi NLN Rao,

 

We intent to extend the offer for the below interns. We look forward for your confirmation so that we close the HR
discussion and the offer process.

 

Intern Name

Atla Amith Reddy

G Varsha

Kasturi Akanksha

Likhitha Reddy Sirangari

Rikhila Reddy Annem

V Kavya Shri

 

Please reach out if in case of any queries.

 

Regards,

Praneeta Raparthi

Talent Acquisition

Gap Inc. | C : +91 8142958500

Email: HDC_TalentAcquisition@gap.com

Follow us | LinkedIn | Facebook | Twitter | Instagram

 

Placements HEAD <placements@cbit.ac.in> Tue, Sep 6, 2022 at 11:59 AM
To: amith2610@gmail.com
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---------- Forwarded message --------- 
From: Praneeta Raparthi <Praneeta_Raparthi@gap.com> 
Date: Mon, Sep 5, 2022 at 4:27 PM 
Subject: Gap Inc - PPO's Confirmation 
To: placements@cbit.ac.in <placements@cbit.ac.in> 
Cc: Shalva Vinod Kumar <Shalva_Vinod_Kumar@gap.com> 

Hi NLN Rao,

 

We intent to extend the offer for the below interns. We look forward for your confirmation so that we close the HR
discussion and the offer process.

 

Intern Name

Atla Amith Reddy

G Varsha

Kasturi Akanksha

Likhitha Reddy Sirangari

Rikhila Reddy Annem

V Kavya Shri

 

Please reach out if in case of any queries.

 

Regards,

Praneeta Raparthi

Talent Acquisition

Gap Inc. | C : +91 8142958500

Email: HDC_TalentAcquisition@gap.com

Follow us | LinkedIn | Facebook | Twitter | Instagram

 

--  
With Best Regards, 

Dr. NLN REDDY, 
Advisor - Career Development Centre (A) 
Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology 
8466997218 
98494 66587 
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Placements HEAD <placements@cbit.ac.in> Tue, Sep 6, 2022 at 12:00 PM
To: Principal CBIT <principal@cbit.ac.in>, Director CDC <director_cdc@cbit.ac.in>, po@cbit.ac.in, Anne Violet CBIT-HR
<hr@cbit.ac.in>, fpc_cse@cbit.ac.in

---------- Forwarded message --------- 
From: Praneeta Raparthi <Praneeta_Raparthi@gap.com> 
Date: Mon, Sep 5, 2022 at 4:27 PM 
Subject: Gap Inc - PPO's Confirmation 
To: placements@cbit.ac.in <placements@cbit.ac.in> 
Cc: Shalva Vinod Kumar <Shalva_Vinod_Kumar@gap.com> 

Hi NLN Rao,

 

We intent to extend the offer for the below interns. We look forward for your confirmation so that we close the HR
discussion and the offer process.

 

Intern Name

Atla Amith Reddy

G Varsha

Kasturi Akanksha

Likhitha Reddy Sirangari

Rikhila Reddy Annem

V Kavya Shri

 

Please reach out if in case of any queries.

 

Regards,

Praneeta Raparthi

Talent Acquisition

Gap Inc. | C : +91 8142958500

Email: HDC_TalentAcquisition@gap.com

Follow us | LinkedIn | Facebook | Twitter | Instagram

 

--  
With Best Regards, 

Dr. NLN REDDY, 
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Advisor - Career Development Centre (A) 
Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology 
8466997218 
98494 66587 

Praneeta Raparthi <Praneeta_Raparthi@gap.com> Thu, Sep 8, 2022 at 11:06 AM
To: "placements@cbit.ac.in" <placements@cbit.ac.in>
Cc: Shalva Vinod Kumar <Shalva_Vinod_Kumar@gap.com>

Hi Team,

We would like to hear from you on the confirmations.

Looking forward to it.

Thanks,

Praneeta Raparthi

 

From: Praneeta Raparthi  
Sent: Monday, September 5, 2022 4:27 PM 
To: placements@cbit.ac.in 
Cc: Shalva Vinod Kumar <Shalva_Vinod_Kumar@gap.com> 
Subject: Gap Inc - PPO's Confirmation

 

Hi NLN Rao,

 

We intent to extend the offer for the below interns. We look forward for your confirmation so that we close the HR
discussion and the offer process.

 

Intern Name

Atla Amith Reddy

G Varsha

Kasturi Akanksha

Likhitha Reddy Sirangari

Rikhila Reddy Annem

V Kavya Shri

 

Please reach out if in case of any queries.

 

Regards,

Praneeta Raparthi
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S.No Full Name Gender
(*) Phone(*) Email(*)

Alternat
e Phone 
Number

Alternat
e Email 
Id

Current 
College

UG/PG/
Dual

Current 
Degree

7 Deshmukh Hyndavi Female 8309833485 deshmukhhyndavi@gmail.com Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology - [CBIT], Hyderabad.UG Bachelor of Engineering

1 Pranav Pullela Male 7032641444 pullelapranav@gmail.com Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology - [CBIT], Hyderabad.UG Bachelor of Engineering

3 Sathvika Katta Female 9347592626 kattasathvika@gmail.com Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology - [CBIT], Hyderabad.UG Bachelor of Engineering

5 Ravitej Rangineni Male 7337545943 rangineniravitej@gmail.com Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology - [CBIT], Hyderabad.UG Bachelor of Engineering

6 Sai Akhil Podduturi Male 6303795563 saiakhilpodduturi@gmail.com Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology - [CBIT], Hyderabad.UG Bachelor of Engineering

9 Sai Bhanu Revanth Vazrapu Male 9390492554 ugs19102_cse.sai@cbit.org.in Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology - [CBIT], Hyderabad.UG Bachelor of Engineering

10 Varun Maddi Male 9908944650 maddivarun9@gmail.com Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology - [CBIT], Hyderabad.UG Bachelor of Engineering

11 Kartheesh Reddy Koripelli Male 9390000354 ugs19033_cse.kartheesh@cbit.org.inChaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology - [CBIT], Hyderabad.UG Bachelor of Engineering

4 Nallabothula  Sahithya Female 8341561423 sahithyanallabothula@gmail.comChaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology - [CBIT], Hyderabad.UG Bachelor of Engineering

8 BHANU TEJA GANGA Male 8096332952 ugs19086_cse.bhanu@cbit.org.inChaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology - [CBIT], Hyderabad.UG Bachelor of Engineering

15 SRUTHI P Female 9398945470 sruthi.potlapally@gmail.com Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology - [CBIT], Hyderabad.UG Bachelor of Engineering

12 kalyan kumar  padige Male 9652864514 kalyankumar1704@gmail.com Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology - [CBIT], Hyderabad.UG Bachelor of Engineering

13 Md Tousif Ahmed Male 7780667296 tousifvk2618@gmail.com Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology - [CBIT], Hyderabad.UG Bachelor of Engineering

17 Gowtham Gulla Male 9347616029 gullagoutham2602@gmail.comChaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology - [CBIT], Hyderabad.UG Bachelor of Engineering

18 Nakka Naga Geetha KrishnaFemale 7981376251 ugs19012_ece.naga@cbit.ac.in Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology - [CBIT], Hyderabad.UG Bachelor of Engineering

19 chaitanya nallamolu Male 9346008920 chaitanyanallamolu@gmail.comChaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology - [CBIT], Hyderabad.UG Bachelor of Engineering

2 Ivan Thota Male 9502089171 ugs19159_it.ivan@cbit.ac.in Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology - [CBIT], Hyderabad.UG Bachelor of Engineering

14 Ranadheer Senani Dasari Male 9550946197 ranadheersenanid@gmail.com Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology - [CBIT], Hyderabad.UG Bachelor of Engineering

16 Shiva Shankar Male 7780254516 ugs19172_it.shiva@cbit.ac.in Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology - [CBIT], Hyderabad.UG Bachelor of Engineering
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Current Specialization Current 
GPA

On a 
Scale Of

Computer Science 9 10
Computer Science and Engineering 9.23 10
Computer Science and Engineering 9.05 10
Computer Science and Engineering 8.5 10
Computer Science and Engineering 9.18 10
Computer Science and Engineering 9.46 10
Computer Science and Engineering 9.27 10
Computer Science and Engineering 9.06 10
Computer Science Engineering 8.95 10
Computer Science Engineering 9.22 10
Computer Science Engineering 8.98 10
Electronics and Communication Engineering 8.87 10
Electronics and Communication Engineering 8.95 10
Electronics and Communication Engineering 8.12 10
Electronics and Communication Engineering 9.25 10
Electronics and Communication Engineering 8.61 10
Information Technology 8.73 10
Information Technology 7.9 10
Information Technology 9.15 10
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S No Candidate Name Candidate Email id

1 Kavya  Donga kavyaraos9896@gmail.com

2 V S Satya Nagalakshmi Mounika  Kavuri dmounika317@gmail.com

3 Sravya  Kunaparaju sravyakraju@gmail.com

4 Jeremiah Paul Gorremuchu g.jeremiahpaul20@gmail.com

5 Manisha Reddy Gavini gavinimanishareddy@gmail.com

6 Sruthi Reddy Sompuram sruthireddy2620014@gmail.com

7 Chirag Jain Godha jainc8684@gmail.com

8 Anitha  Islavath anithaeducation5@gmail.com

9 Shalinee  Mallick shalineemallick1@gmail.com

10 Srija  Chavali chsrija07@gmail.com

11 Pratham  Jain prathamjain2806@gmail.com

12 Khyathi Vardhini Vangala khyathivardhinivangala@gmail.com

13 Karnam  Nikitha nikithakarnam08@gmail.com

14 Kontemukkula  Chihnitha chihnithak@gmail.com

15 Rahul  Gundoju rahulgundoju@gmail.com

16 Kamal Sai Arukala saikamal0078@gmail.com

17 Atufa  Tanyeem atufa1307@gmail.com

18 Rachapaka  Anusha rachapakaanusha126@gmail.com

19 Modem  Dinesh dineshmodem5132@gmail.com

20 Samreen  Sulthana samreensulthanamd2002@gmail.com

21 Preethi  Gadipeddapur gadipeddapurpreethi@gmail.com

22 Sreenija  Jakkula sreenija.jakkula@gmail.com

23 Sunayana  Maddimadugu maddimadugusunayana@gmail.com

24 Ahmed  Raoofuddin raoofuddin13@gmail.com

25 Jeevan Nath Lankadasari ljeevan0604@gmail.com

26 Shinde  Santhosh shindesanthosh111@gmail.com

27 Harika  Nallapati nharikachowdary04@gmail.com

28 Arun Kumar Reddy Rayini arunrayini36@gmail.com

29 Pokala Deva Teja devateja30@gmail.com

30 Shashank  Mothkuru mshashank2403@gmail.com

31 Manideep  Udumula udumulamanideep158@gmail.com

32 Nallagoppula  Revanth revanthgoud2001@gmail.com

33 Niharika  Gundu gniharika2902@gmail.com

34 Ramavath  Aravind ramavatharavind2002@gmail.com

35 Sai Abheesh  Annaiah abheesh20.a@gmail.com

36 Krishna Sree  Vellikanti krishnavellikanti89@gmail.com

37 Sandhya  B sandhyabhoompag@gmail.com

38 Akhil  Yasa yasaakhil12@gmail.com

39 Deepak  Kandukuri Kandukuri.deepak009@gmail.com

40 Sravya  Avala avala.sravya1122@gmail.com

41 Prapul  Kadamalla prapulkadamalla@gmail.com

42 Angel Sheeba Kaparthi kaparthiangelsheeba@gmail.com

43 Maneesha  Vuggam maneesha.vuggam@gmail.com

44 Sneha Sundari  M snehasundari200@gmail.com

45 Naga Venkatasai  Vishwanath vishwanathnaga@gmail.com

46 Chelle  Sabhyata chellesabhyata@gmail.com

47 Thalari  Hareesh thalariharish2000@gmail.com

48 Shiva  Chetkuri trineshchetkuri@gmail.com

49 Shiva Teja  Punna shivatejapunna28@gmail.com

50 Tharun Teja  Chidurala tharunteja725@outlook.com
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51 N P  Vennela vennelanp@gmail.com

52 Harika  Dasa harikadasa2002@gmail.com

53 Anuhya  Linga anuhyalinga12@gmail.com

54 Sriram Sai Krishnam Raju Sagiraju ssrskrishnamraju@gmail.com

55 Nandini  Koyala nandiniyadav617@gmail.com

56 Shailika  Podduturi shailika.shaili@gmail.com

57 Saiteja  Kongala kongalasaiteja64@gmail.com

58 Chidrupi  Medavarapu medavarapuchidrupi0012@gmail.com

59 Rachel  Shanthi rachelshanthi2221@gmail.com

60 Goverarram  Soumya Pinkydolly204@gmail.com

61 Pratham  M prathambunny.19@gmail.com

62 Sai Kalyan  A kannansaikalyan2001@gmail.com

63 Vusirikayala  Venkata Manohara Teja manoharateja@gmail.com

64 Sathvika  Nagelli sathvikanagelli7@gmail.com

65 Tarun  Kasula ugs19112_ece.tarun@cbit.org.in

66 Venkata Akhilesh Kumar Naidu akhileshnaidu12@gmail.com

67 Nandikolla  Venkata Sai Charan saicharan.nandikolla@gmail.com

68 Lalith  Adithyan lalithadithyan03@gmail.com

69 Karthik  Dade karthikdade17@gmail.com

70 Shiva Teja Goud  Akkamgari akkamgarishiva9@gmail.com

71 Naresh  Ande andenaresh01@gmail.com

72 Vivek Reddy  Pokala pokalavivekreddy9@gmail.com

73 Padmaja  Kolukulapalli padmajakolukulapalli@gmail.com

74 Aravind Reddy Gyanaji gyanajiaravindreddy@gmail.com

75 Shanthan Kumar Gudipudi gshanthan01@gmail.com

76 Harini  Thandoju harinithandoju@gmail.com

77 Dillikar  Shruthi dillikarshruthi@gmail.com

78 Mahima  Devandla mahimadevandla1@gmail.com

79 Srivaishnavi  Cheedella cheedellavaishnavi@gmail.com

80 Sai Saketh Raju Alluri Sakethrajualluri@gmail.com

81 Venkata Dharma Nivas Varma  Tirumalaraju nivasvarma2002@gmail.com

82 Anusha  Bandaru anushabandaru120@gmail.com

83 Mohammed Touheed  Patel mohammedtouheedpatel2k15@gmail.com

84 Janagam Suchith Reddy suchithreddy979@gmail.com

85 Harika  Madireddy mharikareddy5@gmail.com

86 Harika  Talari harika.talari08@gmail.com

87 Anilkumar  Kankala anilkumarkankala9700@gmail.com

88 Akshitha  Miryala akshithamiryala2112@gmail.com

89 Janumpally  Saketh sakethjanumpally07@gmail.com

90 Akhila  Bangutapu bangutapuakhila@gmail.com

91 Achanta Thandava Sai Rohith rohithachanta14@gmail.com

92 Sumanth  Kadiri yadavsumanth03@gmail.com

93 Vitesh Bharadwaj  Mallibhat viteshbharadwaj.m23@gmail.com

94 Kanjarla  Rahul kanjarlarahul783@gmail.com

95 Chinthapally Maharshi Reddy maharshireddy2002@gmail.com

96 Syed Asgar Hussain syedasgar0238@gmail.com

97 Mohd  Irfan irfanmohd3486@gmail.com

98 Sai Kiran  Rachakonda saikiranrachakonda24@gmail.com

99 Cherukupally Udaykiran Reddy udaykiranreddy1408@gmail.com

100 Varshith  Kalva varshith.kalwa25@gmail.com

101 Kasam  Nikhil nikhilreddykasam333@gmail.com
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102 Gundrathi Vamshidhar Goud gundrathivamshi1729@gmail.com

103 Rambhatla  Aasriya aasriya2304@gmail.com

104 Sai Vamsi  Nagmalla vamsi.sai223@gmail.com

105 Bhyreddi  Pramod pramod.bhyreddi@gmail.com

106 Lakshmi Prasanna  Kathroju kathrojulakshmiprasanna@gmail.com

107 Alekhya  Rayala alekhyarayala18@gmail.com

108 A  Shirisha ampatishirisha@gmail.com

109 Prashanth  Vadityavath prashanthvadityavath@gmail.com

110 Shivapriya  Buddolu pgs21009_mca.shivapriya@cbit.org.in

111 Gole  Akanksha akankshagole2000@gmail.com

112 Kusuma  Gonguluri kusuma.gonguluri@gmail.com

113 Vinitha  Reddy Vinithareddie207@gmail.com

114 Ramyapriya  Thathapudi ramyapriyathathapudi@gmail.com

115 Rohan  Venna vennarohan7784@gmail.com

116 Najeeba  Afreen afreennajeefa@gmail.com

117 Saba  Iram sabairam436@gmail.com

118 Vishnu Charan  Bakaraju vishnucharan0509@gmail.com
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UG  Stream College Name

BIO TECHNOLOGY Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

BIO TECHNOLOGY Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

BIO TECHNOLOGY Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

BIO TECHNOLOGY Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

BIO TECHNOLOGY Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

BIO TECHNOLOGY Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

CIVIL ENGINEERING Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

CIVIL ENGINEERING Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

CIVIL ENGINEERING Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

CIVIL ENGINEERING Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

CIVIL ENGINEERING Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

CIVIL ENGINEERING Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

CIVIL ENGINEERING Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

CIVIL ENGINEERING Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology
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ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

ELECTRONICS & COMMUNICATION ENGINEERING Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

ELECTRONICS & COMMUNICATION ENGINEERING Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

ELECTRONICS & COMMUNICATION ENGINEERING Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

ELECTRONICS & COMMUNICATION ENGINEERING Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

ELECTRONICS & COMMUNICATION ENGINEERING Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

ELECTRONICS & COMMUNICATION ENGINEERING Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

ELECTRONICS & COMMUNICATION ENGINEERING Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

ELECTRONICS & COMMUNICATION ENGINEERING Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

ELECTRONICS & COMMUNICATION ENGINEERING Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

ELECTRONICS & COMMUNICATION ENGINEERING Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

ELECTRONICS & COMMUNICATION ENGINEERING Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

ELECTRONICS & COMMUNICATION ENGINEERING Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

ELECTRONICS & COMMUNICATION ENGINEERING Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

ELECTRONICS & COMMUNICATION ENGINEERING Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

ELECTRONICS & COMMUNICATION ENGINEERING Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

ELECTRONICS & COMMUNICATION ENGINEERING Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

ELECTRONICS & COMMUNICATION ENGINEERING Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

ELECTRONICS & COMMUNICATION ENGINEERING Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

PRODUCTION Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology
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PRODUCTION Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

N/A Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

N/A Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

N/A Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

N/A Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

N/A Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

N/A Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

N/A Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

N/A Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

N/A Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

N/A Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

PRODUCTION Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

PRODUCTION Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology
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Placements HEAD <placements@cbit.ac.in>

IMPORTANT | JPMorgan Chase & Co. | SEP Summer Internship 2023 | Code for Good Selects - Chaitanya
Bharathi Institute of Technology 

India Campus SEP Recruitment <india.campus.sep.recruitment@jpmchase.com> Fri, Aug 19, 2022 at 6:58 PM
To: "placements@cbit.ac.in" <placements@cbit.ac.in>
Cc: "Nandan Wahi, Priyanka" <priyanka.nandanwahi@jpmchase.com>, "Bagul, Jaishree" <jaishree.bagul@jpmchase.com>, "B N, Sunaina"
<sunaina.bn@jpmchase.com>

Hi Team,

 

We would like to thank you for your continued support to JP Morgan Chase & Co.

 

As you may know, the selection process is extremely competitive. We were fortunate to evaluate a talented pool of candidate(s) this year and the below
students truly stood out as exceptional. We were very impressed by their talent, performance and qualifications. Based on their performance during their
interview, I am delighted to let you know that the below mentioned candidate(s) will receive a written offer to join the firm in Software Engineer Program
as a Summer Intern 2023. 

 

In this position, they will have the opportunity to work with a talented, collaborative team that is committed to doing the best for their clients. They will be
joining a firm that is committed to the continued growth of its employees through robust training and development programs. We look forward to their
continued leadership and drive if they successfully complete the preemployment screening and decide to join the Firm.

 

 

First Name Last Name Candidate Email Address College

Sahith Kocherla kocherlasahith14@gmail.com Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

Affan Ahmed ahmedaffan958@gmail.com Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

Anuraag B anuraag.cbit@gmail.com Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

Adarsh Shetkar aadarsh.shetkar@gmail.com Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

Shashi Kiran Nenavath nenavathshashivirat100nsk@
gmail.com Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

Mohammed Gulam Shahbaz Jahan shahbazjahan9@gmail.com Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

Artham Nishanth arthamnishanth123@gmail.com Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

TEJA SAI CHENNA MALLESWAR RAO JAMPANI tejasai1804@gmail.com Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

KOLLI KRISHNA RISHI k.krishnarishi@icloud.com Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

Santoshi Borapareddy santoshi.borapareddy375@gmail.
com Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

Sneha Boorla boorlasneha@gmail.com Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

Gowtham Sai Madala madalagowthamsai@gmail.com Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

Pravalika Badhey pravalikabadhey2020@gmail.com Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

Katta Srilekha srilekha1knd@gmail.com Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

Roopika Ponnur roopikaponnur2003@gmail.com Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology
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Laxmi Thodupunuri thodupunurilaxmi2003@gmail.com Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

Sreeja Somavarapu sreejasomavarapu29@gmail.com Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology

 

 

Additionally, we would like to cover some important information about this role:

 

Tentative joining month April/May 2023

Stipend INR 70,000 per month

One Time Relocation Allowance INR 50,000

 

Kindly confirm students’ acceptance on selection by 10 AM on 23rd August, 2022. Also confirm the institute’s placement policy on selected candidates,
clarifying their further status with other companies scheduled to hire for 2023 campus recruitment season.

 

As for next steps:

The candidates, who decide to join the firm, will receive an email with a request to provide additional information, including their date of birth and
national identifier. This information is required prior to generating their offer, so please ensure that they complete this form as soon as possible to
avoid any delays.
They will receive the formal, written offer letter via email within 60 days prior to their date of joining, which will provide additional details.
Before they get started in their new role, there are some pre-employment requirements that they must complete. This offer is contingent upon them
successfully passing all pre-employment screening. They will receive instructions within approximately 60 days of their start date on how to access
their electronic onboarding forms and be provided with additional details of other actions they will need to take. This offer is also contingent upon
them being able to perform this role from their offer location, moving there if necessary, by their expected start date. 
Once they successfully clear our pre-employment requirements, they will receive an official clearance notification email.

 

In the meantime, please feel free to reach out to me. We’re happy to answer any questions you may have. We look forward to hearing back from you.

 

Thanks & Regards

Karthik Sai K (He/Him) Human Resources | J.P. Morgan |

karthik.s.k@jpmchase.com | Tel: +91 80-68258327

 

 

This message is confidential and subject to terms at: https://www.jpmorgan.com/emaildisclaimer including on confidential, privileged or legal entity
information, malicious content and monitoring of electronic messages. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete this message and notify the
sender immediately. Any unauthorized use is strictly prohibited.
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Placements HEAD <placements@cbit.ac.in>

Campus Placement - ValueLabs 

connect <connect@valuelabs.com> Mon, Sep 26, 2022 at 10:09 A
To: Placements HEAD <placements@cbit.ac.in>, "ugs19026_eee.arun@cbit.org.in" <ugs19026_eee.arun@cbit.org.in>
Cc: Principal CBIT <principal@cbit.ac.in>, Anne Violet CBIT-HR <hr@cbit.ac.in>, "2023placementinfo@cbit.org.in" <2023placementinfo@cbit.org.in>, Director CDC
<director_cdc@cbit.ac.in>, "fpc_cse@cbit.ac.in" <fpc_cse@cbit.ac.in>, IT FPC <fpc_it@cbit.ac.in>, "fpc_ece@cbit.ac.in" <fpc_ece@cbit.ac.in>, EEE FPC <fpc_eee@cbit.ac.in>

Dear Placement Officer,

 

Thank you for hos�ng us for the placement drive and we plan to share the Provisional offer le�er with the following candidate shortly.

 

Candidate Name Candidate Email Status

Ahmed Raoofuddin ugs19024_cse.ahmed@cbit.org.in Selected - SD

Angel sheeba Kaparthi kaparthiangelsheeba@gmail.com Selected - SDET

K Sai Kumar Reddy k.saikumar07032001@gmail.com Selected - SD

Naga venkatasai vishwanath vishwanathnaga@gmail.com Selected - SD

Shriya Dornala dornalashriya@gmail.com Selected - SDET

Sunkara Rohit rohitsunkara24@gmail.com Selected - SD

 

Request you to share the a�ached details today before 6:00 PM

 

Do feel free to reach out to us for any further support.

 

Thanks & Regards,

Campus Team

From: connect  
Sent: Saturday, September 24, 2022 11:44 AM 
To: Placements HEAD <placements@cbit.ac.in>; ugs19026_eee.arun@cbit.org.in 
Cc: Principal CBIT <principal@cbit.ac.in>; Anne Violet CBIT-HR <hr@cbit.ac.in>; 2023placementinfo@cbit.org.in; Director CDC <director_cdc@cbit.ac.in>;
fpc_cse@cbit.ac.in; IT FPC <fpc_it@cbit.ac.in>; fpc_ece@cbit.ac.in; EEE FPC <fpc_eee@cbit.ac.in> 
Subject: RE: [External] Re: Campus Placement - ValueLabs

 

Dear Placement Officer,

 

Please refer to the below L1 schedules.

 

Rest of the candidates schedule will be shared soon.

 

Candidate Name Candidate Email Contact Number Room No Timings Link

N.N.S.C Tagore naralasetty16shiva@gmail.com +91 8179583548 1 12:00 PM https://valuelabs.zoom.us/j/
92887246546

Shivani Sarikonda shivanisrinivas9531@gmail.com +91 9390077612 12:20 PM

sumedh anumala sumedhreddy26@gmail.com +91 9390686994 12:40 PM

Md Sohail mohammedsohail78490@gmail.com N/A 1:00 PM

Ahmed Raoofuddin ugs19024_cse.ahmed@cbit.org.in N/A 1:20 PM

Ankitha Vankudothu ankitha.vankudothu@gmail.com +91 9100184397 2:40 PM
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Placements HEAD <placements@cbit.ac.in>

MAQ Software: Joining Date Confirmation
Neha Kiroula | MAQ Software <nehak@maqsoftware.com> Mon, Nov 21, 2022 at 1:05 PM
To: Placements HEAD <placements@cbit.ac.in>, Ritika Tyagi | MAQ Software <ritikat@maqsoftware.com>
Cc: Rahul Singh | MAQ Software <rahulsi@maqsoftware.com>

Hello Team,

We are thrilled to inform you that below candidates are selected from the process and are now one step closer to being a part of MAQ family!

Name Email Id

Thandava Krishna potlacheruthandavakrishna@gmail.com

Dileep thoutamdileep@gmail.com

Next steps: To finalize the offer, we require the following information from your end: 

Please confirm their offer acceptance for FTE Offer.
Please confirm if the candidate will be out of the placement process, on acceptance of the offer

# Required Documents

1 Scanned copy of Aadhaar Card, Pan Card and Marksheets in a zip folder

2 Fill the Personal Details Form:  https://forms.office.com/r/S6gSSeypfP

3 Earliest DOJ (Proposal to join the company in June 2023):________

 Please revert with the details by November 22, 2022, 5:00 PM. 

Let me know if any other information is required. Thank you!

 

 

Best regards,

 

Neha Kiroula

2021 Microsoft Power BI Partner of the Year

 

Direct +91 735 930 5938  |  Microsoft Teams nehak@maqsoftware.com

 

Redmond    Hyderabad    Mumbai

 

From: Placements HEAD <placements@cbit.ac.in>  
Sent: 19 November 2022 15:31 
To: Ritika Tyagi | MAQ Software <ritikat@maqsoftware.com> 
Cc: Neha Kiroula | MAQ Software <nehak@maqsoftware.com>; Rahul Singh | MAQ Software <rahulsi@maqsoftware.com> 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Re: MAQ Software: Joining Date Confirmation
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Placements HEAD <placements@cbit.ac.in>

CBIT Students database for Skolar Campus Placements - Reg. 
Skolar Recruit <recruit@skolar.in> Sun, Nov 27, 2022 at 8:51 PM
To: Placements HEAD <placements@cbit.ac.in>

Hi  Dr. NLN REDDY,
Greetings from Skolar!

Below mentioned is the list of all selected candidates and requesting you to inform the candidates that it is mandatory for them to
report to the office on 04 January 2023.

Probation period - 04 Months. 
Location - Bangalore.

NAME EMAIL ID PHONE

Rayini Arun Kumar Reddy arunrayini36@gmail.com 9573617184

Laxmiprasanna Varakuti
laxmiprasannavarakuti05@gmail.
com 9347380846

Ashish Kumar ak5604157@gmail.com 7051842428
SAHITH KUMAR REDDY
MOGUSALA

sahithkumarmogusala007@gmail.
com 9866136546

Ruchitha Saddi ruchithasaddi@gmail.com 9390788691
Sai Prudhvi Dappu dspsaiprudhvi007@gmail.com 6303125378
Keerthana Masa masakeerthana123@gmail.com 9951984687
Padigela Nithin Kumar nithinpadigela2001@gmail.com 7287035691
IPPILI HEMANTH SAI
MANIKANTA

hemanthsaimanikanta1919@gmail.
com 8978317055

Khyathi Vardhini Vangala khyathivardhinivangala@gmail.com +918688533611
Gundu Niharika gniharika2902@gmail.com 9949688501
Hima vamsi chirravuri Hvchirravuri1936@gmail.com 9390657539
Dasa Harika harikadasa2002@gmail.com 9154208802
Shaik Ruksana shaikruksana912@gmail.com 6300672245
G Tara Sri gugulothutarasri143@gmail.com 6304148138
B Sai Keerthana keerthanabalasetty@gmail.com 8688904410
Rashid Masood masoodrashid62@gmail.com 9070987977
Janvi Veeramreddy ugs19124_ece.janvi@cbit.ac.in 9346259855
D. Krishna Priya kpdevarabhatla@gmail.com 9573948062
Sai Anjan Kumar Vege anjanvege22@gmail.com 6300196994
Dasari Ravinder Kaveri dasarikaveri21@gmail.com 8523019985
Rachel Shanthi rachelshanthi2221@gmail.com 9502834330
K Nikhil Kumar kalvanikhilkumar1432@gmail.com 8019442215
Sai Teja Gurram gurramsaiteja5653@gmail.com 9346181949
Koppadi Nisha Rani ugs19072_ece.nisha@cbit.org.in 9700745141
G Shashi Yadav ugs19106_ece.shashi@cbit.org.in 9912954053
Pavani Chenna chennapavani2709@gmai.com 9100795729
Venkata Nikhil Balivada nikhilbv.3@gmail.com 8897915409
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Ashok Nalla ashoknalla99@gmail.com 9182864354
Nunna Kethan Sai kethansai143@gmail.com 8897544376
Chidurala Tharun teja tharunteja725@gmail.com 7893054174
Shiny Roseleen Manne roseleen3702@gmail.com 7013576500
Surya Mukesh Doddi suryamukeshdoddi@gmail.com 9603126578
Chelle Sabhyata chellesabhyata@gmail.com 8341403436
Harini Bilakanti harinibilakanti@gmail.com 8688238473
Chakka Lahari c.lahari001@gmail.com 8688410719
Nenavath Vinod Kumar chintuisro@gmail.com 6281487395
Hadeel Shaik hadeel3527@gmail.com 8688547300
SAIVAMSI NAGAMALLA vamsi.sai223@gmail.com 9121722443
A.Nitish chander reddy Nitish.arjula2665@gmail.com 8688363818
Mohammed Omar Asif smilewithomar@gmail.com 7075628616
Venkatesh Bandaru bandaruvenkatesh0827@gmail.com 9705939688
Choudavarapu Manasa choudavarapumanasa@gmail.com 9390034787
Rahul Dhir rahul.dhir2001@gmail.com 8897464822
Kavyasri Makkalla kavyasrim1278@gmail.com 8519840949
Chaitanya Bitla chaitanyabitla1001@gmail.com 8688059209

Ch MuraliKrishna
chandramuralikrishna6515@
gmail.com 9133846515

Gade Likhitha likhithagade2911@gmail.com 9390606033
Sanjana Rao puligillasanjanarao63@gmail.com 9390579377
kranthi esram kranthiesram81619@gmail.com 8688608298
Nishanth Ayyalasomayajula nishanthayyala@gmail.com 8897920179
Vijaya Chandana vijaya.chandana378@gmail.com 8106612412
M.Sai Darshan darshanmedisetty25@gmail.com 8106719164
Nuthan Reddy Vaddireddy v.nuthanreddy789@gmail.com 9390691699
Vangdale shiva vangdaleshiva@gmail.com 9100643797
Madireddy Harika mharikareddy5@gmail.com 6303902459
Thota Sai Chetan t.saichetanpatel@gmail.com 9959971983
ANSHUL KRISHNA
SOMANNAGARI anshulkrishnas2020@gmail.com 8374845181
SHANIGARAPU
PAVANKALYAN

pavankalyanshanigarapu14@
gmail.com 9347922070

Jashwanth Sambaraju jashwanthsambaraj@gmail.com 7674993949
Sarah Effendi saraheffendi14@gmail.com 9838615155
PRADUMAN VERMA vermapraduman068@gmail.com 7080679381

Samreen sulthana
Samreensulthanamd2002@gmail.
com 9398644493

Divyansh Prajapati divyanshpvtltd@gmail.com 9648624876
Jayachandra Jchandra453@gmail.com 8328612537

Snehapriya Enagandula
pgs21018_mca.snehapriya@cbit.
org.in 9100893563

Anugula Rohith rohithanugula31@gmail.com 8886161081
Mohammed Amaan ma2659877@gmail.com 9390793148
manupati vijay kumar ugs19117_ece.vijay@cbit.org.in 9542465619

Karrthik Burugupally
burugupallykarthikgoud2001@
gmail.com 9908510555
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Vuppu Bharghav bharghavvuppu7@gmail.com 9014293994
R.Eshwar chandra ramini.eshwar@gmail.com 9390032867
Chowlur Hrudya chowlurhrudya@gmail.com 9182876223
Vivek Chaurasia kumarvivek7523@gmail.com 8840079507
Narmala vaishnavi narmalavaishnavi953@gmail.com 9121824142
SANJANA KANKIPATI sanjanakankipati0195@gmail.com +917382070901
NAAMA KAVYASREE kavyasree.naama@gmail.com 6305571179
Dasari Esha Vaishnavi ugs19004_ece.esha@cbit.ac.in 9959658342
L Anantha Lakshmi lingala.anantha@gmail.com 9182666409

Mahesh Ghattamaneni
Pgs21019_mca.mahesh@cbit.org.
in 9381351076

DHARANIKOTA SAI
ROHINI Pgs21015_mca.rohini@cbit.org.in 6304124018
Hemanth Kumar Bhoora hemanthbhoora387@gmail.com 7981069712
Kandhuri srihari kandhuri.srihari@gmail.com 8688059540
Rajampet Kushal Kumar kushalkittu22@gmail.com 8688667577
Ankit Yadav ankityadav20041999@gmail.com 9918314139
Ritika ugs19012_it.ritika@cbit.ac.in 8309660927
sravya ugs19025_ece.sravya@cbit.ac.in 8332966358
Mohammed Fasi Ahmed fasiahmed2001@gmail.com 9440992711
Gara Swathi pgs21020_mca.swathi@cbit.org.in 9059357438
Karnam Nikitha nikithakarnam08@gmail.com 9390283779
Rishik Routhu routhurishik1412@gmail.com 7075783976
Karan Singh 9karansinghrajput@gmail.com 8639668891
kalyanam Nandini kalyanamnandini786@gmail.com 9533034666
G. Dinesh Reddy ugs19090_ece.dinesh@cbit.ac.in 8179938614
Mohd Sameer sameermehdi2000@gmail.com 7997094114
Sasi Kiran Ayaluri ayalurisasikiran@gmail.com 9390584299
Pramod Reddy Ambati pramodambati1@gmail.com 9390095818

Kindly give a confirmation that these candidates will be reporting to the office on 04 January 2023.

Thanks & Regards,

 Haritha        |   Vijay   
8095680803 |  8867519922

Human Resource, SKLR EDTEC PVT LTD

www.skolar.in
SKOLAR_LOGO_.png 

IMPORTANT: The contents of this email and any attachments are confidential. They are
intended for the named recipient(s) only. If you have received this email by mistake, please
notify the sender immediately and do not disclose the contents to anyone or make copies
thereof.

On Wed, 16 Nov 2022 at 10:53, Skolar Recruit <recruit@skolar.in> wrote: 
Dear  NLN Reddy,
 
Please confirm the date of interview and the date of joining.
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Placements HEAD <placements@cbit.ac.in>

Shortlisted candidates: CBIT || Micron 

Srilekha Challagundla (schallagundl) [ CONT-Type2-OBJECT TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS INDIA ] <schallagundl@micron.com> Wed, Aug 10, 2022 at 2:41 PM
To: "placements@cbit.ac.in" <placements@cbit.ac.in>
Cc: "Orijit Ghosh (oghosh)" <oghosh@micron.com>, "Jhansi Jagannadham Naidu Potham (jpotham)" <jpotham@micron.com>, "S Deepak Kumar (sdeepakk)"
<sdeepakk@micron.com>, "Sharbari Pradhan (spradhan) [ CONT-Type2-EXPERIS IT PRIVATE LIMITED ]" <spradhan@micron.com>, "Deepika Dadi (ddadi)"
<ddadi@micron.com>

Micron Confiden�al

Dear Team,

 

Please find the below shortlisted candidates from us based on the interviews conducted on 9th Aug 22, the below students are being shortlisted for Full time along
with semester internship for 6 months (starting from Jan’23). Kindly let us know their acceptance

 

Candidate Id Candidate Name Gender Disability (YES/NO) Final Degree Final Percentage Final Year of Passing Final Status

7178151 Abhinav Varma Vathadi Male No B.E. 8.74 2023 Selected

7177671 B Sathwik Reddy Male No B.E. 7.91 2023 Selected

7178075 Harikrishna Nalumasu Male No B.E. 8.44 2023 Selected

7178173 Kondi Kavya Female No B.E. 8.76 2023 Selected

7178223 Mahindra Male No B.E. 8.82 2023 Selected

7178179 Manideepak Rao Chitneni Male No B.E. 8.7 2023 Selected

7177795 Mohd Akram Rasheed Male No B.E. 8.14 2023 Selected

7178303 P Nikhil Chandra Male No B.E. 9.04 2023 Selected

7178073 Pantham Nikitha Female No B.E. 8.6 2023 Selected

7178029 Pavan Sai Pulluri Male No B.E. 8.57 2023 Selected

7178317 Prithvi Sandeep Saladi Male No B.E. 9.08 2023 Selected

7178285 Sai Teja Varma Rameti Male No B.E. 8.99 2023 Selected

7178375 Tarun Vishnu Vardhan Chirumella Male No B.E. 9.24 2023 Selected

7178237 Teja Kiran Mirrudoddi Male No B.E. 8.8 2023 Selected

7177835 Vangdale Shiva Male No B.E. 8.14 2023 Selected

 

 

Regards,

Srilekha Challagundla

University Relations

 

Micron Confiden�al
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Placements HEAD <placements@cbit.ac.in>

Ford Final results – Campus Recruitment 2023 batch  
4 messages

Ravichandran, Dinesh (D.K.) <dravich7@ford.com> Sat, Sep 10, 2022 at 10:59 AM
To: Placements HEAD <placements@cbit.ac.in>, "ifthikhar.ahmed@hirepro.in" <ifthikhar.ahmed@hirepro.in>
Cc: "fpc_cse@cbit.ac.in" <fpc_cse@cbit.ac.in>, "fpc_ece@cbit.ac.in" <fpc_ece@cbit.ac.in>, IT FPC <fpc_it@cbit.ac.in>, "fpc_mca@cbit.ac.in" <fpc_mca@cbit.ac.in>,
Anne Violet CBIT-HR <hr@cbit.ac.in>, Principal CBIT <principal@cbit.ac.in>, "po@cbit.ac.in" <po@cbit.ac.in>, "ugs19160_it.kiran@cbit.ac.in"
<ugs19160_it.kiran@cbit.ac.in>, "ugs19063_ece.ankitha@cbit.org.in" <ugs19063_ece.ankitha@cbit.org.in>, "2023placementinfo@cbit.org.in"
<2023placementinfo@cbit.org.in>

Dear Academia Partner,

 

We wholeheartedly thank you for the support rendered to us in completing the Campus Recruitment process.

 

We hereby announce the list of candidates who are selected and are entitled to get an opportunity to work with Ford.

 

S.No.
Candidate
ID Candidate Name Institute Course Department

Present
Course
Percentage

1 7406605 Kanaparthy Deevena Mridhula CBIT Hyderabad - Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology - Hyderabad B.E. CSE 8.21

2 7406709 Chityala Nikhila CBIT Hyderabad - Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology - Hyderabad B.E. ECE 8.7

3 7406767 Sami Shaik CBIT Hyderabad - Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology - Hyderabad B.E. ECE 8.77

4 7406531 Bodalapalle Pavan Sai CBIT Hyderabad - Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology - Hyderabad B.E. CSE 8.62

5 7406513 Arjun Gandotra CBIT Hyderabad - Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology - Hyderabad B.E. CSE 8.29

6 7406495 Bheema Sai Vaibhav CBIT Hyderabad - Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology - Hyderabad B.E. CSE 8.74

7 7406673 V Sravani CBIT Hyderabad - Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology - Hyderabad B.E. CSE 8.12

8 7407101 Yanala Goutham Reddy CBIT Hyderabad - Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology - Hyderabad B.E. IT 8.33

9 7407001 Koppula Avinash CBIT Hyderabad - Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology - Hyderabad B.E. IT 8.44

 

Kindly announce the results with the respective candidates and help us with the following information:

 

1. Candidate offer acceptance – Yes/No
2. Confirm the present course percentage of respective candidates as mentioned in the above table (As derived from the candidate registration process

for the event) and they hold no active backlogs

 

The validity of the offer remains intact only when the above 2 points are duly acknowledged by the Placement cell.

 

Thanks in advance!

 

Looking ahead for a long term fruitful association with your esteemed institution.

 

Regards,

Dinesh

Campus Recruitment Team
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Placements HEAD <placements@cbit.ac.in>

Campus Placement - ValueLabs 

connect <connect@valuelabs.com> Wed, Sep 21, 2022 at 11:42 AM
To: Placements HEAD <placements@cbit.ac.in>, "ugs19026_eee.arun@cbit.org.in" <ugs19026_eee.arun@cbit.org.in>
Cc: Principal CBIT <principal@cbit.ac.in>, Anne Violet CBIT-HR <hr@cbit.ac.in>, "2023placementinfo@cbit.org.in" <2023placementinfo@cbit.org.in>, Director CDC
<director_cdc@cbit.ac.in>, "fpc_cse@cbit.ac.in" <fpc_cse@cbit.ac.in>, IT FPC <fpc_it@cbit.ac.in>, "fpc_ece@cbit.ac.in" <fpc_ece@cbit.ac.in>, EEE FPC
<fpc_eee@cbit.ac.in>

Dear Placement Officer,

 

Thank you for hos�ng us for the placement drive and we plan to share the Provisional offer le�er with the following candidate shortly.

 

Candidate Name Candidate Email Contact Number Status

Naidu Sudheer sudheerchowdary676@gmail.com 8688389731 Selected - SD

Thandava Krishna Potlacheru potlacheruthandavakrishna@gmail.com +91 9381797588 Selected - SD

Yamini Kusa ugs19020_eee.yamini@cbit.org.in +91 9390915756 Selected - SD

Thota Sai Chetan t.saichetanpatel@gmail.com +91 9959971983 Selected - SD

Chaitanya Nagulapalli chaitanya.k.nagulapalli@gmail.com 7075604097 Selected - SD

PEDDAPALLI LAKSHMI SAHITYA plakshmisahitya5@gmail.com +91 9391493180 Selected - SDET

Koushik Reddy Mushanolla mkoushikreddy02@outlook.com +91 9390564727 Selected - SD

Manasa Bedadha ugs19073_it.manasa@cbit.ac.in +91 9390410617 Selected - SD

Sai Jayanth Kumar ugs19167_it.sai@cbit.ac.in +91 8688150756 Selected - SD

 

Request you to share the a�ached details today before 6:00 PM

 

Do feel free to reach out to us for any further support.

 

Thanks & Regards,

Campus Team

From: connect  
Sent: Monday, September 19, 2022 9:09 PM 
To: Placements HEAD <placements@cbit.ac.in>; ugs19026_eee.arun@cbit.org.in 
Cc: Principal CBIT <principal@cbit.ac.in>; Anne Violet CBIT-HR <hr@cbit.ac.in>; 2023placementinfo@cbit.org.in; Director CDC <director_cdc@cbit.ac.in>;
fpc_cse@cbit.ac.in; IT FPC <fpc_it@cbit.ac.in>; fpc_ece@cbit.ac.in; EEE FPC <fpc_eee@cbit.ac.in> 
Subject: RE: [External] Re: Campus Placement - ValueLabs

 

Dear Placement Officer,

 

Please find below the shortlisted candidates

 

Candidate Name Candidate Email Contact Number

Akshay Somise�y akshaysomisetty0@gmail.com +91 7013850548
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Placements HEAD <placements@cbit.ac.in>

Campus Placement - ValueLabs 

connect <connect@valuelabs.com> Wed, Sep 21, 2022 at 11:42 AM
To: Placements HEAD <placements@cbit.ac.in>, "ugs19026_eee.arun@cbit.org.in" <ugs19026_eee.arun@cbit.org.in>
Cc: Principal CBIT <principal@cbit.ac.in>, Anne Violet CBIT-HR <hr@cbit.ac.in>, "2023placementinfo@cbit.org.in" <2023placementinfo@cbit.org.in>, Director CDC
<director_cdc@cbit.ac.in>, "fpc_cse@cbit.ac.in" <fpc_cse@cbit.ac.in>, IT FPC <fpc_it@cbit.ac.in>, "fpc_ece@cbit.ac.in" <fpc_ece@cbit.ac.in>, EEE FPC
<fpc_eee@cbit.ac.in>

Dear Placement Officer,

 

Thank you for hos�ng us for the placement drive and we plan to share the Provisional offer le�er with the following candidate shortly.

 

Candidate Name Candidate Email Contact Number Status

Naidu Sudheer sudheerchowdary676@gmail.com 8688389731 Selected - SD

Thandava Krishna Potlacheru potlacheruthandavakrishna@gmail.com +91 9381797588 Selected - SD

Yamini Kusa ugs19020_eee.yamini@cbit.org.in +91 9390915756 Selected - SD

Thota Sai Chetan t.saichetanpatel@gmail.com +91 9959971983 Selected - SD

Chaitanya Nagulapalli chaitanya.k.nagulapalli@gmail.com 7075604097 Selected - SD

PEDDAPALLI LAKSHMI SAHITYA plakshmisahitya5@gmail.com +91 9391493180 Selected - SDET

Koushik Reddy Mushanolla mkoushikreddy02@outlook.com +91 9390564727 Selected - SD

Manasa Bedadha ugs19073_it.manasa@cbit.ac.in +91 9390410617 Selected - SD

Sai Jayanth Kumar ugs19167_it.sai@cbit.ac.in +91 8688150756 Selected - SD

 

Request you to share the a�ached details today before 6:00 PM

 

Do feel free to reach out to us for any further support.

 

Thanks & Regards,

Campus Team

From: connect  
Sent: Monday, September 19, 2022 9:09 PM 
To: Placements HEAD <placements@cbit.ac.in>; ugs19026_eee.arun@cbit.org.in 
Cc: Principal CBIT <principal@cbit.ac.in>; Anne Violet CBIT-HR <hr@cbit.ac.in>; 2023placementinfo@cbit.org.in; Director CDC <director_cdc@cbit.ac.in>;
fpc_cse@cbit.ac.in; IT FPC <fpc_it@cbit.ac.in>; fpc_ece@cbit.ac.in; EEE FPC <fpc_eee@cbit.ac.in> 
Subject: RE: [External] Re: Campus Placement - ValueLabs

 

Dear Placement Officer,

 

Please find below the shortlisted candidates

 

Candidate Name Candidate Email Contact Number

Akshay Somise�y akshaysomisetty0@gmail.com +91 7013850548
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Placements HEAD <placements@cbit.ac.in>

Darwinbox | Opportunity for Software Engineer Role 2023 

HarshithaSai Jagarlamudi <harshitha.j@darwinbox.in> Sat, Aug 13, 2022 at 4:25 PM
To: nandini gopasi <ugs19007_it.nandini@cbit.ac.in>, "placements@cbit.ac.in" <placements@cbit.ac.in>
Cc: Suman Lakkimsetty <suman.l@darwinbox.in>, Abdul Md <abdul.md@darwinbox.in>

Hi Nandini,

Hope this email finds you well! 

***Adding two more final Shortlists to the list, Request you to inform to the students and let us know their
acceptance.

Candidate Name Candidate Email
Vinay Kasala kasala.vinay@gmail.com
Akash Kante� akashkanteti@gmail.com

Regards,
Harshitha

From: HarshithaSai Jagarlamudi <harshitha.j@darwinbox.in> 
Sent: 10 August 2022 14:58
[Quoted text hidden]
 
[Quoted text hidden]
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Placements HEAD <placements@cbit.ac.in>

Invitation for Campus Placements 2022-23 

Pooja Suresh Joshi <pooja.suresh.joshi@celigo.com> Tue, Jul 26, 2022 at 6:33 PM
To: Placements HEAD <placements@cbit.ac.in>, ugs19155_it.chandra@cbit.ac.in
Cc: po@cbit.ac.in, tpo@cbit.ac.in, Principal CBIT <principal@cbit.ac.in>, Anne Violet CBIT-HR <hr@cbit.ac.in>, Celigo India
University Relations <ci-universityrelations@celigo.com>, Manisha Dash <manisha.dash@celigo.com>, Nithin Gaddam
<nithin.gaddam@celigo.com>

Hi Team,

Good evening!

We are glad to announce that we have selected the below 4 candidates for the said position:

1. Abhignya Bulusu
2. Chandana Samineni
3. Pranathi Kodicherla
4. Srihitha Reddy Talusani

We would request you to please inform the students and share their confirmation, so that we can process their offer letter.

Thanks for all the support and seamless coordination.

Regards,
Pooja Joshi

On Mon, Jul 25, 2022 at 5:22 PM Pooja Suresh Joshi <pooja.suresh.joshi@celigo.com> wrote: 
Hi Chandra,
 
Thanks for sharing the CVs. PFA the interview schedule for tomorrow. Please inform the same to the shortlisted students. 
 
Thanks!
 
Regards,
Pooja
 
On Mon, Jul 25, 2022 at 10:03 AM Pooja Suresh Joshi <pooja.suresh.joshi@celigo.com> wrote: 

Dear Team,
 
Good morning!
 
PFA the shortlist for the interview. Requesting you to please share the CVs of the shortlisted students ASAP.
 
Also, we will start the process from 9:30AM tomorrow. We will share the interview schedule shortly.
 
Please feel free to call if you have any questions.
 
Regards,
Pooja
 
On Thu, Jul 21, 2022 at 6:21 PM Pooja Suresh Joshi <pooja.suresh.joshi@celigo.com> wrote: 

Hi,
 
As requested, we have included the student name for the test. Please inform the student accordingly.
 
Please share the below Test Instruc�ons with the shortlisted students: 
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Test details: 
Test duration: 2 Hour (120 Minutes)
Exam Pattern: Programming, Aptitude and Coding Test 
You will receive the test link 15 minutes before the exam time, please make sure you check your spam in case you 
are not able to find the test link in your inbox 
Test link will be shared on your registered/ college provided email id

 
General Instruc�ons:

Please ensure you have a stable internet connection.
There is a negative marking for the incorrect answer, so be sure before choosing the option
This is a timed test. Please make sure you are not interrupted during the test, as the timer cannot be paused once 
started.
You will get a link that will become active as per the schedule time.
You must close all other tabs/browsers/windows/applications on your computer before you open the test link in a 
browser. If the test detects any other tab/browser/application on your computer, it will raise a flag on submission 
and your candidature will be canceled.
Ensure that once the test starts you don't open a new tab, window or any other application on your computer. 
Doing so will raise a flag on submission and your candidature will be canceled.
Please click the link and enter all your details: FirstName, Email & Ph number etc... The test time will only start 
after submitting the personal details and going to the test page.

 
Test Instruc�ons:  

The test has 2 sections, the first section has 20 objective questions and the second section has 3 coding 
questions. Overall the test has Programming, Coding and Aptitude sections.
Once the test has started, the timer cannot be paused. You have to complete the test in one attempt. Do not close 
the browser window or tab of the test interface before you submit your final answers. Click on "Submit" to finish 
your exam.
Your responses will be automatically checked for plagiarism (check for solutions copied from the web or copied 
from another student), you will be blacklisted if found copying solutions from any other source. Please take this 
seriously as if you copy even one question or part of the solution your entire candidature will be canceled.

Note: Proctoring required for this challenge
This challenge requires access to the fully func�onal web-camera.
Make sure that your face is visible within the web-camera frame.
Make sure to sit in a well lit room.
Webcam snapshots will be taken periodically when you're inside the challenge. Please enable access by clicking the bu�on 
below.
If your call disconnects due to some reason, please make sure that you rejoin within 2-3 minutes using the same 
link. Otherwise, your candidature will be canceled.

 
Use of headphones/earphones is not allowed during the test.
 
Wishing you all the best for the test!
 
Regards,
Pooja
 
 
On Thu, Jul 21, 2022 at 4:51 PM Placements HEAD <placements@cbit.ac.in> wrote: 

Dear Madam,
Cordial Greetings!!!
 
                 One of Our student name Vitesh Bharadwaj M (160119736117) was shortlisted for Celigo recruitment drive in
the first list. In the second list be received from you is not having Vitesh Bharadwaj M. He has having CGPA of 8.7
Madam, kindly let us know the reason for removing Vitesh Bharadwaj M in the second list. 
 
On Thu, Jul 21, 2022 at 12:34 PM Pooja Suresh Joshi <pooja.suresh.joshi@celigo.com> wrote: 

Hi Team,
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Further to our discussion today, PFA the revised list of shortlisted students for the Hacker Rank Test.
Total no. of students shortlisted: 438 Students
 
Here are the details for the Placement process:
 

Process Date & Time Remark

Pre-placement Talk Fri, 22nd July from 
4:00 - 5:00 PM

Zoom details:
 
Join Zoom Meeting
https://zoom.us/j/98830698554?pwd=
WE94UHZQVUFpQ0NRMjB3VVJPb3Budz
09
 
Meeting ID: 988 3069 8554
Passcode: 825204

Online Test Fri, 22nd July from 
6:00 - 8:00 PM

HackerRank platform. We will share the test 
Instruction over a separate mail. 
Note: Students will receive the test link 
invite 15 mins before the scheduled time.

Final Interview Process Tues, 26th July from 
9:30 AM onwards

Interviews will be conducted over Zoom. 
We will share the zoom details soon.

 
Please inform the students and block their calendar accordingly.
 
Feel free to reach out to us if you have any questions.
 
Thanks!
 
Regards,
Pooja
 
On Mon, Jul 18, 2022 at 12:40 PM Pooja Suresh Joshi <pooja.suresh.joshi@celigo.com> wrote: 

Hi Team,
 
PFA the shortlist for the test. We will be scheduling the test for these shortlisted students on 25th July.
Thanks!
Regards,
Pooja
 
On Fri, Jul 8, 2022 at 12:19 PM Pooja Suresh Joshi <pooja.suresh.joshi@celigo.com> wrote: 

Hello Team,
 
Further to our discussion, sharing below the revised schedule for the placement process. Please block the
students' calendar accordingly.
 
Pre-placement talk - Fri, 22nd July from 10:00- 11:00 AM 
Online Test on HackerRank - Mon, 25th July from 9:00- 11:00 AM
Final Interviews - Tue, 26th July from 9:00 AM onwards
 
Regards,
Pooja
 
On Thu, Jul 7, 2022 at 3:27 PM Pooja Suresh Joshi <pooja.suresh.joshi@celigo.com> wrote: 

Hello Team,

As we discussed, we confirm the below slots for the placement process. Please block the students' calendar
accordingly.

Pre-placement talk - Fri, 22nd July from 10:00- 11:00 AM 
Online Test on HackerRank - Mon, 25th July from 10:00- 12:00 Noon
Final Interviews - Tue, 26th July from 9:00 AM onwards

Please note: We will be conducting the PPT & Final interviews on the Zoom platform.
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Please share the email IDs of all the eligible and interested students for the Online test. Also, could you please
confirm the approximate no. of participants for the PPT & Test. 

Thanks!
Regards,

-- 
Thanks,

Pooja Joshi
Principal TX Partner

Talent Acquisition | Celigo

+91 9849228185

pooja.suresh.joshi@celigo.com

https://www.celigo.com/

VIDEO!: Celigo explained in under 2 minutes 

On Wed, Jul 6, 2022 at 8:51 PM Pooja Suresh Joshi <pooja.suresh.joshi@celigo.com> wrote: 
Hi Team,
 
Greetings from Celigo!
 
We are glad to receive your invita�on for the campus placement drive for the 2023 batch students. It would be our 

privilege to par�cipate in your campus hiring process and hire the best talents.  

 

As requested, PFB the key details & the Interview Prerequisites. 

 

Par�culars Remarks 
Job Role: So�ware Engineer I 
Job descrip�on: A�ached 
Job Loca�on: Hyderabad 
Compensa�on & 
benefits: 

- Full �me employee FTE – CTC INR 16 LPA   
 - CTC Breakup - 12 L (Base) + 3 L (Joining Bonus) + 1 L (Addi�onal benefits) 
- Internship s�pend- INR 30,000 Per month  

Eligible 
branches/ 
Specializa�on: 

Only BTech/ BE students with below men�oned branches 

Computer Science Engineering 
Informa�on Technology IT  
Electronics & Communica�ons  
Electronics & Electrical  
Electronics & Instrumenta�on  
Mechanical Engineering  

CGPA cutoff: Students with 7.0 & above CGPA will be allowed for the test & the interview process 
Selec�on 
Process: 

 

Assessment Type Dura�on of Tool/ Pla�orm  
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 Assessment 

Online Assessment (Ap�tude + Coding test) ~ 120 Mins Hacker Rank 

Technical Round ~ 90 Mins Zoom 
Hiring Manager Round (Tech + Behavior) ~ 90 Mins Zoom 
HR Round (Cultural Fitment) ~ 30 Mins Zoom 

 
Please note: Each round is an elimina�on round. 

Final Selects: Internship cum PPO model 
Final selects will be offered 6 months full-�me internship tenta�vely star�ng from Jan- June, 
2023 (or as per the college internship �melines) followed with full �me employment effec�ve 
July, 2023. 

 
Hope the above informa�on is helpful. Kindly let us know the next step ahead.  
 
We request you to please share the following details ASAP: 

Confirma�on on the Internship cum PPO model i.e., we would like to on-board the selected students 6
months early as an Intern from Jan - Jun, 2023 and then Full time employment effective July, 2023.
List of interested and eligible students in the a�ached template. 
Please provide a slot for the Pre-placement talk, Test & Drive. We would prefer to do PPT and test on the 
same day. 

If you have any queries, please feel free to reach out to us any�me. 
 
Thanks! Looking forward to strengthening our associa�on with your esteemed Ins�tute. 

 

Regards, 
 
-- 
Thanks,

Pooja Joshi
Principal TX Partner

Talent Acquisition | Celigo

+91 9849228185

pooja.suresh.joshi@celigo.com

https://www.celigo.com/

VIDEO!: Celigo explained in under 2 minutes 
 
On Wed, Jul 6, 2022 at 6:03 PM Placements HEAD <placements@cbit.ac.in> wrote: 

To
Dear Sir/Madam
Cordial Greetings!!!
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            I take this great opportunity on behalf of CBIT to extend a Warm invitation to your
Esteemed Organization for Participating in Campus Placements / Internships at CBIT for
2022-23 Graduating batch. I also wish to share the (1). Facets of CBIT, (2). Outlook Magazine
CBIT Ranking,(3). The Week Magazine CBIT Ranking, (4) NIRF Ranking of CBIT & (5)
Almanac of CBIT 2021-22, for your kind information
 
Indeed on behalf of CBIT I take this opportunity to extend My sincere & Profound gratitude to
Celigo for the patronage & support for rolling out various Campus initiatives for the benefit of
Students & Faculty of CBIT. I wish the mutual relationship between  
Celigo & CBIT will be more cherishing in near future for the success and prosperity of both
the organizations.

It’s my endeavor to know the Campus Placements schedule for 2022-23 graduating batch. We
wish to hear your valuable response on this front. 

            We look forward towards a long and fruitful association to reap mutual benefits and
wish an early and positive response.

            Please find the attachments.
 

"Stay Alert - Stay Safe"
 

With best Regards, 
 
Dr. NLN REDDY
Director - CDC,
Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology.
Contact: Mobile No.98494-66587
Email.id: Placements@cbit.ac.in, director_cdc@cbit.ac.in 
 
 

 
 

 
 
--  
Thanks,

Pooja Joshi
Principal TX Partner

Talent Acquisition | Celigo

+91 9849228185

pooja.suresh.joshi@celigo.com

https://www.celigo.com/
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VIDEO!: Celigo explained in under 2 minutes 
 
 
--  
Thanks,

Pooja Joshi
Principal TX Partner

Talent Acquisition | Celigo

+91 9849228185

pooja.suresh.joshi@celigo.com

https://www.celigo.com/

VIDEO!: Celigo explained in under 2 minutes 
 
 
--  
Thanks,

Pooja Joshi
Principal TX Partner

Talent Acquisition | Celigo

+91 9849228185

pooja.suresh.joshi@celigo.com

https://www.celigo.com/

VIDEO!: Celigo explained in under 2 minutes 
 
 
--  
With Best Regards, 
 
Dr. NLN REDDY, 
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Director - Career Development Centre (A) 
Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology 
98494 66587 

 
 
--  
Thanks,

Pooja Joshi
Principal TX Partner

Talent Acquisition | Celigo

+91 9849228185

pooja.suresh.joshi@celigo.com

https://www.celigo.com/

VIDEO!: Celigo explained in under 2 minutes 
 
 
--  
Thanks,

Pooja Joshi
Principal TX Partner

Talent Acquisition | Celigo

+91 9849228185

pooja.suresh.joshi@celigo.com

https://www.celigo.com/

VIDEO!: Celigo explained in under 2 minutes 
 
 
--  
Thanks,

Pooja Joshi
Principal TX Partner

Talent Acquisition | Celigo

+91 9849228185

pooja.suresh.joshi@celigo.com

https://www.celigo.com/
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VIDEO!: Celigo explained in under 2 minutes 

--  
Thanks,

Pooja Joshi
Principal TX Partner

Talent Acquisition | Celigo

+91 9849228185

pooja.suresh.joshi@celigo.com

https://www.celigo.com/

VIDEO!: Celigo explained in under 2 minutes 
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Placements HEAD <placements@cbit.ac.in>

Summer Internship Placements, 2022-23 | Arcesium 

Heda, Shruthi <Shruthi.Heda@arcesium.com> Fri, Sep 2, 2022 at 5:02 PM
To: Placements HEAD <placements@cbit.ac.in>
Cc: "faculty_placementcoordinators@cbit.ac.in" <faculty_placementcoordinators@cbit.ac.in>,
"2023placementinfo@cbit.org.in" <2023placementinfo@cbit.org.in>, Principal CBIT <principal@cbit.ac.in>, Anne Violet
CBIT-HR <hr@cbit.ac.in>, "ugs19071_it.kavya@cbit.ac.in" <ugs19071_it.kavya@cbit.ac.in>,
"ugs19179_ece.venkata@cbit.ac.in" <ugs19179_ece.venkata@cbit.ac.in>, Tech Campus <tech-campus@arcesium.com>

Dear Team,

Further to the final interviews conducted today, we are pleased to make 4 Months internship offers to Bhavana
Balimidi and Yanamandra Sai Prasanna Karthik.

We will send them a copy of the offer letter in the next couple of weeks.  However, please treat this as an official
confirmation.

Please do send us a confirmation that the offered students will not participate in the campus recruitment process
of any other company visiting your campus (2022-23), since we have confirmed their offer.

Thankyou,

[Quoted text hidden]
[Quoted text hidden]
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23/09/2022, 09:29 C.B.I.T Mail - Providence India | CBIT Hyderabad (Full-time and Summer Intern) Hiring

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ik=1867fd42b4&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1744668168722618545&simpl=msg-f%3A1744668168722618545 1/1

Placements HEAD <placements@cbit.ac.in>

Providence India | CBIT Hyderabad (Full-time and Summer Intern) Hiring 

Bajaj, Rahul <Rahul.Bajaj@providence.org> Thu, Sep 22, 2022 at 4:43 PM
To: Placements HEAD <placements@cbit.ac.in>
Cc: "tpo@cbit.ac.in" <tpo@cbit.ac.in>, "po@cbit.ac.in" <po@cbit.ac.in>, "fpc_cse@cbit.ac.in" <fpc_cse@cbit.ac.in>, IT FPC <fpc_it@cbit.ac.in>, "fpc_ece@cbit.ac.in"
<fpc_ece@cbit.ac.in>, "fpc_eee@cbit.ac.in" <fpc_eee@cbit.ac.in>, "ugs19053_cse.surya@cbit.org.in" <ugs19053_cse.surya@cbit.org.in>, "ugs19179_ece.venkata@cbit.org.in"
<ugs19179_ece.venkata@cbit.org.in>, Principal CBIT <principal@cbit.ac.in>, Anne Violet CBIT-HR <hr@cbit.ac.in>, Providence India Campus Hiring
<ProvidenceIndiaCampusHiring@providence.org>, "ugs19152_cse.lakshman@cbit.org.in" <ugs19152_cse.lakshman@cbit.org.in>

Dear CBIT Team,

It’s been our pleasure partnering with you and your esteemed institution for campus hiring. We hope to build and nourish this relationship year on year.

 

FTE Shortlisted

 

Candidate ID Name Gender

7752009 P Sruthi Female

7749893 Akshitha Singireddy Female

7746397 Chandana Samineni Female

7747381 Vemula Praneetha Female

7748565 Hemanth Kumar Gudla Male

7748021 Ga�u Pruthvi Nag Male

 

Intern Shortlisted

 

Candidate Id Candidate Name Gender

7749543 Sowmika Alwal Female

7750463 Akella Sri Meghana Female

7750153 Veeramallu Meghana Sreeya Female

7750515 Shreya Koka Female

7744881 Maroju Nikhil Male

7750041 Mohammad Sohail Male

 

Action Needed - Request you to please collect the filled in form (attached here), Aadhar and PAN card from each of the selected student (both intern and FTE) and share it
with us in a zipped folder so that we can setup their profile on our systems.

** Students who do not have PAN card, should immediately apply for one.

Feel free to reach us on providenceindiacampushiring@providence.org in case of any questions/queries.

Regards,

Providence India Campus Hiring Team

[Quoted text hidden]

Personal Details - Providence Campus Hiring.docx 
15K
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2/17/23, 10:02 AM C.B.I.T Mail - Fwd: AVEVA_Internship opportunity for the campus hires
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Placements HEAD <placements@cbit.ac.in>

Fwd: AVEVA_Internship opportunity for the campus hires
1 message

chandnani gulshan <ugs19088_ece.chandnani@cbit.ac.in> Thu, Feb 16, 2023 at 4:42 PM
To: Placements HEAD <placements@cbit.ac.in>

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Rumaila Kader <rumaila.kader@aveva.com>
Date: Thu, 16 Feb, 2023, 3:15 pm
Subject: AVEVA_Internship opportunity for the campus hires
To: Principal CBIT <principal@cbit.ac.in>, 2023placementinfo@cbit.org.in <2023placementinfo@cbit.org.in>
Cc: chandnani gulshan <ugs19088_ece.chandnani@cbit.ac.in>

Dear Reddy Sir,

 

Hope you are doing well!

 

As we are all preparing ourselves to onboard our campus hires (students) from CBIT as Full-time employees from 3
July’23 to AVEVA, we would like to give them an opportunity to do 12 weeks of internship with us. The following students
have shown interest for our internship program, and we are glad to provide them with a learning opportunity.

 

Please note that internship details are as of below:

 

Start date: 6 March’23

End date: 22 May’23

Duration: 12 weeks
Stipend: 20000 p.m.

 

 

Name College Branch Email id

Jagruthie Sadula CBIT ECE sjagruthie2002@gmail.com

PONUGUPATI NITIN CBIT ECE ugs19158_ece.nitin@cbit.ac.in

Ketan Kadali CBIT ME kadaliketan2001@gmail.com

Shravya Sarugu CBIT ME sarugushravyaanand03@gmail.com

Valivarthi Sri Chitra CBIT Chemical srichitravalivarthi10@gmail.com
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Nandikolla Venkata Sai Charan CBIT ECE saicharan.nandikolla@gmail.com

Ashok Nalla CBIT CSE ashoknalla99@gmail.com

Peddapalli Lakshmi Sahitya CBIT EEE plakshmisahitya5@gmail.com

Naraboina Pavan Kumar CBIT EEE pavankumarnaraboina@gmail.com

Chirag jain godha CBIT Chemical ugs19023_chem.chirag@cbit.ac.in

Sravani Narayandas CBIT CSE ugs19075_cse.sravani@cbit.org.in

Mohammed Adnan CBIT CSE
ugs19096_cse.mohammed@cbit.
org.in

Dasari Esha Vaishnavi CBIT ECE ugs19004_ece.esha@cbit.ac.in

Sruthi Shanker Pydimarry CBIT ME ugs19011_mech.sruthi@cbit.org.in

Bhavesh Agarwal CBIT Chemical Ugs19022_chem.bhavesh@cbit.ac.in

 

Please feel free to reach out to me for further information.

 

Regards,

Rumaila Kader
Early Careers Specialist – APAC

Mobile no: 9742551114

AVEVA | A global industrial software leader

Twitter | YouTube | LinkedIn | Facebook | aveva.com

 

__________________________________________________________________
AVEVA Group plc is registered in England at High Cross, Madingley Road, Cambridge, England CB3 0HB. Number 2937296.
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23/08/2022, 11:53 C.B.I.T Mail - Amazon is hiring for Tech roles!
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Placements HEAD <placements@cbit.ac.in>

Amazon is hiring for Tech roles! 

Verma, Shreeji <shreejiv@amazon.com> Tue, Aug 23, 2022 at 10:54 AM
To: "placements@cbit.ac.in" <placements@cbit.ac.in>
Cc: "Kumari, Beauty" <bekumari@amazon.com>

Dear Placement Officer,

 

We are pleased to extend an intern offer to the below 20 students.

 

Congratulations from Amazon team!  

 

 

Role Candidate Name Candidate last
name Email ID College

Name

Support Engineer
II Sai Adithya Tirukkolluru saiadithya34076@gmail.com CBIT

Support Engineer
II Shivani Sarikonda shivanisrinivas9531@gmail.com CBIT

Support Engineer
II

Uday Kiran
Reddy Nallagandla udaykiranreddy1116@gmail.com CBIT

Support Engineer
II Tejashwini Rachagolla ugs19024_it.tejashwini@cbit.ac.in CBIT

Support Engineer
II Suhas Gajawada gsuhas80@gmail.com CBIT

Support Engineer
II Shiva Kumar Chakali ugs19051_it.shiva@cbit.ac.in CBIT

Support Engineer
II Bhoomika Nimmala bhoomikanimmala2002@gmail.com CBIT

Support Engineer
II Sowmya Devineni ugs19143_it.sowmya@cbit.ac.in CBIT

Support Engineer
II Abhinav Vanga vangaabhinavreddy@gmail.com CBIT

Support Engineer
II P. Praveen Varma

ugs19039_cse.praveenvarma@
cbit.org.in CBIT
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Support Engineer
II

Supriya T ugs19018_cse.supriya@cbit.org.in CBIT

Support Engineer
II Chippagiri Sumanth ugs19117_it.sumanth@cbit.ac.in CBIT

Support Engineer
II Naveen kumar Thatipalli thatipallinaveenkumar@gmail.com CBIT

Support Engineer
II Akash Kanteti akashkanteti@gmail.com CBIT

Support Engineer
II Aaditya Jupally ugs19090_it.aaditya@cbit.ac.in CBIT

Support Engineer
II Bharath Battipally bharathbattipally@gmail.com CBIT

Support Engineer
II mahindra chowdary ugs19152_ece.mahindra@cbit.ac.in CBIT

Support Engineer
II Reethika Tummeti reethika.tummeti@gmail.com CBIT

Support Engineer
II Vishnu Vardhan Chunchu

ugs19179_cse.vishnuvardhan@
cbit.org.in CBIT

Support Engineer
II Bhavana Balimidi bhavanabalimidi52@gmail.com CBIT

 

The below students will be extended a FTE offer.

 

Role Candidate Name Last Name Email ID College Name

Support Engineer II Medha Reddy Boosam medhareddy.boosam@gmail.com CBIT

Support Engineer II KOMMA SHASHANK kommashashank@gmail.com CBIT

Support Engineer II Ravitej Rangineni rangineniravitej@gmail.com CBIT

Support Engineer II KAVYA KONDI ugs19071_it.kavya@cbit.ac.in CBIT

Support Engineer II Dharmateja Eruparsapu ugs19088_cse.dharma@cbit.org.in CBIT

Support Engineer II sumadhura gaddam ugs19086_it.sumadhura@cbit.ac.in CBIT

[Quoted text hidden]
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14/10/2022, 15:30 C.B.I.T Mail - CBIT Students Database for D.E Shaw Group | Tech Associates 2022-23 - Reg.
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Placements HEAD <placements@cbit.ac.in>

CBIT Students Database for D.E Shaw Group | Tech Associates 2022-23 - Reg. 

Periwal, Priyam <Priyam.Periwal@deshaw.com> Fri, Oct 14, 2022 at 2:41 PM
To: "placements@cbit.ac.in" <placements@cbit.ac.in>, 2023placementinfo <2023placementinfo@cbit.org.in>, "po@cbit.ac.in"
<po@cbit.ac.in>
Cc: "Tech Campus (Hyd)" <tech-campus@hyd.deshaw.com>, "Bhandari, Yukta" <Yukta.Bhandari@deshaw.com>,
"Malekandathil, Noel" <Noel.Malekandathil@deshaw.com>

Hi Team,  

We are pleased to extend an offer to the following candidates -  

1. Koppula Sai Charan
2. Sumadhura Gaddam
3. Abhinav Vanga

 

Kindly confirm their acceptance and sign them out from any further on-campus recruitment drives.

 

Thank you to the entire team for a seamless and successful process.

 

Thanks,  
Priyam

 

 

From: Periwal, Priyam <Priyam.Periwal@deshaw.com>  
Sent: Monday, October 10, 2022 6:45 PM 
To: Malekandathil, Noel <Noel.Malekandathil@deshaw.com>; sai akhil p <ugs19044_cse.sai@cbit.org.in> 
Cc: Tech Campus (Hyd) <tech-campus@hyd.deshaw.com>; Bhandari, Yukta <Yukta.Bhandari@deshaw.com>; nandini
gopasi <ugs19007_it.nandini@cbit.ac.in> 
Subject: RE: CBIT Students Database for D.E Shaw Group | Tech Associates 2022-23 - Reg.

 

Hi Team,  

Following candidates will have their Round 2 tomorrow as per the below schedule -

1. Koppula Sai Charan 10:30 AM
2. Abhinav Vanga 2:30 PM

 

Kindly inform them the same. They can use the same link to join the interview.  

Thanks,  
Priyam

 

 

From: Periwal, Priyam <Priyam.Periwal@deshaw.com>  
Sent: Monday, October 10, 2022 4:36 PM 
To: Malekandathil, Noel <Noel.Malekandathil@deshaw.com>; sai akhil p <ugs19044_cse.sai@cbit.org.in> 
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12/23/22, 2:41 PM C.B.I.T Mail - Re: CBIT - Students database for BizAcuity Campus Placements - Reg.

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ik=1867fd42b4&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1752988681771322215&simpl=msg-f%3A17529886817… 1/1

Placements HEAD <placements@cbit.ac.in>

Re: CBIT - Students database for BizAcuity Campus Placements - Reg.
Prachi Kulkarni <prachi.kulkarni@bizacuity.com> Fri, Dec 23, 2022 at 12:55 PM
To: Placements HEAD <placements@cbit.ac.in>
Cc: fpc_cse@cbit.ac.in, IT FPC <fpc_it@cbit.ac.in>, fpc_ece@cbit.ac.in, kiran nagarapu <ugs19160_it.kiran@cbit.ac.in>,
akshaya mamidi <ugs19121_it.akshaya@cbit.ac.in>, venkata sai charan nandikolla <ugs19179_ece.venkata@cbit.org.in>,
po@cbit.ac.in, Principal CBIT <principal@cbit.ac.in>, Anne Violet CBIT-HR <hr@cbit.ac.in>

Greetings!

Thank you for your cooperation during the whole process of the recruitment drive. The result of the interviews conducted
on 22nd December, 2022 is as below. We would like to start with the internship for the below students from
February 2023. Internship will be from the date they start at BizAcuity till the end of June. The stipend will
be 10000 per month. If they successfully complete the three month training, internship will be
retrospectively adjusted to 25000 per month. And also the full time employment conversion will be based on
their performance during the internship.

Name CTC
Shashank
Reddy Samala 7+1
Kamalesh Palle 6+1
Gugulothu
Revanth 6+1
Yerramsetti
Suraaj 6+1
m premkumar 6+1

Waiting list
Ruhith

Waiting list will be confirmed later in January. 

Regards,
Prachi Kulkarni
HR Manager 

    
101, Hitech Pearl, Vittal Rao Nagar,
HITEC City, Hyderabad, Telangana 500081 | 
Phone: +91 40 4311 1808 | Fax: +1 770 375 2181

Disclaimer: This communication may be privileged and contains confidential information intended only for the person(s) to whom it was intended to be sent. Any 
unauthorized disclosure, copying, other distribution of this communication, or taking any action on its contents is strictly prohibited. If you have received this 
message in error, please notify us immediately and delete this message without reading, copying, or forwarding it to anyone. 

[Quoted text hidden]
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Sl.No. Roll No. Name Branch Email Address

1 160119732012 Kotte Mahitha Civil-1 mahithakotte90@gmail.com

2 160119732034 NIKHIL PATHA Civil-1 nikhil.patha034@gmail.com

3 160119732047 Medisetty Sai Darshan Civil-1 darshanmedisetty25@gmail.com

4 160119732069 K Sai Keertana Civil-2 ksaikeertana23@gmail.com

5 160119732084 AMBATI HARSHA VARDHAN VYAS Civil-2 HARSHAAMBATI2301@GMAIL.COM

6 160119732120 Yuvaraja Civil-2 yuvarajayalamanchilli@gmail.com

7 160119733127 Chowlur Hrudya CSE-3 chowlurhrudya@gmail.com

8 160119733139 Dasari Ravinder Kaveri CSE-3 dasarikaveri21@gmail.com

9 160119734062 Firdous Anjum EEE-2 firdousanjum.mohd@gmail.com

10 160119734067 Munnola Pooja EEE-2 poojamunnola@gmail.com

11 160119735016 Rachel Shanthi ECE-1 rachelshanthi2221@gmail.com

12 160119735050 Nereti Vamsi Vardhan ECE-1 vamsivardhannereti@gmail.com

13 160119735063 J.Ankitha ECE-2 ankithareddy963@gmail.com

14 160119736002 bhavana veeramreddy Mech-1 ugs19002_mech.bhavana@cbit.org.in

15 160119736009 Satvika Netala Mech-1 savika204@gmail.com

16 160119736010 shreya Mech-1 mshreya1212@gmail.com

17 160119736020 Chennamaneni Havish Rao Mech-1 ch.havishrao@gmail.com

18 160119736066 LakshmiPrasanna Kathroju Mech-2 kathrojulakshmiprasanna@gmail.com

19 160119736069 Nagasree Y Mech-2 nagasree080@gmail.com

20 160119736075 Chinmay Krishna Peri Mech-2 chinmayperi@gmail.com

21 160119736086 Nithin Yavapuram Mech-2 nithinyavapuram@gmail.com

22 160119736113 CHERUKUPALLY UDAYKIRAN REDDY Mech-2 udaykiranreddy1408@gmail.com

23 160119736310 ERVA KIRAN Mech-2 kirangovardhan2001@gmail.com

24 160119737037 Jeevan Kumar Gyni IT-3 jeevankumar12121@gmail.com

25 160119737122 Akshitha Miryala IT-3 akshithamiryala2112@gmail.com

26 160119737318 Marka Meghana IT-3 markameghanaa@gmail.com

27 160119738001 G Choodamani Chandana Prod choodamanichandana@gmail.com

28 160119738306 Yantrapati Bhakthsingh Prod ybsrise786@gmail.com

29 160121672081 MEDHINI HARIKA MBA harikamedhini169@gmail.com

30 160121672104 INAPARTHY ABHISHIKTH MBA abhishikh227@gmail.com

31 160121862002 A Shirisha MCA ampatishirisha@gmail.com

32 160121862006 Bathalapalli Sarang MCA bathalapalli9920@gmail.com

33 160121862009 shivapriya MCA shivapriyabuddolu@gmail.com

34 160121862028 KISHAN RANJIT MCA ranjit.k3700@gmail.com

35 160121862036 L Anantha Lakshmi MCA lingala.anantha@gmail.com
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Mobile Number
9390589029
9963590090
8106719164
9502661484
7396176769
9440235400
9182876223
8523019985
8688736541
6303744697
9502834330
7036273046
7780242892
8688482159
9493150904
9381469557
9701111904
6304119117
9494349789
9652228646
9704498429
6300187695
9908269477
9381312048
9390407303
7993579957
9390368912
8247400560
9948645328
9676692814
7036161560
9849100994
6302024065
8179861664
9182666409
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01/09/2022, 09:58 C.B.I.T Mail - PPO | Goldman Sachs | Off - campus placement

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ik=1867fd42b4&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1742664949922735155&simpl=msg-f%3A1742664… 1/2

Placements HEAD <placements@cbit.ac.in>

PPO | Goldman Sachs | Off - campus placement 

Pranathi Kodicherla <pranathik2001@gmail.com> Wed, Aug 31, 2022 at 2:03 PM
To: placements@cbit.ac.in

Hello Sir,
I am Pranathi Kodicherla (160119733136), a student of B.E, CSE 3, 4/4. I am elated to share that I received a Pre
Placement Offer from Goldman Sachs with a CTC of 24 LPA. 
Below is the official communication received from the company.
Regards,
Pranathi.  

---------- Forwarded message --------- 
From: Nalin.Singh@ny.email.gs.com <Nalin.Singh@gs.com> 
Date: Tue, Aug 30, 2022, 3:13 PM 
Subject: Congratulations! Full-Time Offer at Goldman Sachs 
To: pranathik2001@gmail.com <pranathik2001@gmail.com> 

 

cid:image001.png@01D5107F.B5E2FA60

 

 

Hi Pranathi Kodicherla,

 

Hope you had a great internship with us! We are pleased to extend a Full-Time offer to you based on your Summer
Internship performance at Goldman Sachs India.  

 

Below Full-time Offer Details

Title Engineering Analyst

Office Location Bengaluru/Hyderabad

Tentative Joining Date June 2023

Compensation Details

a. Total Compensation (a=b+c+d) INR  2,400,000

b. CTC INR 1,750,000

c. One-time payment INR 300,000

d. Discretionary Bonus INR 350,000

*Discretionary Bonus is paid on basis of individual’s performance, performance of the Firm and is pro-rated from
the date of joining.
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01/09/2022, 09:58 C.B.I.T Mail - PPO | Goldman Sachs | Off - campus placement

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ik=1867fd42b4&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1742664949922735155&simpl=msg-f%3A1742664… 2/2

*Offer letter and location confirmation would be shared with students by early next year.

 

Would be great to hear on your acceptance on the full-time offer with us by Wednesday, 31 August, 2 PM.

 

Kindly note you will also receive emails from us close to your joining which will guide you through joining
formalities. It is extremely important that you take necessary action on emails as soon as possible to help
smoothen your transition into Goldman Sachs.

 

This communication and any consequent offer of Full-Time with GSSPL is conditional upon you accepting and
signing the offer letters as required by the firm, and also the following:

·         This communica�on and any consequent offer of employment with GSSPL/GSSPL-Hyderabad/GSISPL is
condi�onal upon you accep�ng and signing the offer le�ers as required by the firm, and also the following:

Satisfactory results of background checks, reference, criminal, credit, education checks and other
necessary checks as required by the firm;
You not being subject to any obligation, whether under a contract of employment or otherwise, which would
in any way restrict your ability to undertake or perform your duties with GSSPL/GSSPL-Hyderabad/GSISPL;
and
Your eligibility to work in India. Under Indian Immigration laws, foreign nationals must have appropriate
employment visas before their Internship employment commences

 

Again, huge congratulations and we are looking forward to having you onboard!

 

Regards,

India Campus Recruiting

 

Gold
man

Sachs

Keep up with news about Goldman Sachs

GS.com | Careers Blog | LinkedIn | YouTube | Twitter 
The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

 

Your Personal Data: We may collect and process information about you that may be subject to data protection laws. For more information about how we
use and disclose your personal data, how we protect your information, our legal basis to use your information, your rights and who you can contact,
please refer to: www.gs.com/privacy-notices 

image001.png 
12K
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30/08/2022, 10:54 C.B.I.T Mail - IBM-CIO Shortlist -2023.

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ik=1867fd42b4&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1742411414341895456&simpl=msg-f%3A1742411414341895456 1/2

Placements HEAD <placements@cbit.ac.in>

IBM-CIO Shortlist -2023. 

Lochan V M <Lochan.V.M@ibm.com> Sun, Au
To: Placements HEAD <placements@cbit.ac.in>, "po@cbit.ac.in" <po@cbit.ac.in>
Cc: Naveen Ramaiah <naramaia@in.ibm.com>

Dear Placement Team,

 

Greetings from IBM..!

This is in further to the coding assessments and Interviews which was conducted for IBM India Development centre for the role Software Developer, we would like to inform that below candidate have been short-listed.

IBM Candidate Reference Number Candidate Full Name (as per EAF) Email ID Highest Qualification CGPA Highest Qualification Branch AR One Time Component College Name

8530636 Akshith Reddy Ganta V S akshith2665@gmail.com BE 8.66 Computer Science and Engineering 725000 50000 Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology_Hyd

8513265 Ribhu Bhatta Charya ribhu5101@gmail.com BE 8.53 Electronics and Communications Engineering 725000 50000 Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology_Hyd

8501870 Sai Vaishnavi Patil saivaishnavi2002@gmail.com BE 8.16 Electrical and Electronics Engineering 725000 50000 Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology_Hyd

 

Candidate Available for Internship + Full Time.

Internship Starts From JAN. 
Stipend – 30000 PM For B.E & B.Tech.

Location Of JOB – Bangalore or Hyderabad.

No active Backlogs & CGPA of Equal to or greater than 7/70% at the time of Onboarding.

Pls acknowledge.

Thanks & Regards

Lochan Viswakarma  Mahendrachar

TA Partner - IBM Campus Team

+91 9916582856 

E-mail: Lochan.V.M@ibm.com

 

 

Manyata Embassy Park Block-G2,Ground Floor Nagawara, Bangalore, Karnataka 560045, INDIA
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12/1/22, 2:32 PM C.B.I.T Mail - Venue Details|| Demandbase Freshers Hiring || Hyderabad || 28th Nov 2022 @ 9:30AM

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ik=1867fd42b4&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1751000752329113638&simpl=msg-f%3A17510007523… 1/1

Placements HEAD <placements@cbit.ac.in>

Venue Details|| Demandbase Freshers Hiring || Hyderabad || 28th Nov 2022 @
9:30AM 

Seshagiri Manda <smanda@demandbase.com> Thu, Dec 1, 2022 at 2:17 PM
Reply-To: smanda@demandbase.com
To: Placements HEAD <placements@cbit.ac.in>
Cc: sai akhil p <ugs19044_cse.sai@cbit.org.in>, lakshman gunda <ugs19152_cse.lakshman@cbit.org.in>, Gaurav Nagpal
<gnagpal@demandbase.com>, fpc_cse@cbit.ac.in

Hi Team,
 
Please be informed that Rayilla Tarun has cleared all rounds of interviews and very soon going to release the offer. We
are planning to start the internship program from 5th Dec 2022. Please confirm the same.
 
As discussed earlier, Salary for initial 6 months - INR 25,000 per month. After 6 months, we will review and depending
upon candidate performance and business requirement, we will look at the possibilities for full time conversion. If
converted into a full time employee, CTC offered will be 8-9 lacs per annum.

Regards,
Seshagiri
[Quoted text hidden]
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SL. 
No

First Name(*) Last Name
(*)

Gender
(*)

Phone(*) Email(*) Current College UG/PG/Dual Current Degree

1 Gulshan Chandnani Male 7842255256 gchandnani369@gmail.com Chaitanya barathi instistute of technology UG Bachelor of Engineering

2 SANDEEP KUMAR PATLOLLA Male 6303984543 sandeeppatlolla14@gmail.com Chaitanya barathi instistute of technology UG Bachelor of Engineering

3 SAI NIVEDH KUMARMARAM Male 6300696645 ugs19301_cse.maram@cbit.org.inChaitanya barathi instistute of technology UG Bachelor of Engineering

4 vamshi Andugula Male 7729090401 vamshiandugula23@gmail.com Chaitanya barathi instistute of technology UG Bachelor of Engineering
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Current Specialization Current 
GPA

Electronics and Communication Engineering8.6

Electrical and Electronics Engineering 8.13

Computer Science and Engineering 9.17

Information Technology 7.9
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9 
INSITUTI OF TICHNOLOOY 

HHATLANYA BHARATHI INSTI|UI O| T|CHNOLOGY A) Kokapet (Village). Gandipet, Hyderabad, Telangana 500075 www cbit. ac in 

Supervisor 

Indhu Ramineni 
NETWORKS" is the Bonafide work carried out by 

Shishira Yedlapalli 

Smt. E. Kalpana 

Date: 

This is to Certify that the project titled *RUMOUR DETECTION ON SOCIAL MEDIA USING BIDIRECTIONAL GRAPH CONVOLUTIONAL 

Assistant Professor, 
Department of CSE, 

( 

CBIT, Hyderabad 

nif 

Place: Hyderabad 

ISO Certifed 
9001:2015 

CERTIFICATE 

the students of B.E.(CSE) of Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology(A), Hyderabad, affiliated to Osmania University, Hyderabad, Telangana (India) during 
the academic year 2022-2023, submitted in partial fulfilment of the requirements for 
the award of the degree in Bachelor of Engineering (Computer Science and 
Engineering) and that the project has not formed the basis for the award previously 
of any other degree, diploma, fellowship or any other similar title. 

(160119733069) 

COMM ITED TO 
RESEARCH INNOVATON AND 

FDUCATION 

(160119733308) 

44 

Head, CSE Dept. 

Dr. MSWAMY DAS 

Professor and Head 
Department of CSE, 

years 

CBIT, Hyderabad 

Professor and Head Depar 
Department of Computer Science £ ciny 
Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology (A) 
Gandipet, Hyderabad-500 075.(T.S.) 
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TM 

CHAITANYA BHARATHI 
INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY (A) 

Kokapet(Village). Gandipet, Hyderabad, Telangana-500075. www.cbit.ac.in 

nirf ISO Certified 
9001:2015 

Smt. M. Anila 

CERTIFICATE 

Voice Characteristics" is the bonafide work carried out by 

Assistant Professor, Dept. of CSE, 
CBIT, Hyderabad 

COMMITTED TO 
RESEARCH, 

INNOVATION AND 
EDUCATION 

This is to certify that the project titled "Neurological Disease Probability Prediction Üsing 

Arjun Gandotra (160119733182) 

44 

of B.E.(CSE), submitted in partial fulfilment for the reward of Bachelor of Engineering in 

Computer Science and Engineering from Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology (A), 

Hyderabad, affiliated to Osmania University, Hyderabad, Telangana (India) during the 

academic year 2022-2023. 

years 

Head, CSE Dept. 

Dr. M. Swamy Das 
Professor, Head of Dept. of CSE, CBIT, 
Hyderabad 

Professor and Head 
Department 

Department of Computer Science & Engineering 

Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology (A) 
Gandipet, Hyderabad-500 075.(T.S.) 
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TM 

CHAITANYA BHARATHI 
INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY A) 

Kokapet(VMage), Gandlpet, Hyderabad, Telangana-600076. www.ebit.ae ln 

21)| 

Supervisor 
Smt.B.Deepthi, 
Assistant Professor, 

NAAS 

CBIT, Hyderabad. 

nirf I80 Certied 
9001 2016 

CERTIFICATE 

This is to certify that the project titled �HUNTING INSIDER THREAT"is the 
bonafide work carried out by RUHITH SHAIK (160119733109) and MOHD 
AKRAM RASHEED (160119733310) students of B.E(CSE) of Chaitanya 
Bharathi Institute of Technology(A), Hyderabad, affiliated to Osmania 
University, Hyderabad, Telangana (India) during the academic year 2022-2023. 

COMMITTED TO 
RESEARCH, 

INNOVATION AND 
EDUCATION 

ii 

Head, CSE Dept. 

44 

Dr. M.Swamy Das, 

years 

Professor, Head of Dept. of CSE, 
CBIT, Hyderabad. 

Professor and Head Department 

Department of Computer Science & Engineering 

Chaitanya Bharathi iastitute of TechnoBogy (A) 
Gandipet, Hyderabad-500 075.(T.S.) 
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CHATIANYA BITARATHI INSTI|UTEO LIHNOLOGY (A) 

Supervisor 

Kokapet (Village). Gandipet, Hyderabad, Telangana 500075. www.cbit.ac.in 

Prof. N Rama Devi 

Professor, Dept. of CSE, 

NAAC 

CBIT, Hyderabad. 

nirf ISO Certiied 

9001:2015 

CERTIFICATE 
This is to certify that the project titled "A Multilingual approach for addressing the bot 
Identification in Twitter using Deep Learning" is the bonafide work carried out by Manoj Lavudya (160119733095) and Shashank Reddy Samala (160119733110) students of 
B.E(CSE) of Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of TechnologyA), Hyderabad, affiliated to 
OsmaniaUniversity, Hyderabad, Telangana (India) during the academic year 2022-2023. 

COMMATTED TO RESEA 
INNOVATION AND 

EDUCATON 

Head, CSE Dept. 

44 

Dr. M Swami Das 

years 

Professor, Head of Dept. of CSE, 

CBIT, Hyderabad. 

Professor and Head Department 
Department of Computer Science & Engineering 
Chaitanya Bharathi institute of Technology (A) 
Gandipet, Hyderabad-500 075.(T.S.) 
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UALIANYA BUARAIHI 
INII|UIT OE TI INOOGY A) 

Supervisor 

Kokapet (Vill nge). Gandipet, Hyderabad, Telangana-500075 www.ebit. ae in 

Dr. D. Raman 

Professor, Dept. of CSE, 

NAAC 

CBIT, Hyderabad. 

nif 1sO Certifed 
9001:2015 

CERTIFICATE 

This is to certify that the project titled Machine Translation for Multilingual chatbot" 
is the bonafide work carried out by Mahendranath Jinkathoti (160119733094). 
Mohammed Adnan(1 60119733096) the students of B.E. (SE) of Chaitanya Bharathi 
Institute of Technology (A), Hyderabad, affiliated to Osmania University, Hyderabad, 
Telangana, India during the academic year 2022-23, submitted in partial fulfillment of the 

requiremnent for the award of degree in Bachelor of Engineering (Computer Science and 
Engineering) and that the project has not formed the basis for the award previously of any 

other degree, diploma, fellowship or any other similar title. 

COMMiTTED TO 
RESEARCH 

INNOVATION AND 
EDUCA TION 44 years 

Head of Dept, CSE 

Dr. M. Swamy Das, 

Professor, Dept. of CSE, 

CBIT, Hyderabad. 

Professor and Head 
Department 

Department of Computer Science & 
Engineering 

Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of 
Technology (A) 

Gandipet, Hyderabad-500 075.(.S.) 
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TM 

Supervisor 

CHAITANYA BHARATHI 
INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY A) 

Kokapet(vllago), Gandipot, Hyderabad, Tolangana-500075. www.cbit.ac.in 

243 

Dr. Raman Dugyala, 

Professor, Dept. of CSE, 

CBIT, Hyderabad. 

Place: Hyderabad 

edd 

Date: 1-o4 -2023 

NAAC 
A 

This is to certify that the project titled �Weapon Detection Using Deep 

Learning Algorithms is the bonafide work carried out by Tharun Reddy 
Challabotla (160119733116) and Vishnu Vardhan Reddy Maram 

(160119733120) students of B.E(CSE) of Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of 
Technology(A), Hyderabad, affiliated to Osmania University, Hyderabad, 
Telangana (India) during the academic year 2022-2023. 

nirf ISO Certined 
9001-20015 

CERTIFICATE 

ii 

COMMITTED TO 
RESEARCH, 

INNOVATION AND 
EDUCATION 

Head, CSE Dept. 

44 

Dr. M. Swamy Das, 

years 

CBIT, Hyderabad. 

Professor, Head of Dept. CSE, 

Professor and Head Department Department of Computer Sciençe & Engineering Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology {Á) Gandipet, Hyderabad-500 075.(T.S.) 
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TA 

CHAITANYA BHARATHI 
INSTITUIE OE TECHNOLOGY (A) 
Kokapet(Vitnge). Gendipet, Hyderahbad, Telangana 500076. www.ebit ae.in 

Supervisßr 
Mrs.T.Prashanthi, 
Assistant Professor, 

MAC 

Dept. of AIML, 
CBIT, Hyderabad. 

ao01-2015 

CERTIEICATE 

COMMITTED TO 
RESEARCH, 
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